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Introduction 

Prepare for the exam with practice tests from Cambridge 

Inside you’H find four authentic examination papers from Cambridge University Press & 
Assessment. They are the perfect way to practise - EXACTLY like the real exam. 

Why are they unique? 

All our authentic practice tests go through the same design process as the IELTS test. We 
check eve叩 single part of our practice tests with real students under exam conditions, to 
make sure we give you the most authentic experience possible. 

Students can take these tests on their own or with the help of a teacher to familiarise 
themselves with the exam format, understand the scoring system and practise exam technique. 

Further information 

IELTS is jointly managed by the British Council, IDP: IELTS Australia and Cambridge 
University Press & Assessment. Further information can be found on the IELTS official 
website at ielts.org. 

WHAT IS THE TEST FORMAT? 

IELTS consists of four components. All candidates take the same Listening and Speaking 
tests. There is a choice of Reading and Writing tests according to whether a candidate is 
taking the Academic or General Training module. 

4 

Academic 
For candidates wishing to study at 
undergraduate or postgraduate levels, 
and for those seeking professional 
registration . 

司应

General Training 
For candidates wishing to migrate to an 
English-speaking country (Australia, Canada, 
New Zealand, UK), and for those wishing to 
train or study bel。w degree level. 

1' 

在
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Introduction 

The test components are taken in the following order: 

Listening 
4 parts, 40 items, approximately 30 minutes 

Academic Reading 
3 sections, 40 items 

60 minutes 

Academic Writing 
2 tasks 

60 minutes 

or 

or 

Speaking 
11 to 14 minutes 

General Training Reading 
3 sections, 40 items 

60 minutes 

General Training Writing 
2 tasks 

60 minutes 

T。tal (Maximum) Test Time 
2 hours 44 minutes 

GENERAL TRAINING TEST FORMAT 

Listening 

This test consists of four parts, each with ten questions. The first two parts are concerned 
with social needs. The first pa「t is a conversation between two speake「s and the second part 
is a monologue. The final two parts a「e concerned with situations related to educational o「

training contexts. The third pa「t is a conversation between up to four people and the fou「th
pa时 is a monologue. 

A variety of question types is used, including: multiple choice, matching, plan/map/ 
diagram labelling, form completion, note completion, table completion, flowchart completion, 
summary completion, sentence completion and short-answer questions. 

Candidates hear the recording once only and answer the questions as they listen. Ten 
minutes are allowed at the end for candidates to transfer their answers to the answer sheet. 

Reading 

This test consists of 3 sections with 40 questions. The texts are taken from notices, 
adve「tisements, leaflets, newspapers, instruction manuals, books and magazines. The 
first section contains texts relevant to basic linguistic survival in English, with tasks mainly 
concerned with providing factual information. The second section focuses on the work 
context and involves texts containing more complex language. The third section involves 
reading more extended texts, with a more complex structure, but with the emphasis on 
descriptive and instructive rather than argumentative texts. 

A variety of question types is used, including: multiple choice, identifying information 
(True/False/Not Given), identifying the writer’s views/claims (Yes/No/Not Given), matching 
information, matching headings, matching features, matching sentence endings, sentence 
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Introduction 

completion, summary completion, note completion, table completion, flowchart completion, 
diagram-label completion and short-answer questions. 

Writing 

This test consists of two tasks. It is suggested that candidates spend about 20 minutes on 
Task 1, which requires them to write at least 150 words, and 40 minutes on Task 2, which 
requires them to write at least 250 words. Task 2 contributes twice as much as Task 1 to the 
Writing score. 

In Task 1, candidates are asked to respond to a given situation with a letter requesting 
information or explaining the situation. They are assessed on their ability to engage in 
personal correspondence, elicit and provide general factual information, express needs, 
wants, likes and dislikes, express opinions, complaints, etc. 

In Task 2, candidates are presented with a point of view, argument or problem. They 
are assessed on their ability to provide general factual information, outline a problem 
and present a solution, present and justify an opinion, and evaluate and challenge ideas, 
evidence or arguments. 

Candidates are also assessed on their ability to write in an appropriate style. More 
information on assessing the Writing test, including Writing assessment criteria 
(public version), is available at ielts.org. 

Speaking 
This test takes between 11 and 14 minutes and is conducted by a trained examiner. 
There are three pa「ts:

Part 1 

The candidate and the examiner introduce themselves. Candidates then answer general 
questions about themselves, their home/family, their job/studies, their interests and a wide 
range of similar familiar topic areas. This part lasts between four and five minutes. 

Part 2 

The candidate is given a task card with prompts and is asked to talk on a particular topic. 
The candidate has one minute to prepare and they can make some notes if they wish, 
before speaking for between one and two minutes. The examiner then asks one or two 
questions on the same topic. 

Part 3 

The examiner and the candidate engage in a discussion of more abstract issues which are 
thematically linked to the topic in Part 2. The discussion lasts between four and five minutes. 

The Speaking test assesses whether candidates can communicate effectively in English. 
The assessment takes into account Fluency and Coherence, Lexical Resource, Grammatical 
Range and Accuracy, and Pronunciation. More information on assessing the Speaking test, 
including Speaking assessment criteria (public version), is available at ielts.org. 
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Introduction 

HOW IS IELTS SCORED? 

IELTS results are reported on a nine-band scale. In addition to the score for overall language 
ability, IELTS provides a score in the form of a profile for each of the four skills (Listening, 
Reading, Writing and Speaking). These scores are also reported on a nine-band scale. All 
scores are recorded on the Test Report Form along with details of the candidate’s nationality, 
first language and date of birth. Each Overall Band Score corresponds to a descriptive 
statement which gives a summa叩 of the English-language ability of a candidate classified at 
that level. The nine bands and their descriptive statements are as follows: 

9 Expert user - Has fully operational command of the language: appropriate, accurate 
and fluent with complete understanding. 

8 Very good user - Has fully operational command of the language with only occasional 
unsystematic inaccuracies and inappropriacies. Misunderstandings may occur in 
un臼miliar situations. Handles complex detailed argumentation well. 

7 Good user - Has operational command of the language, though with occasional 
inaccuracies, inappropriacies and misunderstandings 的 some situations. Generally 
handles complex language well and understands detailed reasoning. 

6 Competent user - Has generally effective command of the language despite some 
inaccuracies, inappropriacies and misunderstandings. Can use and understand fairly 
complex language, particularly in 臼miliar situations. 

5 M。dest user - Has partial command of the language, coping with overall meaning 
in most situations, though is likely to make many mistakes. Should be able to handle 
basic communication in own field. 

4 Limited user - Basic competence is limited to familiar situations. Has frequent 
problems in understanding and expression. Is not able to use complex language. 

3 Extremely limited user - Conveys and understands on伊 general meaning 的 very

角miliar situations. Frequent breakdowns in communication occuκ 

2 Intermittent user - Has great difficulty understanding spoken and written English. 

1 Non-user- Essentially has no ability to use the language beyond possibly a few 
isolated words. 

0 Did not attempt the test - Did not answer the questions. 
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Introduction 

MARKING THE PRACTICE TESTS 

Listening and Reading 

The answer keys are on pages 123-130. 
Each question in the Listening and Reading tests is worth one mark. 

Questions which require letter I Roman numeral answers 

For questions where the answers are letters or Roman numerals, you shOl』Id write only the 
number of answers required. For example, if the answer is a single letter or numeral, you 
should write only one answer. If you have written more letters or numerals than are required, 
the answer must be marked wrong. 

Questions which require answers in the form of words or numbers 

• Answers may be written in upper or lower case. 
• Words in brackets are optional - they are correct, but not necessa叩．

• Alternative answers are separated by a slash(/) . 
• If you are asked to write an answer using a certain number of wo「ds and/or (a) number(s), 

you will be penalised if you exceed this. For example, if a question specifies an answer 
using NO MORE THAN THREE WORDS and the correct answer is 'black leather coat’, 

the answer ‘coat of black leather’ is incorrect. 
• In questions where you are expected to complete a gap, you should only transfer the 

necessary missing word(s) onto the answer sheet. For example, to complete ‘in the .. ' 
where the correct answer is ‘morning’, the answer ‘ in the morning’ would be incorrect. 

• All answers require correct spelling (including words in brackets). 
• Both US and UK spelling are acceptable and are included in the answer key. 
• All standard alternatives for numbers, dates and currencies are acceptable. 
• All standard abbreviations are acceptable. 
• You will find additional notes about individual answers in the answer key. 

Writing 

The sample answers are on pages 131-139. It is not possible for you to give yourself a mark 
for the Writing tasks. We have provided high-level model answers w「itten by examiners, with 
commentaries. Additional sample and model answers can be downloaded from the Resource 
Bank. These sample and model answers will give you an insight into what is required for the 
Writing test. 
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Introduction 

HOW SHOULD YOU INTERPRET YOUR SCORES? 

At the end of each Listening and Reading answer key you will find a chart which will help 
you assess whether, on the basis of your practice test results, you are ready to take the 
IELTS test. 

In interpreting your score, there are a number of points you should bea「 in mind. Your 
pe「formance in the real I EL TS test will be reported in two ways: there will be a Band Score 
from 1 to 9 for each of the components and an Overall Band Score from 1 to 9, which 
is the average of your scores in the four components. However, institutions considering 
your application are advised to look at both the Overall Band Score and the Band Score for 
each component in order to determine whether you have the language skills needed for a 
particular course of study or work environment. For example, if you are applying for a course 
which involves a lot of reading and writing, but no lectures, listening skills might be less 
impo「tant and a score of 5 in Listening might be acceptable if the Overall Band Score was 7. 
However, for a course which has lots of lectures and spoken instructions, a score of 5 in 
Listening might be unacceptable even though the Overall Band Score was 7. 

Once you have marked your tests, you should have some idea of whether your listening 
and reading skills are good enough for you to t叩 the IELTS test. If you did well enough in 
one component, but not in others, you will have to decide for yourself whether you are ready 
to take the test. 

The practice tests have been checked to ensure that they are the same level of difficulty 
as the real IELTS test. However, we cannot guarantee that your score in the practice tests 
will be reflected in the real IELTS test. The practice tests can only give you an idea of your 
possible future performance and it is ultimately up to you to make decisions based on 
your score. 

Different institutions accept different IELTS scores for different types of courses. We have 
based our recommendations on the average scores which the majority of institutions accept. 
The institution to which you are applying may, of course, require a higher or lower score than 
most other institutions. 
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Test 1 

LISTENING 

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Year of birth: 

Postcode: 

Travelling by bus 

Transport survey 

Sadie Jones 

1991 

1 ··········································· 

Date of bus journey: 2 .......................................... . 

Reason for trip: shopping and visit to the 3 .......................................... . 

Travelled by bus because cost of 4 ........................................... too high 

Got on bus at 5 ........................................... Street 

Complaints about bus service: - bus today was 6 .......................................... . 

Travelling by car 

Goes to the 

Travelling by bicycle 

- frequency of buses in the 7 .......................................... . 

8 ........................................... by car 

Dislikes travelling by bike in the city centre because of the 9 .......................................... . 

Doesn't own a bike because of a lack of 10 .......................................... . 

www.ieltstep.com



Listening 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11-13 

Choose the correct lette巧 A, B or C. 

Becoming a volunteer for ACE 

Why does the speaker apologise about the seats? 

They are too small. 
There are not enough of them. 
Some of them are ve叩 close together. 

ABC 
11 

What does the speaker say about the age of volunteers? 

The age of volunteers is less important than othe「 factors.

Young volunteers a「e less reliable than older ones. 
Most volunteers are about 60 years old. 

ABC 
12 

What does the speaker say about training? 

It is continuous. 
It is conducted by a manager. 
It takes place online. 

ABC 
13 

Questions 14 and 15 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues does the speaker ask the audience to consider before they apply to 
be volunteers? 

11 

their financial situation 
their level of commitment 
thei「 work expe「ience

their ambition 
their availability 

A
H
R
M俨
u
v
n
u
E』
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers might 。仔er

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an unde「standing of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary w。rk

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 Fi 「st aid 

12 •[ '3 p. 123\ ＼自 p.104[

Listening 

PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker™s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 

13 

Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can™t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 

!™�I VÚ p. 1231 �I †ê p. 10s1 14 

Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

Ł strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

Ł successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

Ł damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

Ł a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............– was 
selected 

Ł vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............–––––. ........–. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

Ł elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ––· fl –– –––– ..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants™36 ...............–––– ................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

Ł elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

Ł 38 .. ––· - – -–– opportunities 

Ł a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......––·· 

Ł an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

Ł an increase in 40 ....– –– ······––– .... as a contributor to GDP 

š1'1 p. 1231 l@l p. 106 1 15 
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G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren™t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn™t necessarily true. They can™t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there™s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don™t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can™t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they™re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You™II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you™II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

Ł If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

Ł You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you™ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There™s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.

16 

Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners™trade 
association. 

5 If you™re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 

17 

Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we™ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children™s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you™H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 
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A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v—�b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn™t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn™t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk™(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

Ł must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................–...............–. ............ on it 

Ł may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........––––... ............. before use 

Ł may need a regular check by an 17 – 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

Ł used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

Ł a 19 ........ ..–··––·– ... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk™ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

Ł use objects such as 20 ........–– –––··––·–.... to make sure the load doesn™t 
pass over anyone™s head 

Ł appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

Ł more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‚Hmm™,'I see™, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer™s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... – –·–– ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······–·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ––– – –––. ... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company™s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........–.. ............................ on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,š viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork™s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television™s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‚ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people™s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  ˇ

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‚Estorcheton™or ‚home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........–––··––– –·– together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 – –––·– –––. ........... . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................– .......– .....................– to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Test 1 

Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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Emmmll 

WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

Ł say how important New Year is to people in your country 

Ł describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

Ł explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞš nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

Ł What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
Ł How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
Ł Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo™s Restaurants 
Benefits 

Ł 1 ......... ........––............ provided for all staff 

Ł 2 .............. .––.. ... .–––.. .... during weekdays at all Milo™S Restaurants 

Ł 3 .......– ................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł must be prepared to work well in a team 

Ł must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

Ł must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-eŠÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ˙�~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

Ł They are 31 .....– ............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men™s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

Ł Men started to wear 32 ..........–. ......– ........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

Ł A33 ..........– .......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

Ł The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

Ł Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  ˇ �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

Ł Women™s pockets were less 35 ............–.. ...................... than men™s. 

Ł Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

Ł Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 –– –· –– ··– ··– to link them together. 

Ł Pockets hung from the women™s 37 ...............– ··– .......– ...... under skirts and petticoats. 

Ł Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

Ł Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

Ł When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 – – ......... ....–––··fl.. ..... of women. 

Ł Bags called ‚pouches™became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..– ·· 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it™s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you™re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that™s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There™s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there™s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it™s synthetic, it™s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It™s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What™s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It™s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers™Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author™s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word™s website, 
two years™membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u Œ@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you™ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn™t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings™where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

Ł improved efficiency 

Ł less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

Ł invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

Ł �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

Ł make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

Ł have healthy food at meetings 

Ł �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

Ł provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ...fl ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

Ł provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................–– ..............– ·· 

Ł provide 20 .....––.. .– –. .–––... ....................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

Ł give managers appropriate training 

Ł find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

Ł do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

Ł Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

Ł The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

Ł Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

Ł Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

Ł In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

Ł All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

Ł Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

Ł Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

Ł Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

Ł Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

Ł Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

Ł Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

Ł Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

Ł If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .– – ..........–––––. ......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .fi–––.......– .......................––.. .. when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........–... ..... ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ™I can™t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.™The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people™s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ™I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,™Kennedy says. 
™My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.™Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
Nfl�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy™s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,™but the times were changing as well,™she says.™More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman™s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy™s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  ˇ �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer™s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ™It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.™The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman™s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ™l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn™t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that™s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about.™The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ™Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,™Mawer says. ™When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn™t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.™ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer™s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman™s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy™s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................––....................... ........... with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................––. .......–––··––.. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....––.. ...................... .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...– .... ...–. ....... ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................–––··––.............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

Ł thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

Ł explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

Ł ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

Ł Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
Ł How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............–––.......–....... .. Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......–––·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ™A scene in the home The picture™s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........––.. .... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ™ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........–. ......–. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don™t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don™t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don™t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don™t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don™t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don™t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

Ł is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

Ł would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................–. .. .... ways of improving safety. 

Ł does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

Ł Satellites are now quite 32 ..........–.... ...– .......–.......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

Ł At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

Ł There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........–... ..... satellites. 

Ł Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

Ł Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 –··––– .... .......... or commercial reasons. 

Ł It may be hard to collect details of the object™s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

Ł Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

Ł Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

Ł The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

Ł A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia™s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood™s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You™II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 
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This is the best spot if you don™t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN �̆e�r�w�e  ˇ�v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you™d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can™t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ˜

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you™re having �d�i Šb�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

Ł Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water™s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you™re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v—�h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that™s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‚billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water™S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don™t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............– . of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ............. .........–––––... ........ .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................– ...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....– –.. ....– – – –– –. ..... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It™s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

Ł boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

Ł items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............–... ... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

Ł workers do not use 22 –........... ... ..........................–· ·– ...... to reach high objects 

Ł 23 .... .. .. ..–....... –.... ...–. ... ...–.. ............ are fixed at corners 

Ł floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

Ł 25 ..........–––––––. .–. ... .... ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

Ł objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

Ł office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

Ł 27 ––– ................... .. ....... .. .–.......–.... are provided for documents 

Ł the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q–�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ™Queen of Roads™. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers™ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today™s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Test 3 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....–– E – to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned –~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^�ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
E š 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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�1�1�1�1�:�E�f Sï�RŠ� ˇ

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 

muNmuN �A�H�A�H�A�m�A
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SADIE: 
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�N

VÛ

AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 

Test 1 

in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 

07 

Test 2 

MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 

Test 3 

nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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things out for himself. 
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uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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Listening and Reading answer keys 

VÞ†ó�EVÞ

LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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Listening 

PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions 2 丁－26

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 。n j。bs in fashi。n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal su「prised to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 「ealised.
C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the indust「y.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal c「iticise about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the p「actice is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can™t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

Ł strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

Ł successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

Ł damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

Ł a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............– was 
selected 

Ł vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............–––––. ........–. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

Ł elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ––· fl –– –––– ..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants™36 ...............–––– ................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

Ł elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

Ł 38 .. ––· - – -–– opportunities 

Ł a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......––·· 

Ł an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

Ł an increase in 40 ....– –– ······––– .... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren™t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn™t necessarily true. They can™t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there™s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don™t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can™t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they™re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You™II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you™II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

Ł If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

Ł You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you™ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There™s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners™trade 
association. 

5 If you™re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we™ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children™s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you™H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 

18 

A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v—�b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn™t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn™t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk™(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

Ł must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................–...............–. ............ on it 

Ł may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........––––... ............. before use 

Ł may need a regular check by an 17 – 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

Ł used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

Ł a 19 ........ ..–··––·– ... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk™ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

Ł use objects such as 20 ........–– –––··––·–.... to make sure the load doesn™t 
pass over anyone™s head 

Ł appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

Ł more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‚Hmm™,'I see™, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer™s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... – –·–– ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······–·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ––– – –––. ... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company™s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........–.. ............................ on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,š viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork™s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television™s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‚ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people™s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  ˇ

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‚Estorcheton™or ‚home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........–––··––– –·– together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 – –––·– –––. ........... . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................– .......– .....................– to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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Emmmll 

WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

Ł say how important New Year is to people in your country 

Ł describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

Ł explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞš nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

Ł What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
Ł How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
Ł Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo™s Restaurants 
Benefits 

Ł 1 ......... ........––............ provided for all staff 

Ł 2 .............. .––.. ... .–––.. .... during weekdays at all Milo™S Restaurants 

Ł 3 .......– ................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł must be prepared to work well in a team 

Ł must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

Ł must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-eŠÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ˙�~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

Ł They are 31 .....– ............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men™s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

Ł Men started to wear 32 ..........–. ......– ........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

Ł A33 ..........– .......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

Ł The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

Ł Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  ˇ �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

Ł Women™s pockets were less 35 ............–.. ...................... than men™s. 

Ł Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

Ł Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 –– –· –– ··– ··– to link them together. 

Ł Pockets hung from the women™s 37 ...............– ··– .......– ...... under skirts and petticoats. 

Ł Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

Ł Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

Ł When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 – – ......... ....–––··fl.. ..... of women. 

Ł Bags called ‚pouches™became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..– ·· 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it™s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you™re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that™s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There™s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there™s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it™s synthetic, it™s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It™s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What™s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It™s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers™Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author™s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word™s website, 
two years™membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u Œ@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you™ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn™t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings™where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

Ł improved efficiency 

Ł less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

Ł invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

Ł �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

Ł make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

Ł have healthy food at meetings 

Ł �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

Ł provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ...fl ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

Ł provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................–– ..............– ·· 

Ł provide 20 .....––.. .– –. .–––... ....................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

Ł give managers appropriate training 

Ł find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

Ł do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

Ł Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

Ł The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

Ł Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

Ł Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

Ł In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

Ł All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

Ł Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

Ł Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

Ł Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

Ł Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

Ł Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

Ł Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

Ł Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

Ł If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .– – ..........–––––. ......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .fi–––.......– .......................––.. .. when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........–... ..... ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ™I can™t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.™The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people™s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ™I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,™Kennedy says. 
™My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.™Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
Nfl�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy™s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,™but the times were changing as well,™she says.™More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman™s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy™s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  ˇ �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer™s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ™It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.™The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman™s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ™l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn™t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that™s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about.™The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ™Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,™Mawer says. ™When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn™t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.™ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer™s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman™s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy™s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................––....................... ........... with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................––. .......–––··––.. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....––.. ...................... .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...– .... ...–. ....... ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................–––··––.............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

Ł thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

Ł explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

Ł ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

Ł Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
Ł How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............–––.......–....... .. Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......–––·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ™A scene in the home The picture™s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........––.. .... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ™ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........–. ......–. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don™t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don™t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don™t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don™t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don™t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don™t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

Ł is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

Ł would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................–. .. .... ways of improving safety. 

Ł does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

Ł Satellites are now quite 32 ..........–.... ...– .......–.......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

Ł At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

Ł There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........–... ..... satellites. 

Ł Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

Ł Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 –··––– .... .......... or commercial reasons. 

Ł It may be hard to collect details of the object™s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

Ł Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

Ł Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

Ł The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

Ł A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia™s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood™s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You™II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 
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This is the best spot if you don™t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN �̆e�r�w�e  ˇ�v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you™d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can™t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ˜

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you™re having �d�i Šb�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

Ł Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water™s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you™re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v—�h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that™s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‚billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water™S standard procedures. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don™t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............– . of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ............. .........–––––... ........ .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................– ...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....– –.. ....– – – –– –. ..... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It™s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

Ł boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

Ł items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............–... ... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

Ł workers do not use 22 –........... ... ..........................–· ·– ...... to reach high objects 

Ł 23 .... .. .. ..–....... –.... ...–. ... ...–.. ............ are fixed at corners 

Ł floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

Ł 25 ..........–––––––. .–. ... .... ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

Ł objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

Ł office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

Ł 27 ––– ................... .. ....... .. .–.......–.... are provided for documents 

Ł the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q–�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ™Queen of Roads™. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers™ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today™s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....–– E – to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned –~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^�ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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�1�1�1�1�:�E�f Sï�RŠ� ˇ

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 

07 

Test 2 

MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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PART 4 

In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 
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uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her employe「

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

Ł strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

Ł successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

Ł damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

Ł a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............– was 
selected 

Ł vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............–––––. ........–. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

Ł elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ––· fl –– –––– ..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants™36 ...............–––– ................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

Ł elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

Ł 38 .. ––· - – -–– opportunities 

Ł a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......––·· 

Ł an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

Ł an increase in 40 ....– –– ······––– .... as a contributor to GDP 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren™t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn™t necessarily true. They can™t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there™s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don™t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can™t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they™re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You™II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you™II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

Ł If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

Ł You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you™ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There™s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners™trade 
association. 

5 If you™re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we™ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children™s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you™H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 
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A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v—�b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn™t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn™t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk™(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

Ł must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................–...............–. ............ on it 

Ł may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........––––... ............. before use 

Ł may need a regular check by an 17 – 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

Ł used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

Ł a 19 ........ ..–··––·– ... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk™ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

Ł use objects such as 20 ........–– –––··––·–.... to make sure the load doesn™t 
pass over anyone™s head 

Ł appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

Ł more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‚Hmm™,'I see™, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer™s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... – –·–– ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······–·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ––– – –––. ... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company™s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........–.. ............................ on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,š viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork™s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television™s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‚ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people™s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  ˇ

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‚Estorcheton™or ‚home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........–––··––– –·– together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 – –––·– –––. ........... . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................– .......– .....................– to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Test 1 

Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

Ł say how important New Year is to people in your country 

Ł describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

Ł explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞš nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

Ł What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
Ł How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
Ł Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo™s Restaurants 
Benefits 

Ł 1 ......... ........––............ provided for all staff 

Ł 2 .............. .––.. ... .–––.. .... during weekdays at all Milo™S Restaurants 

Ł 3 .......– ................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł must be prepared to work well in a team 

Ł must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

Ł must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-eŠÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ˙�~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

Ł They are 31 .....– ............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men™s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

Ł Men started to wear 32 ..........–. ......– ........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

Ł A33 ..........– .......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

Ł The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

Ł Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  ˇ �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

Ł Women™s pockets were less 35 ............–.. ...................... than men™s. 

Ł Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

Ł Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 –– –· –– ··– ··– to link them together. 

Ł Pockets hung from the women™s 37 ...............– ··– .......– ...... under skirts and petticoats. 

Ł Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

Ł Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

Ł When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 – – ......... ....–––··fl.. ..... of women. 

Ł Bags called ‚pouches™became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..– ·· 
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�6�:�D�i�m Vú

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it™s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you™re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that™s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There™s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there™s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it™s synthetic, it™s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It™s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What™s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It™s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers™Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author™s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word™s website, 
two years™membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u Œ@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you™ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn™t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings™where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

Ł improved efficiency 

Ł less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

Ł invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

Ł �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

Ł make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

Ł have healthy food at meetings 

Ł �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

Ł provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ...fl ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

Ł provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................–– ..............– ·· 

Ł provide 20 .....––.. .– –. .–––... ....................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

Ł give managers appropriate training 

Ł find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

Ł do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

Ł Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

Ł The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

Ł Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

Ł Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

Ł In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

Ł All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

Ł Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

Ł Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

Ł Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

Ł Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

Ł Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

Ł Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

Ł Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

Ł If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Test 2 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .– – ..........–––––. ......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .fi–––.......– .......................––.. .. when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........–... ..... ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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Reading 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ™I can™t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.™The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people™s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ™I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,™Kennedy says. 
™My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.™Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
Nfl�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy™s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,™but the times were changing as well,™she says.™More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman™s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy™s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  ˇ �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer™s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ™It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.™The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman™s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ™l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn™t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that™s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about.™The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ™Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,™Mawer says. ™When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn™t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.™ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer™s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman™s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy™s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................––....................... ........... with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................––. .......–––··––.. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....––.. ...................... .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...– .... ...–. ....... ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................–––··––.............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

Ł thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

Ł explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

Ł ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

E š �A
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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Test 2 

El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

Ł Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
Ł How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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Test 3 

VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............–––.......–....... .. Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......–––·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ™A scene in the home The picture™s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........––.. .... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ™ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........–. ......–. 
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Test 3 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don™t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don™t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don™t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don™t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don™t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don™t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

Ł is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

Ł would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................–. .. .... ways of improving safety. 

Ł does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

Ł Satellites are now quite 32 ..........–.... ...– .......–.......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

Ł At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

Ł There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........–... ..... satellites. 

Ł Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

Ł Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 –··––– .... .......... or commercial reasons. 

Ł It may be hard to collect details of the object™s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

Ł Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

Ł Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

Ł The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

Ł A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia™s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood™s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You™II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 

64 

This is the best spot if you don™t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN �̆e�r�w�e  ˇ�v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you™d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can™t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ˜

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you™re having �d�i Šb�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

Ł Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water™s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you™re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v—�h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that™s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‚billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water™S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don™t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............– . of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ............. .........–––––... ........ .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................– ...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....– –.. ....– – – –– –. ..... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It™s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

Ł boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

Ł items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............–... ... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

Ł workers do not use 22 –........... ... ..........................–· ·– ...... to reach high objects 

Ł 23 .... .. .. ..–....... –.... ...–. ... ...–.. ............ are fixed at corners 

Ł floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

Ł 25 ..........–––––––. .–. ... .... ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

Ł objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

Ł office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

Ł 27 ––– ................... .. ....... .. .–.......–.... are provided for documents 

Ł the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q–�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ™Queen of Roads™. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers™ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today™s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Test 3 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....–– E – to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned –~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^�ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
E š 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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�1�1�1�1�:�E�f Sï�RŠ� ˇ

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 
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MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 

Test 3 

nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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PART 4 

In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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things out for himself. 

Test 4 

uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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Listening 

PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answeκ 

Elephant translocation 

Reas。ns f。r overp。pulati。n at Majete Nati。nal Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant overp。pulati。n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The transl。cati。n pr。cess

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be monito「ed constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

一 data including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 。f transl。cati。n at Nkh。tak。ta Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of poache「s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other pa「ks can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren™t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn™t necessarily true. They can™t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there™s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don™t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can™t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they™re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You™II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you™II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

Ł If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

Ł You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you™ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There™s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners™trade 
association. 

5 If you™re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we™ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children™s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you™H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 
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A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v—�b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn™t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn™t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk™(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

Ł must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................–...............–. ............ on it 

Ł may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........––––... ............. before use 

Ł may need a regular check by an 17 – 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

Ł used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

Ł a 19 ........ ..–··––·– ... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk™ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

Ł use objects such as 20 ........–– –––··––·–.... to make sure the load doesn™t 
pass over anyone™s head 

Ł appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

Ł more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‚Hmm™,'I see™, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer™s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... – –·–– ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······–·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ––– – –––. ... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company™s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........–.. ............................ on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
E š 

Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,š viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork™s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television™s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‚ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people™s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  ˇ

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‚Estorcheton™or ‚home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........–––··––– –·– together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 – –––·– –––. ........... . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................– .......– .....................– to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Test 1 

Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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Emmmll 

WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

Ł say how important New Year is to people in your country 

Ł describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

Ł explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞš nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

Ł What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
Ł How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
Ł Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo™s Restaurants 
Benefits 

Ł 1 ......... ........––............ provided for all staff 

Ł 2 .............. .––.. ... .–––.. .... during weekdays at all Milo™S Restaurants 

Ł 3 .......– ................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł must be prepared to work well in a team 

Ł must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

Ł must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-eŠÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ˙�~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

Ł They are 31 .....– ............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men™s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

Ł Men started to wear 32 ..........–. ......– ........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

Ł A33 ..........– .......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

Ł The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

Ł Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  ˇ �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

Ł Women™s pockets were less 35 ............–.. ...................... than men™s. 

Ł Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

Ł Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 –– –· –– ··– ··– to link them together. 

Ł Pockets hung from the women™s 37 ...............– ··– .......– ...... under skirts and petticoats. 

Ł Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

Ł Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

Ł When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 – – ......... ....–––··fl.. ..... of women. 

Ł Bags called ‚pouches™became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..– ·· 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it™s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you™re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that™s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There™s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there™s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it™s synthetic, it™s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It™s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What™s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It™s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers™Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author™s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word™s website, 
two years™membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u Œ@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you™ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn™t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings™where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

Ł improved efficiency 

Ł less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

Ł invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

Ł �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

Ł make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

Ł have healthy food at meetings 

Ł �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

Ł provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ...fl ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

Ł provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................–– ..............– ·· 

Ł provide 20 .....––.. .– –. .–––... ....................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

Ł give managers appropriate training 

Ł find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

Ł do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

Ł Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

Ł The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

Ł Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

Ł Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

Ł In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

Ł All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

Ł Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

Ł Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

Ł Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

Ł Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

Ł Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

Ł Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

Ł Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

Ł If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Test 2 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .– – ..........–––––. ......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .fi–––.......– .......................––.. .. when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........–... ..... ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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Reading 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ™I can™t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.™The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people™s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ™I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,™Kennedy says. 
™My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.™Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
Nfl�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy™s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,™but the times were changing as well,™she says.™More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman™s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy™s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  ˇ �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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Test 2 

D Mawer™s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ™It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.™The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman™s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ™l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn™t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that™s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about.™The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ™Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,™Mawer says. ™When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn™t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.™ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer™s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman™s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy™s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................––....................... ........... with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................––. .......–––··––.. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....––.. ...................... .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...– .... ...–. ....... ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................–––··––.............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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�&�I�m�m Vú

WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

Ł thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

Ł explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

Ł ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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Test 2 

El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

Ł Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
Ł How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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Test 3 

VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............–––.......–....... .. Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......–––·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ™A scene in the home The picture™s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........––.. .... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ™ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........–. ......–. 
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Test 3 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don™t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don™t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don™t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don™t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don™t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don™t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

Ł is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

Ł would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................–. .. .... ways of improving safety. 

Ł does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

Ł Satellites are now quite 32 ..........–.... ...– .......–.......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

Ł At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

Ł There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........–... ..... satellites. 

Ł Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

Ł Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 –··––– .... .......... or commercial reasons. 

Ł It may be hard to collect details of the object™s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

Ł Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

Ł Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

Ł The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

Ł A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia™s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood™s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You™II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 
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This is the best spot if you don™t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN �̆e�r�w�e  ˇ�v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you™d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can™t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ˜

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you™re having �d�i Šb�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

Ł Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water™s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you™re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v—�h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that™s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‚billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water™S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don™t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............– . of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ............. .........–––––... ........ .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................– ...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....– –.. ....– – – –– –. ..... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It™s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

Ł boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

Ł items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............–... ... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

Ł workers do not use 22 –........... ... ..........................–· ·– ...... to reach high objects 

Ł 23 .... .. .. ..–....... –.... ...–. ... ...–.. ............ are fixed at corners 

Ł floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

Ł 25 ..........–––––––. .–. ... .... ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

Ł objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

Ł office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

Ł 27 ––– ................... .. ....... .. .–.......–.... are provided for documents 

Ł the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q–�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ™Queen of Roads™. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers™ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today™s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....–– E – to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned –~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^�ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
E š 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 
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Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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SADIE: 
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VÛ

AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 

07 

Test 2 

MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 

Test 4 

09 

010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 

Test 4 

uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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Listening 

PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 「easonable care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the d「y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either cove「 the cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged too忏er you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take you 「 case to court. There’s a time limit for going to cou 「t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six yea 「s .
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners™trade 
association. 

5 If you™re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we™ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children™s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you™H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 
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A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v—�b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn™t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn™t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk™(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

Ł must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................–...............–. ............ on it 

Ł may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........––––... ............. before use 

Ł may need a regular check by an 17 – 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

Ł used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

Ł a 19 ........ ..–··––·– ... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk™ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

Ł use objects such as 20 ........–– –––··––·–.... to make sure the load doesn™t 
pass over anyone™s head 

Ł appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

Ł more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‚Hmm™,'I see™, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer™s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... – –·–– ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······–·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ––– – –––. ... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company™s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........–.. ............................ on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,š viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork™s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television™s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‚ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people™s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  ˇ

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‚Estorcheton™or ‚home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........–––··––– –·– together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 – –––·– –––. ........... . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................– .......– .....................– to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Test 1 

Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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Emmmll 

WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

Ł say how important New Year is to people in your country 

Ł describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

Ł explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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Test 1 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞš nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

Ł What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
Ł How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
Ł Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo™s Restaurants 
Benefits 

Ł 1 ......... ........––............ provided for all staff 

Ł 2 .............. .––.. ... .–––.. .... during weekdays at all Milo™S Restaurants 

Ł 3 .......– ................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł must be prepared to work well in a team 

Ł must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

Ł must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-eŠÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ˙�~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

Ł They are 31 .....– ............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men™s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

Ł Men started to wear 32 ..........–. ......– ........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

Ł A33 ..........– .......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

Ł The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

Ł Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  ˇ �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

Ł Women™s pockets were less 35 ............–.. ...................... than men™s. 

Ł Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

Ł Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 –– –· –– ··– ··– to link them together. 

Ł Pockets hung from the women™s 37 ...............– ··– .......– ...... under skirts and petticoats. 

Ł Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

Ł Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

Ł When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 – – ......... ....–––··fl.. ..... of women. 

Ł Bags called ‚pouches™became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..– ·· 
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�6�:�D�i�m Vú

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it™s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you™re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that™s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There™s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there™s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it™s synthetic, it™s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It™s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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Test 2 

F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What™s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It™s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers™Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author™s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word™s website, 
two years™membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u Œ@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you™ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn™t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings™where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

Ł improved efficiency 

Ł less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

Ł invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

Ł �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

Ł make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

Ł have healthy food at meetings 

Ł �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

Ł provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ...fl ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

Ł provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................–– ..............– ·· 

Ł provide 20 .....––.. .– –. .–––... ....................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

Ł give managers appropriate training 

Ł find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

Ł do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

Ł Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

Ł The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

Ł Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

Ł Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

Ł In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

Ł All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

Ł Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

Ł Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

Ł Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

Ł Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

Ł Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

Ł Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

Ł Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

Ł If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .– – ..........–––––. ......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .fi–––.......– .......................––.. .. when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........–... ..... ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ™I can™t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.™The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people™s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ™I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,™Kennedy says. 
™My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.™Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
Nfl�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy™s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,™but the times were changing as well,™she says.™More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman™s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy™s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  ˇ �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer™s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ™It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.™The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman™s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ™l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn™t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that™s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about.™The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ™Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,™Mawer says. ™When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn™t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.™ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer™s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman™s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy™s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................––....................... ........... with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................––. .......–––··––.. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....––.. ...................... .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...– .... ...–. ....... ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................–––··––.............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

Ł thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

Ł explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

Ł ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

Ł Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
Ł How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............–––.......–....... .. Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......–––·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ™A scene in the home The picture™s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........––.. .... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ™ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........–. ......–. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don™t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don™t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don™t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don™t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don™t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don™t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

Ł is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

Ł would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................–. .. .... ways of improving safety. 

Ł does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

Ł Satellites are now quite 32 ..........–.... ...– .......–.......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

Ł At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

Ł There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........–... ..... satellites. 

Ł Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

Ł Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 –··––– .... .......... or commercial reasons. 

Ł It may be hard to collect details of the object™s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

Ł Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

Ł Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

Ł The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

Ł A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia™s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood™s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You™II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 

64 

This is the best spot if you don™t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN �̆e�r�w�e  ˇ�v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you™d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can™t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ˜

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you™re having �d�i Šb�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

Ł Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water™s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you™re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v—�h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that™s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‚billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water™S standard procedures. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don™t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............– . of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ............. .........–––––... ........ .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................– ...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....– –.. ....– – – –– –. ..... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It™s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

Ł boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

Ł items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............–... ... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

Ł workers do not use 22 –........... ... ..........................–· ·– ...... to reach high objects 

Ł 23 .... .. .. ..–....... –.... ...–. ... ...–.. ............ are fixed at corners 

Ł floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

Ł 25 ..........–––––––. .–. ... .... ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

Ł objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

Ł office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

Ł 27 ––– ................... .. ....... .. .–.......–.... are provided for documents 

Ł the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q–�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ™Queen of Roads™. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers™ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today™s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....–– E – to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned –~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^�ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
E š 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 
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Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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Test 4 

SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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Aud ioscri pts 

PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
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�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 
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MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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PART 4 

In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 

Test 4 

uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if the「e’s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they shm』Id give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free repo时 from an 
independent O「ganisation.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost O「 damaged nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we™ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children™s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you™H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 
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A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v—�b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn™t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn™t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk™(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

Ł must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................–...............–. ............ on it 

Ł may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........––––... ............. before use 

Ł may need a regular check by an 17 – 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

Ł used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

Ł a 19 ........ ..–··––·– ... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk™ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

Ł use objects such as 20 ........–– –––··––·–.... to make sure the load doesn™t 
pass over anyone™s head 

Ł appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

Ł more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‚Hmm™,'I see™, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer™s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... – –·–– ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······–·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ––– – –––. ... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company™s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........–.. ............................ on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,š viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork™s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television™s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‚ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people™s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  ˇ

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‚Estorcheton™or ‚home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........–––··––– –·– together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 – –––·– –––. ........... . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................– .......– .....................– to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Test 1 

Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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Emmmll 

WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

Ł say how important New Year is to people in your country 

Ł describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

Ł explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞš nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

Ł What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
Ł How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
Ł Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo™s Restaurants 
Benefits 

Ł 1 ......... ........––............ provided for all staff 

Ł 2 .............. .––.. ... .–––.. .... during weekdays at all Milo™S Restaurants 

Ł 3 .......– ................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł must be prepared to work well in a team 

Ł must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

Ł must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-eŠÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ˙�~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

Ł They are 31 .....– ............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men™s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

Ł Men started to wear 32 ..........–. ......– ........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

Ł A33 ..........– .......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

Ł The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

Ł Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  ˇ �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

Ł Women™s pockets were less 35 ............–.. ...................... than men™s. 

Ł Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

Ł Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 –– –· –– ··– ··– to link them together. 

Ł Pockets hung from the women™s 37 ...............– ··– .......– ...... under skirts and petticoats. 

Ł Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

Ł Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

Ł When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 – – ......... ....–––··fl.. ..... of women. 

Ł Bags called ‚pouches™became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..– ·· 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it™s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you™re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that™s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There™s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there™s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it™s synthetic, it™s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It™s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What™s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It™s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers™Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author™s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word™s website, 
two years™membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u Œ@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you™ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn™t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings™where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

Ł improved efficiency 

Ł less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

Ł invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

Ł �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

Ł make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

Ł have healthy food at meetings 

Ł �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

Ł provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ...fl ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

Ł provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................–– ..............– ·· 

Ł provide 20 .....––.. .– –. .–––... ....................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

Ł give managers appropriate training 

Ł find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

Ł do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

Ł Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

Ł The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

Ł Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

Ł Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

Ł In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

Ł All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

Ł Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

Ł Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

Ł Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

Ł Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

Ł Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

Ł Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

Ł Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

Ł If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Test 2 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .– – ..........–––––. ......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .fi–––.......– .......................––.. .. when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........–... ..... ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ™I can™t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.™The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people™s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ™I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,™Kennedy says. 
™My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.™Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
Nfl�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy™s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,™but the times were changing as well,™she says.™More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman™s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy™s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  ˇ �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer™s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ™It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.™The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman™s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ™l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn™t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that™s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about.™The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ™Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,™Mawer says. ™When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn™t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.™ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer™s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman™s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy™s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................––....................... ........... with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................––. .......–––··––.. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....––.. ...................... .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...– .... ...–. ....... ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................–––··––.............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

Ł thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

Ł explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

Ł ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 

Fhu FD E š 

Test 2 

El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

Ł Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
Ł How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............–––.......–....... .. Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......–––·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ™A scene in the home The picture™s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........––.. .... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ™ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........–. ......–. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don™t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don™t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don™t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don™t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don™t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don™t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

Ł is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

Ł would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................–. .. .... ways of improving safety. 

Ł does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

Ł Satellites are now quite 32 ..........–.... ...– .......–.......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

Ł At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

Ł There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........–... ..... satellites. 

Ł Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

Ł Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 –··––– .... .......... or commercial reasons. 

Ł It may be hard to collect details of the object™s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

Ł Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

Ł Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

Ł The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

Ł A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia™s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood™s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You™II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 
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This is the best spot if you don™t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN �̆e�r�w�e  ˇ�v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you™d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can™t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ˜

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you™re having �d�i Šb�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

Ł Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water™s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you™re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v—�h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that™s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‚billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water™S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don™t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............– . of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ............. .........–––––... ........ .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................– ...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....– –.. ....– – – –– –. ..... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It™s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

Ł boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

Ł items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............–... ... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

Ł workers do not use 22 –........... ... ..........................–· ·– ...... to reach high objects 

Ł 23 .... .. .. ..–....... –.... ...–. ... ...–.. ............ are fixed at corners 

Ł floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

Ł 25 ..........–––––––. .–. ... .... ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

Ł objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

Ł office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

Ł 27 ––– ................... .. ....... .. .–.......–.... are provided for documents 

Ł the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q–�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ™Queen of Roads™. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers™ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today™s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Test 3 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Test 3 

Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....–– E – to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned –~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^�ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
E š 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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Test 4 

VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Test4 

Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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�1�1�1�1�:�E�f Sï�RŠ� ˇ

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Test4 

Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Test 4 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Test 4 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 

Test 1 

in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 

07 
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MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 

Test 3 

nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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things out for himself. 
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uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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Listening 

PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A Teenvisi。n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 「eading recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing worksh。ps

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build you「 confidence to begin fo「mulating

ideas for sto「ylines and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
beginne「s and established w「iters.

C B。。ks for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books a「e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 「omance.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at ou 「 website to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The b。。k club 

Eve叩 month members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 

18 

A writing group fo「 young poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will explo「e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v—�b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn™t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn™t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk™(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

Ł must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................–...............–. ............ on it 

Ł may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........––––... ............. before use 

Ł may need a regular check by an 17 – 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

Ł used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

Ł a 19 ........ ..–··––·– ... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk™ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

Ł use objects such as 20 ........–– –––··––·–.... to make sure the load doesn™t 
pass over anyone™s head 

Ł appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

Ł more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‚Hmm™,'I see™, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer™s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... – –·–– ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······–·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ––– – –––. ... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company™s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........–.. ............................ on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,š viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

24 

List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork™s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television™s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‚ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people™s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  ˇ

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‚Estorcheton™or ‚home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........–––··––– –·– together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 – –––·– –––. ........... . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................– .......– .....................– to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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Emmmll 

WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

Ł say how important New Year is to people in your country 

Ł describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

Ł explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞš nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

Ł What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
Ł How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
Ł Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo™s Restaurants 
Benefits 

Ł 1 ......... ........––............ provided for all staff 

Ł 2 .............. .––.. ... .–––.. .... during weekdays at all Milo™S Restaurants 

Ł 3 .......– ................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł must be prepared to work well in a team 

Ł must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

Ł must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-eŠÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ˙�~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

Ł They are 31 .....– ............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men™s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

Ł Men started to wear 32 ..........–. ......– ........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

Ł A33 ..........– .......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

Ł The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

Ł Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  ˇ �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

Ł Women™s pockets were less 35 ............–.. ...................... than men™s. 

Ł Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

Ł Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 –– –· –– ··– ··– to link them together. 

Ł Pockets hung from the women™s 37 ...............– ··– .......– ...... under skirts and petticoats. 

Ł Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

Ł Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

Ł When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 – – ......... ....–––··fl.. ..... of women. 

Ł Bags called ‚pouches™became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..– ·· 
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�6�:�D�i�m Vú

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it™s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you™re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that™s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There™s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there™s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it™s synthetic, it™s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It™s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What™s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It™s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers™Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author™s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word™s website, 
two years™membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u Œ@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you™ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn™t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings™where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

Ł improved efficiency 

Ł less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

Ł invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

Ł �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

Ł make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

Ł have healthy food at meetings 

Ł �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

Ł provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ...fl ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

Ł provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................–– ..............– ·· 

Ł provide 20 .....––.. .– –. .–––... ....................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

Ł give managers appropriate training 

Ł find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

Ł do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

Ł Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

Ł The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

Ł Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

Ł Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

Ł In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

Ł All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

Ł Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

Ł Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

Ł Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

Ł Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

Ł Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

Ł Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

Ł Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

Ł If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .– – ..........–––––. ......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .fi–––.......– .......................––.. .. when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........–... ..... ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ™I can™t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.™The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people™s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ™I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,™Kennedy says. 
™My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.™Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
Nfl�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy™s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,™but the times were changing as well,™she says.™More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman™s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy™s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  ˇ �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer™s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ™It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.™The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman™s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ™l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn™t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that™s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about.™The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ™Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,™Mawer says. ™When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn™t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.™ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer™s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman™s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy™s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................––....................... ........... with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................––. .......–––··––.. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....––.. ...................... .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...– .... ...–. ....... ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................–––··––.............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

Ł thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

Ł explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

Ł ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

Ł Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
Ł How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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Test 3 

VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............–––.......–....... .. Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......–––·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ™A scene in the home The picture™s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........––.. .... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ™ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........–. ......–. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don™t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don™t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don™t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don™t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don™t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don™t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

Ł is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

Ł would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................–. .. .... ways of improving safety. 

Ł does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

Ł Satellites are now quite 32 ..........–.... ...– .......–.......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

Ł At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

Ł There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........–... ..... satellites. 

Ł Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

Ł Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 –··––– .... .......... or commercial reasons. 

Ł It may be hard to collect details of the object™s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

Ł Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

Ł Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

Ł The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

Ł A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia™s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood™s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You™II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 
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This is the best spot if you don™t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN �̆e�r�w�e  ˇ�v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you™d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can™t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ˜

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you™re having �d�i Šb�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

Ł Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water™s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you™re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v—�h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that™s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‚billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water™S standard procedures. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don™t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............– . of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ............. .........–––––... ........ .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................– ...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....– –.. ....– – – –– –. ..... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It™s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

Ł boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

Ł items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............–... ... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

Ł workers do not use 22 –........... ... ..........................–· ·– ...... to reach high objects 

Ł 23 .... .. .. ..–....... –.... ...–. ... ...–.. ............ are fixed at corners 

Ł floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

Ł 25 ..........–––––––. .–. ... .... ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

Ł objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

Ł office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

Ł 27 ––– ................... .. ....... .. .–.......–.... are provided for documents 

Ł the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q–�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ™Queen of Roads™. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers™ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today™s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....–– E – to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned –~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^�ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
E š 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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�1�1�1�1�:�E�f Sï�RŠ� ˇ

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL
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No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.
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MAN: I see. 
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AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 

07 

Test 2 

MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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PART 4 

In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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09 

010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 

Test 4 

uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 
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A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct Jette巧 A-F.， 的 boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

NB γou may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas fo「 the books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

刊 This group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either poet叩 or fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk™(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

Ł must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................–...............–. ............ on it 

Ł may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........––––... ............. before use 

Ł may need a regular check by an 17 – 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

Ł used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

Ł a 19 ........ ..–··––·– ... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk™ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

Ł use objects such as 20 ........–– –––··––·–.... to make sure the load doesn™t 
pass over anyone™s head 

Ł appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

Ł more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‚Hmm™,'I see™, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer™s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... – –·–– ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······–·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ––– – –––. ... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company™s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........–.. ............................ on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,š viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork™s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television™s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‚ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people™s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  ˇ

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‚Estorcheton™or ‚home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........–––··––– –·– together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 – –––·– –––. ........... . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................– .......– .....................– to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

Ł say how important New Year is to people in your country 

Ł describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

Ł explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞš nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

Ł What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
Ł How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
Ł Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo™s Restaurants 
Benefits 

Ł 1 ......... ........––............ provided for all staff 

Ł 2 .............. .––.. ... .–––.. .... during weekdays at all Milo™S Restaurants 

Ł 3 .......– ................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł must be prepared to work well in a team 

Ł must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

Ł must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-eŠÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ˙�~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

Ł They are 31 .....– ............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men™s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

Ł Men started to wear 32 ..........–. ......– ........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

Ł A33 ..........– .......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

Ł The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

Ł Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  ˇ �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

Ł Women™s pockets were less 35 ............–.. ...................... than men™s. 

Ł Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

Ł Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 –– –· –– ··– ··– to link them together. 

Ł Pockets hung from the women™s 37 ...............– ··– .......– ...... under skirts and petticoats. 

Ł Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

Ł Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

Ł When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 – – ......... ....–––··fl.. ..... of women. 

Ł Bags called ‚pouches™became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..– ·· 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it™s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you™re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that™s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There™s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there™s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it™s synthetic, it™s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It™s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What™s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It™s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers™Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author™s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word™s website, 
two years™membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u Œ@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you™ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn™t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings™where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

Ł improved efficiency 

Ł less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

Ł invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

Ł �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

Ł make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

Ł have healthy food at meetings 

Ł �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

Ł provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ...fl ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

Ł provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................–– ..............– ·· 

Ł provide 20 .....––.. .– –. .–––... ....................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

Ł give managers appropriate training 

Ł find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

Ł do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

Ł Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

Ł The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

Ł Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

Ł Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

Ł In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

Ł All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

Ł Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

Ł Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

Ł Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

Ł Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

Ł Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

Ł Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

Ł Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

Ł If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .– – ..........–––––. ......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .fi–––.......– .......................––.. .. when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........–... ..... ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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Reading 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ™I can™t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.™The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people™s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ™I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,™Kennedy says. 
™My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.™Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
Nfl�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy™s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,™but the times were changing as well,™she says.™More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman™s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy™s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  ˇ �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer™s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ™It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.™The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman™s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ™l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn™t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that™s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about.™The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ™Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,™Mawer says. ™When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn™t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.™ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer™s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman™s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy™s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................––....................... ........... with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................––. .......–––··––.. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....––.. ...................... .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...– .... ...–. ....... ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................–––··––.............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

Ł thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

Ł explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

Ł ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

E š �A
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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Test 2 

El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

Ł Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
Ł How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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Test 3 

VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............–––.......–....... .. Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......–––·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ™A scene in the home The picture™s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........––.. .... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ™ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........–. ......–. 
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Test 3 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don™t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don™t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don™t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don™t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don™t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don™t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

Ł is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

Ł would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................–. .. .... ways of improving safety. 

Ł does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

Ł Satellites are now quite 32 ..........–.... ...– .......–.......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

Ł At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

Ł There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........–... ..... satellites. 

Ł Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

Ł Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 –··––– .... .......... or commercial reasons. 

Ł It may be hard to collect details of the object™s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

Ł Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

Ł Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

Ł The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

Ł A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia™s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood™s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You™II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 

64 

This is the best spot if you don™t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN �̆e�r�w�e  ˇ�v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you™d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can™t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ˜

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you™re having �d�i Šb�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

Ł Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water™s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you™re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v—�h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that™s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‚billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water™S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don™t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............– . of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ............. .........–––––... ........ .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................– ...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....– –.. ....– – – –– –. ..... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It™s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

Ł boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

Ł items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............–... ... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

Ł workers do not use 22 –........... ... ..........................–· ·– ...... to reach high objects 

Ł 23 .... .. .. ..–....... –.... ...–. ... ...–.. ............ are fixed at corners 

Ł floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

Ł 25 ..........–––––––. .–. ... .... ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

Ł objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

Ł office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

Ł 27 ––– ................... .. ....... .. .–.......–.... are provided for documents 

Ł the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q–�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ™Queen of Roads™. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers™ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today™s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Test 3 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....–– E – to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned –~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^�ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
E š 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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�1�1�1�1�:�E�f Sï�RŠ� ˇ

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 
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MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 

Test 3 

nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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PART 4 

In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 

Test 4 

uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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VÞ†ó�EVÞ

LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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Listening 

PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 

18 

A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions 1ι27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be prope「ly constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to p「ior to using the equipment. Certain 
types of machine「y, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use c「anes, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 「isk assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
refer「ed to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important oppo同unity for them to ask 
questions about their 「ole in the operation. 

When heavy loads a「e being moved around, there are some p「actical things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk unde「 the load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is ve叩 unusual for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the seconda叩 equipment. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of seconda叩 lifting equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most inju「ies occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

Ł must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................–...............–. ............ on it 

Ł may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........––––... ............. before use 

Ł may need a regular check by an 17 – 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

Ł used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

Ł a 19 ........ ..–··––·– ... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk™ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

Ł use objects such as 20 ........–– –––··––·–.... to make sure the load doesn™t 
pass over anyone™s head 

Ł appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

Ł more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‚Hmm™,'I see™, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer™s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... – –·–– ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······–·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ––– – –––. ... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company™s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........–.. ............................ on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
E š 

Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,š viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork™s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television™s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‚ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people™s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  ˇ

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‚Estorcheton™or ‚home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........–––··––– –·– together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 – –––·– –––. ........... . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................– .......– .....................– to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Test 1 

Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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Emmmll 

WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

Ł say how important New Year is to people in your country 

Ł describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

Ł explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞš nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

Ł What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
Ł How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
Ł Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo™s Restaurants 
Benefits 

Ł 1 ......... ........––............ provided for all staff 

Ł 2 .............. .––.. ... .–––.. .... during weekdays at all Milo™S Restaurants 

Ł 3 .......– ................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł must be prepared to work well in a team 

Ł must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

Ł must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-eŠÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ˙�~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

Ł They are 31 .....– ............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men™s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

Ł Men started to wear 32 ..........–. ......– ........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

Ł A33 ..........– .......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

Ł The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

Ł Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  ˇ �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

Ł Women™s pockets were less 35 ............–.. ...................... than men™s. 

Ł Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

Ł Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 –– –· –– ··– ··– to link them together. 

Ł Pockets hung from the women™s 37 ...............– ··– .......– ...... under skirts and petticoats. 

Ł Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

Ł Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

Ł When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 – – ......... ....–––··fl.. ..... of women. 

Ł Bags called ‚pouches™became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..– ·· 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it™s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you™re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that™s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There™s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there™s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it™s synthetic, it™s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It™s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What™s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It™s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers™Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author™s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word™s website, 
two years™membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u Œ@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you™ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn™t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings™where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

Ł improved efficiency 

Ł less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

Ł invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

Ł �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

Ł make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

Ł have healthy food at meetings 

Ł �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

Ł provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ...fl ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

Ł provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................–– ..............– ·· 

Ł provide 20 .....––.. .– –. .–––... ....................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

Ł give managers appropriate training 

Ł find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

Ł do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

Ł Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

Ł The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

Ł Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

Ł Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

Ł In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

Ł All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

Ł Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

Ł Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

Ł Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

Ł Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

Ł Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

Ł Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

Ł Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

Ł If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Test 2 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .– – ..........–––––. ......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .fi–––.......– .......................––.. .. when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........–... ..... ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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Reading 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ™I can™t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.™The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people™s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ™I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,™Kennedy says. 
™My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.™Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
Nfl�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy™s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,™but the times were changing as well,™she says.™More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman™s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy™s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  ˇ �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer™s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ™It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.™The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman™s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ™l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn™t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that™s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about.™The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ™Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,™Mawer says. ™When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn™t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.™ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer™s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman™s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy™s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................––....................... ........... with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................––. .......–––··––.. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....––.. ...................... .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...– .... ...–. ....... ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................–––··––.............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

Ł thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

Ł explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

Ł ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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Test 2 

El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

Ł Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
Ł How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............–––.......–....... .. Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......–––·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ™A scene in the home The picture™s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........––.. .... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ™ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........–. ......–. 
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Test 3 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don™t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don™t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don™t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don™t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don™t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don™t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

Ł is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

Ł would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................–. .. .... ways of improving safety. 

Ł does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

Ł Satellites are now quite 32 ..........–.... ...– .......–.......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

Ł At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

Ł There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........–... ..... satellites. 

Ł Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

Ł Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 –··––– .... .......... or commercial reasons. 

Ł It may be hard to collect details of the object™s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

Ł Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

Ł Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

Ł The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

Ł A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia™s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood™s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You™II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 
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This is the best spot if you don™t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN �̆e�r�w�e  ˇ�v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you™d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can™t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ˜

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you™re having �d�i Šb�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

Ł Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water™s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you™re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v—�h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that™s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‚billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water™S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don™t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............– . of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ............. .........–––––... ........ .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................– ...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....– –.. ....– – – –– –. ..... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It™s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

Ł boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

Ł items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............–... ... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

Ł workers do not use 22 –........... ... ..........................–· ·– ...... to reach high objects 

Ł 23 .... .. .. ..–....... –.... ...–. ... ...–.. ............ are fixed at corners 

Ł floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

Ł 25 ..........–––––––. .–. ... .... ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

Ł objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

Ł office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

Ł 27 ––– ................... .. ....... .. .–.......–.... are provided for documents 

Ł the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q–�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ™Queen of Roads™. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers™ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today™s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....–– E – to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned –~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^�ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
E š 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 
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Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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SADIE: 
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�N

VÛ

AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 

07 

Test 2 

MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 

Test 4 

09 

010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 

Test 4 

uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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Listening and Reading answer keys 

VÞ†ó�EVÞ

LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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Listening 

PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 

18 

A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions 1ι22 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answeκ 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

Li伐ing equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

·「elevant to cranes 

• used to establish and car叩 out 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal di 「ections to the crane driver 

Sec。ndary lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‚Hmm™,'I see™, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer™s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... – –·–– ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······–·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ––– – –––. ... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company™s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........–.. ............................ on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,š viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork™s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television™s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‚ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people™s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  ˇ

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‚Estorcheton™or ‚home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........–––··––– –·– together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 – –––·– –––. ........... . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................– .......– .....................– to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Test 1 

Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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Emmmll 

WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

Ł say how important New Year is to people in your country 

Ł describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

Ł explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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Test 1 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞš nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

Ł What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
Ł How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
Ł Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo™s Restaurants 
Benefits 

Ł 1 ......... ........––............ provided for all staff 

Ł 2 .............. .––.. ... .–––.. .... during weekdays at all Milo™S Restaurants 

Ł 3 .......– ................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł must be prepared to work well in a team 

Ł must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

Ł must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-eŠÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ˙�~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

Ł They are 31 .....– ............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men™s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

Ł Men started to wear 32 ..........–. ......– ........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

Ł A33 ..........– .......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

Ł The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

Ł Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  ˇ �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

Ł Women™s pockets were less 35 ............–.. ...................... than men™s. 

Ł Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

Ł Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 –– –· –– ··– ··– to link them together. 

Ł Pockets hung from the women™s 37 ...............– ··– .......– ...... under skirts and petticoats. 

Ł Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

Ł Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

Ł When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 – – ......... ....–––··fl.. ..... of women. 

Ł Bags called ‚pouches™became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..– ·· 
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�6�:�D�i�m Vú

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it™s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you™re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that™s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There™s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there™s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it™s synthetic, it™s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It™s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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Test 2 

F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What™s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It™s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers™Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author™s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word™s website, 
two years™membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u Œ@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you™ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn™t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings™where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

Ł improved efficiency 

Ł less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

Ł invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

Ł �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

Ł make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

Ł have healthy food at meetings 

Ł �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

Ł provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ...fl ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

Ł provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................–– ..............– ·· 

Ł provide 20 .....––.. .– –. .–––... ....................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

Ł give managers appropriate training 

Ł find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

Ł do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

Ł Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

Ł The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

Ł Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

Ł Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

Ł In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

Ł All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

Ł Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

Ł Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

Ł Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

Ł Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

Ł Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

Ł Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

Ł Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

Ł If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .– – ..........–––––. ......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .fi–––.......– .......................––.. .. when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........–... ..... ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ™I can™t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.™The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people™s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ™I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,™Kennedy says. 
™My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.™Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
Nfl�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy™s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,™but the times were changing as well,™she says.™More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman™s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy™s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  ˇ �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer™s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ™It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.™The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman™s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ™l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn™t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that™s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about.™The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ™Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,™Mawer says. ™When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn™t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.™ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer™s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman™s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy™s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................––....................... ........... with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................––. .......–––··––.. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....––.. ...................... .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...– .... ...–. ....... ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................–––··––.............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

Ł thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

Ł explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

Ł ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

Ł Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
Ł How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............–––.......–....... .. Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......–––·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ™A scene in the home The picture™s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........––.. .... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ™ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........–. ......–. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don™t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don™t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don™t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don™t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don™t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don™t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

Ł is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

Ł would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................–. .. .... ways of improving safety. 

Ł does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

Ł Satellites are now quite 32 ..........–.... ...– .......–.......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

Ł At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

Ł There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........–... ..... satellites. 

Ł Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

Ł Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 –··––– .... .......... or commercial reasons. 

Ł It may be hard to collect details of the object™s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

Ł Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

Ł Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

Ł The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

Ł A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia™s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood™s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You™II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 

64 

This is the best spot if you don™t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN �̆e�r�w�e  ˇ�v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you™d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can™t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ˜

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you™re having �d�i Šb�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

Ł Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water™s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you™re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v—�h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that™s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‚billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water™S standard procedures. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don™t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............– . of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ............. .........–––––... ........ .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................– ...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....– –.. ....– – – –– –. ..... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It™s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

Ł boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

Ł items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............–... ... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

Ł workers do not use 22 –........... ... ..........................–· ·– ...... to reach high objects 

Ł 23 .... .. .. ..–....... –.... ...–. ... ...–.. ............ are fixed at corners 

Ł floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

Ł 25 ..........–––––––. .–. ... .... ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

Ł objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

Ł office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

Ł 27 ––– ................... .. ....... .. .–.......–.... are provided for documents 

Ł the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q–�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ™Queen of Roads™. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers™ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today™s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....–– E – to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned –~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^�ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
E š 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 
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Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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�1�1�1�1�:�E�f Sï�RŠ� ˇ

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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Test 4 

SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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Aud ioscri pts 

PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
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�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 
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MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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PART 4 

In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 

Test 4 

uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 
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A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the conf「ontation accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in cont「ol of thei 「 emotions deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the custome「 say what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me mo「e'. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building a 「elationship of trust with your customer. To help 
you unde「stand the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the p「oblem. One thing to keep in mind is that you shm』Id know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work fo「. The cost could be minimal 一
maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could resl』 It in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... – –·–– ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······–·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ––– – –––. ... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company™s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........–.. ............................ on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
E š 

Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,š viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork™s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television™s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‚ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people™s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  ˇ

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‚Estorcheton™or ‚home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........–––··––– –·– together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 – –––·– –––. ........... . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................– .......– .....................– to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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Emmmll 

WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

Ł say how important New Year is to people in your country 

Ł describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

Ł explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞš nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

Ł What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
Ł How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
Ł Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo™s Restaurants 
Benefits 

Ł 1 ......... ........––............ provided for all staff 

Ł 2 .............. .––.. ... .–––.. .... during weekdays at all Milo™S Restaurants 

Ł 3 .......– ................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł must be prepared to work well in a team 

Ł must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

Ł must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-eŠÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ˙�~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

Ł They are 31 .....– ............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men™s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

Ł Men started to wear 32 ..........–. ......– ........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

Ł A33 ..........– .......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

Ł The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

Ł Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  ˇ �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

Ł Women™s pockets were less 35 ............–.. ...................... than men™s. 

Ł Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

Ł Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 –– –· –– ··– ··– to link them together. 

Ł Pockets hung from the women™s 37 ...............– ··– .......– ...... under skirts and petticoats. 

Ł Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

Ł Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

Ł When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 – – ......... ....–––··fl.. ..... of women. 

Ł Bags called ‚pouches™became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..– ·· 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it™s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you™re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that™s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There™s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there™s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it™s synthetic, it™s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It™s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What™s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It™s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers™Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author™s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word™s website, 
two years™membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u Œ@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you™ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn™t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings™where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

Ł improved efficiency 

Ł less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

Ł invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

Ł �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

Ł make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

Ł have healthy food at meetings 

Ł �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

Ł provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ...fl ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

Ł provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................–– ..............– ·· 

Ł provide 20 .....––.. .– –. .–––... ....................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

Ł give managers appropriate training 

Ł find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

Ł do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

Ł Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

Ł The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

Ł Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

Ł Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

Ł In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

Ł All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

Ł Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

Ł Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

Ł Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

Ł Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

Ł Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

Ł Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

Ł Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

Ł If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Test 2 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .– – ..........–––––. ......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .fi–––.......– .......................––.. .. when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........–... ..... ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ™I can™t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.™The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people™s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ™I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,™Kennedy says. 
™My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.™Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
Nfl�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy™s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,™but the times were changing as well,™she says.™More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman™s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy™s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  ˇ �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer™s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ™It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.™The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman™s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ™l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn™t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that™s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about.™The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ™Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,™Mawer says. ™When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn™t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.™ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer™s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman™s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy™s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................––....................... ........... with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................––. .......–––··––.. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....––.. ...................... .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...– .... ...–. ....... ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................–––··––.............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

Ł thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

Ł explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

Ł ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 

Fhu FD E š 

Test 2 

El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

Ł Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
Ł How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............–––.......–....... .. Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......–––·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ™A scene in the home The picture™s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........––.. .... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ™ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........–. ......–. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don™t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don™t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don™t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don™t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don™t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don™t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

Ł is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

Ł would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................–. .. .... ways of improving safety. 

Ł does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

Ł Satellites are now quite 32 ..........–.... ...– .......–.......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

Ł At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

Ł There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........–... ..... satellites. 

Ł Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

Ł Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 –··––– .... .......... or commercial reasons. 

Ł It may be hard to collect details of the object™s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

Ł Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

Ł Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

Ł The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

Ł A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia™s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood™s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You™II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 
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This is the best spot if you don™t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN �̆e�r�w�e  ˇ�v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you™d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can™t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ˜

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you™re having �d�i Šb�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

Ł Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water™s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you™re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v—�h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that™s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‚billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water™S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don™t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............– . of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ............. .........–––––... ........ .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................– ...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....– –.. ....– – – –– –. ..... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It™s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

Ł boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

Ł items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............–... ... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

Ł workers do not use 22 –........... ... ..........................–· ·– ...... to reach high objects 

Ł 23 .... .. .. ..–....... –.... ...–. ... ...–.. ............ are fixed at corners 

Ł floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

Ł 25 ..........–––––––. .–. ... .... ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

Ł objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

Ł office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

Ł 27 ––– ................... .. ....... .. .–.......–.... are provided for documents 

Ł the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q–�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ™Queen of Roads™. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers™ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today™s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Test 3 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Test 3 

Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....–– E – to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned –~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^�ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
E š 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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Test 4 

VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Test4 

Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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�1�1�1�1�:�E�f Sï�RŠ� ˇ

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Test4 

Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Test 4 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Test 4 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 

Test 1 

in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 

07 
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MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 

Test 3 

nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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things out for himself. 
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uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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Listening 

PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 

18 

A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with cust。mer c。mplaints

Strategy y。ur appr。ach The cust。mer ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not t叩 to were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,š viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

24 

List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork™s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television™s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‚ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people™s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  ˇ

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‚Estorcheton™or ‚home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........–––··––– –·– together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 – –––·– –––. ........... . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................– .......– .....................– to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

Ł say how important New Year is to people in your country 

Ł describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

Ł explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞš nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

Ł What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
Ł How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
Ł Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo™s Restaurants 
Benefits 

Ł 1 ......... ........––............ provided for all staff 

Ł 2 .............. .––.. ... .–––.. .... during weekdays at all Milo™S Restaurants 

Ł 3 .......– ................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł must be prepared to work well in a team 

Ł must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

Ł must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-eŠÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ˙�~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

Ł They are 31 .....– ............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men™s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

Ł Men started to wear 32 ..........–. ......– ........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

Ł A33 ..........– .......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

Ł The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

Ł Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  ˇ �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

Ł Women™s pockets were less 35 ............–.. ...................... than men™s. 

Ł Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

Ł Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 –– –· –– ··– ··– to link them together. 

Ł Pockets hung from the women™s 37 ...............– ··– .......– ...... under skirts and petticoats. 

Ł Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

Ł Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

Ł When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 – – ......... ....–––··fl.. ..... of women. 

Ł Bags called ‚pouches™became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..– ·· 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it™s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you™re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that™s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There™s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there™s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it™s synthetic, it™s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It™s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What™s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It™s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers™Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author™s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word™s website, 
two years™membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u Œ@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you™ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn™t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings™where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

Ł improved efficiency 

Ł less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

Ł invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

Ł �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

Ł make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

Ł have healthy food at meetings 

Ł �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

Ł provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ...fl ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

Ł provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................–– ..............– ·· 

Ł provide 20 .....––.. .– –. .–––... ....................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

Ł give managers appropriate training 

Ł find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

Ł do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

Ł Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

Ł The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

Ł Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

Ł Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

Ł In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

Ł All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

Ł Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

Ł Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

Ł Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

Ł Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

Ł Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

Ł Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

Ł Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

Ł If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .– – ..........–––––. ......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .fi–––.......– .......................––.. .. when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........–... ..... ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ™I can™t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.™The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people™s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ™I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,™Kennedy says. 
™My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.™Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
Nfl�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy™s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,™but the times were changing as well,™she says.™More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman™s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy™s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  ˇ �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer™s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ™It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.™The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman™s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ™l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn™t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that™s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about.™The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ™Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,™Mawer says. ™When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn™t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.™ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer™s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman™s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy™s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................––....................... ........... with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................––. .......–––··––.. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....––.. ...................... .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...– .... ...–. ....... ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................–––··––.............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

Ł thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

Ł explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

Ł ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

Ł Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
Ł How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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Test 3 

VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............–––.......–....... .. Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......–––·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ™A scene in the home The picture™s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........––.. .... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ™ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........–. ......–. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don™t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don™t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don™t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don™t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don™t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don™t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

Ł is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

Ł would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................–. .. .... ways of improving safety. 

Ł does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

Ł Satellites are now quite 32 ..........–.... ...– .......–.......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

Ł At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

Ł There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........–... ..... satellites. 

Ł Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

Ł Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 –··––– .... .......... or commercial reasons. 

Ł It may be hard to collect details of the object™s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

Ł Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

Ł Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

Ł The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

Ł A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia™s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood™s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You™II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 
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This is the best spot if you don™t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN �̆e�r�w�e  ˇ�v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you™d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can™t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ˜

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you™re having �d�i Šb�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

Ł Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water™s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you™re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v—�h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that™s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‚billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water™S standard procedures. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don™t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............– . of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ............. .........–––––... ........ .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................– ...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....– –.. ....– – – –– –. ..... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It™s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

Ł boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

Ł items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............–... ... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

Ł workers do not use 22 –........... ... ..........................–· ·– ...... to reach high objects 

Ł 23 .... .. .. ..–....... –.... ...–. ... ...–.. ............ are fixed at corners 

Ł floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

Ł 25 ..........–––––––. .–. ... .... ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

Ł objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

Ł office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

Ł 27 ––– ................... .. ....... .. .–.......–.... are provided for documents 

Ł the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q–�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ™Queen of Roads™. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers™ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today™s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....–– E – to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned –~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^�ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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�1�1�1�1�:�E�f Sï�RŠ� ˇ

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Test 4 

Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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SADIE: 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 

07 

Test 2 

MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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PART 4 

In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 

Test 4 

09 

010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 

Test 4 

uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 
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A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions 2ι40 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An enterp「ise arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that sto「ks will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii Suppo同 from some O「ganisations but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii Sto「ks causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork™s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television™s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‚ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people™s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  ˇ

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‚Estorcheton™or ‚home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........–––··––– –·– together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 – –––·– –––. ........... . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................– .......– .....................– to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

Ł say how important New Year is to people in your country 

Ł describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

Ł explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞš nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

Ł What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
Ł How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
Ł Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo™s Restaurants 
Benefits 

Ł 1 ......... ........––............ provided for all staff 

Ł 2 .............. .––.. ... .–––.. .... during weekdays at all Milo™S Restaurants 

Ł 3 .......– ................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł must be prepared to work well in a team 

Ł must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

Ł must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-eŠÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ˙�~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

Ł They are 31 .....– ............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men™s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

Ł Men started to wear 32 ..........–. ......– ........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

Ł A33 ..........– .......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

Ł The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

Ł Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  ˇ �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

Ł Women™s pockets were less 35 ............–.. ...................... than men™s. 

Ł Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

Ł Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 –– –· –– ··– ··– to link them together. 

Ł Pockets hung from the women™s 37 ...............– ··– .......– ...... under skirts and petticoats. 

Ł Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

Ł Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

Ł When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 – – ......... ....–––··fl.. ..... of women. 

Ł Bags called ‚pouches™became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..– ·· 
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�6�:�D�i�m Vú

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it™s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you™re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that™s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There™s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there™s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it™s synthetic, it™s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It™s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What™s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It™s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers™Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author™s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word™s website, 
two years™membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u Œ@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you™ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn™t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings™where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

Ł improved efficiency 

Ł less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

Ł invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

Ł �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

Ł make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

Ł have healthy food at meetings 

Ł �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

Ł provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ...fl ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

Ł provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................–– ..............– ·· 

Ł provide 20 .....––.. .– –. .–––... ....................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

Ł give managers appropriate training 

Ł find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

Ł do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

Ł Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

Ł The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

Ł Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

Ł Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

Ł In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

Ł All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

Ł Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

Ł Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

Ł Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

Ł Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

Ł Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

Ł Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

Ł Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

Ł If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .– – ..........–––––. ......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .fi–––.......– .......................––.. .. when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........–... ..... ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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Reading 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ™I can™t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.™The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people™s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ™I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,™Kennedy says. 
™My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.™Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
Nfl�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy™s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,™but the times were changing as well,™she says.™More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman™s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy™s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  ˇ �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer™s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ™It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.™The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman™s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ™l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn™t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that™s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about.™The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ™Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,™Mawer says. ™When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn™t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.™ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer™s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman™s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy™s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Reading 

Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................––....................... ........... with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................––. .......–––··––.. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....––.. ...................... .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...– .... ...–. ....... ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................–––··––.............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

Ł thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

Ł explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

Ł ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

E š �A
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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Test 2 

El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

Ł Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
Ł How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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Test 3 

VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............–––.......–....... .. Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......–––·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ™A scene in the home The picture™s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........––.. .... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ™ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........–. ......–. 
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Test 3 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don™t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don™t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don™t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don™t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don™t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don™t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

Ł is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

Ł would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................–. .. .... ways of improving safety. 

Ł does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

Ł Satellites are now quite 32 ..........–.... ...– .......–.......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

Ł At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

Ł There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........–... ..... satellites. 

Ł Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

Ł Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 –··––– .... .......... or commercial reasons. 

Ł It may be hard to collect details of the object™s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

Ł Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

Ł Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

Ł The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

Ł A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia™s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood™s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You™II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 

64 

This is the best spot if you don™t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN �̆e�r�w�e  ˇ�v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you™d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can™t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ˜

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you™re having �d�i Šb�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

Ł Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water™s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you™re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v—�h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that™s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‚billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water™S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don™t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............– . of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ............. .........–––––... ........ .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................– ...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....– –.. ....– – – –– –. ..... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It™s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

Ł boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

Ł items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............–... ... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

Ł workers do not use 22 –........... ... ..........................–· ·– ...... to reach high objects 

Ł 23 .... .. .. ..–....... –.... ...–. ... ...–.. ............ are fixed at corners 

Ł floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

Ł 25 ..........–––––––. .–. ... .... ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

Ł objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

Ł office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

Ł 27 ––– ................... .. ....... .. .–.......–.... are provided for documents 

Ł the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q–�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ™Queen of Roads™. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers™ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today™s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Test 3 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....–– E – to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned –~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^�ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
E š 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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�1�1�1�1�:�E�f Sï�RŠ� ˇ

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
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�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 
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MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 

Test 3 

nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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PART 4 

In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 

Test 4 

uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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Listening 

PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 

18 

A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
E • 

Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. Sto「ks are migrants a「riving after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with rebi「th also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
Cha「les II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, fo「tunately, that notion has disappeared and the stork 「etains its association 
with new life, appearing on ca「ds given to celebrate the a「rival of a new child, as a 
bird car叩ing a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white sto「ks built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were infe「tile and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only fou「 years old, and storks can live to ove「 thirty, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European count「ies that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best pa时 of three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown st「ong loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this summer，「eturned to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people™s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  ˇ

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‚Estorcheton™or ‚home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........–––··––– –·– together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 – –––·– –––. ........... . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................– .......– .....................– to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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Emmmll 

WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

Ł say how important New Year is to people in your country 

Ł describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

Ł explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞš nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

Ł What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
Ł How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
Ł Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo™s Restaurants 
Benefits 

Ł 1 ......... ........––............ provided for all staff 

Ł 2 .............. .––.. ... .–––.. .... during weekdays at all Milo™S Restaurants 

Ł 3 .......– ................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł must be prepared to work well in a team 

Ł must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

Ł must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-eŠÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ˙�~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

Ł They are 31 .....– ............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men™s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

Ł Men started to wear 32 ..........–. ......– ........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

Ł A33 ..........– .......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

Ł The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

Ł Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  ˇ �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

Ł Women™s pockets were less 35 ............–.. ...................... than men™s. 

Ł Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

Ł Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 –– –· –– ··– ··– to link them together. 

Ł Pockets hung from the women™s 37 ...............– ··– .......– ...... under skirts and petticoats. 

Ł Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

Ł Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

Ł When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 – – ......... ....–––··fl.. ..... of women. 

Ł Bags called ‚pouches™became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..– ·· 
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�6�:�D�i�m Vú

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it™s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you™re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that™s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There™s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there™s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it™s synthetic, it™s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It™s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What™s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It™s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers™Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author™s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word™s website, 
two years™membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u Œ@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you™ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn™t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings™where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

Ł improved efficiency 

Ł less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

Ł invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

Ł �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

Ł make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

Ł have healthy food at meetings 

Ł �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

Ł provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ...fl ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

Ł provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................–– ..............– ·· 

Ł provide 20 .....––.. .– –. .–––... ....................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

Ł give managers appropriate training 

Ł find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

Ł do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

Ł Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

Ł The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

Ł Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

Ł Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

Ł In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

Ł All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

Ł Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

Ł Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

Ł Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

Ł Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

Ł Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

Ł Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

Ł Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

Ł If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Test 2 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .– – ..........–––––. ......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .fi–––.......– .......................––.. .. when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........–... ..... ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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Reading 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ™I can™t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.™The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people™s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ™I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,™Kennedy says. 
™My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.™Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
Nfl�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy™s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,™but the times were changing as well,™she says.™More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman™s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy™s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  ˇ �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer™s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ™It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.™The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman™s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ™l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn™t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that™s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about.™The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ™Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,™Mawer says. ™When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn™t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.™ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer™s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman™s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy™s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................––....................... ........... with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................––. .......–––··––.. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....––.. ...................... .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...– .... ...–. ....... ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................–––··––.............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

Ł thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

Ł explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

Ł ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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Test 2 

El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

Ł Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
Ł How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............–––.......–....... .. Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......–––·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ™A scene in the home The picture™s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........––.. .... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ™ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........–. ......–. 
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Test 3 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don™t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don™t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don™t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don™t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don™t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don™t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

Ł is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

Ł would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................–. .. .... ways of improving safety. 

Ł does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

Ł Satellites are now quite 32 ..........–.... ...– .......–.......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

Ł At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

Ł There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........–... ..... satellites. 

Ł Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

Ł Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 –··––– .... .......... or commercial reasons. 

Ł It may be hard to collect details of the object™s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

Ł Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

Ł Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

Ł The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

Ł A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia™s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood™s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You™II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 
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This is the best spot if you don™t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN �̆e�r�w�e  ˇ�v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you™d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can™t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ˜

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you™re having �d�i Šb�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

Ł Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water™s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you™re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v—�h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that™s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‚billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water™S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don™t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............– . of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ............. .........–––––... ........ .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................– ...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....– –.. ....– – – –– –. ..... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It™s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

Ł boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

Ł items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............–... ... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

Ł workers do not use 22 –........... ... ..........................–· ·– ...... to reach high objects 

Ł 23 .... .. .. ..–....... –.... ...–. ... ...–.. ............ are fixed at corners 

Ł floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

Ł 25 ..........–––––––. .–. ... .... ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

Ł objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

Ł office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

Ł 27 ––– ................... .. ....... .. .–.......–.... are provided for documents 

Ł the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q–�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ™Queen of Roads™. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers™ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today™s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....–– E – to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned –~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^�ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
E š 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 
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Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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SADIE: 
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�N

VÛ

AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 

Test 1 

in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 

07 

Test 2 

MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 

Test 4 

09 

010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 
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uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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Listening and Reading answer keys 

VÞ†ó�EVÞ

LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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Listening 

PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 

18 

A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
expe「tise of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife Foundation 一 responsible for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been ve「y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as sto「k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a tea「ful old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of sto「ks for the first time in living memo叩. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
moto「ways, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for sto「ks to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the sto「ks’

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly o忏 to feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, Sto「rington , was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
sto「ks'. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to o仔er more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action ove「

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Test 1 

Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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Emmmll 

WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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Test 1 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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�6�:�D�i�m Vú

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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Test 2 

F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

• is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

• would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................…... .... ways of improving safety. 

• does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

• Satellites are now quite 32 ..........….......….......….......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

• At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

• There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........…........ satellites. 

• Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

• Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 …··……….... .......... or commercial reasons. 

• It may be hard to collect details of the object’s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

• Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

• Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

• The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

• A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia ’s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood’s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You’ II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 

64 

This is the best spot if you don’t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN��e�r�w�e  � �v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you’d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can’t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ�

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you’re having �d�i —b�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

• Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water’s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you’re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v„ �h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that’s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‘billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water’S standard procedures. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don’t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............…. of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ......................……………........... .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................…...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....……......… …… ………...... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It’s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

• boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

• items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............…...... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

• workers do not use 22 ….............. ..........................…··…...... to reach high objects 

• 23 .... .. .. ..….......….......….... ...….............. are fixed at corners 

• floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

• 25 ..........…………………..…........ ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

• objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

• office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

• 27 ………................... .. ....... .. .….......….... are provided for documents 

• the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q…�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ’Queen of Roads’. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers’ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today’s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Test 3 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....…… E … to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned …~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^•ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

• describe the problem you had with the tickets 

• say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a u—

• suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7’ 7’ 
E • 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

• How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
• What was the last thing you bought online? 
• Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
• Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ�

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................….......… Centre 

3 ........ ....…............... ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

• dealing with enquiries 

• making 4 .....……..... ....…··……........... . and reorganising them 

• maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

• general administration 

Requirements 

• 6 . ……………······… ( essential) 

• a calm and 7 .............. ........….... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

• good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• a 8 ....... ...…..... ..….............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

• hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

• 10 ………··….............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

• It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

• We know more about its overall 31 ……........................ than about its author. 

His early career 

• In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

• He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............…·…………...... and education. 

• Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

• Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

• He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....…··…....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

• �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

• The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....………................. and tapestries that he 
valued. 

• He bought cheap 36 ..…….......…··…........… made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

• The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

• The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

• He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

• He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........…........….......…... in his house. 

• Victor Hugo’s 40 …………........ ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you’ re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn’t get better than this. It’s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it’s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q…�i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it’s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you’d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there’s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn’t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We’ re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn’t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We’d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

• Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night’s sleep and you’ II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

• Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

• The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

• Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you’re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Test 4 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....……··…·········…………................... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........….......….......….......……........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....….........................…...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............……..............…….......... ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........……········…........…….......……... when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

• Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

• Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

• Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people’s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

• Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

• Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

• Handrails should also be fitted. 

• The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

• lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

• �l�i N��i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

• Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

• Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

• bending in an awkward position 

• putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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• Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

• Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‘M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................…….........................…....... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................…..............….......…..... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don’t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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Test 4 

SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can’t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring’S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today’s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..…....................…........... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the …………................…….........…...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...…........ ..... ... ..............…··…. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

• remind your employer what the course was about 

• explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

• suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E • nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

• How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
• Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you �d 0� �i�f you can’t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
• Do you ever remember the dreams you’ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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Aud ioscri pts 

PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We’re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that’s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It’s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that’s fine. It’s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it’s actually in Harborne - Wells isn’t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ�

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn’t it? 
lsn’t it the 25th? No, actually, you’re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you’ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i ŒF�1�.
That’s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o –?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

€Œ

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That’s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That’s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it’s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it’s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W’�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that’s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m •èÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W’eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|’ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don’t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that’s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don’t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven’t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW’N� �s�o 010 

we’d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that’s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  � 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you’re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We’H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that’s OK. 

One of the first questions we’re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn’t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there’s plenty of that and it’s all 
face-to-face. What’s �m0�[ƒÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn’t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it’s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don’t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they’ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it’s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don’t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let’s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ˜Þ �N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ˜Þ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‘playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don’t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^”�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  �0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I’H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I’d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn’t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l’d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It’s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole’s heads isn’t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we’re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That’s right - and we know we can’t all have that ‘dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there’s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn’t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn’t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� � �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ’ and then 

she’d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it’s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  � �r ‚ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We’ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav’S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today’s talk influence your thoughts on what career you’d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |’d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it’s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we’II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing’s for certain, though. From what she said, we’II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0� �n�.

HUGO: I’m oreoared for that. aren’t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I’m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ˜Þ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it’s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿ�N� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  � �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  � �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� � �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn’t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A •è �d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o –@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a •è �c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e •è �t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn’t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you’d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that’s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NšWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there’s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one’s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don’t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  � �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi’s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ˜Þ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R� �e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r •è �e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a •è�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
ŒFŒF�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‘L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e’s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota’s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o •è �s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká � �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you’re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I’ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That’s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo’s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  � 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They’ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That’s quite unusual , isn’t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you’H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  � �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That’s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won’t need one. I think I’d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  �0� �e looking for. Milo’S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  �–@ �r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I’ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That’s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo’s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That’s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that’s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let’s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo’s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 e—�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It’s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They’re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 
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MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou’d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That’s not too bad. And I suppose it’s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That’s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you’d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you’d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That’s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you’d be responsible for making sure there’s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I’ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it’s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q…�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you’d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|’m sure it wouldn’t be a problem. The salary’S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It’s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it’s likely you’H be promoted quite quickly. So that’s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  � �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  �0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I’m Mark 
Reynolds and |’m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |’m sure 
you’H want to know is why we’ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it’s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there’s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there’s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes’ drive away, but 
although that’s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn’t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there’s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it’s 
on quite a steep slope, but we’ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn’t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We’ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it’s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they’d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we’II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |’II put a map of the proposed development up �O•è �t�h�e screen. You'll see it’s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t •î �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there’II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  � �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� � �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There’II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
ŒFN�N�’tŒFŒFÿ�

There’II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven’t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e •è �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  � 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven’t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we’ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That’s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren’t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn’t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn’t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn’t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that’s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It’s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿ� �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He’s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can’t remember his name. I’d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You’d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
…but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There’s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn’t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l •è �e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿ� �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿ�Qk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we’ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i •è �g and that’s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don’t really think about pockets too much and they’re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It’s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c •î �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‚z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‘breeches’ , the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women’s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren’t nearlv 035 
ŒFŒFWPvÑvÑ�l ŒF�o�r as easy to reach as men’s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e •è �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That’s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman’S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name’s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  � �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what’s your family name? 
DAN: It’s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it’s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I’m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what’s the house number and street? 
It’s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That’s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that’S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he’d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That’s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It’s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you’re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |’II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That’s a good idea because you can’t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that’s interesting. So why don’t you tell me something about those? Let’s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‘Domestic Life’ . 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn’t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‘busy’ as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That’s right - and once they’d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn’t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |’d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn’t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‘Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that’s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I’m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That’s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we’d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I’m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you’ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that’s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we’re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who’s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He’s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‘l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you’re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  � �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can’t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that’s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it’s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don’t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it’s important to be aware 
of. Don’t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 •î �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won’t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  � �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can’t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn’t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven’t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0� �1�0 �, as there’s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you’ re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý � �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can’t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v‡W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  � �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö � �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don’t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There’s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it’s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you’II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev’re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it’s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn’t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn’t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn’t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that’s true - but it orobablv didn’t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won’t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don’t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can’t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that’s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I’m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they’re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  � �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That’s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they’re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev’re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I’d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d –@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole’s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn’t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they’ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don’t �d�e�p�e •è �d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^•�·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  �0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I’d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I’d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people’s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it’s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They’ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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PART 4 

In today’s astronomy lecture, I’m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i •¸ ÿ� �w�e  � �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we’d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  � �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a •è �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there’s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^•�e�n  � �t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it’s out there, it doesn’t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don’t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn’t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� � �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev’ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don’t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn’t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time … and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn’t very big, and it’s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don’t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b ŒFN��hŒF 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we’re facing. Let’s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it’s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  � �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it’s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  � �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we’ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you’ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job’s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it’s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It’s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that’s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you’d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn’t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  � �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæˆ@WfŒF 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  �0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it’s quite a high-pressure environment, they’re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  � vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they’re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you’d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ�

GREG: Well , they’re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn’t a oermanent iob. it’s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother’s-she’s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l’II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it’s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it’s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  �0� �e happy for me to do so, I’ II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You’re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it’s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum’s collections. 

The museum’s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W’ŒFŒFŒFeæŒFÿ��b�u�t it’s not open to museum visitors, I’m afraid. It’s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we’ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  � �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou’d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it’s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|’d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it’s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S… ��s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it’s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  � �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it’s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou’re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  � �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  � �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e •è �s�u�r�e thev don’t �c�l�i�n Q…�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we’re redevelooina this area so vou can’t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there’s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn’t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  � �s a 
fence around it, so it’s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we’ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg�eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That’s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let’s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 

Test 4 

uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h ŒF�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn’t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  � �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I’m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It’s strange that origami is n’t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it’s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they’re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don’t know. It’s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it’s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That’s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  � 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�XŒFŒF�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children’s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that’s something most of the kids in that class might �s u� �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I’m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I’m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|’m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I’ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he’d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon’s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‘work 
of art'. Today it’s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There’s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e –j �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there’s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW’ˆ@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What’s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;ŒFŒF�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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• Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d €•�e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 
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A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
E • 

Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last sp「ing, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising fo「 such young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

Ł say how important New Year is to people in your country 

Ł describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

Ł explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞš nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

Ł What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
Ł How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
Ł Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo™s Restaurants 
Benefits 

Ł 1 ......... ........––............ provided for all staff 

Ł 2 .............. .––.. ... .–––.. .... during weekdays at all Milo™S Restaurants 

Ł 3 .......– ................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł must be prepared to work well in a team 

Ł must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

Ł must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-eŠÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ˙�~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

Ł They are 31 .....– ............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men™s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

Ł Men started to wear 32 ..........–. ......– ........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

Ł A33 ..........– .......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

Ł The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

Ł Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  ˇ �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

Ł Women™s pockets were less 35 ............–.. ...................... than men™s. 

Ł Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

Ł Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 –– –· –– ··– ··– to link them together. 

Ł Pockets hung from the women™s 37 ...............– ··– .......– ...... under skirts and petticoats. 

Ł Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

Ł Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

Ł When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 – – ......... ....–––··fl.. ..... of women. 

Ł Bags called ‚pouches™became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..– ·· 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it™s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you™re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that™s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There™s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there™s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it™s synthetic, it™s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It™s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What™s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It™s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers™Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author™s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word™s website, 
two years™membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u Œ@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you™ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn™t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings™where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

Ł improved efficiency 

Ł less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

Ł invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

Ł �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

Ł make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

Ł have healthy food at meetings 

Ł �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

Ł provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ...fl ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

Ł provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................–– ..............– ·· 

Ł provide 20 .....––.. .– –. .–––... ....................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

Ł give managers appropriate training 

Ł find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

Ł do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

Ł Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

Ł The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

Ł Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

Ł Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

Ł In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

Ł All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

Ł Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

Ł Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

Ł Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

Ł Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

Ł Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

Ł Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

Ł Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

Ł If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .– – ..........–––––. ......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .fi–––.......– .......................––.. .. when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........–... ..... ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ™I can™t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.™The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people™s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ™I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,™Kennedy says. 
™My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.™Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
Nfl�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy™s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,™but the times were changing as well,™she says.™More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman™s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy™s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  ˇ �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer™s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ™It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.™The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman™s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ™l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn™t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that™s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about.™The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ™Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,™Mawer says. ™When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn™t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.™ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer™s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman™s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy™s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................––....................... ........... with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................––. .......–––··––.. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....––.. ...................... .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...– .... ...–. ....... ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................–––··––.............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

Ł thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

Ł explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

Ł ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

Ł Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
Ł How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............–––.......–....... .. Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......–––·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ™A scene in the home The picture™s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........––.. .... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ™ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........–. ......–. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don™t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don™t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don™t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don™t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don™t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don™t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

Ł is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

Ł would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................–. .. .... ways of improving safety. 

Ł does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

Ł Satellites are now quite 32 ..........–.... ...– .......–.......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

Ł At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

Ł There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........–... ..... satellites. 

Ł Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

Ł Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 –··––– .... .......... or commercial reasons. 

Ł It may be hard to collect details of the object™s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

Ł Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

Ł Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

Ł The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

Ł A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia™s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood™s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You™II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 
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This is the best spot if you don™t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN �̆e�r�w�e  ˇ�v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you™d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can™t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ˜

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you™re having �d�i Šb�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

Ł Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water™s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you™re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v—�h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that™s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‚billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water™S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don™t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............– . of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ............. .........–––––... ........ .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................– ...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....– –.. ....– – – –– –. ..... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It™s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

Ł boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

Ł items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............–... ... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

Ł workers do not use 22 –........... ... ..........................–· ·– ...... to reach high objects 

Ł 23 .... .. .. ..–....... –.... ...–. ... ...–.. ............ are fixed at corners 

Ł floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

Ł 25 ..........–––––––. .–. ... .... ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

Ł objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

Ł office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

Ł 27 ––– ................... .. ....... .. .–.......–.... are provided for documents 

Ł the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q–�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ™Queen of Roads™. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers™ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today™s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Test 3 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....–– E – to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned –~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^�ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
E š 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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�1�1�1�1�:�E�f Sï�RŠ� ˇ

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 

muNmuN �A�H�A�H�A�m�A

Łî
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SADIE: 
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�N

VÛ

AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 

Test 1 

in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 

07 

Test 2 

MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 

Test 3 

nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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things out for himself. 
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uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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VÞ†ó�EVÞ

LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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Listening 

PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 

18 

A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the ve「y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in B「itain long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy pr叫ects to suppo同．

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some majo「 roads .

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to suppo时 the birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞš nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

Ł What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
Ł How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
Ł Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo™s Restaurants 
Benefits 

Ł 1 ......... ........––............ provided for all staff 

Ł 2 .............. .––.. ... .–––.. .... during weekdays at all Milo™S Restaurants 

Ł 3 .......– ................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł must be prepared to work well in a team 

Ł must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

Ł must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-eŠÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ˙�~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

Ł They are 31 .....– ............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men™s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

Ł Men started to wear 32 ..........–. ......– ........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

Ł A33 ..........– .......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

Ł The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

Ł Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  ˇ �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

Ł Women™s pockets were less 35 ............–.. ...................... than men™s. 

Ł Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

Ł Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 –– –· –– ··– ··– to link them together. 

Ł Pockets hung from the women™s 37 ...............– ··– .......– ...... under skirts and petticoats. 

Ł Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

Ł Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

Ł When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 – – ......... ....–––··fl.. ..... of women. 

Ł Bags called ‚pouches™became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..– ·· 
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�6�:�D�i�m Vú

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it™s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you™re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that™s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There™s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there™s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it™s synthetic, it™s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It™s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What™s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It™s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers™Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author™s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word™s website, 
two years™membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u Œ@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you™ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn™t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings™where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

Ł improved efficiency 

Ł less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

Ł invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

Ł �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

Ł make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

Ł have healthy food at meetings 

Ł �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

Ł provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ...fl ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

Ł provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................–– ..............– ·· 

Ł provide 20 .....––.. .– –. .–––... ....................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

Ł give managers appropriate training 

Ł find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

Ł do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

Ł Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

Ł The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

Ł Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

Ł Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

Ł In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

Ł All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

Ł Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

Ł Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

Ł Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

Ł Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

Ł Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

Ł Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

Ł Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

Ł If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .– – ..........–––––. ......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .fi–––.......– .......................––.. .. when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........–... ..... ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ™I can™t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.™The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people™s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ™I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,™Kennedy says. 
™My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.™Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
Nfl�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy™s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,™but the times were changing as well,™she says.™More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman™s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy™s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  ˇ �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer™s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ™It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.™The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman™s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ™l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn™t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that™s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about.™The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ™Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,™Mawer says. ™When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn™t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.™ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer™s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman™s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy™s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................––....................... ........... with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................––. .......–––··––.. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....––.. ...................... .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...– .... ...–. ....... ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................–––··––.............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

Ł thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

Ł explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

Ł ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

Ł Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
Ł How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............–––.......–....... .. Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......–––·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ™A scene in the home The picture™s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........––.. .... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ™ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........–. ......–. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don™t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don™t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don™t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don™t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don™t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don™t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

Ł is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

Ł would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................–. .. .... ways of improving safety. 

Ł does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

Ł Satellites are now quite 32 ..........–.... ...– .......–.......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

Ł At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

Ł There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........–... ..... satellites. 

Ł Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

Ł Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 –··––– .... .......... or commercial reasons. 

Ł It may be hard to collect details of the object™s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

Ł Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

Ł Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

Ł The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

Ł A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia™s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood™s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You™II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 
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This is the best spot if you don™t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN �̆e�r�w�e  ˇ�v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you™d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can™t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ˜

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you™re having �d�i Šb�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

Ł Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water™s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you™re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v—�h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that™s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‚billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water™S standard procedures. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don™t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............– . of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ............. .........–––––... ........ .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................– ...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....– –.. ....– – – –– –. ..... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It™s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

Ł boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

Ł items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............–... ... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

Ł workers do not use 22 –........... ... ..........................–· ·– ...... to reach high objects 

Ł 23 .... .. .. ..–....... –.... ...–. ... ...–.. ............ are fixed at corners 

Ł floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

Ł 25 ..........–––––––. .–. ... .... ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

Ł objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

Ł office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

Ł 27 ––– ................... .. ....... .. .–.......–.... are provided for documents 

Ł the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q–�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ™Queen of Roads™. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers™ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today™s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....–– E – to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned –~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^�ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
E š 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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�1�1�1�1�:�E�f Sï�RŠ� ˇ

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 

07 

Test 2 

MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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PART 4 

In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 
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uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 
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A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any add「esses.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo™s Restaurants 
Benefits 

Ł 1 ......... ........––............ provided for all staff 

Ł 2 .............. .––.. ... .–––.. .... during weekdays at all Milo™S Restaurants 

Ł 3 .......– ................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł must be prepared to work well in a team 

Ł must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

Ł must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-eŠÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ˙�~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

Ł They are 31 .....– ............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men™s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

Ł Men started to wear 32 ..........–. ......– ........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

Ł A33 ..........– .......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

Ł The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

Ł Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  ˇ �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

Ł Women™s pockets were less 35 ............–.. ...................... than men™s. 

Ł Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

Ł Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 –– –· –– ··– ··– to link them together. 

Ł Pockets hung from the women™s 37 ...............– ··– .......– ...... under skirts and petticoats. 

Ł Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

Ł Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

Ł When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 – – ......... ....–––··fl.. ..... of women. 

Ł Bags called ‚pouches™became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..– ·· 
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�6�:�D�i�m Vú

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it™s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you™re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that™s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There™s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there™s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it™s synthetic, it™s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It™s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What™s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It™s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers™Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author™s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word™s website, 
two years™membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u Œ@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you™ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn™t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings™where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

Ł improved efficiency 

Ł less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

Ł invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

Ł �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

Ł make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

Ł have healthy food at meetings 

Ł �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

Ł provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ...fl ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

Ł provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................–– ..............– ·· 

Ł provide 20 .....––.. .– –. .–––... ....................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

Ł give managers appropriate training 

Ł find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

Ł do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

Ł Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

Ł The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

Ł Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

Ł Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

Ł In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

Ł All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

Ł Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

Ł Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

Ł Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

Ł Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

Ł Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

Ł Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

Ł Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

Ł If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Test 2 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .– – ..........–––––. ......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .fi–––.......– .......................––.. .. when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........–... ..... ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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Reading 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ™I can™t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.™The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people™s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ™I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,™Kennedy says. 
™My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.™Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
Nfl�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy™s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,™but the times were changing as well,™she says.™More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman™s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy™s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  ˇ �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer™s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ™It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.™The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman™s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ™l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn™t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that™s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about.™The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ™Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,™Mawer says. ™When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn™t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.™ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer™s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman™s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy™s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................––....................... ........... with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................––. .......–––··––.. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....––.. ...................... .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...– .... ...–. ....... ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................–––··––.............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

Ł thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

Ł explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

Ł ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

E š �A
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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Test 2 

El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

Ł Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
Ł How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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Test 3 

VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............–––.......–....... .. Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......–––·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ™A scene in the home The picture™s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........––.. .... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ™ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........–. ......–. 
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Test 3 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don™t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don™t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don™t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don™t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don™t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don™t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

Ł is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

Ł would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................–. .. .... ways of improving safety. 

Ł does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

Ł Satellites are now quite 32 ..........–.... ...– .......–.......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

Ł At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

Ł There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........–... ..... satellites. 

Ł Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

Ł Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 –··––– .... .......... or commercial reasons. 

Ł It may be hard to collect details of the object™s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

Ł Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

Ł Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

Ł The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

Ł A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia™s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood™s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You™II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 

64 

This is the best spot if you don™t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN �̆e�r�w�e  ˇ�v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you™d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can™t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ˜

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you™re having �d�i Šb�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

Ł Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water™s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you™re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v—�h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that™s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‚billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water™S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don™t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............– . of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ............. .........–––––... ........ .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................– ...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....– –.. ....– – – –– –. ..... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It™s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

Ł boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

Ł items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............–... ... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

Ł workers do not use 22 –........... ... ..........................–· ·– ...... to reach high objects 

Ł 23 .... .. .. ..–....... –.... ...–. ... ...–.. ............ are fixed at corners 

Ł floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

Ł 25 ..........–––––––. .–. ... .... ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

Ł objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

Ł office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

Ł 27 ––– ................... .. ....... .. .–.......–.... are provided for documents 

Ł the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q–�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ™Queen of Roads™. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers™ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today™s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Test 3 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Test 3 

Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....–– E – to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned –~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^�ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
E š 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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�1�1�1�1�:�E�f Sï�RŠ� ˇ

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 
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MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 

Test 3 

nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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PART 4 

In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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things out for himself. 
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uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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Listening 

PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 

18 

A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
E • 

Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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Test 1 

about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Test 1 

Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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Test 1 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Somepe。pie say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples f「om your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

回
• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo™s Restaurants 
Benefits 

Ł 1 ......... ........––............ provided for all staff 

Ł 2 .............. .––.. ... .–––.. .... during weekdays at all Milo™S Restaurants 

Ł 3 .......– ................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł must be prepared to work well in a team 

Ł must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

Ł must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-eŠÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ˙�~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

Ł They are 31 .....– ............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men™s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

Ł Men started to wear 32 ..........–. ......– ........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

Ł A33 ..........– .......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

Ł The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

Ł Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  ˇ �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

Ł Women™s pockets were less 35 ............–.. ...................... than men™s. 

Ł Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

Ł Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 –– –· –– ··– ··– to link them together. 

Ł Pockets hung from the women™s 37 ...............– ··– .......– ...... under skirts and petticoats. 

Ł Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

Ł Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

Ł When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 – – ......... ....–––··fl.. ..... of women. 

Ł Bags called ‚pouches™became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..– ·· 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it™s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you™re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that™s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There™s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there™s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it™s synthetic, it™s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It™s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What™s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It™s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers™Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author™s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word™s website, 
two years™membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u Œ@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you™ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn™t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings™where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

Ł improved efficiency 

Ł less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

Ł invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

Ł �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

Ł make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

Ł have healthy food at meetings 

Ł �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

Ł provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ...fl ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

Ł provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................–– ..............– ·· 

Ł provide 20 .....––.. .– –. .–––... ....................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

Ł give managers appropriate training 

Ł find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

Ł do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

Ł Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

Ł The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

Ł Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

Ł Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

Ł In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

Ł All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

Ł Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

Ł Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

Ł Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

Ł Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

Ł Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

Ł Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

Ł Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

Ł If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Test 2 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .– – ..........–––––. ......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .fi–––.......– .......................––.. .. when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........–... ..... ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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Reading 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ™I can™t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.™The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people™s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ™I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,™Kennedy says. 
™My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.™Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
Nfl�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy™s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,™but the times were changing as well,™she says.™More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman™s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy™s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  ˇ �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer™s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ™It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.™The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman™s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ™l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn™t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that™s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about.™The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ™Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,™Mawer says. ™When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn™t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.™ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer™s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman™s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy™s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................––....................... ........... with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................––. .......–––··––.. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....––.. ...................... .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...– .... ...–. ....... ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................–––··––.............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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�&�I�m�m Vú

WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

Ł thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

Ł explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

Ł ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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Test 2 

El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

Ł Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
Ł How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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Test 3 

VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............–––.......–....... .. Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......–––·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ™A scene in the home The picture™s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........––.. .... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ™ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........–. ......–. 
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Test 3 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don™t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don™t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don™t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don™t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don™t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don™t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

Ł is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

Ł would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................–. .. .... ways of improving safety. 

Ł does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

Ł Satellites are now quite 32 ..........–.... ...– .......–.......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

Ł At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

Ł There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........–... ..... satellites. 

Ł Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

Ł Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 –··––– .... .......... or commercial reasons. 

Ł It may be hard to collect details of the object™s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

Ł Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

Ł Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

Ł The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

Ł A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia™s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood™s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You™II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 
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This is the best spot if you don™t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN �̆e�r�w�e  ˇ�v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you™d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can™t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ˜

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you™re having �d�i Šb�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

Ł Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water™s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you™re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v—�h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that™s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‚billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water™S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don™t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............– . of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ............. .........–––––... ........ .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................– ...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....– –.. ....– – – –– –. ..... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It™s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

Ł boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

Ł items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............–... ... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

Ł workers do not use 22 –........... ... ..........................–· ·– ...... to reach high objects 

Ł 23 .... .. .. ..–....... –.... ...–. ... ...–.. ............ are fixed at corners 

Ł floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

Ł 25 ..........–––––––. .–. ... .... ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

Ł objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

Ł office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

Ł 27 ––– ................... .. ....... .. .–.......–.... are provided for documents 

Ł the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q–�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ™Queen of Roads™. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers™ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today™s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....–– E – to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned –~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^�ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
E š 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 
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Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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SADIE: 
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VÛ

AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 
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Test 2 

MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 
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ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 

Test 4 

09 

010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 

Test 4 

uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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Listening and Reading answer keys 

VÞ†ó�EVÞ

LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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Listening 

PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 

18 

A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Test 1 

Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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Emmmll 

WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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Test 1 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

ElD.Mm固

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your bills 一 in cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some f。od or drink that y。u learned t。
prepare. 

You sh。uld say: 
what f。。d or drink y。u learned t。 prepare

when and where y。u learned t。 prepare this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain h。w y。u felt about learning to prepare 
this f。。d 。r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

y。ung people and c。。king

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
a「e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

w。rking as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo™s Restaurants 
Benefits 

Ł 1 ......... ........––............ provided for all staff 

Ł 2 .............. .––.. ... .–––.. .... during weekdays at all Milo™S Restaurants 

Ł 3 .......– ................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł must be prepared to work well in a team 

Ł must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

Ł must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-eŠÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ˙�~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

Ł They are 31 .....– ............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men™s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

Ł Men started to wear 32 ..........–. ......– ........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

Ł A33 ..........– .......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

Ł The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

Ł Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  ˇ �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

Ł Women™s pockets were less 35 ............–.. ...................... than men™s. 

Ł Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

Ł Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 –– –· –– ··– ··– to link them together. 

Ł Pockets hung from the women™s 37 ...............– ··– .......– ...... under skirts and petticoats. 

Ł Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

Ł Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

Ł When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 – – ......... ....–––··fl.. ..... of women. 

Ł Bags called ‚pouches™became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..– ·· 
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�6�:�D�i�m Vú

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it™s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you™re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that™s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There™s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there™s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it™s synthetic, it™s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It™s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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Test 2 

F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What™s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It™s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers™Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author™s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word™s website, 
two years™membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u Œ@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you™ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn™t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings™where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

Ł improved efficiency 

Ł less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

Ł invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

Ł �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

Ł make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

Ł have healthy food at meetings 

Ł �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

Ł provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ...fl ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

Ł provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................–– ..............– ·· 

Ł provide 20 .....––.. .– –. .–––... ....................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

Ł give managers appropriate training 

Ł find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

Ł do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

Ł Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

Ł The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

Ł Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

Ł Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

Ł In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

Ł All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

Ł Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

Ł Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

Ł Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

Ł Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

Ł Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

Ł Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

Ł Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

Ł If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .– – ..........–––––. ......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .fi–––.......– .......................––.. .. when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........–... ..... ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ™I can™t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.™The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people™s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ™I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,™Kennedy says. 
™My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.™Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
Nfl�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy™s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,™but the times were changing as well,™she says.™More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman™s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy™s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  ˇ �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer™s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ™It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.™The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman™s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ™l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn™t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that™s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about.™The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ™Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,™Mawer says. ™When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn™t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.™ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer™s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman™s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy™s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................––....................... ........... with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................––. .......–––··––.. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....––.. ...................... .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...– .... ...–. ....... ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................–––··––.............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

Ł thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

Ł explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

Ł ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

Ł Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
Ł How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............–––.......–....... .. Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......–––·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ™A scene in the home The picture™s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........––.. .... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ™ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........–. ......–. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don™t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don™t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don™t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don™t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don™t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don™t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

Ł is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

Ł would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................–. .. .... ways of improving safety. 

Ł does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

Ł Satellites are now quite 32 ..........–.... ...– .......–.......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

Ł At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

Ł There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........–... ..... satellites. 

Ł Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

Ł Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 –··––– .... .......... or commercial reasons. 

Ł It may be hard to collect details of the object™s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

Ł Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

Ł Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

Ł The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

Ł A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia™s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood™s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You™II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 

64 

This is the best spot if you don™t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN �̆e�r�w�e  ˇ�v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you™d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can™t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ˜

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you™re having �d�i Šb�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

Ł Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water™s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you™re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v—�h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that™s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‚billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water™S standard procedures. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don™t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............– . of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ............. .........–––––... ........ .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................– ...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....– –.. ....– – – –– –. ..... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It™s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

Ł boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

Ł items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............–... ... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

Ł workers do not use 22 –........... ... ..........................–· ·– ...... to reach high objects 

Ł 23 .... .. .. ..–....... –.... ...–. ... ...–.. ............ are fixed at corners 

Ł floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

Ł 25 ..........–––––––. .–. ... .... ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

Ł objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

Ł office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

Ł 27 ––– ................... .. ....... .. .–.......–.... are provided for documents 

Ł the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q–�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ™Queen of Roads™. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers™ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today™s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....–– E – to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned –~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^�ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
E š 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 
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Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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Aud ioscri pts 

PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 
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MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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PART 4 

In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 

Test 4 

uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 
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A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
E • 

Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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回回omn理

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided afte「 midnight

Pers。n specificati。n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-eŠÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ˙�~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

Ł They are 31 .....– ............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men™s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

Ł Men started to wear 32 ..........–. ......– ........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

Ł A33 ..........– .......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

Ł The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

Ł Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  ˇ �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

Ł Women™s pockets were less 35 ............–.. ...................... than men™s. 

Ł Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

Ł Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 –– –· –– ··– ··– to link them together. 

Ł Pockets hung from the women™s 37 ...............– ··– .......– ...... under skirts and petticoats. 

Ł Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

Ł Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

Ł When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 – – ......... ....–––··fl.. ..... of women. 

Ł Bags called ‚pouches™became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..– ·· 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it™s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you™re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that™s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There™s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there™s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it™s synthetic, it™s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It™s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What™s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It™s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers™Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author™s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word™s website, 
two years™membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u Œ@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you™ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn™t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings™where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

Ł improved efficiency 

Ł less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

Ł invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

Ł �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

Ł make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

Ł have healthy food at meetings 

Ł �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

Ł provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ...fl ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

Ł provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................–– ..............– ·· 

Ł provide 20 .....––.. .– –. .–––... ....................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

Ł give managers appropriate training 

Ł find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

Ł do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

Ł Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

Ł The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

Ł Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

Ł Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

Ł In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

Ł All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

Ł Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

Ł Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

Ł Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

Ł Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

Ł Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

Ł Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

Ł Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

Ł If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Test 2 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .– – ..........–––––. ......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .fi–––.......– .......................––.. .. when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........–... ..... ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ™I can™t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.™The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people™s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ™I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,™Kennedy says. 
™My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.™Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
Nfl�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy™s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,™but the times were changing as well,™she says.™More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman™s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy™s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  ˇ �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer™s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ™It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.™The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman™s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ™l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn™t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that™s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about.™The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ™Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,™Mawer says. ™When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn™t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.™ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer™s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman™s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy™s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................––....................... ........... with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................––. .......–––··––.. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....––.. ...................... .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...– .... ...–. ....... ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................–––··––.............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

Ł thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

Ł explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

Ł ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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Test 2 

El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

Ł Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
Ł How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............–––.......–....... .. Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......–––·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ™A scene in the home The picture™s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........––.. .... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ™ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........–. ......–. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don™t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don™t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don™t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don™t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don™t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don™t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

Ł is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

Ł would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................–. .. .... ways of improving safety. 

Ł does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

Ł Satellites are now quite 32 ..........–.... ...– .......–.......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

Ł At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

Ł There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........–... ..... satellites. 

Ł Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

Ł Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 –··––– .... .......... or commercial reasons. 

Ł It may be hard to collect details of the object™s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

Ł Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

Ł Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

Ł The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

Ł A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia™s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood™s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You™II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 
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This is the best spot if you don™t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN �̆e�r�w�e  ˇ�v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you™d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can™t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ˜

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you™re having �d�i Šb�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

Ł Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water™s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you™re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v—�h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that™s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‚billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water™S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don™t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............– . of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ............. .........–––––... ........ .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................– ...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....– –.. ....– – – –– –. ..... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It™s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

Ł boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

Ł items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............–... ... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

Ł workers do not use 22 –........... ... ..........................–· ·– ...... to reach high objects 

Ł 23 .... .. .. ..–....... –.... ...–. ... ...–.. ............ are fixed at corners 

Ł floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

Ł 25 ..........–––––––. .–. ... .... ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

Ł objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

Ł office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

Ł 27 ––– ................... .. ....... .. .–.......–.... are provided for documents 

Ł the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q–�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ™Queen of Roads™. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers™ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today™s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Test 3 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Test 3 

Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....–– E – to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned –~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^�ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
E š 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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�1�1�1�1�:�E�f Sï�RŠ� ˇ

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Test 4 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Test 4 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 

Test 1 

in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 

07 
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MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 

Test 3 

nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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things out for himself. 
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uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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Listening 

PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 

18 

A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answeκ 

L。cati。n J。b title 
Resp。nsibilities

Pay and conditi。ns
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast supe「visor Checking portions, Starting sala「y
etc. a「e cor「ect 8 £ ... ......... ... pe「

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual sala「y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-eŠÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ˙�~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

Ł They are 31 .....– ............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men™s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

Ł Men started to wear 32 ..........–. ......– ........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

Ł A33 ..........– .......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

Ł The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

Ł Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  ˇ �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

Ł Women™s pockets were less 35 ............–.. ...................... than men™s. 

Ł Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

Ł Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 –– –· –– ··– ··– to link them together. 

Ł Pockets hung from the women™s 37 ...............– ··– .......– ...... under skirts and petticoats. 

Ł Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

Ł Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

Ł When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 – – ......... ....–––··fl.. ..... of women. 

Ł Bags called ‚pouches™became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..– ·· 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it™s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you™re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that™s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There™s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there™s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it™s synthetic, it™s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It™s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What™s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It™s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers™Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author™s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word™s website, 
two years™membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u Œ@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you™ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn™t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings™where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

Ł improved efficiency 

Ł less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

Ł invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

Ł �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

Ł make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

Ł have healthy food at meetings 

Ł �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

Ł provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ...fl ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

Ł provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................–– ..............– ·· 

Ł provide 20 .....––.. .– –. .–––... ....................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

Ł give managers appropriate training 

Ł find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

Ł do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

Ł Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

Ł The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

Ł Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

Ł Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

Ł In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

Ł All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

Ł Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

Ł Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

Ł Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

Ł Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

Ł Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

Ł Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

Ł Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

Ł If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .– – ..........–––––. ......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .fi–––.......– .......................––.. .. when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........–... ..... ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ™I can™t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.™The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people™s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ™I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,™Kennedy says. 
™My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.™Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
Nfl�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy™s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,™but the times were changing as well,™she says.™More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman™s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy™s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  ˇ �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer™s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ™It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.™The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman™s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ™l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn™t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that™s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about.™The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ™Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,™Mawer says. ™When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn™t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.™ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer™s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman™s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy™s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................––....................... ........... with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................––. .......–––··––.. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....––.. ...................... .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...– .... ...–. ....... ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................–––··––.............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

Ł thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

Ł explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

Ł ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

Ł Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
Ł How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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Test 3 

VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............–––.......–....... .. Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......–––·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ™A scene in the home The picture™s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........––.. .... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ™ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........–. ......–. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don™t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don™t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don™t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don™t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don™t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don™t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

Ł is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

Ł would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................–. .. .... ways of improving safety. 

Ł does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

Ł Satellites are now quite 32 ..........–.... ...– .......–.......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

Ł At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

Ł There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........–... ..... satellites. 

Ł Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

Ł Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 –··––– .... .......... or commercial reasons. 

Ł It may be hard to collect details of the object™s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

Ł Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

Ł Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

Ł The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

Ł A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia™s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood™s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You™II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 
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This is the best spot if you don™t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN �̆e�r�w�e  ˇ�v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you™d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can™t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ˜

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you™re having �d�i Šb�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

Ł Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water™s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you™re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v—�h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that™s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‚billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water™S standard procedures. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don™t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............– . of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ............. .........–––––... ........ .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................– ...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....– –.. ....– – – –– –. ..... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It™s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

Ł boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

Ł items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............–... ... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

Ł workers do not use 22 –........... ... ..........................–· ·– ...... to reach high objects 

Ł 23 .... .. .. ..–....... –.... ...–. ... ...–.. ............ are fixed at corners 

Ł floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

Ł 25 ..........–––––––. .–. ... .... ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

Ł objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

Ł office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

Ł 27 ––– ................... .. ....... .. .–.......–.... are provided for documents 

Ł the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q–�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ™Queen of Roads™. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers™ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today™s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....–– E – to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned –~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^�ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
E š 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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�1�1�1�1�:�E�f Sï�RŠ� ˇ

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L
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�m�N
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AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 

07 

Test 2 

MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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PART 4 

In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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09 

010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 

Test 4 

uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 
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A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the airpo「t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

A
H
R
M产
u
w
n
u
E』

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

A
M
R
M俨
u
w
n
u
E』
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-eŠÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ˙�~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

Ł They are 31 .....– ............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men™s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

Ł Men started to wear 32 ..........–. ......– ........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

Ł A33 ..........– .......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

Ł The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

Ł Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  ˇ �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

Ł Women™s pockets were less 35 ............–.. ...................... than men™s. 

Ł Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

Ł Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 –– –· –– ··– ··– to link them together. 

Ł Pockets hung from the women™s 37 ...............– ··– .......– ...... under skirts and petticoats. 

Ł Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

Ł Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

Ł When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 – – ......... ....–––··fl.. ..... of women. 

Ł Bags called ‚pouches™became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..– ·· 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it™s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you™re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that™s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There™s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there™s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it™s synthetic, it™s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It™s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What™s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It™s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers™Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author™s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word™s website, 
two years™membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u Œ@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you™ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn™t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings™where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

Ł improved efficiency 

Ł less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

Ł invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

Ł �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

Ł make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

Ł have healthy food at meetings 

Ł �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

Ł provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ...fl ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

Ł provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................–– ..............– ·· 

Ł provide 20 .....––.. .– –. .–––... ....................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

Ł give managers appropriate training 

Ł find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

Ł do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

Ł Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

Ł The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

Ł Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

Ł Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

Ł In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

Ł All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

Ł Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

Ł Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

Ł Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

Ł Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

Ł Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

Ł Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

Ł Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

Ł If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Test 2 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .– – ..........–––––. ......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .fi–––.......– .......................––.. .. when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........–... ..... ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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Reading 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ™I can™t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.™The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people™s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ™I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,™Kennedy says. 
™My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.™Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
Nfl�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy™s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,™but the times were changing as well,™she says.™More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman™s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy™s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  ˇ �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer™s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ™It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.™The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman™s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ™l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn™t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that™s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about.™The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ™Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,™Mawer says. ™When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn™t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.™ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer™s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman™s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy™s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................––....................... ........... with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................––. .......–––··––.. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....––.. ...................... .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...– .... ...–. ....... ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................–––··––.............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

Ł thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

Ł explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

Ł ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

E š �A
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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Test 2 

El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

Ł Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
Ł How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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Test 3 

VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............–––.......–....... .. Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......–––·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ™A scene in the home The picture™s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........––.. .... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ™ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........–. ......–. 
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Test 3 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don™t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don™t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don™t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don™t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don™t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don™t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

Ł is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

Ł would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................–. .. .... ways of improving safety. 

Ł does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

Ł Satellites are now quite 32 ..........–.... ...– .......–.......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

Ł At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

Ł There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........–... ..... satellites. 

Ł Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

Ł Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 –··––– .... .......... or commercial reasons. 

Ł It may be hard to collect details of the object™s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

Ł Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

Ł Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

Ł The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

Ł A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia™s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood™s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You™II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 

64 

This is the best spot if you don™t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN �̆e�r�w�e  ˇ�v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you™d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can™t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ˜

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you™re having �d�i Šb�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

Ł Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water™s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you™re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v—�h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that™s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‚billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water™S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don™t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............– . of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ............. .........–––––... ........ .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................– ...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....– –.. ....– – – –– –. ..... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It™s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

Ł boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

Ł items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............–... ... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

Ł workers do not use 22 –........... ... ..........................–· ·– ...... to reach high objects 

Ł 23 .... .. .. ..–....... –.... ...–. ... ...–.. ............ are fixed at corners 

Ł floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

Ł 25 ..........–––––––. .–. ... .... ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

Ł objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

Ł office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

Ł 27 ––– ................... .. ....... .. .–.......–.... are provided for documents 

Ł the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q–�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ™Queen of Roads™. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers™ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today™s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Test 3 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....–– E – to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned –~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^�ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
E š 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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�1�1�1�1�:�E�f Sï�RŠ� ˇ

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 
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MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 

Test 3 

nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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PART 4 

In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 

Test 4 

uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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Listening 

PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 

18 

A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
E • 

Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Test 1 

Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions 1ι20 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, A-斗， next to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

℃
ω
o
z
 

w个E

~i~1~；~~ 
一一－固

10 Nunston 唾一一 Main Road 

Key s。uth

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

Ł They are 31 .....– ............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men™s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

Ł Men started to wear 32 ..........–. ......– ........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

Ł A33 ..........– .......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

Ł The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

Ł Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  ˇ �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

Ł Women™s pockets were less 35 ............–.. ...................... than men™s. 

Ł Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

Ł Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 –– –· –– ··– ··– to link them together. 

Ł Pockets hung from the women™s 37 ...............– ··– .......– ...... under skirts and petticoats. 

Ł Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

Ł Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

Ł When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 – – ......... ....–––··fl.. ..... of women. 

Ł Bags called ‚pouches™became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..– ·· 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it™s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you™re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that™s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There™s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there™s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it™s synthetic, it™s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It™s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What™s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It™s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers™Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author™s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word™s website, 
two years™membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u Œ@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you™ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn™t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings™where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

Ł improved efficiency 

Ł less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

Ł invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

Ł �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

Ł make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

Ł have healthy food at meetings 

Ł �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

Ł provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ...fl ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

Ł provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................–– ..............– ·· 

Ł provide 20 .....––.. .– –. .–––... ....................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

Ł give managers appropriate training 

Ł find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

Ł do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

Ł Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

Ł The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

Ł Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

Ł Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

Ł In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

Ł All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

Ł Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

Ł Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

Ł Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

Ł Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

Ł Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

Ł Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

Ł Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

Ł If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Test 2 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .– – ..........–––––. ......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .fi–––.......– .......................––.. .. when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........–... ..... ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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Reading 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ™I can™t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.™The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people™s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ™I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,™Kennedy says. 
™My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.™Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
Nfl�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy™s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,™but the times were changing as well,™she says.™More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman™s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy™s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  ˇ �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer™s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ™It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.™The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman™s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ™l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn™t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that™s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about.™The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ™Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,™Mawer says. ™When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn™t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.™ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer™s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman™s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy™s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................––....................... ........... with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................––. .......–––··––.. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....––.. ...................... .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...– .... ...–. ....... ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................–––··––.............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

Ł thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

Ł explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

Ł ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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Test 2 

El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

Ł Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
Ł How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............–––.......–....... .. Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......–––·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ™A scene in the home The picture™s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........––.. .... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ™ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........–. ......–. 
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Test 3 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don™t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don™t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don™t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don™t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don™t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don™t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

Ł is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

Ł would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................–. .. .... ways of improving safety. 

Ł does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

Ł Satellites are now quite 32 ..........–.... ...– .......–.......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

Ł At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

Ł There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........–... ..... satellites. 

Ł Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

Ł Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 –··––– .... .......... or commercial reasons. 

Ł It may be hard to collect details of the object™s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

Ł Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

Ł Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

Ł The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

Ł A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia™s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood™s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You™II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 
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This is the best spot if you don™t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN �̆e�r�w�e  ˇ�v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you™d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can™t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ˜

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you™re having �d�i Šb�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

Ł Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water™s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you™re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v—�h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that™s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‚billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water™S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don™t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............– . of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ............. .........–––––... ........ .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................– ...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....– –.. ....– – – –– –. ..... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It™s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

Ł boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

Ł items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............–... ... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

Ł workers do not use 22 –........... ... ..........................–· ·– ...... to reach high objects 

Ł 23 .... .. .. ..–....... –.... ...–. ... ...–.. ............ are fixed at corners 

Ł floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

Ł 25 ..........–––––––. .–. ... .... ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

Ł objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

Ł office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

Ł 27 ––– ................... .. ....... .. .–.......–.... are provided for documents 

Ł the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q–�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ™Queen of Roads™. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers™ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today™s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....–– E – to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned –~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^�ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
E š 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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SADIE: 
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�N

VÛ

AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 

Test 1 

in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 

07 

Test 2 

MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 

Test 4 

09 

010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 
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uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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Listening and Reading answer keys 

VÞ†ó�EVÞ

LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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Listening 

PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 
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A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Test 1 

Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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Emmmll 

WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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Test 1 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the contempora「y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to ordina叩 fog.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason fo「 the haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

Ł They are 31 .....– ............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men™s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

Ł Men started to wear 32 ..........–. ......– ........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

Ł A33 ..........– .......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

Ł The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

Ł Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  ˇ �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

Ł Women™s pockets were less 35 ............–.. ...................... than men™s. 

Ł Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

Ł Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 –– –· –– ··– ··– to link them together. 

Ł Pockets hung from the women™s 37 ...............– ··– .......– ...... under skirts and petticoats. 

Ł Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

Ł Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

Ł When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 – – ......... ....–––··fl.. ..... of women. 

Ł Bags called ‚pouches™became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..– ·· 
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�6�:�D�i�m Vú

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it™s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you™re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that™s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There™s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there™s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it™s synthetic, it™s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It™s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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Test 2 

F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What™s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It™s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers™Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author™s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word™s website, 
two years™membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u Œ@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you™ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn™t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings™where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

Ł improved efficiency 

Ł less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

Ł invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

Ł �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

Ł make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

Ł have healthy food at meetings 

Ł �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

Ł provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ...fl ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

Ł provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................–– ..............– ·· 

Ł provide 20 .....––.. .– –. .–––... ....................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

Ł give managers appropriate training 

Ł find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

Ł do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

Ł Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

Ł The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

Ł Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

Ł Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

Ł In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

Ł All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

Ł Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

Ł Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

Ł Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

Ł Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

Ł Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

Ł Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

Ł Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

Ł If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .– – ..........–––––. ......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .fi–––.......– .......................––.. .. when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........–... ..... ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ™I can™t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.™The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people™s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ™I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,™Kennedy says. 
™My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.™Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
Nfl�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy™s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,™but the times were changing as well,™she says.™More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman™s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy™s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  ˇ �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer™s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ™It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.™The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman™s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ™l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn™t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that™s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about.™The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ™Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,™Mawer says. ™When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn™t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.™ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer™s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman™s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy™s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................––....................... ........... with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................––. .......–––··––.. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....––.. ...................... .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...– .... ...–. ....... ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................–––··––.............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

Ł thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

Ł explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

Ł ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

Ł Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
Ł How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............–––.......–....... .. Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......–––·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ™A scene in the home The picture™s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........––.. .... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ™ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........–. ......–. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don™t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don™t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don™t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don™t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don™t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don™t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

Ł is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

Ł would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................–. .. .... ways of improving safety. 

Ł does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

Ł Satellites are now quite 32 ..........–.... ...– .......–.......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

Ł At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

Ł There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........–... ..... satellites. 

Ł Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

Ł Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 –··––– .... .......... or commercial reasons. 

Ł It may be hard to collect details of the object™s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

Ł Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

Ł Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

Ł The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

Ł A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia™s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood™s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You™II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 

64 

This is the best spot if you don™t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN �̆e�r�w�e  ˇ�v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you™d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can™t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ˜

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you™re having �d�i Šb�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

Ł Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water™s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you™re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v—�h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that™s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‚billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water™S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don™t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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Test 3 

SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............– . of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ............. .........–––––... ........ .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................– ...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....– –.. ....– – – –– –. ..... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It™s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

Ł boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

Ł items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............–... ... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

Ł workers do not use 22 –........... ... ..........................–· ·– ...... to reach high objects 

Ł 23 .... .. .. ..–....... –.... ...–. ... ...–.. ............ are fixed at corners 

Ł floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

Ł 25 ..........–––––––. .–. ... .... ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

Ł objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

Ł office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

Ł 27 ––– ................... .. ....... .. .–.......–.... are provided for documents 

Ł the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q–�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ™Queen of Roads™. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers™ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today™s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Test 3 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....–– E – to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned –~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^�ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
E š 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 
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Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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Aud ioscri pts 

PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L
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ÿ
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�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 
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MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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PART 4 

In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 

Test 4 

uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 
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A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
E • 

Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

c。untries

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

c。『nments

A This count叩 suffered the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a pa时icularly harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

Ł They are 31 .....– ............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men™s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

Ł Men started to wear 32 ..........–. ......– ........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

Ł A33 ..........– .......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

Ł The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

Ł Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  ˇ �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

Ł Women™s pockets were less 35 ............–.. ...................... than men™s. 

Ł Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

Ł Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 –– –· –– ··– ··– to link them together. 

Ł Pockets hung from the women™s 37 ...............– ··– .......– ...... under skirts and petticoats. 

Ł Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

Ł Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

Ł When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 – – ......... ....–––··fl.. ..... of women. 

Ł Bags called ‚pouches™became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..– ·· 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it™s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you™re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that™s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There™s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there™s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it™s synthetic, it™s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It™s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What™s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It™s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers™Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author™s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word™s website, 
two years™membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u Œ@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you™ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn™t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings™where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

Ł improved efficiency 

Ł less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

Ł invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

Ł �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

Ł make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

Ł have healthy food at meetings 

Ł �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

Ł provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ...fl ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

Ł provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................–– ..............– ·· 

Ł provide 20 .....––.. .– –. .–––... ....................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

Ł give managers appropriate training 

Ł find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

Ł do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

Ł Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

Ł The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

Ł Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

Ł Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

Ł In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

Ł All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

Ł Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

Ł Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

Ł Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

Ł Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

Ł Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

Ł Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

Ł Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

Ł If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Test 2 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .– – ..........–––––. ......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .fi–––.......– .......................––.. .. when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........–... ..... ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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Reading 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ™I can™t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.™The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people™s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ™I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,™Kennedy says. 
™My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.™Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
Nfl�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy™s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,™but the times were changing as well,™she says.™More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman™s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy™s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  ˇ �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer™s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ™It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.™The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman™s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ™l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn™t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that™s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about.™The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ™Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,™Mawer says. ™When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn™t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.™ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer™s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman™s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy™s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................––....................... ........... with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................––. .......–––··––.. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....––.. ...................... .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...– .... ...–. ....... ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................–––··––.............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

Ł thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

Ł explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

Ł ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

E š �A
eŠ
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

Ł Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
Ł How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............–––.......–....... .. Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......–––·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ™A scene in the home The picture™s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........––.. .... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ™ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........–. ......–. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don™t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don™t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don™t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don™t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don™t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don™t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

Ł is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

Ł would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................–. .. .... ways of improving safety. 

Ł does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

Ł Satellites are now quite 32 ..........–.... ...– .......–.......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

Ł At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

Ł There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........–... ..... satellites. 

Ł Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

Ł Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 –··––– .... .......... or commercial reasons. 

Ł It may be hard to collect details of the object™s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

Ł Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

Ł Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

Ł The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

Ł A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia™s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood™s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You™II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 

64 

This is the best spot if you don™t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN �̆e�r�w�e  ˇ�v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you™d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can™t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ˜

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you™re having �d�i Šb�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

Ł Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water™s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you™re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v—�h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that™s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‚billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water™S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don™t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............– . of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ............. .........–––––... ........ .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................– ...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....– –.. ....– – – –– –. ..... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It™s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

Ł boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

Ł items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............–... ... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

Ł workers do not use 22 –........... ... ..........................–· ·– ...... to reach high objects 

Ł 23 .... .. .. ..–....... –.... ...–. ... ...–.. ............ are fixed at corners 

Ł floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

Ł 25 ..........–––––––. .–. ... .... ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

Ł objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

Ł office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

Ł 27 ––– ................... .. ....... .. .–.......–.... are provided for documents 

Ł the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q–�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ™Queen of Roads™. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers™ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today™s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Test 3 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Test 3 

Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....–– E – to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned –~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^�ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
E š 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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Test 4 

VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Test4 

Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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�1�1�1�1�:�E�f Sï�RŠ� ˇ

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Test4 

Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Test 4 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Test 4 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 

Test 1 

in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 

07 
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MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 

Test 3 

nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 
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uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 
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The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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Listening 

PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 

18 

A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

24 

List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answe仁

Pockets 

Reas。n f。r ch。ice 。f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

p。ckets in men’s cl。thes

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th centu叩·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The wea「er could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

p。ckets in w。men’s cl。thes

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were ve叩 concerned about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it™s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you™re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that™s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There™s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there™s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it™s synthetic, it™s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It™s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r

40 

This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What™s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It™s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers™Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author™s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word™s website, 
two years™membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u Œ@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you™ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn™t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings™where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

Ł improved efficiency 

Ł less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

Ł invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

Ł �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

Ł make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

Ł have healthy food at meetings 

Ł �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

Ł provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ...fl ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

Ł provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................–– ..............– ·· 

Ł provide 20 .....––.. .– –. .–––... ....................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

Ł give managers appropriate training 

Ł find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

Ł do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

Ł Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

Ł The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

Ł Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

Ł Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

Ł In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

Ł All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

Ł Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

Ł Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

Ł Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

Ł Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

Ł Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

Ł Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

Ł Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

Ł If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .– – ..........–––––. ......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .fi–––.......– .......................––.. .. when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........–... ..... ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ™I can™t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.™The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people™s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ™I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,™Kennedy says. 
™My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.™Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
Nfl�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy™s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,™but the times were changing as well,™she says.™More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman™s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy™s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  ˇ �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer™s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ™It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.™The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman™s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ™l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn™t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that™s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about.™The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ™Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,™Mawer says. ™When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn™t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.™ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer™s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman™s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy™s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................––....................... ........... with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................––. .......–––··––.. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....––.. ...................... .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...– .... ...–. ....... ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................–––··––.............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

Ł thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

Ł explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

Ł ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

Ł Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
Ł How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............–––.......–....... .. Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......–––·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ™A scene in the home The picture™s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........––.. .... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ™ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........–. ......–. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don™t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don™t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don™t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don™t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don™t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don™t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

Ł is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

Ł would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................–. .. .... ways of improving safety. 

Ł does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

Ł Satellites are now quite 32 ..........–.... ...– .......–.......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

Ł At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

Ł There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........–... ..... satellites. 

Ł Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

Ł Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 –··––– .... .......... or commercial reasons. 

Ł It may be hard to collect details of the object™s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

Ł Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

Ł Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

Ł The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

Ł A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia™s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood™s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You™II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 
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This is the best spot if you don™t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN �̆e�r�w�e  ˇ�v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you™d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can™t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ˜

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you™re having �d�i Šb�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

Ł Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water™s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you™re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v—�h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that™s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‚billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water™S standard procedures. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don™t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............– . of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ............. .........–––––... ........ .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................– ...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....– –.. ....– – – –– –. ..... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It™s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

Ł boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

Ł items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............–... ... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

Ł workers do not use 22 –........... ... ..........................–· ·– ...... to reach high objects 

Ł 23 .... .. .. ..–....... –.... ...–. ... ...–.. ............ are fixed at corners 

Ł floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

Ł 25 ..........–––––––. .–. ... .... ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

Ł objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

Ł office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

Ł 27 ––– ................... .. ....... .. .–.......–.... are provided for documents 

Ł the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q–�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ™Queen of Roads™. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers™ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today™s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....–– E – to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned –~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^�ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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�1�1�1�1�:�E�f Sï�RŠ� ˇ

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Test 4 

Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 

07 

Test 2 

MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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PART 4 

In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 

Test 4 

09 

010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 
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uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 
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A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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6:Dim固

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is ve叩 warm, has 
alonge「 lifespan and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they d叩 quicker and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This all-year－「ound sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell Campi。n Lux D。uble Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket fo「 essentials, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal fo「

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin Sm。。zip +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What™s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It™s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers™Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author™s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word™s website, 
two years™membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u Œ@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you™ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn™t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings™where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

Ł improved efficiency 

Ł less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

Ł invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

Ł �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

Ł make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

Ł have healthy food at meetings 

Ł �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

Ł provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ...fl ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

Ł provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................–– ..............– ·· 

Ł provide 20 .....––.. .– –. .–––... ....................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

Ł give managers appropriate training 

Ł find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

Ł do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

Ł Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

Ł The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

Ł Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

Ł Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

Ł In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

Ł All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

Ł Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

Ł Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

Ł Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

Ł Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

Ł Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

Ł Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

Ł Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

Ł If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Test 2 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .– – ..........–––––. ......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .fi–––.......– .......................––.. .. when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........–... ..... ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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Reading 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ™I can™t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.™The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people™s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ™I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,™Kennedy says. 
™My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.™Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
Nfl�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy™s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,™but the times were changing as well,™she says.™More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman™s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy™s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  ˇ �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer™s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ™It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.™The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman™s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ™l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn™t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that™s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about.™The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ™Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,™Mawer says. ™When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn™t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.™ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer™s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman™s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy™s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................––....................... ........... with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................––. .......–––··––.. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....––.. ...................... .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...– .... ...–. ....... ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................–––··––.............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

Ł thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

Ł explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

Ł ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

E š �A
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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Test 2 

El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

Ł Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
Ł How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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Test 3 

VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............–––.......–....... .. Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......–––·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ™A scene in the home The picture™s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........––.. .... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ™ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........–. ......–. 
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Test 3 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don™t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don™t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don™t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don™t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don™t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don™t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

Ł is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

Ł would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................–. .. .... ways of improving safety. 

Ł does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

Ł Satellites are now quite 32 ..........–.... ...– .......–.......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

Ł At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

Ł There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........–... ..... satellites. 

Ł Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

Ł Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 –··––– .... .......... or commercial reasons. 

Ł It may be hard to collect details of the object™s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

Ł Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

Ł Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

Ł The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

Ł A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia™s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood™s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You™II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 

64 

This is the best spot if you don™t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN �̆e�r�w�e  ˇ�v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you™d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can™t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ˜

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you™re having �d�i Šb�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

Ł Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water™s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you™re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v—�h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that™s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‚billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water™S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don™t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............– . of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ............. .........–––––... ........ .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................– ...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....– –.. ....– – – –– –. ..... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It™s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

Ł boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

Ł items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............–... ... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

Ł workers do not use 22 –........... ... ..........................–· ·– ...... to reach high objects 

Ł 23 .... .. .. ..–....... –.... ...–. ... ...–.. ............ are fixed at corners 

Ł floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

Ł 25 ..........–––––––. .–. ... .... ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

Ł objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

Ł office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

Ł 27 ––– ................... .. ....... .. .–.......–.... are provided for documents 

Ł the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q–�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ™Queen of Roads™. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers™ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today™s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Test 3 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....–– E – to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned –~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^�ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
E š 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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�1�1�1�1�:�E�f Sï�RŠ� ˇ

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
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�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 
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MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 

Test 3 

nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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PART 4 

In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 

Test 4 

uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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Listening 

PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 

18 

A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
E • 

Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Test 1 

Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F Vang。 Starwalker Drag。n

This inn。vative, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell c。nqueror
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up c。mpactly and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but to。
big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers™Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author™s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word™s website, 
two years™membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u Œ@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you™ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn™t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings™where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

Ł improved efficiency 

Ł less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

Ł invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

Ł �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

Ł make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

Ł have healthy food at meetings 

Ł �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

Ł provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ...fl ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

Ł provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................–– ..............– ·· 

Ł provide 20 .....––.. .– –. .–––... ....................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

Ł give managers appropriate training 

Ł find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

Ł do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

Ł Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

Ł The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

Ł Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

Ł Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

Ł In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

Ł All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

Ł Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

Ł Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

Ł Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

Ł Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

Ł Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

Ł Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

Ł Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

Ł If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .– – ..........–––––. ......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .fi–––.......– .......................––.. .. when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........–... ..... ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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Reading 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ™I can™t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.™The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people™s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ™I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,™Kennedy says. 
™My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.™Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
Nfl�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy™s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,™but the times were changing as well,™she says.™More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman™s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy™s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  ˇ �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer™s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ™It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.™The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman™s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ™l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn™t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that™s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about.™The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ™Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,™Mawer says. ™When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn™t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.™ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer™s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman™s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy™s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................––....................... ........... with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................––. .......–––··––.. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....––.. ...................... .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...– .... ...–. ....... ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................–––··––.............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

Ł thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

Ł explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

Ł ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

Ł Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
Ł How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............–––.......–....... .. Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......–––·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ™A scene in the home The picture™s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........––.. .... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ™ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........–. ......–. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don™t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don™t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don™t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don™t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don™t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don™t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

Ł is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

Ł would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................–. .. .... ways of improving safety. 

Ł does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

Ł Satellites are now quite 32 ..........–.... ...– .......–.......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

Ł At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

Ł There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........–... ..... satellites. 

Ł Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

Ł Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 –··––– .... .......... or commercial reasons. 

Ł It may be hard to collect details of the object™s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

Ł Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

Ł Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

Ł The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

Ł A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia™s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood™s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You™II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 
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This is the best spot if you don™t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN �̆e�r�w�e  ˇ�v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you™d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can™t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ˜

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you™re having �d�i Šb�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

Ł Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water™s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you™re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v—�h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that™s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‚billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water™S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don™t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............– . of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ............. .........–––––... ........ .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................– ...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....– –.. ....– – – –– –. ..... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It™s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

Ł boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

Ł items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............–... ... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

Ł workers do not use 22 –........... ... ..........................–· ·– ...... to reach high objects 

Ł 23 .... .. .. ..–....... –.... ...–. ... ...–.. ............ are fixed at corners 

Ł floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

Ł 25 ..........–––––––. .–. ... .... ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

Ł objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

Ł office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

Ł 27 ––– ................... .. ....... .. .–.......–.... are provided for documents 

Ł the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q–�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ™Queen of Roads™. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers™ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today™s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....–– E – to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned –~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^�ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
E š 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 
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Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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SADIE: 
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�N

VÛ

AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 

Test 1 

in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 

07 

Test 2 

MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 

Test 4 

09 

010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 
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uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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Listening and Reading answer keys 

VÞ†ó�EVÞ

LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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Listening 

PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 
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A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Test 1 

Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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Emmmll 

WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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Test 1 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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�6�:�D�i�m Vú

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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Test 2 

F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

NB γou may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure ce「tain parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful sto「age area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user wa「m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers™Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author™s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word™s website, 
two years™membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u Œ@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you™ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn™t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings™where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

Ł improved efficiency 

Ł less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

Ł invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

Ł �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

Ł make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

Ł have healthy food at meetings 

Ł �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

Ł provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ...fl ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

Ł provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................–– ..............– ·· 

Ł provide 20 .....––.. .– –. .–––... ....................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

Ł give managers appropriate training 

Ł find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

Ł do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

Ł Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

Ł The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

Ł Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

Ł Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

Ł In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

Ł All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

Ł Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

Ł Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

Ł Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

Ł Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

Ł Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

Ł Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

Ł Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

Ł If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .– – ..........–––––. ......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .fi–––.......– .......................––.. .. when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........–... ..... ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ™I can™t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.™The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people™s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ™I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,™Kennedy says. 
™My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.™Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
Nfl�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy™s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,™but the times were changing as well,™she says.™More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman™s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy™s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  ˇ �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer™s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ™It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.™The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman™s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ™l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn™t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that™s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about.™The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ™Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,™Mawer says. ™When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn™t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.™ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer™s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman™s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy™s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................––....................... ........... with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................––. .......–––··––.. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....––.. ...................... .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...– .... ...–. ....... ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................–––··––.............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

Ł thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

Ł explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

Ł ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

Ł Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
Ł How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............–––.......–....... .. Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......–––·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ™A scene in the home The picture™s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........––.. .... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ™ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........–. ......–. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don™t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don™t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don™t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don™t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don™t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don™t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

Ł is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

Ł would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................–. .. .... ways of improving safety. 

Ł does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

Ł Satellites are now quite 32 ..........–.... ...– .......–.......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

Ł At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

Ł There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........–... ..... satellites. 

Ł Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

Ł Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 –··––– .... .......... or commercial reasons. 

Ł It may be hard to collect details of the object™s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

Ł Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

Ł Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

Ł The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

Ł A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia™s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood™s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You™II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 

64 

This is the best spot if you don™t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN �̆e�r�w�e  ˇ�v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you™d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can™t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ˜

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you™re having �d�i Šb�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

Ł Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water™s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you™re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v—�h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that™s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‚billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water™S standard procedures. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don™t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............– . of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ............. .........–––––... ........ .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................– ...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....– –.. ....– – – –– –. ..... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It™s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

Ł boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

Ł items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............–... ... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

Ł workers do not use 22 –........... ... ..........................–· ·– ...... to reach high objects 

Ł 23 .... .. .. ..–....... –.... ...–. ... ...–.. ............ are fixed at corners 

Ł floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

Ł 25 ..........–––––––. .–. ... .... ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

Ł objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

Ł office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

Ł 27 ––– ................... .. ....... .. .–.......–.... are provided for documents 

Ł the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q–�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ™Queen of Roads™. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers™ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today™s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Test 3 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....–– E – to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned –~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^�ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
E š 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 
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Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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Aud ioscri pts 

PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
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�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 
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MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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PART 4 

In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 

Test 4 

uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 
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A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
E • 

Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Test 1 

Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the Wo「d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries longe「 than 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the pu「poses of the P「ize, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the expe「ience of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one ent「y each. Multiple ent「ies by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction O「 non-fiction over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive 引，500 , publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of Literatu陀， and a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an edito「 and an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you™ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn™t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings™where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

Ł improved efficiency 

Ł less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

Ł invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

Ł �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

Ł make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

Ł have healthy food at meetings 

Ł �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

Ł provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ...fl ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

Ł provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................–– ..............– ·· 

Ł provide 20 .....––.. .– –. .–––... ....................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

Ł give managers appropriate training 

Ł find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

Ł do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

Ł Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

Ł The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

Ł Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

Ł Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

Ł In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

Ł All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

Ł Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

Ł Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

Ł Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

Ł Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

Ł Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

Ł Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

Ł Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

Ł If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Test 2 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .– – ..........–––––. ......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .fi–––.......– .......................––.. .. when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........–... ..... ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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Reading 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ™I can™t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.™The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people™s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ™I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,™Kennedy says. 
™My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.™Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
Nfl�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy™s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,™but the times were changing as well,™she says.™More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman™s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy™s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  ˇ �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer™s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ™It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.™The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman™s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ™l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn™t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that™s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about.™The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ™Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,™Mawer says. ™When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn™t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.™ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer™s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman™s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy™s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................––....................... ........... with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................––. .......–––··––.. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....––.. ...................... .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...– .... ...–. ....... ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................–––··––.............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

Ł thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

Ł explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

Ł ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 

Fhu FD E š 

Test 2 

El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

Ł Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
Ł How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............–––.......–....... .. Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......–––·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ™A scene in the home The picture™s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........––.. .... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ™ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........–. ......–. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don™t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don™t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don™t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don™t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don™t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don™t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

Ł is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

Ł would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................–. .. .... ways of improving safety. 

Ł does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

Ł Satellites are now quite 32 ..........–.... ...– .......–.......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

Ł At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

Ł There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........–... ..... satellites. 

Ł Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

Ł Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 –··––– .... .......... or commercial reasons. 

Ł It may be hard to collect details of the object™s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

Ł Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

Ł Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

Ł The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

Ł A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia™s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood™s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You™II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 
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This is the best spot if you don™t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN �̆e�r�w�e  ˇ�v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you™d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can™t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ˜

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you™re having �d�i Šb�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

Ł Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water™s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you™re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v—�h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that™s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‚billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water™S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don™t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............– . of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ............. .........–––––... ........ .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................– ...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....– –.. ....– – – –– –. ..... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It™s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

Ł boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

Ł items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............–... ... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

Ł workers do not use 22 –........... ... ..........................–· ·– ...... to reach high objects 

Ł 23 .... .. .. ..–....... –.... ...–. ... ...–.. ............ are fixed at corners 

Ł floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

Ł 25 ..........–––––––. .–. ... .... ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

Ł objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

Ł office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

Ł 27 ––– ................... .. ....... .. .–.......–.... are provided for documents 

Ł the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q–�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ™Queen of Roads™. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers™ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today™s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Test 3 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Test 3 

Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....–– E – to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned –~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^�ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
E š 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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Test 4 

VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Test4 

Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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�1�1�1�1�:�E�f Sï�RŠ� ˇ

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Test4 

Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Test 4 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Test 4 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 

Test 1 

in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 

07 
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MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 

Test 3 

nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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things out for himself. 
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uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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Listening 

PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 

18 

A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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�6�:�D�i�m Vú

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the info「mation given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an ent叩 of fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to w「ite about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an ea「lier Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you™ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn™t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings™where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

Ł improved efficiency 

Ł less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

Ł invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

Ł �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

Ł make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

Ł have healthy food at meetings 

Ł �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

Ł provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ...fl ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

Ł provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................–– ..............– ·· 

Ł provide 20 .....––.. .– –. .–––... ....................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

Ł give managers appropriate training 

Ł find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

Ł do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

Ł Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

Ł The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

Ł Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

Ł Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

Ł In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

Ł All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

Ł Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

Ł Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

Ł Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

Ł Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

Ł Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

Ł Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

Ł Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

Ł If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .– – ..........–––––. ......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .fi–––.......– .......................––.. .. when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........–... ..... ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ™I can™t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.™The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people™s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ™I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,™Kennedy says. 
™My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.™Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
Nfl�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy™s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,™but the times were changing as well,™she says.™More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman™s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy™s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  ˇ �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer™s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ™It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.™The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman™s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ™l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn™t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that™s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about.™The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ™Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,™Mawer says. ™When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn™t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.™ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer™s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman™s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy™s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................––....................... ........... with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................––. .......–––··––.. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....––.. ...................... .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...– .... ...–. ....... ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................–––··––.............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

Ł thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

Ł explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

Ł ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

Ł Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
Ł How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............–––.......–....... .. Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......–––·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ™A scene in the home The picture™s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........––.. .... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ™ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........–. ......–. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don™t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don™t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don™t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don™t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don™t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don™t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

Ł is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

Ł would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................–. .. .... ways of improving safety. 

Ł does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

Ł Satellites are now quite 32 ..........–.... ...– .......–.......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

Ł At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

Ł There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........–... ..... satellites. 

Ł Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

Ł Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 –··––– .... .......... or commercial reasons. 

Ł It may be hard to collect details of the object™s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

Ł Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

Ł Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

Ł The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

Ł A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia™s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood™s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You™II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 
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This is the best spot if you don™t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN �̆e�r�w�e  ˇ�v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you™d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can™t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ˜

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you™re having �d�i Šb�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

Ł Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water™s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you™re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v—�h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that™s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‚billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water™S standard procedures. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don™t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............– . of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ............. .........–––––... ........ .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................– ...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....– –.. ....– – – –– –. ..... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It™s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

Ł boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

Ł items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............–... ... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

Ł workers do not use 22 –........... ... ..........................–· ·– ...... to reach high objects 

Ł 23 .... .. .. ..–....... –.... ...–. ... ...–.. ............ are fixed at corners 

Ł floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

Ł 25 ..........–––––––. .–. ... .... ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

Ł objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

Ł office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

Ł 27 ––– ................... .. ....... .. .–.......–.... are provided for documents 

Ł the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q–�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ™Queen of Roads™. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers™ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today™s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....–– E – to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned –~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^�ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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�1�1�1�1�:�E�f Sï�RŠ� ˇ

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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SADIE: 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 

07 

Test 2 

MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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PART 4 

In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 

Test 4 

09 

010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 

Test 4 

uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 
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A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions 1ι27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness can 「educe absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

F。cus 。n general preventi。n

Consider o何ering flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

Enc。urage a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help p「event future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. Conside「 putting a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge eve叩one to help themselves for f「ee. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches f「om home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

Enc。urage m。re exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take pa「t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 「ide or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
g「oup rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 「eports have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out fo「 one another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; o仔e「ing rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional behaviou「 in your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

Ł improved efficiency 

Ł less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

Ł invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

Ł �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

Ł make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

Ł have healthy food at meetings 

Ł �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

Ł provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ...fl ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

Ł provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................–– ..............– ·· 

Ł provide 20 .....––.. .– –. .–––... ....................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

Ł give managers appropriate training 

Ł find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

Ł do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

Ł Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

Ł The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

Ł Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

Ł Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

Ł In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

Ł All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

Ł Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

Ł Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

Ł Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

Ł Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

Ł Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

Ł Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

Ł Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

Ł If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Test 2 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .– – ..........–––––. ......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .fi–––.......– .......................––.. .. when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........–... ..... ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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Reading 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ™I can™t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.™The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people™s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ™I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,™Kennedy says. 
™My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.™Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
Nfl�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy™s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,™but the times were changing as well,™she says.™More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman™s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy™s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  ˇ �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer™s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ™It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.™The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman™s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ™l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn™t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that™s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about.™The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ™Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,™Mawer says. ™When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn™t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.™ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer™s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman™s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy™s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................––....................... ........... with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................––. .......–––··––.. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....––.. ...................... .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...– .... ...–. ....... ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................–––··––.............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

Ł thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

Ł explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

Ł ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

E š �A
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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Test 2 

El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

Ł Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
Ł How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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Test 3 

VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............–––.......–....... .. Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......–––·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ™A scene in the home The picture™s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........––.. .... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ™ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........–. ......–. 
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Test 3 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don™t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don™t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don™t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don™t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don™t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don™t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

Ł is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

Ł would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................–. .. .... ways of improving safety. 

Ł does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

Ł Satellites are now quite 32 ..........–.... ...– .......–.......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

Ł At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

Ł There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........–... ..... satellites. 

Ł Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

Ł Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 –··––– .... .......... or commercial reasons. 

Ł It may be hard to collect details of the object™s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

Ł Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

Ł Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

Ł The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

Ł A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia™s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood™s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You™II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 

64 

This is the best spot if you don™t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN �̆e�r�w�e  ˇ�v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you™d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can™t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ˜

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you™re having �d�i Šb�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

Ł Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water™s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you™re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v—�h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that™s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‚billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water™S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don™t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............– . of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ............. .........–––––... ........ .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................– ...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....– –.. ....– – – –– –. ..... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It™s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

Ł boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

Ł items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............–... ... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

Ł workers do not use 22 –........... ... ..........................–· ·– ...... to reach high objects 

Ł 23 .... .. .. ..–....... –.... ...–. ... ...–.. ............ are fixed at corners 

Ł floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

Ł 25 ..........–––––––. .–. ... .... ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

Ł objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

Ł office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

Ł 27 ––– ................... .. ....... .. .–.......–.... are provided for documents 

Ł the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q–�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ™Queen of Roads™. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers™ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today™s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Test 3 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....–– E – to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned –~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^�ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
E š 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 
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MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 

Test 3 

nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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PART 4 

In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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things out for himself. 

Test 4 

uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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Listening 

PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 

18 

A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
E • 

Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Test 1 

Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answeκ 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging empl。yee health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• p「ovide vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available to 「eplace 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• 0仔er 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide somewhe「e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for WO「kers who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at wo「k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

Ł Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

Ł The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

Ł Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

Ł Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

Ł In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

Ł All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

Ł Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

Ł Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

Ł Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

Ł Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

Ł Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

Ł Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

Ł Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

Ł If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Test 2 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .– – ..........–––––. ......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .fi–––.......– .......................––.. .. when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........–... ..... ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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Reading 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ™I can™t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.™The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people™s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ™I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,™Kennedy says. 
™My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.™Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
Nfl�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy™s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,™but the times were changing as well,™she says.™More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman™s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy™s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  ˇ �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer™s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ™It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.™The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman™s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ™l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn™t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that™s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about.™The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ™Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,™Mawer says. ™When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn™t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.™ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer™s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman™s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy™s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................––....................... ........... with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................––. .......–––··––.. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....––.. ...................... .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...– .... ...–. ....... ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................–––··––.............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

Ł thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

Ł explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

Ł ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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Test 2 

El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

Ł Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
Ł How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............–––.......–....... .. Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......–––·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ™A scene in the home The picture™s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........––.. .... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ™ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........–. ......–. 
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Test 3 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don™t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don™t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don™t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don™t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don™t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don™t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

Ł is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

Ł would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................–. .. .... ways of improving safety. 

Ł does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

Ł Satellites are now quite 32 ..........–.... ...– .......–.......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

Ł At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

Ł There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........–... ..... satellites. 

Ł Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

Ł Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 –··––– .... .......... or commercial reasons. 

Ł It may be hard to collect details of the object™s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

Ł Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

Ł Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

Ł The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

Ł A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia™s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood™s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You™II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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Test 3 

E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 
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This is the best spot if you don™t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN �̆e�r�w�e  ˇ�v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you™d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can™t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ˜

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you™re having �d�i Šb�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

Ł Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water™s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you™re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v—�h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that™s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‚billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water™S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don™t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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Test 3 

SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............– . of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ............. .........–––––... ........ .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................– ...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....– –.. ....– – – –– –. ..... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It™s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

Ł boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

Ł items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............–... ... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

Ł workers do not use 22 –........... ... ..........................–· ·– ...... to reach high objects 

Ł 23 .... .. .. ..–....... –.... ...–. ... ...–.. ............ are fixed at corners 

Ł floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

Ł 25 ..........–––––––. .–. ... .... ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

Ł objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

Ł office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

Ł 27 ––– ................... .. ....... .. .–.......–.... are provided for documents 

Ł the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q–�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ™Queen of Roads™. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers™ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today™s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....–– E – to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned –~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^�ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 
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Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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SADIE: 
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�N

VÛ

AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 

07 

Test 2 

MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 

Test 4 

09 

010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 

Test 4 

uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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Listening 

PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 
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A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Test 1 

Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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Emmmll 

WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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Test 1 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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�6�:�D�i�m Vú

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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Test 2 

F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' shi 「ts and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All inju 「ies must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or jewelle叩 must not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not t叩 to fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes shm』Id be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the floo「 must be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have clea「 labels , so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .– – ..........–––––. ......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .fi–––.......– .......................––.. .. when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........–... ..... ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ™I can™t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.™The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people™s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ™I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,™Kennedy says. 
™My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.™Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
Nfl�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy™s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,™but the times were changing as well,™she says.™More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman™s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy™s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  ˇ �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer™s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ™It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.™The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman™s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ™l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn™t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that™s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about.™The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ™Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,™Mawer says. ™When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn™t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.™ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer™s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman™s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy™s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................––....................... ........... with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................––. .......–––··––.. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....––.. ...................... .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...– .... ...–. ....... ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................–––··––.............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

Ł thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

Ł explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

Ł ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

Ł Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
Ł How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............–––.......–....... .. Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......–––·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ™A scene in the home The picture™s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........––.. .... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ™ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........–. ......–. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don™t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don™t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don™t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don™t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don™t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don™t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

Ł is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

Ł would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................–. .. .... ways of improving safety. 

Ł does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

Ł Satellites are now quite 32 ..........–.... ...– .......–.......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

Ł At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

Ł There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........–... ..... satellites. 

Ł Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

Ł Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 –··––– .... .......... or commercial reasons. 

Ł It may be hard to collect details of the object™s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

Ł Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

Ł Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

Ł The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

Ł A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia™s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood™s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You™II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 

64 

This is the best spot if you don™t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN �̆e�r�w�e  ˇ�v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you™d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can™t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ˜

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you™re having �d�i Šb�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

Ł Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water™s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you™re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v—�h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that™s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‚billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water™S standard procedures. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don™t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............– . of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ............. .........–––––... ........ .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................– ...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....– –.. ....– – – –– –. ..... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It™s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

Ł boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

Ł items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............–... ... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

Ł workers do not use 22 –........... ... ..........................–· ·– ...... to reach high objects 

Ł 23 .... .. .. ..–....... –.... ...–. ... ...–.. ............ are fixed at corners 

Ł floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

Ł 25 ..........–––––––. .–. ... .... ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

Ł objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

Ł office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

Ł 27 ––– ................... .. ....... .. .–.......–.... are provided for documents 

Ł the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q–�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ™Queen of Roads™. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers™ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today™s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....–– E – to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned –~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^�ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
E š 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 
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Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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Test 4 

SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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Aud ioscri pts 

PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
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�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 
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MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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PART 4 

In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 

Test 4 

uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 
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A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
E • 

Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Test 1 

Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time pe「 3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. Eve「y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this se「vice, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the sto「eroom may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Test 2 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .– – ..........–––––. ......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .fi–––.......– .......................––.. .. when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........–... ..... ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ™I can™t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.™The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people™s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ™I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,™Kennedy says. 
™My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.™Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
Nfl�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy™s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,™but the times were changing as well,™she says.™More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman™s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy™s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  ˇ �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer™s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ™It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.™The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman™s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ™l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn™t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that™s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about.™The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ™Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,™Mawer says. ™When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn™t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.™ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer™s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman™s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy™s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................––....................... ........... with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................––. .......–––··––.. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....––.. ...................... .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...– .... ...–. ....... ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................–––··––.............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

Ł thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

Ł explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

Ł ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

Ł Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
Ł How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............–––.......–....... .. Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......–––·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ™A scene in the home The picture™s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........––.. .... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ™ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........–. ......–. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don™t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don™t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don™t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don™t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don™t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don™t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

Ł is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

Ł would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................–. .. .... ways of improving safety. 

Ł does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

Ł Satellites are now quite 32 ..........–.... ...– .......–.......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

Ł At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

Ł There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........–... ..... satellites. 

Ł Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

Ł Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 –··––– .... .......... or commercial reasons. 

Ł It may be hard to collect details of the object™s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

Ł Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

Ł Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

Ł The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

Ł A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia™s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood™s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You™II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 
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This is the best spot if you don™t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN �̆e�r�w�e  ˇ�v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you™d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can™t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ˜

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you™re having �d�i Šb�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

Ł Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water™s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you™re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v—�h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that™s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‚billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water™S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don™t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............– . of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ............. .........–––––... ........ .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................– ...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....– –.. ....– – – –– –. ..... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It™s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

Ł boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

Ł items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............–... ... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

Ł workers do not use 22 –........... ... ..........................–· ·– ...... to reach high objects 

Ł 23 .... .. .. ..–....... –.... ...–. ... ...–.. ............ are fixed at corners 

Ł floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

Ł 25 ..........–––––––. .–. ... .... ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

Ł objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

Ł office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

Ł 27 ––– ................... .. ....... .. .–.......–.... are provided for documents 

Ł the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q–�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ™Queen of Roads™. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers™ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today™s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Test 3 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....–– E – to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned –~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^�ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
E š 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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�1�1�1�1�:�E�f Sï�RŠ� ˇ

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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SADIE: 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 

Test 1 

in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 

07 

Test 2 

MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 

Test 3 

nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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things out for himself. 
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uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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VÞ†ó�EVÞ

LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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Listening 

PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 

18 

A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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Test 1 

about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Test 1 

Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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Test 1 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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�6�:�D�i�m Vú

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ™I can™t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.™The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people™s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ™I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,™Kennedy says. 
™My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.™Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
Nfl�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy™s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,™but the times were changing as well,™she says.™More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman™s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy™s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  ˇ �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer™s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ™It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.™The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman™s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ™l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn™t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that™s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about.™The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ™Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,™Mawer says. ™When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn™t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.™ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer™s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman™s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy™s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................––....................... ........... with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................––. .......–––··––.. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....––.. ...................... .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...– .... ...–. ....... ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................–––··––.............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

Ł thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

Ł explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

Ł ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

Ł Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
Ł How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............–––.......–....... .. Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......–––·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ™A scene in the home The picture™s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........––.. .... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ™ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........–. ......–. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don™t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don™t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don™t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don™t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don™t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don™t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

Ł is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

Ł would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................–. .. .... ways of improving safety. 

Ł does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

Ł Satellites are now quite 32 ..........–.... ...– .......–.......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

Ł At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

Ł There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........–... ..... satellites. 

Ł Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

Ł Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 –··––– .... .......... or commercial reasons. 

Ł It may be hard to collect details of the object™s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

Ł Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

Ł Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

Ł The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

Ł A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia™s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood™s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You™II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 
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This is the best spot if you don™t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN �̆e�r�w�e  ˇ�v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you™d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can™t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ˜

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you™re having �d�i Šb�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

Ł Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water™s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you™re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v—�h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that™s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‚billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water™S standard procedures. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don™t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............– . of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ............. .........–––––... ........ .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................– ...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....– –.. ....– – – –– –. ..... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It™s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

Ł boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

Ł items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............–... ... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

Ł workers do not use 22 –........... ... ..........................–· ·– ...... to reach high objects 

Ł 23 .... .. .. ..–....... –.... ...–. ... ...–.. ............ are fixed at corners 

Ł floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

Ł 25 ..........–––––––. .–. ... .... ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

Ł objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

Ł office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

Ł 27 ––– ................... .. ....... .. .–.......–.... are provided for documents 

Ł the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q–�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ™Queen of Roads™. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers™ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today™s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....–– E – to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned –~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^�ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
E š 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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�1�1�1�1�:�E�f Sï�RŠ� ˇ

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 

07 

Test 2 

MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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PART 4 

In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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09 

010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 
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uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 
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A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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�6�:�D�i�m Vú

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Test 2 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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Reading 

SECTION 3 Questions 2ι40 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can ’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind . It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes . It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt fo「 a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me. ’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people ’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
「ebelling against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’ My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard. ’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a geomet「ic
stripe in orange, pink, tu 「quoise and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
五2,000 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says. ’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for thei 「 children . ' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman ’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own b「and for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not fo「 Mawer’s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer™s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ™It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.™The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman™s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ™l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn™t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that™s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about.™The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ™Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,™Mawer says. ™When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn™t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.™ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer™s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman™s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy™s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................––....................... ........... with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................––. .......–––··––.. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....––.. ...................... .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...– .... ...–. ....... ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................–––··––.............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

Ł thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

Ł explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

Ł ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

E š �A
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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Test 2 

El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

Ł Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
Ł How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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Test 3 

VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............–––.......–....... .. Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......–––·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ™A scene in the home The picture™s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........––.. .... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ™ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........–. ......–. 
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Test 3 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don™t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don™t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don™t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don™t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don™t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don™t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

Ł is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

Ł would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................–. .. .... ways of improving safety. 

Ł does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

Ł Satellites are now quite 32 ..........–.... ...– .......–.......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

Ł At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

Ł There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........–... ..... satellites. 

Ł Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

Ł Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 –··––– .... .......... or commercial reasons. 

Ł It may be hard to collect details of the object™s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

Ł Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

Ł Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

Ł The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

Ł A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia™s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood™s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You™II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 

64 

This is the best spot if you don™t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN �̆e�r�w�e  ˇ�v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you™d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can™t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ˜

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you™re having �d�i Šb�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

Ł Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water™s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you™re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v—�h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that™s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‚billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water™S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don™t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............– . of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ............. .........–––––... ........ .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................– ...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....– –.. ....– – – –– –. ..... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It™s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

Ł boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

Ł items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............–... ... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

Ł workers do not use 22 –........... ... ..........................–· ·– ...... to reach high objects 

Ł 23 .... .. .. ..–....... –.... ...–. ... ...–.. ............ are fixed at corners 

Ł floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

Ł 25 ..........–––––––. .–. ... .... ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

Ł objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

Ł office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

Ł 27 ––– ................... .. ....... .. .–.......–.... are provided for documents 

Ł the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q–�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ™Queen of Roads™. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers™ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today™s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Test 3 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Test 3 

Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....–– E – to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned –~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^�ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
E š 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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�1�1�1�1�:�E�f Sï�RŠ� ˇ

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 
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MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 

Test 3 

nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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PART 4 

In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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things out for himself. 
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uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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Listening 

PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 

18 

A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
E • 

Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Test 1 

Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Test 2 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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Reading 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her t。 experiment
with colour and design by trial and erro「. The first ga「ment Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years wo「king on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back t。 Cl。thkits, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her fab「ic is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept t。
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, y。u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman™s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy™s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Reading 

Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................––....................... ........... with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................––. .......–––··––.. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....––.. ...................... .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...– .... ...–. ....... ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................–––··––.............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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�&�I�m�m Vú

WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

Ł thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

Ł explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

Ł ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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Test 2 

El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

Ł Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
Ł How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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Test 3 

VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............–––.......–....... .. Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......–––·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ™A scene in the home The picture™s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........––.. .... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ™ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........–. ......–. 
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Test 3 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don™t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don™t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don™t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don™t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don™t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don™t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

Ł is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

Ł would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................–. .. .... ways of improving safety. 

Ł does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

Ł Satellites are now quite 32 ..........–.... ...– .......–.......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

Ł At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

Ł There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........–... ..... satellites. 

Ł Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

Ł Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 –··––– .... .......... or commercial reasons. 

Ł It may be hard to collect details of the object™s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

Ł Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

Ł Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

Ł The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

Ł A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia™s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood™s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You™II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 
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This is the best spot if you don™t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN �̆e�r�w�e  ˇ�v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you™d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can™t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ˜

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you™re having �d�i Šb�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

Ł Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water™s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you™re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v—�h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that™s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‚billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water™S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don™t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............– . of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ............. .........–––––... ........ .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................– ...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....– –.. ....– – – –– –. ..... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It™s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

Ł boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

Ł items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............–... ... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

Ł workers do not use 22 –........... ... ..........................–· ·– ...... to reach high objects 

Ł 23 .... .. .. ..–....... –.... ...–. ... ...–.. ............ are fixed at corners 

Ł floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

Ł 25 ..........–––––––. .–. ... .... ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

Ł objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

Ł office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

Ł 27 ––– ................... .. ....... .. .–.......–.... are provided for documents 

Ł the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q–�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ™Queen of Roads™. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers™ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today™s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....–– E – to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned –~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^�ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 
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Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Test 4 

Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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Aud ioscri pts 

PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 

muNmuN �A�H�A�H�A�m�A
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SADIE: 
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�N

VÛ

AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 

07 

Test 2 

MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 

Test 4 

09 

010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 

Test 4 

uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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Listening 

PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 
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A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Test 1 

Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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Emmmll 

WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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Test 1 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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�6�:�D�i�m Vú

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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Test 2 

F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct le位町， A-E, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then wea「ing it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman™s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy™s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................––....................... ........... with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................––. .......–––··––.. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....––.. ...................... .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...– .... ...–. ....... ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................–––··––.............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

Ł thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

Ł explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

Ł ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

Ł Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
Ł How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............–––.......–....... .. Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......–––·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ™A scene in the home The picture™s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........––.. .... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ™ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........–. ......–. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don™t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don™t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don™t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don™t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don™t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don™t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

Ł is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

Ł would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................–. .. .... ways of improving safety. 

Ł does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

Ł Satellites are now quite 32 ..........–.... ...– .......–.......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

Ł At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

Ł There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........–... ..... satellites. 

Ł Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

Ł Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 –··––– .... .......... or commercial reasons. 

Ł It may be hard to collect details of the object™s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

Ł Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

Ł Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

Ł The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

Ł A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia™s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood™s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You™II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 

64 

This is the best spot if you don™t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN �̆e�r�w�e  ˇ�v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you™d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can™t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ˜

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you™re having �d�i Šb�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

Ł Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water™s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you™re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v—�h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that™s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‚billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water™S standard procedures. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don™t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............– . of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ............. .........–––––... ........ .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................– ...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....– –.. ....– – – –– –. ..... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It™s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

Ł boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

Ł items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............–... ... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

Ł workers do not use 22 –........... ... ..........................–· ·– ...... to reach high objects 

Ł 23 .... .. .. ..–....... –.... ...–. ... ...–.. ............ are fixed at corners 

Ł floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

Ł 25 ..........–––––––. .–. ... .... ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

Ł objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

Ł office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

Ł 27 ––– ................... .. ....... .. .–.......–.... are provided for documents 

Ł the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q–�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ™Queen of Roads™. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers™ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today™s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Test 3 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....–– E – to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned –~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^�ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
E š 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 
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Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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Test 4 

SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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Aud ioscri pts 

PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 
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MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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PART 4 

In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 

Test 4 

uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 
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A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
E • 

Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Test 2 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In Pa「agraph A, the writer says that Kay Mawer was 「eminded about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 「epresented the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch he「 company.
D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................––....................... ........... with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................––. .......–––··––.. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....––.. ...................... .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...– .... ...–. ....... ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................–––··––.............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

Ł thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

Ł explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

Ł ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

Ł Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
Ł How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............–––.......–....... .. Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......–––·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ™A scene in the home The picture™s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........––.. .... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ™ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........–. ......–. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don™t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don™t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don™t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don™t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don™t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don™t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

Ł is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

Ł would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................–. .. .... ways of improving safety. 

Ł does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

Ł Satellites are now quite 32 ..........–.... ...– .......–.......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

Ł At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

Ł There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........–... ..... satellites. 

Ł Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

Ł Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 –··––– .... .......... or commercial reasons. 

Ł It may be hard to collect details of the object™s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

Ł Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

Ł Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

Ł The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

Ł A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia™s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood™s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You™II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 
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This is the best spot if you don™t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN �̆e�r�w�e  ˇ�v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you™d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can™t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ˜

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you™re having �d�i Šb�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

Ł Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water™s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you™re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v—�h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that™s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‚billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water™S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don™t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............– . of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ............. .........–––––... ........ .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................– ...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....– –.. ....– – – –– –. ..... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It™s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

Ł boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

Ł items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............–... ... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

Ł workers do not use 22 –........... ... ..........................–· ·– ...... to reach high objects 

Ł 23 .... .. .. ..–....... –.... ...–. ... ...–.. ............ are fixed at corners 

Ł floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

Ł 25 ..........–––––––. .–. ... .... ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

Ł objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

Ł office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

Ł 27 ––– ................... .. ....... .. .–.......–.... are provided for documents 

Ł the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q–�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ™Queen of Roads™. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers™ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today™s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Test 3 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....–– E – to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned –~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^�ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
E š 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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�1�1�1�1�:�E�f Sï�RŠ� ˇ

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 

muNmuN �A�H�A�H�A�m�A
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SADIE: 
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�N

VÛ

AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 

Test 1 

in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 

07 

Test 2 

MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 

Test 3 

nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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things out for himself. 
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uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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Listening 

PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 

18 

A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Test 1 

Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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Emmmll 

WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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Test 1 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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�6�:�D�i�m Vú

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The ve叩 first ga「ment Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders fo「 this from around the wo「Id. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as pa「t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

Ł thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

Ł explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

Ł ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

Ł Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
Ł How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............–––.......–....... .. Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......–––·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ™A scene in the home The picture™s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........––.. .... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ™ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........–. ......–. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don™t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don™t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don™t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don™t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don™t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don™t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

Ł is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

Ł would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................–. .. .... ways of improving safety. 

Ł does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

Ł Satellites are now quite 32 ..........–.... ...– .......–.......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

Ł At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

Ł There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........–... ..... satellites. 

Ł Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

Ł Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 –··––– .... .......... or commercial reasons. 

Ł It may be hard to collect details of the object™s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

Ł Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

Ł Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

Ł The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

Ł A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia™s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood™s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You™II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 
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This is the best spot if you don™t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN �̆e�r�w�e  ˇ�v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you™d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can™t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ˜

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you™re having �d�i Šb�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

Ł Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water™s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you™re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v—�h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that™s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‚billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water™S standard procedures. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don™t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............– . of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ............. .........–––––... ........ .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................– ...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....– –.. ....– – – –– –. ..... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It™s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

Ł boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

Ł items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............–... ... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

Ł workers do not use 22 –........... ... ..........................–· ·– ...... to reach high objects 

Ł 23 .... .. .. ..–....... –.... ...–. ... ...–.. ............ are fixed at corners 

Ł floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

Ł 25 ..........–––––––. .–. ... .... ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

Ł objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

Ł office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

Ł 27 ––– ................... .. ....... .. .–.......–.... are provided for documents 

Ł the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q–�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ™Queen of Roads™. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers™ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today™s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....–– E – to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned –~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^�ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
E š 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 

83 

Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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�1�1�1�1�:�E�f Sï�RŠ� ˇ

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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SADIE: 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 

07 

Test 2 

MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 
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YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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PART 4 

In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 
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uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 
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A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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�6�:�D�i�m Vú

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Test 2 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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Reading 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

γ。u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 wo「ds.

You do NOT need to w「ite any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

E • 
A
斗

民
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

Ł Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
Ł How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............–––.......–....... .. Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......–––·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ™A scene in the home The picture™s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........––.. .... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ™ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........–. ......–. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don™t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don™t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don™t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don™t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don™t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don™t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

Ł is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

Ł would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................–. .. .... ways of improving safety. 

Ł does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

Ł Satellites are now quite 32 ..........–.... ...– .......–.......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

Ł At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

Ł There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........–... ..... satellites. 

Ł Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

Ł Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 –··––– .... .......... or commercial reasons. 

Ł It may be hard to collect details of the object™s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

Ł Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

Ł Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

Ł The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

Ł A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia™s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood™s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You™II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 

64 

This is the best spot if you don™t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN �̆e�r�w�e  ˇ�v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you™d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can™t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ˜

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you™re having �d�i Šb�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

Ł Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water™s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you™re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v—�h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that™s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‚billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water™S standard procedures. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don™t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............– . of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ............. .........–––––... ........ .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................– ...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....– –.. ....– – – –– –. ..... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It™s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

Ł boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

Ł items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............–... ... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

Ł workers do not use 22 –........... ... ..........................–· ·– ...... to reach high objects 

Ł 23 .... .. .. ..–....... –.... ...–. ... ...–.. ............ are fixed at corners 

Ł floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

Ł 25 ..........–––––––. .–. ... .... ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

Ł objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

Ł office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

Ł 27 ––– ................... .. ....... .. .–.......–.... are provided for documents 

Ł the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q–�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ™Queen of Roads™. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers™ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today™s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Test 3 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Test 3 

Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....–– E – to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned –~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^�ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
E š 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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�1�1�1�1�:�E�f Sï�RŠ� ˇ

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 

Test 1 

in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 
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MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 

Test 3 

nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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things out for himself. 
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uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 

18 

A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
E • 

Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r

40 

This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Test 2 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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Reading 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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Test 2 

D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge O「 expe「ience .

Write at least 250 words. 
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Test 2 

El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

Ł Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
Ł How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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Test 3 

VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............–––.......–....... .. Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......–––·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ™A scene in the home The picture™s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........––.. .... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ™ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........–. ......–. 
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Test 3 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don™t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don™t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don™t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don™t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don™t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don™t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

Ł is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

Ł would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................–. .. .... ways of improving safety. 

Ł does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

Ł Satellites are now quite 32 ..........–.... ...– .......–.......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

Ł At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

Ł There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........–... ..... satellites. 

Ł Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

Ł Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 –··––– .... .......... or commercial reasons. 

Ł It may be hard to collect details of the object™s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

Ł Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

Ł Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

Ł The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

Ł A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia™s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood™s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You™II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 
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This is the best spot if you don™t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN �̆e�r�w�e  ˇ�v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you™d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can™t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ˜

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you™re having �d�i Šb�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

Ł Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water™s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you™re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v—�h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that™s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‚billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water™S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don™t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............– . of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ............. .........–––––... ........ .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................– ...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....– –.. ....– – – –– –. ..... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It™s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

Ł boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

Ł items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............–... ... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

Ł workers do not use 22 –........... ... ..........................–· ·– ...... to reach high objects 

Ł 23 .... .. .. ..–....... –.... ...–. ... ...–.. ............ are fixed at corners 

Ł floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

Ł 25 ..........–––––––. .–. ... .... ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

Ł objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

Ł office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

Ł 27 ––– ................... .. ....... .. .–.......–.... are provided for documents 

Ł the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q–�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ™Queen of Roads™. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers™ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today™s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....–– E – to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned –~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^�ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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�1�1�1�1�:�E�f Sï�RŠ� ˇ

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Test 4 

Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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Aud ioscri pts 

PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 

muNmuN �A�H�A�H�A�m�A
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SADIE: 
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�N

VÛ

AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 

07 

Test 2 

MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 

Test 4 

09 

010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 

Test 4 

uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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Listening 

PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 
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A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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Test 1 

about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Test 1 

Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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Emmmll 

WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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Test 1 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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�6�:�D�i�m Vú

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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Test 2 

F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r

40 

This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Test 2 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

E • �A
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familia「

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an impo归nt recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your c。unt叩 that
y。u would recommend. 

y。u sh。uld say: 
what the t。urist attraction is 
where in y。ur c。untry this t。urist attraction is 
what visit。rs can see and d。 at this t。urist
attracti。n

and explain why y。u w。uld rec。mmend this t。urist
attraction. 

PART 3 

Discussi。n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art galle叩 an interesting place to visit? 

The holiday indust叩

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What so「t of impact can large holiday reso「ts have on the environment? 
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VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............–––.......–....... .. Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......–––·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ™A scene in the home The picture™s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........––.. .... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ™ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........–. ......–. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don™t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don™t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don™t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don™t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don™t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don™t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

Ł is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

Ł would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................–. .. .... ways of improving safety. 

Ł does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

Ł Satellites are now quite 32 ..........–.... ...– .......–.......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

Ł At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

Ł There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........–... ..... satellites. 

Ł Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

Ł Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 –··––– .... .......... or commercial reasons. 

Ł It may be hard to collect details of the object™s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

Ł Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

Ł Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

Ł The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

Ł A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia™s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood™s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You™II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 

64 

This is the best spot if you don™t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN �̆e�r�w�e  ˇ�v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you™d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can™t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ˜

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you™re having �d�i Šb�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

Ł Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water™s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you™re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v—�h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that™s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‚billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water™S standard procedures. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don™t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............– . of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ............. .........–––––... ........ .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................– ...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....– –.. ....– – – –– –. ..... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It™s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

Ł boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

Ł items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............–... ... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

Ł workers do not use 22 –........... ... ..........................–· ·– ...... to reach high objects 

Ł 23 .... .. .. ..–....... –.... ...–. ... ...–.. ............ are fixed at corners 

Ł floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

Ł 25 ..........–––––––. .–. ... .... ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

Ł objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

Ł office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

Ł 27 ––– ................... .. ....... .. .–.......–.... are provided for documents 

Ł the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q–�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ™Queen of Roads™. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers™ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today™s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....–– E – to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned –~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^�ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
E š 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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�1�1�1�1�:�E�f Sï�RŠ� ˇ

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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Aud ioscri pts 

PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
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�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 
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MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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PART 4 

In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 

Test 4 

uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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VÞ†ó�EVÞ

LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 

18 

A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
E • 

Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Test 1 

Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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Reading 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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回回Dmmll

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

Ph。t。graphy c。mpetiti。ns

Title of competiti。n lnstructi。ns Feedback t。 Dan

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don™t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don™t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don™t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don™t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don™t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don™t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

Ł is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

Ł would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................–. .. .... ways of improving safety. 

Ł does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

Ł Satellites are now quite 32 ..........–.... ...– .......–.......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

Ł At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

Ł There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........–... ..... satellites. 

Ł Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

Ł Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 –··––– .... .......... or commercial reasons. 

Ł It may be hard to collect details of the object™s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

Ł Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

Ł Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

Ł The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

Ł A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia™s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood™s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You™II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 
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This is the best spot if you don™t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN �̆e�r�w�e  ˇ�v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you™d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can™t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ˜

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you™re having �d�i Šb�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

Ł Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water™s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you™re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v—�h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that™s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‚billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water™S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don™t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............– . of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ............. .........–––––... ........ .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................– ...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....– –.. ....– – – –– –. ..... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It™s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

Ł boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

Ł items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............–... ... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

Ł workers do not use 22 –........... ... ..........................–· ·– ...... to reach high objects 

Ł 23 .... .. .. ..–....... –.... ...–. ... ...–.. ............ are fixed at corners 

Ł floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

Ł 25 ..........–––––––. .–. ... .... ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

Ł objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

Ł office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

Ł 27 ––– ................... .. ....... .. .–.......–.... are provided for documents 

Ł the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q–�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ™Queen of Roads™. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers™ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today™s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Test 3 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....–– E – to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned –~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^�ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
E š 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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�1�1�1�1�:�E�f Sï�RŠ� ˇ

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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�6�[�9�1�1�G�'�. Vú

WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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SADIE: 
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VÛ

AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 

Test 1 

in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 

07 

Test 2 

MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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things out for himself. 
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uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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VÞ†ó�EVÞ

LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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Listening 

PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 

18 

A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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Test 1 

about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Test 1 

Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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Emmmll 

WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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Test 1 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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�6�:�D�i�m Vú

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

A
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Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
B「ightly coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don™t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

Ł is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

Ł would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................–. .. .... ways of improving safety. 

Ł does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

Ł Satellites are now quite 32 ..........–.... ...– .......–.......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

Ł At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

Ł There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........–... ..... satellites. 

Ł Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

Ł Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 –··––– .... .......... or commercial reasons. 

Ł It may be hard to collect details of the object™s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

Ł Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

Ł Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

Ł The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

Ł A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia™s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood™s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You™II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 

64 

This is the best spot if you don™t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN �̆e�r�w�e  ˇ�v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you™d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can™t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ˜

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you™re having �d�i Šb�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

Ł Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water™s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you™re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v—�h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that™s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‚billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water™S standard procedures. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don™t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............– . of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ............. .........–––––... ........ .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................– ...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....– –.. ....– – – –– –. ..... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It™s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

Ł boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

Ł items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............–... ... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

Ł workers do not use 22 –........... ... ..........................–· ·– ...... to reach high objects 

Ł 23 .... .. .. ..–....... –.... ...–. ... ...–.. ............ are fixed at corners 

Ł floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

Ł 25 ..........–––––––. .–. ... .... ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

Ł objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

Ł office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

Ł 27 ––– ................... .. ....... .. .–.......–.... are provided for documents 

Ł the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q–�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ™Queen of Roads™. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers™ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today™s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....–– E – to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned –~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^�ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
E š 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 
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Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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�1�1�1�1�:�E�f Sï�RŠ� ˇ

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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Aud ioscri pts 

PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.
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MAN: I see. 
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AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 

07 

Test 2 

MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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PART 4 

In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 
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uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 
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A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
E • 

Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Test 1 

Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 

�2�8 !’ �I 0� p. 1241 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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�6�:�D�i�m Vú

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Test 2 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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Reading 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Reading 

Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

E • �A
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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Test 3 

VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is impo「tant for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them f「om restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about t「ying new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

Ł is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

Ł would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................–. .. .... ways of improving safety. 

Ł does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

Ł Satellites are now quite 32 ..........–.... ...– .......–.......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

Ł At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

Ł There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........–... ..... satellites. 

Ł Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

Ł Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 –··––– .... .......... or commercial reasons. 

Ł It may be hard to collect details of the object™s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

Ł Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

Ł Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

Ł The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

Ł A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia™s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood™s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You™II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 

64 

This is the best spot if you don™t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN �̆e�r�w�e  ˇ�v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you™d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can™t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ˜

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you™re having �d�i Šb�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

Ł Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water™s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you™re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v—�h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that™s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‚billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water™S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don™t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............– . of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ............. .........–––––... ........ .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................– ...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....– –.. ....– – – –– –. ..... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It™s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

Ł boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

Ł items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............–... ... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

Ł workers do not use 22 –........... ... ..........................–· ·– ...... to reach high objects 

Ł 23 .... .. .. ..–....... –.... ...–. ... ...–.. ............ are fixed at corners 

Ł floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

Ł 25 ..........–––––––. .–. ... .... ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

Ł objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

Ł office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

Ł 27 ––– ................... .. ....... .. .–.......–.... are provided for documents 

Ł the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q–�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ™Queen of Roads™. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers™ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today™s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Test 3 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Test 3 

Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....–– E – to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned –~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^�ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
E š 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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Test 4 

VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Test4 

Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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�1�1�1�1�:�E�f Sï�RŠ� ˇ

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Test4 

Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Test 4 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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SADIE: 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 

Test 1 

in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 
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MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 

Test 3 

nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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things out for himself. 
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uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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Listening 

PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 

18 

A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received unfai 「 criticism.

They were proved 「ight.
Thei「 attitude is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay reti 「ing.
Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more f「equently.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

Ł is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

Ł would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................–. .. .... ways of improving safety. 

Ł does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

Ł Satellites are now quite 32 ..........–.... ...– .......–.......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

Ł At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

Ł There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........–... ..... satellites. 

Ł Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

Ł Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 –··––– .... .......... or commercial reasons. 

Ł It may be hard to collect details of the object™s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

Ł Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

Ł Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

Ł The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

Ł A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia™s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood™s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You™II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 
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This is the best spot if you don™t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN �̆e�r�w�e  ˇ�v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you™d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can™t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ˜

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you™re having �d�i Šb�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

Ł Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water™s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you™re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v—�h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that™s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‚billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water™S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don™t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............– . of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ............. .........–––––... ........ .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................– ...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....– –.. ....– – – –– –. ..... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It™s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

Ł boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

Ł items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............–... ... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

Ł workers do not use 22 –........... ... ..........................–· ·– ...... to reach high objects 

Ł 23 .... .. .. ..–....... –.... ...–. ... ...–.. ............ are fixed at corners 

Ł floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

Ł 25 ..........–––––––. .–. ... .... ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

Ł objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

Ł office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

Ł 27 ––– ................... .. ....... .. .–.......–.... are provided for documents 

Ł the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q–�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ™Queen of Roads™. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers™ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today™s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....–– E – to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned –~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^�ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
E š 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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�1�1�1�1�:�E�f Sï�RŠ� ˇ

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 

07 

Test 2 

MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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PART 4 

In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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09 

010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 

Test 4 

uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 
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A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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Test 1 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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�6�:�D�i�m Vú

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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Test 2 

F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r

40 

This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Test 2 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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Reading 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Reading 

Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

E • �A
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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Test 2 

El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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Test 3 

VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Test 3 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions 2ι30 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

J。bs

c。mments

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become mo「e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E Highe「 disposable income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

Ł is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

Ł would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................–. .. .... ways of improving safety. 

Ł does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

Ł Satellites are now quite 32 ..........–.... ...– .......–.......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

Ł At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

Ł There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........–... ..... satellites. 

Ł Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

Ł Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 –··––– .... .......... or commercial reasons. 

Ł It may be hard to collect details of the object™s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

Ł Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

Ł Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

Ł The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

Ł A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia™s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood™s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You™II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 

64 

This is the best spot if you don™t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN �̆e�r�w�e  ˇ�v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you™d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can™t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ˜

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you™re having �d�i Šb�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

Ł Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water™s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you™re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v—�h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that™s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‚billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water™S standard procedures. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don™t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............– . of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ............. .........–––––... ........ .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................– ...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....– –.. ....– – – –– –. ..... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It™s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

Ł boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

Ł items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............–... ... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

Ł workers do not use 22 –........... ... ..........................–· ·– ...... to reach high objects 

Ł 23 .... .. .. ..–....... –.... ...–. ... ...–.. ............ are fixed at corners 

Ł floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

Ł 25 ..........–––––––. .–. ... .... ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

Ł objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

Ł office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

Ł 27 ––– ................... .. ....... .. .–.......–.... are provided for documents 

Ł the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q–�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ™Queen of Roads™. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers™ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today™s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Test 3 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....–– E – to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned –~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^�ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
E š 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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�1�1�1�1�:�E�f Sï�RŠ� ˇ

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 
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MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 

Test 3 

nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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PART 4 

In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 

Test 4 

uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 

18 

A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
E • 

Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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Test 1 

about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Test 1 

Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Test 3 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answe仁

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

• is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

• would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................…... .... ways of improving safety. 

• does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in devel。ping effective Space Traffic Management 

• Satellites are now quite 32 ..........….......….......….......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

• At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with thei「
34 ..... . 

• There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........…........ satellites. 

• Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

• Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 …··……….... .......... or commercial reasons. 

• It may be hard to collect details of the object’s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

• Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

s。luti。ns

• Common standards should be agreed on fo「 the presentation of information. 

• The information shm』Id be combined in one 39 ..... 

• A coo「dinated system must be designed to create 40 .. . . .叫 . . .... . . .. .. .. ....... . ... . ... . . . .. . . in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia™s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood™s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You™II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 
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This is the best spot if you don™t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN �̆e�r�w�e  ˇ�v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you™d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can™t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ˜

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you™re having �d�i Šb�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

Ł Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water™s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you™re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v—�h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that™s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‚billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water™S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don™t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............– . of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ............. .........–––––... ........ .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................– ...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....– –.. ....– – – –– –. ..... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It™s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

Ł boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

Ł items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............–... ... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

Ł workers do not use 22 –........... ... ..........................–· ·– ...... to reach high objects 

Ł 23 .... .. .. ..–....... –.... ...–. ... ...–.. ............ are fixed at corners 

Ł floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

Ł 25 ..........–––––––. .–. ... .... ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

Ł objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

Ł office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

Ł 27 ––– ................... .. ....... .. .–.......–.... are provided for documents 

Ł the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q–�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ™Queen of Roads™. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers™ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today™s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....–– E – to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned –~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^�ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
E š 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 
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Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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�1�1�1�1�:�E�f Sï�RŠ� ˇ

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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SADIE: 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 

Test 1 

in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 

07 

Test 2 

MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 

Test 4 

09 

010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 
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uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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Listening and Reading answer keys 

VÞ†ó�EVÞ

LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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Listening 

PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 
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A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Test 1 

Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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Emmmll 

WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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Test 1 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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�6�:�D�i�m Vú

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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Test 2 

F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

• is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

• would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................…... .... ways of improving safety. 

• does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

• Satellites are now quite 32 ..........….......….......….......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

• At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

• There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........…........ satellites. 

• Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

• Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 …··……….... .......... or commercial reasons. 

• It may be hard to collect details of the object’s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

• Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

• Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

• The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

• A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia ’s 
biggest city, Sydney, t叩 some of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy B。wer

Located in a marine protection a「ea, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B N。rth Steyne 

This popular beach is a little furthe「 from the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards a「e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C Delw。。d

Del wood’s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You’ II p「obably have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the p「otected area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. The「e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a g「eat spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 

64 

This is the best spot if you don™t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN �̆e�r�w�e  ˇ�v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you™d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can™t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ˜

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you™re having �d�i Šb�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

Ł Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water™s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you™re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v—�h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that™s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‚billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water™S standard procedures. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don™t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............– . of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ............. .........–––––... ........ .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................– ...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....– –.. ....– – – –– –. ..... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It™s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

Ł boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

Ł items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............–... ... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

Ł workers do not use 22 –........... ... ..........................–· ·– ...... to reach high objects 

Ł 23 .... .. .. ..–....... –.... ...–. ... ...–.. ............ are fixed at corners 

Ł floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

Ł 25 ..........–––––––. .–. ... .... ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

Ł objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

Ł office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

Ł 27 ––– ................... .. ....... .. .–.......–.... are provided for documents 

Ł the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q–�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ™Queen of Roads™. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers™ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today™s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Test 3 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....–– E – to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned –~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^�ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
E š 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 
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Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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Aud ioscri pts 

PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
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�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 
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MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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PART 4 

In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 

Test 4 

uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 
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A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
E • 

Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Test 1 

Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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Test 2 

F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Test 2 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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Reading 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Reading 

Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

E • �A
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 

Fhu FD E • 

Test 2 

El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

• is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

• would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................…... .... ways of improving safety. 

• does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

• Satellites are now quite 32 ..........….......….......….......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

• At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

• There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........…........ satellites. 

• Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

• Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 …··……….... .......... or commercial reasons. 

• It may be hard to collect details of the object’s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

• Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

• Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

• The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

• A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia ’s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood’s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You’ II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the fe「ry O「 buses than this 。ne. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 

64 

This is the best spot if you don’t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place fo「 b「eakfast o「 lunch . Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN �̆e�r�w�e  ˇ�v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you™d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can™t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ˜

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you™re having �d�i Šb�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

Ł Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water™s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you™re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v—�h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that™s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‚billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water™S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don™t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............– . of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ............. .........–––––... ........ .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................– ...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....– –.. ....– – – –– –. ..... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It™s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

Ł boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

Ł items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............–... ... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

Ł workers do not use 22 –........... ... ..........................–· ·– ...... to reach high objects 

Ł 23 .... .. .. ..–....... –.... ...–. ... ...–.. ............ are fixed at corners 

Ł floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

Ł 25 ..........–––––––. .–. ... .... ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

Ł objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

Ł office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

Ł 27 ––– ................... .. ....... .. .–.......–.... are provided for documents 

Ł the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q–�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ™Queen of Roads™. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers™ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today™s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Test 3 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Test 3 

Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....–– E – to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned –~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^�ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
E š 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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Test 4 

VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Test4 

Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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�1�1�1�1�:�E�f Sï�RŠ� ˇ

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Test4 

Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Test 4 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Test 4 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 

Test 1 

in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 

07 
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MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 

Test 3 

nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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things out for himself. 
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uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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Listening 

PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 

18 

A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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�6�:�D�i�m Vú

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Test 2 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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Test 3 

VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

• is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

• would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................…... .... ways of improving safety. 

• does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

• Satellites are now quite 32 ..........….......….......….......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

• At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

• There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........…........ satellites. 

• Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

• Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 …··……….... .......... or commercial reasons. 

• It may be hard to collect details of the object’s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

• Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

• Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

• The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

• A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia ’s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood’s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You’ II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 
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This is the best spot if you don’t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A·手， in boxes 1一7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be uncomfo「tably busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public transpo「t.

6 People are employed to supe「vise swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN �̆e�r�w�e  ˇ�v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you™d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can™t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ˜

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you™re having �d�i Šb�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

Ł Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water™s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you™re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v—�h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that™s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‚billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water™S standard procedures. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don™t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............– . of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ............. .........–––––... ........ .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................– ...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....– –.. ....– – – –– –. ..... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It™s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

Ł boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

Ł items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............–... ... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

Ł workers do not use 22 –........... ... ..........................–· ·– ...... to reach high objects 

Ł 23 .... .. .. ..–....... –.... ...–. ... ...–.. ............ are fixed at corners 

Ł floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

Ł 25 ..........–––––––. .–. ... .... ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

Ł objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

Ł office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

Ł 27 ––– ................... .. ....... .. .–.......–.... are provided for documents 

Ł the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q–�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ™Queen of Roads™. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers™ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today™s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....–– E – to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned –~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^�ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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�1�1�1�1�:�E�f Sï�RŠ� ˇ

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L
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ÿ

�E
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�m�N
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AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 

07 

Test 2 

MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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PART 4 

In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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09 

010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 
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uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 
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A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Test 2 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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Reading 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Reading 

Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

E • �A
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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Test 3 

VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Test 3 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

• is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

• would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................…... .... ways of improving safety. 

• does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

• Satellites are now quite 32 ..........….......….......….......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

• At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

• There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........…........ satellites. 

• Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

• Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 …··……….... .......... or commercial reasons. 

• It may be hard to collect details of the object’s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

• Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

• Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

• The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

• A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia ’s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood’s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You’ II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 

64 

This is the best spot if you don’t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, a丘erwe’ve read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you’d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can’t pay由e b山？

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you’re having di面culties, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

• Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water’s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you’re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you wo的 have
access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last five bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that’s older than your last 且ve bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‘billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop a 且xed charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water’S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don™t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............– . of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ............. .........–––––... ........ .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................– ...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....– –.. ....– – – –– –. ..... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It™s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

Ł boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

Ł items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............–... ... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

Ł workers do not use 22 –........... ... ..........................–· ·– ...... to reach high objects 

Ł 23 .... .. .. ..–....... –.... ...–. ... ...–.. ............ are fixed at corners 

Ł floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

Ł 25 ..........–––––––. .–. ... .... ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

Ł objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

Ł office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

Ł 27 ––– ................... .. ....... .. .–.......–.... are provided for documents 

Ł the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q–�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ™Queen of Roads™. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers™ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today™s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Test 3 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....–– E – to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned –~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^�ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
E š 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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�1�1�1�1�:�E�f Sï�RŠ� ˇ

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 
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MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 

Test 3 

nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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PART 4 

In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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things out for himself. 
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uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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Listening 

PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 

18 

A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
E • 

Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Test 1 

Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Test 2 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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Reading 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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Test 2 

El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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Test 3 

VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Test 3 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

• is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

• would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................…... .... ways of improving safety. 

• does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

• Satellites are now quite 32 ..........….......….......….......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

• At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

• There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........…........ satellites. 

• Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

• Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 …··……….... .......... or commercial reasons. 

• It may be hard to collect details of the object’s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

• Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

• Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

• The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

• A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia ’s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood’s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You’ II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 
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This is the best spot if you don’t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN��e�r�w�e  � �v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you’d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can’t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ�

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you’re having �d�i —b�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

• Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water’s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you’re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v„ �h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that’s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‘billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water’S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don’t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill eve叩 month pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request info「『nation f「om the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............– . of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ............. .........–––––... ........ .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................– ...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....– –.. ....– – – –– –. ..... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It™s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

Ł boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

Ł items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............–... ... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

Ł workers do not use 22 –........... ... ..........................–· ·– ...... to reach high objects 

Ł 23 .... .. .. ..–....... –.... ...–. ... ...–.. ............ are fixed at corners 

Ł floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

Ł 25 ..........–––––––. .–. ... .... ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

Ł objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

Ł office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

Ł 27 ––– ................... .. ....... .. .–.......–.... are provided for documents 

Ł the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q–�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ™Queen of Roads™. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers™ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today™s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....–– E – to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned –~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^�ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
E š 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 
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Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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SADIE: 
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�N

VÛ

AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 

07 

Test 2 

MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 

Test 4 

09 

010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 

Test 4 

uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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Listening 

PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 
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A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Test 1 

Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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Emmmll 

WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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Test 1 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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�6�:�D�i�m Vú

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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Test 2 

F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

• is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

• would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................…... .... ways of improving safety. 

• does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

• Satellites are now quite 32 ..........….......….......….......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

• At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

• There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........…........ satellites. 

• Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

• Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 …··……….... .......... or commercial reasons. 

• It may be hard to collect details of the object’s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

• Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

• Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

• The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

• A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia ’s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood’s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You’ II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 

64 

This is the best spot if you don’t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN��e�r�w�e  � �v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you’d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can’t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ�

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you’re having �d�i —b�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

• Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water’s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you’re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v„ �h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that’s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‘billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water’S standard procedures. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don’t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 Questi。ns 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business pu「poses and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
encou「ages staff to reduce thei「 ca「bon footprint by using public t「ansport, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel fo「
business pu「poses. Individuals who are allocated a pa「king space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which co「responds to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car pa「king spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated pa「king areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may pa「k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their pa「king permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a pa「king permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off wo「k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover fo「 this individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the pa「king policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company ca「 parks, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............– . of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ............. .........–––––... ........ .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................– ...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....– –.. ....– – – –– –. ..... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It™s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

Ł boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

Ł items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............–... ... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

Ł workers do not use 22 –........... ... ..........................–· ·– ...... to reach high objects 

Ł 23 .... .. .. ..–....... –.... ...–. ... ...–.. ............ are fixed at corners 

Ł floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

Ł 25 ..........–––––––. .–. ... .... ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

Ł objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

Ł office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

Ł 27 ––– ................... .. ....... .. .–.......–.... are provided for documents 

Ł the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q–�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ™Queen of Roads™. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers™ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today™s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Test 3 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....–– E – to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned –~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^�ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
E š 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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�1�1�1�1�:�E�f Sï�RŠ� ˇ

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
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�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 
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MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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PART 4 

In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 

Test 4 

uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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VÞ†ó�EVÞ

LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 
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A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
E • 

Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Test 1 

Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Test 3 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

• is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

• would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................…... .... ways of improving safety. 

• does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

• Satellites are now quite 32 ..........….......….......….......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

• At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

• There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........…........ satellites. 

• Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

• Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 …··……….... .......... or commercial reasons. 

• It may be hard to collect details of the object’s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

• Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

• Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

• The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

• A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia ’s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood’s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You’ II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 
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This is the best spot if you don’t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN��e�r�w�e  � �v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you’d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can’t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ�

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you’re having �d�i —b�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

• Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water’s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you’re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v„ �h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that’s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‘billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water’S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don’t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 Pa「king is limited, so the use of alternative methods of transpo「t and the 
..............…. of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ......................……………........... .... are given pa「king spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles du「ing the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................…...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....……......… …… ………...... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It™s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

Ł boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

Ł items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............–... ... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

Ł workers do not use 22 –........... ... ..........................–· ·– ...... to reach high objects 

Ł 23 .... .. .. ..–....... –.... ...–. ... ...–.. ............ are fixed at corners 

Ł floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

Ł 25 ..........–––––––. .–. ... .... ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

Ł objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

Ł office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

Ł 27 ––– ................... .. ....... .. .–.......–.... are provided for documents 

Ł the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q–�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ™Queen of Roads™. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers™ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today™s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Test 3 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....–– E – to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned –~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^�ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
E š 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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�1�1�1�1�:�E�f Sï�RŠ� ˇ

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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Test 4 

SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 

muNmuN �A�H�A�H�A�m�A

Łî

SMSM 

�E
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�·�·
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0
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SADIE: 

�E
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�·�·

�E
0�

�N�m

\q

�N

VÛ

AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 

Test 1 

in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 

07 
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MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 

Test 3 

nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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things out for himself. 
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uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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VÞ†ó�EVÞ

LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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Listening 

PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 

18 

A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Test 1 

Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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Emmmll 

WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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Test 1 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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�6�:�D�i�m Vú

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

• is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

• would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................…... .... ways of improving safety. 

• does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

• Satellites are now quite 32 ..........….......….......….......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

• At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

• There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........…........ satellites. 

• Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

• Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 …··……….... .......... or commercial reasons. 

• It may be hard to collect details of the object’s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

• Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

• Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

• The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

• A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia ’s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood’s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You’ II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 

64 

This is the best spot if you don’t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN��e�r�w�e  � �v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you’d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can’t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ�

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you’re having �d�i —b�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

• Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water’s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you’re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v„ �h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that’s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‘billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water’S standard procedures. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don’t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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Test 3 

SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............…. of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ......................……………........... .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................…...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....……......… …… ………...... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It’s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
machine叩 and equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries a「e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their prope「 location to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical haza时， st「etching wires across walkways C「eates a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are p「operly secu「ed and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall haza「d. Workers who need to 「each
something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be p「evented by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble O「 tile can become ve叩 slippe叩，
particula「ly when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of i时U叩 comes from wo「kers being struck by an o同ect. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not p「operly closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves shm』Id never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are p「one to 
st「ains and other inju「ies related to postu「e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck inju「ies is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

Ł boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

Ł items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............–... ... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

Ł workers do not use 22 –........... ... ..........................–· ·– ...... to reach high objects 

Ł 23 .... .. .. ..–....... –.... ...–. ... ...–.. ............ are fixed at corners 

Ł floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

Ł 25 ..........–––––––. .–. ... .... ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

Ł objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

Ł office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

Ł 27 ––– ................... .. ....... .. .–.......–.... are provided for documents 

Ł the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q–�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ™Queen of Roads™. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers™ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today™s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Test 3 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....–– E – to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned –~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^�ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
E š 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 
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Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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�1�1�1�1�:�E�f Sï�RŠ� ˇ

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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Aud ioscri pts 

PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.
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MAN: I see. 
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AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 
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Test 2 

MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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PART 4 

In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 
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uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 
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030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 
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A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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�6�:�D�i�m Vú

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Test 2 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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Reading 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

E • �A
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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Test 3 

VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

• is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

• would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................…... .... ways of improving safety. 

• does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

• Satellites are now quite 32 ..........….......….......….......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

• At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

• There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........…........ satellites. 

• Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

• Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 …··……….... .......... or commercial reasons. 

• It may be hard to collect details of the object’s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

• Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

• Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

• The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

• A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia ’s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood’s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You’ II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 

64 

This is the best spot if you don’t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN��e�r�w�e  � �v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you’d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can’t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ�

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you’re having �d�i —b�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

• Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water’s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you’re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v„ �h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that’s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‘billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water’S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don’t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............…. of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ......................……………........... .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................…...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....……......… …… ………...... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It’s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Questions 2丁－27

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

T。 prevent slips, trips, falls and c。llisi。ns, ensure that 

• boxes, files, etc. a「e correctly stored 

• items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............…...... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

• workers do not use 22 ….............. ..........................…··…...... to reach high objects 

• 23 .... .. .. ..….......….......….... ...….............. are fixed at corners 

• floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

T。 prevent injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

• 25 ..........…………………..…........ ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

• objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

T。 prevent injuries due t。 p。sture and repetitive m。vement, ensure that 

• office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

• 27 ………................... .. ....... .. .….......….... are provided for documents 

• the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q–�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ™Queen of Roads™. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers™ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today™s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Test 3 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Test 3 

Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....–– E – to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned –~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^�ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
E š 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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Test 4 

VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Test4 

Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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�1�1�1�1�:�E�f Sï�RŠ� ˇ

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Test4 

Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Test 4 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Test 4 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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SADIE: 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 

Test 1 

in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 

07 
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MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 

Test 3 

nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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things out for himself. 
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uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 

18 

A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
E • 

Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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Test 3 

VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

• is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

• would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................…... .... ways of improving safety. 

• does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

• Satellites are now quite 32 ..........….......….......….......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

• At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

• There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........…........ satellites. 

• Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

• Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 …··……….... .......... or commercial reasons. 

• It may be hard to collect details of the object’s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

• Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

• Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

• The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

• A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia ’s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood’s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You’ II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 
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This is the best spot if you don’t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN��e�r�w�e  � �v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you’d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can’t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ�

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you’re having �d�i —b�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

• Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water’s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you’re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v„ �h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that’s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‘billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water’S standard procedures. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don’t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............…. of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ......................……………........... .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................…...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....……......… …… ………...... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It’s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

• boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

• items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............…...... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

• workers do not use 22 ….............. ..........................…··…...... to reach high objects 

• 23 .... .. .. ..….......….......….... ...….............. are fixed at corners 

• floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

• 25 ..........…………………..…........ ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

• objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

• office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

• 27 ………................... .. ....... .. .….......….... are provided for documents 

• the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions 2ι40 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in histo「y as their greatest emperors and gene「als. Building 
upon mo「e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in manpowe仁 Consequently, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern pa内s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
fam。us great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ’Queen of Roads’. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public R。man roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an inc「ease in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the impe「ial prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman magist「ate Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of enginee「ing difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been ca 「「ied out, to ensu 「e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers™ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today™s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....–– E – to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned –~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^�ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
E š 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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�1�1�1�1�:�E�f Sï�RŠ� ˇ

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Test 4 

Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 

muNmuN �A�H�A�H�A�m�A

Łî
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SADIE: 
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�E
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�N�m

\q

�N

VÛ

AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 

07 

Test 2 

MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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PART 4 

In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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09 

010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 
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uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 
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A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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Test 1 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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�6�:�D�i�m Vú

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Test 2 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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Reading 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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Test 2 

D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Reading 

Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

E • �A
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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Test 2 

El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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Test 3 

VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Test 3 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

• is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

• would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................…... .... ways of improving safety. 

• does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

• Satellites are now quite 32 ..........….......….......….......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

• At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

• There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........…........ satellites. 

• Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

• Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 …··……….... .......... or commercial reasons. 

• It may be hard to collect details of the object’s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

• Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

• Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

• The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

• A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia ’s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood’s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You’ II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 

64 

This is the best spot if you don’t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN��e�r�w�e  � �v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you’d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can’t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ�

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you’re having �d�i —b�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

• Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water’s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you’re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v„ �h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that’s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‘billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water’S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don’t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............…. of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ......................……………........... .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................…...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....……......… …… ………...... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It’s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

• boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

• items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............…...... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

• workers do not use 22 ….............. ..........................…··…...... to reach high objects 

• 23 .... .. .. ..….......….......….... ...….............. are fixed at corners 

• floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

• 25 ..........…………………..…........ ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

• objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

• office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

• 27 ………................... .. ....... .. .….......….... are provided for documents 

• the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q…�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ’Queen of Roads’. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the ea 「th, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 「idges running k「oss

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the ke「b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and fo「med a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel fo「 pedestrians typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were regula 「 upright slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at regula 「 intervals
along the road and these often reζorded who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers’ 
st「aight-line goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper pa同s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, st「etching 32.1 met「es,
ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today’s routes ac「oss Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road t「attic today. 
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Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....–– E – to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned –~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^�ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
E š 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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�1�1�1�1�:�E�f Sï�RŠ� ˇ

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 
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MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 

Test 3 

nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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PART 4 

In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 

Test 4 

uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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Listening 

PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 

18 

A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
E • 

Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Test 1 

Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Test 2 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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Reading 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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Test 2 

El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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Test 3 

VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Test 3 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

• is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

• would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................…... .... ways of improving safety. 

• does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

• Satellites are now quite 32 ..........….......….......….......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

• At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

• There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........…........ satellites. 

• Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

• Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 …··……….... .......... or commercial reasons. 

• It may be hard to collect details of the object’s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

• Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

• Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

• The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

• A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia ’s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood’s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You’ II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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Test 3 

E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 
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This is the best spot if you don’t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN��e�r�w�e  � �v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you’d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can’t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ�

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you’re having �d�i —b�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

• Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water’s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you’re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v„ �h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that’s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‘billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water’S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don’t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............…. of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ......................……………........... .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................…...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....……......… …… ………...... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It’s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

• boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

• items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............…...... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

• workers do not use 22 ….............. ..........................…··…...... to reach high objects 

• 23 .... .. .. ..….......….......….... ...….............. are fixed at corners 

• floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

• 25 ..........…………………..…........ ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

• objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

• office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

• 27 ………................... .. ....... .. .….......….... are provided for documents 

• the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q…�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ’Queen of Roads’. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers’ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today’s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

29 「eference to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the pe「iod in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once c「ossed by Roman roads 
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Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....–– E – to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned –~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^�ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
E š 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 
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Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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SADIE: 
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�N

VÛ

AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 

07 

Test 2 

MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 

Test 4 

09 

010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 

Test 4 

uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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Listening 

PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 

18 

A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Test 1 

Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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Emmmll 

WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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Test 1 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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�6�:�D�i�m Vú

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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Test 2 

F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

• is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

• would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................…... .... ways of improving safety. 

• does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

• Satellites are now quite 32 ..........….......….......….......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

• At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

• There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........…........ satellites. 

• Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

• Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 …··……….... .......... or commercial reasons. 

• It may be hard to collect details of the object’s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

• Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

• Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

• The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

• A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia ’s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood’s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You’ II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 

64 

This is the best spot if you don’t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN��e�r�w�e  � �v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you’d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can’t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ�

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you’re having �d�i —b�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

• Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water’s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you’re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v„ �h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that’s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‘billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water’S standard procedures. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don’t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............…. of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ......................……………........... .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................…...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....……......… …… ………...... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It’s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

• boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

• items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............…...... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

• workers do not use 22 ….............. ..........................…··…...... to reach high objects 

• 23 .... .. .. ..….......….......….... ...….............. are fixed at corners 

• floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

• 25 ..........…………………..…........ ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

• objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

• office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

• 27 ………................... .. ....... .. .….......….... are provided for documents 

• the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q…�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ’Queen of Roads’. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers’ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today’s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Test 3 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the powe斤ul people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the pu「pose of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....–– E – to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned –~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^�ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
E š 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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�1�1�1�1�:�E�f Sï�RŠ� ˇ

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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Test 4 

SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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Aud ioscri pts 

PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
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�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 
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MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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PART 4 

In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 

Test 4 

uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 
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A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
E • 

Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Test 2 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

• is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

• would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................…... .... ways of improving safety. 

• does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

• Satellites are now quite 32 ..........….......….......….......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

• At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

• There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........…........ satellites. 

• Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

• Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 …··……….... .......... or commercial reasons. 

• It may be hard to collect details of the object’s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

• Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

• Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

• The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

• A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia ’s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood’s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You’ II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 
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This is the best spot if you don’t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN��e�r�w�e  � �v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you’d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can’t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ�

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you’re having �d�i —b�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

• Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water’s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you’re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v„ �h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that’s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‘billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water’S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don’t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............…. of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ......................……………........... .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................…...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....……......… …… ………...... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It’s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

• boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

• items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............…...... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

• workers do not use 22 ….............. ..........................…··…...... to reach high objects 

• 23 .... .. .. ..….......….......….... ...….............. are fixed at corners 

• floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

• 25 ..........…………………..…........ ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

• objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

• office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

• 27 ………................... .. ....... .. .….......….... are provided for documents 

• the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q…�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ’Queen of Roads’. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers’ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today’s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Test 3 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged Sto口e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....…… E … to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned …~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I I ／－广－「... 』』』 ／

Di时 or/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

Ł describe the problem you had with the tickets 

Ł say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a uŠ

Ł suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7™ 7™ 
E š 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

�7�8 !™ÿ\ŸÞ �p �. 136 I 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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�1�1�1�1�:�E�f Sï�RŠ� ˇ

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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SADIE: 
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VÛ

AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 

Test 1 

in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 

07 

Test 2 

MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 

Test 3 

nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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things out for himself. 
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uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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Listening 

PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 

18 

A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Test 1 

Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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Emmmll 

WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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Test 1 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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�6�:�D�i�m Vú

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

• is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

• would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................…... .... ways of improving safety. 

• does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

• Satellites are now quite 32 ..........….......….......….......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

• At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

• There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........…........ satellites. 

• Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

• Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 …··……….... .......... or commercial reasons. 

• It may be hard to collect details of the object’s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

• Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

• Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

• The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

• A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia ’s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood’s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You’ II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 
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This is the best spot if you don’t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN��e�r�w�e  � �v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you’d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can’t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ�

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you’re having �d�i —b�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

• Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water’s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you’re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v„ �h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that’s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‘billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water’S standard procedures. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don’t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............…. of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ......................……………........... .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................…...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....……......… …… ………...... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It’s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

• boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

• items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............…...... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

• workers do not use 22 ….............. ..........................…··…...... to reach high objects 

• 23 .... .. .. ..….......….......….... ...….............. are fixed at corners 

• floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

• 25 ..........…………………..…........ ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

• objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

• office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

• 27 ………................... .. ....... .. .….......….... are provided for documents 

• the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q…�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ’Queen of Roads’. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers’ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today’s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....…… E … to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned …~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^•ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

• describe the problem you had with the tickets 

• say why you were unhappy with the sta疗

• suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7’ 7’ 
E • 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 

83 

Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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�1�1�1�1�:�E�f Sï�RŠ� ˇ

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Test 4 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 

07 

Test 2 

MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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PART 4 

In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 
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uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 
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A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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�6�:�D�i�m Vú

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Test 2 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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Reading 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

E • �A
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

• is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

• would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................…... .... ways of improving safety. 

• does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

• Satellites are now quite 32 ..........….......….......….......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

• At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

• There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........…........ satellites. 

• Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

• Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 …··……….... .......... or commercial reasons. 

• It may be hard to collect details of the object’s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

• Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

• Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

• The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

• A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia ’s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood’s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You’ II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 

64 

This is the best spot if you don’t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN��e�r�w�e  � �v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you’d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can’t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ�

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you’re having �d�i —b�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

• Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water’s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you’re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v„ �h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that’s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‘billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water’S standard procedures. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don’t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............…. of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ......................……………........... .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................…...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....……......… …… ………...... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It’s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

• boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

• items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............…...... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

• workers do not use 22 ….............. ..........................…··…...... to reach high objects 

• 23 .... .. .. ..….......….......….... ...….............. are fixed at corners 

• floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

• 25 ..........…………………..…........ ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

• objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

• office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

• 27 ………................... .. ....... .. .….......….... are provided for documents 

• the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q…�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ’Queen of Roads’. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers’ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today’s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Test 3 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....…… E … to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned …~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^•ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

• describe the problem you had with the tickets 

• say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a u—

• suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7’ 7’ 
E • 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

Ł How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
Ł What was the last thing you bought online? 
Ł Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ˜

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 

Test 1 

in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 
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MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 

Test 3 

nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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Listening 

PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 

18 

A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
E • 

Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Test 1 

Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r

40 

This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Test 2 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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Reading 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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Test 2 

D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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Test 2 

El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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Test 3 

VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Test 3 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

• is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

• would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................…... .... ways of improving safety. 

• does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

• Satellites are now quite 32 ..........….......….......….......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

• At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

• There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........…........ satellites. 

• Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

• Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 …··……….... .......... or commercial reasons. 

• It may be hard to collect details of the object’s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

• Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

• Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

• The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

• A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia ’s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood’s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You’ II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 
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This is the best spot if you don’t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN��e�r�w�e  � �v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you’d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can’t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ�

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you’re having �d�i —b�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

• Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water’s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you’re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v„ �h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that’s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‘billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water’S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don’t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............…. of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ......................……………........... .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................…...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....……......… …… ………...... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It’s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

• boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

• items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............…...... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

• workers do not use 22 ….............. ..........................…··…...... to reach high objects 

• 23 .... .. .. ..….......….......….... ...….............. are fixed at corners 

• floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

• 25 ..........…………………..…........ ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

• objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

• office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

• 27 ………................... .. ....... .. .….......….... are provided for documents 

• the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q…�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ’Queen of Roads’. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers’ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today’s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....…… E … to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned …~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^•ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

• describe the problem you had with the tickets 

• say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a u—

• suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7’ 7’ 
E • 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examine「 asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online sh。pping

• How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
• What was the last thing you bought online? 
• Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
• Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when y。u enj。yed visiting a 
member 。f y。ur family in their h。『ne.

y。u should say: 
wh。 y。u visited and where they lived 
why y。u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what y。u enj。yed ab。ut this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion t。pies:

Family 。ccasi。ns

Example questions: 
When do families celeb「ate together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your count叩？
Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that eve「yone in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................–.. .....– Centre 

3 ........ ....–. .............. ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

Ł dealing with enquiries 

Ł making 4 .....––..... ....–··–– ........... . and reorganising them 

Ł maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

Ł general administration 

Requirements 

Ł 6. –––––······– ( essential) 

Ł a calm and 7 .............. ........–.... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

Ł good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł a 8 ....... ...– ..... ..– .............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

Ł hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

Ł 10 –––··–. ............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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�1�1�1�1�:�E�f Sï�RŠ� ˇ

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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�6�[�9�1�1�G�'�. Vú

WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Test 4 

Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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Aud ioscri pts 

PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 

muNmuN �A�H�A�H�A�m�A
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SADIE: 
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�N

VÛ

AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 

07 

Test 2 

MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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09 

010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 

Test 4 

uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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Listening 

PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 
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A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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Test 1 

about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Test 1 

Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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Emmmll 

WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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Test 1 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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�6�:�D�i�m Vú

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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Test 2 

F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r

40 

This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Test 2 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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Reading 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

• is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

• would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................…... .... ways of improving safety. 

• does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

• Satellites are now quite 32 ..........….......….......….......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

• At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

• There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........…........ satellites. 

• Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

• Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 …··……….... .......... or commercial reasons. 

• It may be hard to collect details of the object’s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

• Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

• Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

• The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

• A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia ’s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood’s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You’ II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 

64 

This is the best spot if you don’t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN��e�r�w�e  � �v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you’d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can’t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ�

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you’re having �d�i —b�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

• Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water’s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you’re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v„ �h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that’s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‘billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water’S standard procedures. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don’t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............…. of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ......................……………........... .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................…...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....……......… …… ………...... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It’s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

• boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

• items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............…...... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

• workers do not use 22 ….............. ..........................…··…...... to reach high objects 

• 23 .... .. .. ..….......….......….... ...….............. are fixed at corners 

• floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

• 25 ..........…………………..…........ ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

• objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

• office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

• 27 ………................... .. ....... .. .….......….... are provided for documents 

• the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q…�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ’Queen of Roads’. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers’ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today’s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Test 3 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Test 3 

Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....…… E … to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned …~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^•ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

• describe the problem you had with the tickets 

• say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a u—

• suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7’ 7’ 
E • 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

• How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
• What was the last thing you bought online? 
• Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
• Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ�

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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Test 4 

四团mm:团

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answeκ 

Job details from employment agency 

R。le

L。cati。n Fordham 2 ..............................….......… Centre 

3 ........ ....…............... ....... Road, Fordham 

w。rk involves 

• dealing with enquiries 

• making 4 .....……..... ....…··……........... . and reorganising them 

• maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

• general administration 

Requirements 

• 6 . ……………······… ( essential) 

• a calm and 7 .............. ........….... ..... ... . manne「

• good IT skills 

Other i nformati。n

• a 8 ....... ...…..... ..….............. .. .... job - further oppo时unities may be available 

• hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

• 10 ………··….............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
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�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 
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MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 

Test 3 

nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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PART 4 

In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 

Test 4 

uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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VÞ†ó�EVÞ

LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 

18 

A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
E • 

Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Test 3 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

• is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

• would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................…... .... ways of improving safety. 

• does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

• Satellites are now quite 32 ..........….......….......….......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

• At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

• There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........…........ satellites. 

• Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

• Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 …··……….... .......... or commercial reasons. 

• It may be hard to collect details of the object’s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

• Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

• Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

• The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

• A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia ’s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood’s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You’ II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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Test 3 

E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 
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This is the best spot if you don’t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN��e�r�w�e  � �v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you’d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can’t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ�

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you’re having �d�i —b�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

• Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water’s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you’re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v„ �h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that’s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‘billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water’S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don’t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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Test 3 

SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............…. of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ......................……………........... .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................…...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....……......… …… ………...... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It’s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

• boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

• items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............…...... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

• workers do not use 22 ….............. ..........................…··…...... to reach high objects 

• 23 .... .. .. ..….......….......….... ...….............. are fixed at corners 

• floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

• 25 ..........…………………..…........ ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

• objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

• office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

• 27 ………................... .. ....... .. .….......….... are provided for documents 

• the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q…�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ’Queen of Roads’. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers’ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today’s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....…… E … to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned …~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^•ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

• describe the problem you had with the tickets 

• say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a u—

• suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7’ 7’ 
E • 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

• How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
• What was the last thing you bought online? 
• Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
• Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ�

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................….......… Centre 

3 ........ ....…............... ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

• dealing with enquiries 

• making 4 .....……..... ....…··……........... . and reorganising them 

• maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

• general administration 

Requirements 

• 6 . ……………······… ( essential) 

• a calm and 7 .............. ........….... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

• good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• a 8 ....... ...…..... ..….............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

• hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

• 10 ………··….............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

刊 The museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses pa同 of the museum building as 

A teaching 「ooms.
B a research libra叩．
C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum cha「ges extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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�1�1�1�1�:�E�f Sï�RŠ� ˇ

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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SADIE: 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 

Test 1 

in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 

07 

Test 2 

MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 

Test 4 

09 

010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 
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uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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Listening and Reading answer keys 

VÞ†ó�EVÞ

LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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Listening 

PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 
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A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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Test 1 

about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Test 1 

Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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Emmmll 

WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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Test 1 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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�6�:�D�i�m Vú

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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Test 2 

F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

• is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

• would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................…... .... ways of improving safety. 

• does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

• Satellites are now quite 32 ..........….......….......….......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

• At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

• There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........…........ satellites. 

• Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

• Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 …··……….... .......... or commercial reasons. 

• It may be hard to collect details of the object’s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

• Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

• Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

• The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

• A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia ’s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood’s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You’ II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 

64 

This is the best spot if you don’t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN��e�r�w�e  � �v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you’d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can’t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ�

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you’re having �d�i —b�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

• Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water’s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you’re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v„ �h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that’s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‘billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water’S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don’t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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Test 3 

SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............…. of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ......................……………........... .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................…...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....……......… …… ………...... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It’s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

• boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

• items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............…...... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

• workers do not use 22 ….............. ..........................…··…...... to reach high objects 

• 23 .... .. .. ..….......….......….... ...….............. are fixed at corners 

• floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

• 25 ..........…………………..…........ ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

• objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

• office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

• 27 ………................... .. ....... .. .….......….... are provided for documents 

• the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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Test3 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q…�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ’Queen of Roads’. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers’ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today’s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Test 3 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Test 3 

Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....…… E … to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned …~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^•ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

• describe the problem you had with the tickets 

• say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a u—

• suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7’ 7’ 
E • 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

• How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
• What was the last thing you bought online? 
• Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
• Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ�

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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Test 4 

VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................….......… Centre 

3 ........ ....…............... ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

• dealing with enquiries 

• making 4 .....……..... ....…··……........... . and reorganising them 

• maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

• general administration 

Requirements 

• 6 . ……………······… ( essential) 

• a calm and 7 .............. ........….... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

• good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• a 8 ....... ...…..... ..….............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

• hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

• 10 ………··….............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Test4 

Questions 15-20 

What info「『nation does the speake「 give about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 。f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A Yea「 on the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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Aud ioscri pts 

PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
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AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 
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Test 2 

MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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PART 4 

In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 

Test 4 

uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 
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A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
E • 

Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Test 2 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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Reading 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

E • �A
e—
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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Test 2 

El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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Test 3 

VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Test 3 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

• is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

• would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................…... .... ways of improving safety. 

• does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

• Satellites are now quite 32 ..........….......….......….......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

• At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

• There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........…........ satellites. 

• Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

• Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 …··……….... .......... or commercial reasons. 

• It may be hard to collect details of the object’s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

• Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

• Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

• The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

• A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia ’s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood’s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You’ II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 

64 

This is the best spot if you don’t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN��e�r�w�e  � �v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you’d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can’t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ�

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you’re having �d�i —b�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

• Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water’s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you’re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v„ �h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that’s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‘billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water’S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don’t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............…. of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ......................……………........... .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................…...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....……......… …… ………...... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It’s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

• boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

• items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............…...... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

• workers do not use 22 ….............. ..........................…··…...... to reach high objects 

• 23 .... .. .. ..….......….......….... ...….............. are fixed at corners 

• floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

• 25 ..........…………………..…........ ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

• objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

• office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

• 27 ………................... .. ....... .. .….......….... are provided for documents 

• the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q…�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ’Queen of Roads’. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers’ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today’s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Test 3 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Test 3 

Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....…… E … to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned …~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^•ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

• describe the problem you had with the tickets 

• say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a u—

• suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7’ 7’ 
E • 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

• How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
• What was the last thing you bought online? 
• Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
• Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ�

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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Test 4 

VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................….......… Centre 

3 ........ ....…............... ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

• dealing with enquiries 

• making 4 .....……..... ....…··……........... . and reorganising them 

• maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

• general administration 

Requirements 

• 6 . ……………······… ( essential) 

• a calm and 7 .............. ........….... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

• good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• a 8 ....... ...…..... ..….............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

• hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

• 10 ………··….............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Test4 

Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

c。mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher suppo「tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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Test4 

�1�1�1�1�:�E�f Sï�RŠ� ˇ

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Test4 

Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Test 4 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Test 4 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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SADIE: 
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VÛ

AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 

Test 1 

in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 

07 
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MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 

Test 3 

nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 
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uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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Listening 

PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 

18 

A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Test 2 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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Test 3 

VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

• is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

• would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................…... .... ways of improving safety. 

• does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

• Satellites are now quite 32 ..........….......….......….......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

• At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

• There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........…........ satellites. 

• Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

• Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 …··……….... .......... or commercial reasons. 

• It may be hard to collect details of the object’s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

• Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

• Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

• The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

• A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia ’s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood’s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You’ II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 
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This is the best spot if you don’t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN��e�r�w�e  � �v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you’d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can’t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ�

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you’re having �d�i —b�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

• Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water’s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you’re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v„ �h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that’s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‘billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water’S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don’t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............…. of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ......................……………........... .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................…...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....……......… …… ………...... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It’s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

• boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

• items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............…...... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

• workers do not use 22 ….............. ..........................…··…...... to reach high objects 

• 23 .... .. .. ..….......….......….... ...….............. are fixed at corners 

• floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

• 25 ..........…………………..…........ ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

• objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

• office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

• 27 ………................... .. ....... .. .….......….... are provided for documents 

• the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q…�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ’Queen of Roads’. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers’ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today’s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....…… E … to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned …~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^•ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

• describe the problem you had with the tickets 

• say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a u—

• suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7’ 7’ 
E • 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

• How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
• What was the last thing you bought online? 
• Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
• Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ�

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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Test 4 

VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................….......… Centre 

3 ........ ....…............... ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

• dealing with enquiries 

• making 4 .....……..... ....…··……........... . and reorganising them 

• maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

• general administration 

Requirements 

• 6 . ……………······… ( essential) 

• a calm and 7 .............. ........….... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

• good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• a 8 ....... ...…..... ..….............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

• hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

• 10 ………··….............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is impo「tant for the 
teache「 to

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that c「afts are important. 
B they may not have the necessa「y skills. 
C they may wo「叩 that it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a pa时icular misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

Ł It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

Ł We know more about its overall 31 ––. ....................... than about its author. 

His early career 

Ł In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

Ł He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............–·––––...... and education. 

Ł Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

Ł Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

Ł He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....–··– ....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

Ł �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

Ł The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....–––..... ............ and tapestries that he 
valued. 

Ł He bought cheap 36 ..–– ... ....–··–........– made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

Ł The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

Ł The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

Ł He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

Ł He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........–. .......–.......–... in his house. 

Ł Victor Hugo™s 40 ––––....... . ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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�1�1�1�1�:�E�f Sï�RŠ� ˇ

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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SADIE: 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 

07 

Test 2 

MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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PART 4 

In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 

Test 4 

09 

010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 

Test 4 

uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 
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A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Test 2 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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Reading 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Reading 

Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

E • �A
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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Test 2 

El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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Test 3 

VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Test 3 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

• is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

• would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................…... .... ways of improving safety. 

• does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

• Satellites are now quite 32 ..........….......….......….......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

• At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

• There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........…........ satellites. 

• Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

• Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 …··……….... .......... or commercial reasons. 

• It may be hard to collect details of the object’s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

• Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

• Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

• The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

• A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia ’s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood’s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You’ II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 

64 

This is the best spot if you don’t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN��e�r�w�e  � �v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you’d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can’t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ�

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you’re having �d�i —b�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

• Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water’s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you’re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v„ �h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that’s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‘billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water’S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don’t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............…. of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ......................……………........... .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................…...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....……......… …… ………...... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It’s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

• boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

• items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............…...... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

• workers do not use 22 ….............. ..........................…··…...... to reach high objects 

• 23 .... .. .. ..….......….......….... ...….............. are fixed at corners 

• floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

• 25 ..........…………………..…........ ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

• objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

• office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

• 27 ………................... .. ....... .. .….......….... are provided for documents 

• the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q…�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ’Queen of Roads’. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers’ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today’s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Test 3 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....…… E … to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned …~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^•ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

• describe the problem you had with the tickets 

• say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a u—

• suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7’ 7’ 
E • 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

• How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
• What was the last thing you bought online? 
• Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
• Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ�

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................….......… Centre 

3 ........ ....…............... ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

• dealing with enquiries 

• making 4 .....……..... ....…··……........... . and reorganising them 

• maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

• general administration 

Requirements 

• 6 . ……………······… ( essential) 

• a calm and 7 .............. ........….... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

• good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• a 8 ....... ...…..... ..….............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

• hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

• 10 ………··….............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answe仁

Victor Hugo 

His n。vel, Les Miserables 

• It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

• We know more about its overall 31 ……........................ than about its author. 

His early career 

• In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

• He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............…·…………...... and education. 

• Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

• Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .... .. .... ..... .. ... ................ . 

• He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....…··…....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His h。use 。n Guernsey 

• Victo「 Hugo lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

• The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....………................. and tapestries that he 
valued. 

• He bought cheap 36 ..…….......…··…........… made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

• The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

• The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

• He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

• He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........…........….......…... in his house. 

• Victor Hugo’s 40 …………........ ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you™re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn™t get better than this. It™s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it™s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q– �i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it™s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you™d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there™s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn™t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We™re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 
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MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 

Test 3 

nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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PART 4 

In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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things out for himself. 

Test 4 

uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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Listening 

PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 

18 

A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
E • 

Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Test 1 

Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Test 2 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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Reading 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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Test 2 

El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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Test 3 

VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Test 3 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

• is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

• would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................…... .... ways of improving safety. 

• does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

• Satellites are now quite 32 ..........….......….......….......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

• At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

• There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........…........ satellites. 

• Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

• Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 …··……….... .......... or commercial reasons. 

• It may be hard to collect details of the object’s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

• Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

• Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

• The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

• A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia ’s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood’s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You’ II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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Test 3 

E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 
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This is the best spot if you don’t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN��e�r�w�e  � �v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you’d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can’t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ�

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you’re having �d�i —b�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

• Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water’s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you’re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v„ �h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that’s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‘billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water’S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don’t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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Test 3 

SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............…. of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ......................……………........... .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................…...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....……......… …… ………...... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It’s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

• boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

• items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............…...... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

• workers do not use 22 ….............. ..........................…··…...... to reach high objects 

• 23 .... .. .. ..….......….......….... ...….............. are fixed at corners 

• floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

• 25 ..........…………………..…........ ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

• objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

• office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

• 27 ………................... .. ....... .. .….......….... are provided for documents 

• the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q…�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ’Queen of Roads’. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers’ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today’s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....…… E … to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned …~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^•ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

• describe the problem you had with the tickets 

• say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a u—

• suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7’ 7’ 
E • 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

• How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
• What was the last thing you bought online? 
• Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
• Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ�

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................….......… Centre 

3 ........ ....…............... ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

• dealing with enquiries 

• making 4 .....……..... ....…··……........... . and reorganising them 

• maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

• general administration 

Requirements 

• 6 . ……………······… ( essential) 

• a calm and 7 .............. ........….... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

• good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• a 8 ....... ...…..... ..….............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

• hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

• 10 ………··….............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 
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Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

• It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

• We know more about its overall 31 ……........................ than about its author. 

His early career 

• In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

• He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............…·…………...... and education. 

• Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

• Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

• He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....…··…....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

• �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

• The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....………................. and tapestries that he 
valued. 

• He bought cheap 36 ..…….......…··…........… made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

• The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

• The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

• He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

• He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........…........….......…... in his house. 

• Victor Hugo’s 40 …………........ ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato Expe同

If you’ re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn’t get better than this. It’s quick, taking 
as Ii忧le as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are ve叩 easy to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and fo「th
consistently, it’s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart Sc。。p

This is a seriously sma时 machine. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen yoghu内 is right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it’s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you’d expect from the considerable p「ice tag, 
there’s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the ing 「edients, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn’t have that 
pr。blem. We’re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn™t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We™d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Test 4 

Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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Aud ioscri pts 

PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 

muNmuN �A�H�A�H�A�m�A
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SADIE: 
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�N

VÛ

AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 

07 

Test 2 

MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 

Test 4 

09 

010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 

Test 4 

uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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Listening 

PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 
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A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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Test 1 

about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Test 1 

Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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Emmmll 

WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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Test 1 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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�6�:�D�i�m Vú

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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Test 2 

F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Test 2 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

• is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

• would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................…... .... ways of improving safety. 

• does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

• Satellites are now quite 32 ..........….......….......….......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

• At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

• There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........…........ satellites. 

• Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

• Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 …··……….... .......... or commercial reasons. 

• It may be hard to collect details of the object’s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

• Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

• Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

• The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

• A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia ’s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood’s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You’ II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 

64 

This is the best spot if you don’t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN��e�r�w�e  � �v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you’d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can’t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ�

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you’re having �d�i —b�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

• Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water’s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you’re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v„ �h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that’s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‘billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water’S standard procedures. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don’t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............…. of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ......................……………........... .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................…...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....……......… …… ………...... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It’s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

• boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

• items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............…...... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

• workers do not use 22 ….............. ..........................…··…...... to reach high objects 

• 23 .... .. .. ..….......….......….... ...….............. are fixed at corners 

• floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

• 25 ..........…………………..…........ ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

• objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

• office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

• 27 ………................... .. ....... .. .….......….... are provided for documents 

• the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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Test3 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q…�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ’Queen of Roads’. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers’ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today’s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Test 3 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Test 3 

Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....…… E … to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned …~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^•ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

• describe the problem you had with the tickets 

• say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a u—

• suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7’ 7’ 
E • 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

• How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
• What was the last thing you bought online? 
• Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
• Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ�

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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Test 4 

VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................….......… Centre 

3 ........ ....…............... ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

• dealing with enquiries 

• making 4 .....……..... ....…··……........... . and reorganising them 

• maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

• general administration 

Requirements 

• 6 . ……………······… ( essential) 

• a calm and 7 .............. ........….... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

• good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• a 8 ....... ...…..... ..….............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

• hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

• 10 ………··….............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Test4 

Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

• It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

• We know more about its overall 31 ……........................ than about its author. 

His early career 

• In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

• He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............…·…………...... and education. 

• Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

• Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

• He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....…··…....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

• �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

• The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....………................. and tapestries that he 
valued. 

• He bought cheap 36 ..…….......…··…........… made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

• The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

• The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

• He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

• He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........…........….......…... in his house. 

• Victor Hugo’s 40 …………........ ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you’ re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn’t get better than this. It’s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it’s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q…�i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it’s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you’d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there’s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn’t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We’ re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn’t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We’d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and p。ur in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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Test 4 

SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 
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MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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PART 4 

In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 

Test 4 

uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 
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A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
E • 

Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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Test 1 

about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Test 1 

Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Test 3 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

• is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

• would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................…... .... ways of improving safety. 

• does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

• Satellites are now quite 32 ..........….......….......….......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

• At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

• There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........…........ satellites. 

• Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

• Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 …··……….... .......... or commercial reasons. 

• It may be hard to collect details of the object’s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

• Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

• Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

• The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

• A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia ’s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood’s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You’ II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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Test 3 

E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 
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This is the best spot if you don’t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN��e�r�w�e  � �v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you’d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can’t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ�

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you’re having �d�i —b�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

• Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water’s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you’re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v„ �h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that’s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‘billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water’S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don’t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............…. of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ......................……………........... .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................…...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....……......… …… ………...... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It’s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

• boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

• items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............…...... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

• workers do not use 22 ….............. ..........................…··…...... to reach high objects 

• 23 .... .. .. ..….......….......….... ...….............. are fixed at corners 

• floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

• 25 ..........…………………..…........ ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

• objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

• office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

• 27 ………................... .. ....... .. .….......….... are provided for documents 

• the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q…�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ’Queen of Roads’. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers’ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today’s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Test 3 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....…… E … to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned …~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^•ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

• describe the problem you had with the tickets 

• say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a u—

• suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7’ 7’ 
E • 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

• How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
• What was the last thing you bought online? 
• Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
• Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ�

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................….......… Centre 

3 ........ ....…............... ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

• dealing with enquiries 

• making 4 .....……..... ....…··……........... . and reorganising them 

• maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

• general administration 

Requirements 

• 6 . ……………······… ( essential) 

• a calm and 7 .............. ........….... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

• good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• a 8 ....... ...…..... ..….............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

• hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

• 10 ………··….............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

• It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

• We know more about its overall 31 ……........................ than about its author. 

His early career 

• In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

• He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............…·…………...... and education. 

• Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

• Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

• He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....…··…....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

• �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

• The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....………................. and tapestries that he 
valued. 

• He bought cheap 36 ..…….......…··…........… made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

• The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

• The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

• He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

• He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........…........….......…... in his house. 

• Victor Hugo’s 40 …………........ ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you’ re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn’t get better than this. It’s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it’s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q…�i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it’s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you’d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there’s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn’t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We’ re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn’t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We’d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions 1一7

Look at the six advertisements fo「 ice cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct le忧er, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

NB γou may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream make「 can be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it wo「th the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

Ł �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

Ł Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night™s sleep and you™II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

Ł Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

Ł The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

Ł Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 

muNmuN �A�H�A�H�A�m�A

Łî

SMSM 
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SADIE: 

�E
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�·�·

�E
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�N�m

\q

�N

VÛ

AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 

Test 1 

in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 

07 

Test 2 

MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 

Test 3 

nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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things out for himself. 
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uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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VÞ†ó�EVÞ

LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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Listening 

PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 

18 

A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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Test 1 

about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Test 1 

Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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Emmmll 

WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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Test 1 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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�6�:�D�i�m Vú

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

• is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

• would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................…... .... ways of improving safety. 

• does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

• Satellites are now quite 32 ..........….......….......….......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

• At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

• There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........…........ satellites. 

• Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

• Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 …··……….... .......... or commercial reasons. 

• It may be hard to collect details of the object’s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

• Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

• Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

• The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

• A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia ’s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood’s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You’ II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 

64 

This is the best spot if you don’t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN��e�r�w�e  � �v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you’d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can’t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ�

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you’re having �d�i —b�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

• Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water’s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you’re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v„ �h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that’s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‘billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water’S standard procedures. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don’t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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Test 3 

SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............…. of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ......................……………........... .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................…...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....……......… …… ………...... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It’s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

• boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

• items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............…...... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

• workers do not use 22 ….............. ..........................…··…...... to reach high objects 

• 23 .... .. .. ..….......….......….... ...….............. are fixed at corners 

• floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

• 25 ..........…………………..…........ ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

• objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

• office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

• 27 ………................... .. ....... .. .….......….... are provided for documents 

• the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q…�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ’Queen of Roads’. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers’ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today’s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....…… E … to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned …~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^•ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

• describe the problem you had with the tickets 

• say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a u—

• suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7’ 7’ 
E • 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

• How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
• What was the last thing you bought online? 
• Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
• Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ�

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................….......… Centre 

3 ........ ....…............... ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

• dealing with enquiries 

• making 4 .....……..... ....…··……........... . and reorganising them 

• maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

• general administration 

Requirements 

• 6 . ……………······… ( essential) 

• a calm and 7 .............. ........….... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

• good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• a 8 ....... ...…..... ..….............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

• hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

• 10 ………··….............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 
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Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

• It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

• We know more about its overall 31 ……........................ than about its author. 

His early career 

• In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

• He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............…·…………...... and education. 

• Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

• Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

• He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....…··…....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

• �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

• The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....………................. and tapestries that he 
valued. 

• He bought cheap 36 ..…….......…··…........… made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

• The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

• The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

• He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

• He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........…........….......…... in his house. 

• Victor Hugo’s 40 …………........ ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you’ re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn’t get better than this. It’s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it’s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q…�i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it’s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you’d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there’s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn’t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We’ re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn’t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We’d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its eve「－changing light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

c。urse inf。rmati。n

• Ou「 courses are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also unde「taken to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

• Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the f「esh ai 「 for our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night’s sleep and you’ II be ready t。
start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

• Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

• The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

• Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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Aud ioscri pts 

PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 

muNmuN �A�H�A�H�A�m�A

Łî

SMSM 

�E
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No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.
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MAN: I see. 
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AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 

07 

Test 2 

MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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PART 4 

In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 
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uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 
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A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
E • 

Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Test 1 

Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 

�2�8 !’ �I 0� p. 1241 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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�6�:�D�i�m Vú

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Test 2 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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Reading 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

E • �A
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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Test 3 

VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

• is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

• would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................…... .... ways of improving safety. 

• does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

• Satellites are now quite 32 ..........….......….......….......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

• At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

• There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........…........ satellites. 

• Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

• Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 …··……….... .......... or commercial reasons. 

• It may be hard to collect details of the object’s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

• Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

• Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

• The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

• A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia ’s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood’s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You’ II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 

64 

This is the best spot if you don’t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN��e�r�w�e  � �v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you’d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can’t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ�

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you’re having �d�i —b�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

• Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water’s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you’re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v„ �h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that’s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‘billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water’S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don’t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............…. of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ......................……………........... .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................…...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....……......… …… ………...... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It’s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

• boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

• items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............…...... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

• workers do not use 22 ….............. ..........................…··…...... to reach high objects 

• 23 .... .. .. ..….......….......….... ...….............. are fixed at corners 

• floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

• 25 ..........…………………..…........ ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

• objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

• office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

• 27 ………................... .. ....... .. .….......….... are provided for documents 

• the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q…�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ’Queen of Roads’. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers’ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today’s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Test 3 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Test 3 

Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....…… E … to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned …~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^•ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

• describe the problem you had with the tickets 

• say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a u—

• suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7’ 7’ 
E • 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

• How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
• What was the last thing you bought online? 
• Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
• Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ�

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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Test 4 

VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................….......… Centre 

3 ........ ....…............... ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

• dealing with enquiries 

• making 4 .....……..... ....…··……........... . and reorganising them 

• maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

• general administration 

Requirements 

• 6 . ……………······… ( essential) 

• a calm and 7 .............. ........….... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

• good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• a 8 ....... ...…..... ..….............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

• hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

• 10 ………··….............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Test4 

Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

• It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

• We know more about its overall 31 ……........................ than about its author. 

His early career 

• In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

• He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............…·…………...... and education. 

• Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

• Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

• He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....…··…....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

• �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

• The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....………................. and tapestries that he 
valued. 

• He bought cheap 36 ..…….......…··…........… made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

• The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

• The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

• He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

• He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........…........….......…... in his house. 

• Victor Hugo’s 40 …………........ ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you’ re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn’t get better than this. It’s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it’s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q…�i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it’s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you’d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there’s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn’t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We’ re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn’t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We’d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Test4 

Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

• Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night’s sleep and you’ II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

• Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

• The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

• Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Test 4 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who a「e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on thei「 first morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you™re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Test 4 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 

Test 1 

in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 
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MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 

Test 3 

nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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things out for himself. 
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uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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Listening 

PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 

18 

A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Test 2 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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Test 3 

VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Test 3 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

• is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

• would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................…... .... ways of improving safety. 

• does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

• Satellites are now quite 32 ..........….......….......….......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

• At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

• There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........…........ satellites. 

• Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

• Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 …··……….... .......... or commercial reasons. 

• It may be hard to collect details of the object’s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

• Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

• Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

• The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

• A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia ’s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood’s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You’ II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 
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This is the best spot if you don’t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN��e�r�w�e  � �v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you’d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can’t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ�

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you’re having �d�i —b�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

• Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water’s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you’re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v„ �h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that’s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‘billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water’S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don’t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............…. of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ......................……………........... .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................…...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....……......… …… ………...... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It’s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

• boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

• items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............…...... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

• workers do not use 22 ….............. ..........................…··…...... to reach high objects 

• 23 .... .. .. ..….......….......….... ...….............. are fixed at corners 

• floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

• 25 ..........…………………..…........ ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

• objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

• office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

• 27 ………................... .. ....... .. .….......….... are provided for documents 

• the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q…�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ’Queen of Roads’. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers’ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today’s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....…… E … to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned …~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^•ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

• describe the problem you had with the tickets 

• say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a u—

• suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7’ 7’ 
E • 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

• How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
• What was the last thing you bought online? 
• Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
• Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ�

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................….......… Centre 

3 ........ ....…............... ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

• dealing with enquiries 

• making 4 .....……..... ....…··……........... . and reorganising them 

• maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

• general administration 

Requirements 

• 6 . ……………······… ( essential) 

• a calm and 7 .............. ........….... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

• good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• a 8 ....... ...…..... ..….............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

• hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

• 10 ………··….............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

• It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

• We know more about its overall 31 ……........................ than about its author. 

His early career 

• In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

• He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............…·…………...... and education. 

• Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

• Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

• He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....…··…....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

• �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

• The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....………................. and tapestries that he 
valued. 

• He bought cheap 36 ..…….......…··…........… made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

• The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

• The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

• He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

• He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........…........….......…... in his house. 

• Victor Hugo’s 40 …………........ ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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�1�1�1�1�:�E�f Sï�R—� �

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you’ re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn’t get better than this. It’s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it’s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q…�i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it’s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you’d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there’s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn’t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We’ re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn’t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We’d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

• Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night’s sleep and you’ II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

• Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

• The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

• Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions 1ι27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1ι21. 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear Respirato叩 Protective Equipment (RPE) when you’re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide e忏ective protection if you are clean shaven. Facial hai「 growth
makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. Jewelle叩
and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using y。urRPE

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning y。urRPE

Wash and d叩 your RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining y。urRPE

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

St。ring your RPE 

Improper sto「age can cause disto「tion to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....––· ·– ·········––––........ ........... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........–...... .– .......– .......––........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....–. ........................– ...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............– –.. ............––.. ........ ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........– – ········–... .....– –.. .....––.. . when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Test 4 

Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL
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No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.
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MAN: I see. 
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AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 

07 

Test 2 

MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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PART 4 

In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 

Test 4 

09 

010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 
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uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 
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A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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Test 1 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r

40 

This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Test 2 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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Reading 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Reading 

Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

E • �A
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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Test 2 

El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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Test 3 

VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Test 3 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

• is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

• would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................…... .... ways of improving safety. 

• does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

• Satellites are now quite 32 ..........….......….......….......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

• At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

• There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........…........ satellites. 

• Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

• Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 …··……….... .......... or commercial reasons. 

• It may be hard to collect details of the object’s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

• Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

• Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

• The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

• A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia ’s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood’s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You’ II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 

64 

This is the best spot if you don’t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN��e�r�w�e  � �v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you’d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can’t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ�

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you’re having �d�i —b�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

• Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water’s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you’re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v„ �h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that’s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‘billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water’S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don’t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............…. of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ......................……………........... .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................…...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....……......… …… ………...... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It’s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

• boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

• items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............…...... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

• workers do not use 22 ….............. ..........................…··…...... to reach high objects 

• 23 .... .. .. ..….......….......….... ...….............. are fixed at corners 

• floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

• 25 ..........…………………..…........ ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

• objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

• office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

• 27 ………................... .. ....... .. .….......….... are provided for documents 

• the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q…�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ’Queen of Roads’. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers’ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today’s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Test 3 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Test 3 

Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....…… E … to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned …~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^•ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

• describe the problem you had with the tickets 

• say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a u—

• suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7’ 7’ 
E • 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

• How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
• What was the last thing you bought online? 
• Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
• Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ�

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................….......… Centre 

3 ........ ....…............... ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

• dealing with enquiries 

• making 4 .....……..... ....…··……........... . and reorganising them 

• maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

• general administration 

Requirements 

• 6 . ……………······… ( essential) 

• a calm and 7 .............. ........….... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

• good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• a 8 ....... ...…..... ..….............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

• hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

• 10 ………··….............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

• It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

• We know more about its overall 31 ……........................ than about its author. 

His early career 

• In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

• He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............…·…………...... and education. 

• Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

• Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

• He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....…··…....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

• �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

• The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....………................. and tapestries that he 
valued. 

• He bought cheap 36 ..…….......…··…........… made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

• The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

• The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

• He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

• He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........…........….......…... in his house. 

• Victor Hugo’s 40 …………........ ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you’ re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn’t get better than this. It’s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it’s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q…�i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it’s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you’d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there’s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn’t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We’ re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn’t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We’d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

• Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night’s sleep and you’ II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

• Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

• The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

• Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you’re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions 1ι21 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each answe仁

Write your answers in boxes 15一21 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in a「eas with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....……··…·········…………................... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........….......….......….......……........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 Wo「kers should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....….........................…...................... in orde「
to d叩 it.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............……..............…….......... ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to di「ect .........……········…........…….......……... when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

Ł Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

Ł Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

Ł Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people™s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

Ł Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

Ł Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

Ł Handrails should also be fitted. 

Ł The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

Ł lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

Ł �l�i N �̆i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 
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MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 

Test 3 

nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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PART 4 

In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 

Test 4 

uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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Listening 

PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 

18 

A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
E • 

Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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Test 1 

about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Test 1 

Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Test 2 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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Reading 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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Test 3 

VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Test 3 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

• is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

• would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................…... .... ways of improving safety. 

• does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

• Satellites are now quite 32 ..........….......….......….......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

• At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

• There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........…........ satellites. 

• Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

• Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 …··……….... .......... or commercial reasons. 

• It may be hard to collect details of the object’s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

• Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

• Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

• The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

• A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia ’s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood’s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You’ II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 
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This is the best spot if you don’t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN��e�r�w�e  � �v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you’d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can’t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ�

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you’re having �d�i —b�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

• Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water’s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you’re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v„ �h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that’s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‘billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water’S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don’t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............…. of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ......................……………........... .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................…...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....……......… …… ………...... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It’s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

• boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

• items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............…...... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

• workers do not use 22 ….............. ..........................…··…...... to reach high objects 

• 23 .... .. .. ..….......….......….... ...….............. are fixed at corners 

• floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

• 25 ..........…………………..…........ ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

• objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

• office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

• 27 ………................... .. ....... .. .….......….... are provided for documents 

• the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q…�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ’Queen of Roads’. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers’ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today’s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....…… E … to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned …~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^•ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

• describe the problem you had with the tickets 

• say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a u—

• suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7’ 7’ 
E • 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

• How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
• What was the last thing you bought online? 
• Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
• Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ�

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................….......… Centre 

3 ........ ....…............... ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

• dealing with enquiries 

• making 4 .....……..... ....…··……........... . and reorganising them 

• maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

• general administration 

Requirements 

• 6 . ……………······… ( essential) 

• a calm and 7 .............. ........….... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

• good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• a 8 ....... ...…..... ..….............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

• hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

• 10 ………··….............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

• It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

• We know more about its overall 31 ……........................ than about its author. 

His early career 

• In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

• He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............…·…………...... and education. 

• Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

• Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

• He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....…··…....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

• �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

• The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....………................. and tapestries that he 
valued. 

• He bought cheap 36 ..…….......…··…........… made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

• The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

• The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

• He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

• He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........…........….......…... in his house. 

• Victor Hugo’s 40 …………........ ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you’ re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn’t get better than this. It’s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it’s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q…�i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it’s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you’d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there’s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn’t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We’ re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn’t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We’d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

• Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night’s sleep and you’ II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

• Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

• The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

• Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you’re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....……··…·········…………................... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........….......….......….......……........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....….........................…...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............……..............…….......... ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........……········…........…….......……... when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

• Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

• Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

• Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people’s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

• Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

• Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

• Handrails should also be fitted. 

• The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and carηring 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

• lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

• li丘ing c址ves.
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Managing the hazards 

Ł Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

Ł Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

Ł bending in an awkward position 

Ł putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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Ł Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

Ł Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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SADIE: 
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�N

VÛ

AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 

07 

Test 2 

MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 

Test 4 

09 

010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 

Test 4 

uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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Listening 

PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 
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A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Test 1 

Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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Emmmll 

WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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Test 1 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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�6�:�D�i�m Vú

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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Test 2 

F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

• is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

• would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................…... .... ways of improving safety. 

• does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

• Satellites are now quite 32 ..........….......….......….......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

• At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

• There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........…........ satellites. 

• Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

• Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 …··……….... .......... or commercial reasons. 

• It may be hard to collect details of the object’s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

• Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

• Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

• The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

• A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia ’s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood’s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You’ II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 

64 

This is the best spot if you don’t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN��e�r�w�e  � �v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you’d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can’t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ�

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you’re having �d�i —b�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

• Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water’s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you’re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v„ �h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that’s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‘billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water’S standard procedures. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don’t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............…. of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ......................……………........... .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................…...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....……......… …… ………...... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It’s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

• boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

• items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............…...... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

• workers do not use 22 ….............. ..........................…··…...... to reach high objects 

• 23 .... .. .. ..….......….......….... ...….............. are fixed at corners 

• floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

• 25 ..........…………………..…........ ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

• objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

• office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

• 27 ………................... .. ....... .. .….......….... are provided for documents 

• the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q…�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ’Queen of Roads’. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers’ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today’s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Test 3 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Test 3 

Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....…… E … to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned …~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^•ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

• describe the problem you had with the tickets 

• say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a u—

• suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7’ 7’ 
E • 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

• How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
• What was the last thing you bought online? 
• Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
• Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ�

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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Test 4 

VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................….......… Centre 

3 ........ ....…............... ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

• dealing with enquiries 

• making 4 .....……..... ....…··……........... . and reorganising them 

• maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

• general administration 

Requirements 

• 6 . ……………······… ( essential) 

• a calm and 7 .............. ........….... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

• good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• a 8 ....... ...…..... ..….............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

• hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

• 10 ………··….............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

• It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

• We know more about its overall 31 ……........................ than about its author. 

His early career 

• In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

• He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............…·…………...... and education. 

• Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

• Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

• He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....…··…....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

• �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

• The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....………................. and tapestries that he 
valued. 

• He bought cheap 36 ..…….......…··…........… made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

• The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

• The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

• He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

• He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........…........….......…... in his house. 

• Victor Hugo’s 40 …………........ ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you’ re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn’t get better than this. It’s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it’s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q…�i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it’s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you’d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there’s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn’t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We’ re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn’t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We’d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

• Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night’s sleep and you’ II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

• Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

• The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

• Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you’re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Test 4 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....……··…·········…………................... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........….......….......….......……........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....….........................…...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............……..............…….......... ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........……········…........…….......……... when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

• Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

• Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

• Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people’s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

• Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

• Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

• Handrails should also be fitted. 

• The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

• lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

• �l�i N��i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

• Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

• Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

• bending in an awkward position 

• putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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• Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

• Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‚M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................– – .........................–. ...... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................–. .............–. ......–. .... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don™t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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Test 4 

SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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Aud ioscri pts 

PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
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�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 
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MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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PART 4 

In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 

Test 4 

uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 
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A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
E • 

Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Test 2 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

• is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

• would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................…... .... ways of improving safety. 

• does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

• Satellites are now quite 32 ..........….......….......….......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

• At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

• There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........…........ satellites. 

• Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

• Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 …··……….... .......... or commercial reasons. 

• It may be hard to collect details of the object’s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

• Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

• Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

• The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

• A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia ’s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood’s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You’ II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 
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This is the best spot if you don’t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN��e�r�w�e  � �v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you’d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can’t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ�

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you’re having �d�i —b�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

• Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water’s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you’re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v„ �h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that’s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‘billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water’S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don’t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............…. of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ......................……………........... .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................…...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....……......… …… ………...... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It’s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

• boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

• items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............…...... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

• workers do not use 22 ….............. ..........................…··…...... to reach high objects 

• 23 .... .. .. ..….......….......….... ...….............. are fixed at corners 

• floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

• 25 ..........…………………..…........ ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

• objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

• office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

• 27 ………................... .. ....... .. .….......….... are provided for documents 

• the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q…�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ’Queen of Roads’. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers’ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today’s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Test 3 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....…… E … to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned …~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^•ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

• describe the problem you had with the tickets 

• say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a u—

• suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7’ 7’ 
E • 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

• How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
• What was the last thing you bought online? 
• Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
• Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ�

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................….......… Centre 

3 ........ ....…............... ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

• dealing with enquiries 

• making 4 .....……..... ....…··……........... . and reorganising them 

• maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

• general administration 

Requirements 

• 6 . ……………······… ( essential) 

• a calm and 7 .............. ........….... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

• good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• a 8 ....... ...…..... ..….............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

• hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

• 10 ………··….............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

• It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

• We know more about its overall 31 ……........................ than about its author. 

His early career 

• In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

• He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............…·…………...... and education. 

• Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

• Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

• He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....…··…....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

• �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

• The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....………................. and tapestries that he 
valued. 

• He bought cheap 36 ..…….......…··…........… made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

• The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

• The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

• He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

• He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........…........….......…... in his house. 

• Victor Hugo’s 40 …………........ ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you’ re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn’t get better than this. It’s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it’s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q…�i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it’s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you’d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there’s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn’t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We’ re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn’t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We’d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

• Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night’s sleep and you’ II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

• Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

• The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

• Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you’re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....……··…·········…………................... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........….......….......….......……........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....….........................…...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............……..............…….......... ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........……········…........…….......……... when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

• Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

• Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

• Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people’s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

• Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

• Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

• Handrails should also be fitted. 

• The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

• lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

• �l�i N��i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

• Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

• Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

• bending in an awkward position 

• putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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• Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

• Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answ1配

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................…….........................…....... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles Ensu「e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................…..............….......…..... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep eve「ything accessible so that 
equipment employees don’t need to bend or 

26 .... 
Int「oduce a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can™t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 

muNmuN �A�H�A�H�A�m�A

Łî
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SADIE: 
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VÛ

AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 

Test 1 

in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 

07 

Test 2 

MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 

Test 3 

nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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things out for himself. 
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uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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Listening 

PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 

18 

A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Test 1 

Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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Emmmll 

WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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Test 1 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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�6�:�D�i�m Vú

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

• is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

• would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................…... .... ways of improving safety. 

• does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

• Satellites are now quite 32 ..........….......….......….......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

• At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

• There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........…........ satellites. 

• Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

• Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 …··……….... .......... or commercial reasons. 

• It may be hard to collect details of the object’s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

• Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

• Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

• The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

• A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia ’s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood’s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You’ II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 
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This is the best spot if you don’t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN��e�r�w�e  � �v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you’d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can’t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ�

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you’re having �d�i —b�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

• Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water’s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you’re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v„ �h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that’s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‘billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water’S standard procedures. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don’t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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Test 3 

SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............…. of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ......................……………........... .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................…...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....……......… …… ………...... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It’s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

• boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

• items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............…...... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

• workers do not use 22 ….............. ..........................…··…...... to reach high objects 

• 23 .... .. .. ..….......….......….... ...….............. are fixed at corners 

• floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

• 25 ..........…………………..…........ ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

• objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

• office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

• 27 ………................... .. ....... .. .….......….... are provided for documents 

• the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q…�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ’Queen of Roads’. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers’ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today’s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Test 3 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....…… E … to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned …~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^•ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

• describe the problem you had with the tickets 

• say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a u—

• suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7’ 7’ 
E • 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

• How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
• What was the last thing you bought online? 
• Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
• Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ�

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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Test 4 

VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................….......… Centre 

3 ........ ....…............... ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

• dealing with enquiries 

• making 4 .....……..... ....…··……........... . and reorganising them 

• maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

• general administration 

Requirements 

• 6 . ……………······… ( essential) 

• a calm and 7 .............. ........….... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

• good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• a 8 ....... ...…..... ..….............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

• hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

• 10 ………··….............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

• It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

• We know more about its overall 31 ……........................ than about its author. 

His early career 

• In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

• He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............…·…………...... and education. 

• Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

• Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

• He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....…··…....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

• �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

• The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....………................. and tapestries that he 
valued. 

• He bought cheap 36 ..…….......…··…........… made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

• The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

• The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

• He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

• He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........…........….......…... in his house. 

• Victor Hugo’s 40 …………........ ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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�1�1�1�1�:�E�f Sï�R—� �

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you’ re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn’t get better than this. It’s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it’s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q…�i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it’s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you’d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there’s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn’t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We’ re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn’t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We’d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

• Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night’s sleep and you’ II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

• Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

• The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

• Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you’re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Test 4 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....……··…·········…………................... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........….......….......….......……........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....….........................…...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............……..............…….......... ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........……········…........…….......……... when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

• Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

• Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

• Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people’s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

• Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

• Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

• Handrails should also be fitted. 

• The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

• lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

• �l�i N��i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

• Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

• Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

• bending in an awkward position 

• putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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• Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

• Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‘M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................…….........................…....... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................…..............….......…..... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don’t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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Test 4 

SECTION 3 Questi。ns 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 。f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions being 「ight

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are a仔ecting wildlife 

v Photographing o同ects that can’t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring™S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today™s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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Aud ioscri pts 

PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
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No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.
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MAN: I see. 
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AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?
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SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 
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Test 2 

MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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PART 4 

In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 
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uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 
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2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 
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A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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�6�:�D�i�m Vú

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Test 2 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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Reading 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

E • �A
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

• is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

• would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................…... .... ways of improving safety. 

• does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

• Satellites are now quite 32 ..........….......….......….......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

• At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

• There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........…........ satellites. 

• Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

• Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 …··……….... .......... or commercial reasons. 

• It may be hard to collect details of the object’s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

• Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

• Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

• The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

• A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia ’s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood’s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You’ II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 

64 

This is the best spot if you don’t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN��e�r�w�e  � �v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you’d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can’t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ�

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you’re having �d�i —b�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

• Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water’s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you’re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v„ �h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that’s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‘billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water’S standard procedures. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don’t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............…. of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ......................……………........... .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................…...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....……......… …… ………...... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It’s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

• boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

• items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............…...... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

• workers do not use 22 ….............. ..........................…··…...... to reach high objects 

• 23 .... .. .. ..….......….......….... ...….............. are fixed at corners 

• floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

• 25 ..........…………………..…........ ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

• objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

• office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

• 27 ………................... .. ....... .. .….......….... are provided for documents 

• the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q…�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ’Queen of Roads’. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers’ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today’s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Test 3 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Test 3 

Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....…… E … to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned …~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^•ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

• describe the problem you had with the tickets 

• say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a u—

• suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7’ 7’ 
E • 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

• How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
• What was the last thing you bought online? 
• Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
• Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ�

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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Test 4 

VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................….......… Centre 

3 ........ ....…............... ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

• dealing with enquiries 

• making 4 .....……..... ....…··……........... . and reorganising them 

• maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

• general administration 

Requirements 

• 6 . ……………······… ( essential) 

• a calm and 7 .............. ........….... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

• good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• a 8 ....... ...…..... ..….............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

• hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

• 10 ………··….............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Test4 

Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

• It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

• We know more about its overall 31 ……........................ than about its author. 

His early career 

• In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

• He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............…·…………...... and education. 

• Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

• Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

• He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....…··…....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

• �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

• The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....………................. and tapestries that he 
valued. 

• He bought cheap 36 ..…….......…··…........… made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

• The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

• The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

• He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

• He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........…........….......…... in his house. 

• Victor Hugo’s 40 …………........ ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you’ re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn’t get better than this. It’s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it’s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q…�i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it’s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you’d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there’s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn’t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We’ re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn’t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We’d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Test4 

Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

• Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night’s sleep and you’ II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

• Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

• The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

• Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Test 4 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you’re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....……··…·········…………................... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........….......….......….......……........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....….........................…...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............……..............…….......... ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........……········…........…….......……... when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

• Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

• Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

• Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people’s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

• Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

• Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

• Handrails should also be fitted. 

• The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

• lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

• �l�i N��i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

• Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

• Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

• bending in an awkward position 

• putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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• Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

• Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‘M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................…….........................…....... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................…..............….......…..... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don’t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can’t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months fo「 the
photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 「ain. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the ea「th, and many animal species sleep until spring’S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being sho「ter and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight hou「s present. 

B As the most noticeable o同ect in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it va「y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today’s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, a忏ordable
technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
pa「ticularly when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable structu「e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our g「een
spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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Aud ioscri pts 

PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 

Test 1 

in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 
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MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 

Test 3 

nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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things out for himself. 
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uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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Listening 

PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 

18 

A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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Test 3 

VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

• is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

• would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................…... .... ways of improving safety. 

• does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

• Satellites are now quite 32 ..........….......….......….......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

• At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

• There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........…........ satellites. 

• Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

• Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 …··……….... .......... or commercial reasons. 

• It may be hard to collect details of the object’s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

• Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

• Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

• The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

• A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia ’s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood’s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You’ II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 
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This is the best spot if you don’t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN��e�r�w�e  � �v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you’d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can’t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ�

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you’re having �d�i —b�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

• Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water’s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you’re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v„ �h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that’s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‘billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water’S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don’t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............…. of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ......................……………........... .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................…...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....……......… …… ………...... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It’s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

• boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

• items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............…...... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

• workers do not use 22 ….............. ..........................…··…...... to reach high objects 

• 23 .... .. .. ..….......….......….... ...….............. are fixed at corners 

• floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

• 25 ..........…………………..…........ ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

• objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

• office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

• 27 ………................... .. ....... .. .….......….... are provided for documents 

• the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q…�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ’Queen of Roads’. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers’ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today’s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....…… E … to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned …~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^•ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

• describe the problem you had with the tickets 

• say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a u—

• suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7’ 7’ 
E • 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

• How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
• What was the last thing you bought online? 
• Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
• Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ�

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................….......… Centre 

3 ........ ....…............... ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

• dealing with enquiries 

• making 4 .....……..... ....…··……........... . and reorganising them 

• maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

• general administration 

Requirements 

• 6 . ……………······… ( essential) 

• a calm and 7 .............. ........….... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

• good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• a 8 ....... ...…..... ..….............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

• hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

• 10 ………··….............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

• It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

• We know more about its overall 31 ……........................ than about its author. 

His early career 

• In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

• He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............…·…………...... and education. 

• Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

• Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

• He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....…··…....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

• �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

• The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....………................. and tapestries that he 
valued. 

• He bought cheap 36 ..…….......…··…........… made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

• The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

• The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

• He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

• He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........…........….......…... in his house. 

• Victor Hugo’s 40 …………........ ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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�1�1�1�1�:�E�f Sï�R—� �

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you’ re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn’t get better than this. It’s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it’s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q…�i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it’s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you’d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there’s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn’t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We’ re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn’t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We’d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

• Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night’s sleep and you’ II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

• Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

• The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

• Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you’re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....……··…·········…………................... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........….......….......….......……........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....….........................…...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............……..............…….......... ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........……········…........…….......……... when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

• Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

• Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

• Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people’s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

• Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

• Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

• Handrails should also be fitted. 

• The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

• lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

• �l�i N��i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

• Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

• Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

• bending in an awkward position 

• putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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• Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

• Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‘M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................…….........................…....... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................…..............….......…..... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don’t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can’t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring’S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today’s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are la「ger mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban f「inges in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
pa「ks and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some photog「aphers now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the creative 「epertoire of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always reso「t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more oppo「tunistic manner. Dusk is the pa「t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an oppo时unity
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a backd「op to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, skyscrape「s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..–..... ...............–.... ....... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the – –– –................––. ........–...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...–... ..... ..... ... ..............– ··–. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Test 4 

Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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SADIE: 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 

07 

Test 2 

MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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PART 4 

In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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09 

010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 
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uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 
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A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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Test 1 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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�6�:�D�i�m Vú

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r

40 

This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Test 2 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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Reading 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Reading 

Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

E • �A
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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Test 2 

El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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Test 3 

VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Test 3 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

• is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

• would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................…... .... ways of improving safety. 

• does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

• Satellites are now quite 32 ..........….......….......….......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

• At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

• There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........…........ satellites. 

• Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

• Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 …··……….... .......... or commercial reasons. 

• It may be hard to collect details of the object’s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

• Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

• Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

• The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

• A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia ’s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood’s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You’ II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 

64 

This is the best spot if you don’t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN��e�r�w�e  � �v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you’d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can’t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ�

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you’re having �d�i —b�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

• Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water’s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you’re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v„ �h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that’s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‘billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water’S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don’t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............…. of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ......................……………........... .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................…...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....……......… …… ………...... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It’s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

• boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

• items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............…...... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

• workers do not use 22 ….............. ..........................…··…...... to reach high objects 

• 23 .... .. .. ..….......….......….... ...….............. are fixed at corners 

• floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

• 25 ..........…………………..…........ ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

• objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

• office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

• 27 ………................... .. ....... .. .….......….... are provided for documents 

• the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q…�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ’Queen of Roads’. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers’ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today’s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Test 3 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Test 3 

Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....…… E … to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned …~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^•ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

• describe the problem you had with the tickets 

• say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a u—

• suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7’ 7’ 
E • 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

• How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
• What was the last thing you bought online? 
• Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
• Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ�

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................….......… Centre 

3 ........ ....…............... ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

• dealing with enquiries 

• making 4 .....……..... ....…··……........... . and reorganising them 

• maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

• general administration 

Requirements 

• 6 . ……………······… ( essential) 

• a calm and 7 .............. ........….... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

• good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• a 8 ....... ...…..... ..….............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

• hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

• 10 ………··….............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Test4 

Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

• It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

• We know more about its overall 31 ……........................ than about its author. 

His early career 

• In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

• He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............…·…………...... and education. 

• Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

• Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

• He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....…··…....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

• �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

• The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....………................. and tapestries that he 
valued. 

• He bought cheap 36 ..…….......…··…........… made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

• The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

• The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

• He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

• He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........…........….......…... in his house. 

• Victor Hugo’s 40 …………........ ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you’ re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn’t get better than this. It’s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it’s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q…�i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it’s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you’d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there’s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn’t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We’ re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn’t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We’d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

• Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night’s sleep and you’ II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

• Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

• The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

• Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you’re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....……··…·········…………................... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........….......….......….......……........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....….........................…...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............……..............…….......... ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........……········…........…….......……... when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

• Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

• Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

• Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people’s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

• Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

• Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

• Handrails should also be fitted. 

• The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

• lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

• �l�i N��i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

• Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

• Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

• bending in an awkward position 

• putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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• Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

• Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‘M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................…….........................…....... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................…..............….......…..... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don’t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can’t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring’S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today’s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..…....................…........... g「ow.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight is 「eflected by the …………................…….........…...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is clea「， many objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...…........ ..... ... ..............…··…. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

Ł remind your employer what the course was about 

Ł explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

Ł suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E š nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
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�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 
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MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 

Test 3 

nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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PART 4 

In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 

Test 4 

uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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Listening 

PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 

18 

A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
E • 

Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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Test 1 

about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Test 1 

Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Test 2 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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Reading 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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Test 3 

VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Test 3 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

• is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

• would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................…... .... ways of improving safety. 

• does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

• Satellites are now quite 32 ..........….......….......….......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

• At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

• There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........…........ satellites. 

• Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

• Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 …··……….... .......... or commercial reasons. 

• It may be hard to collect details of the object’s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

• Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

• Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

• The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

• A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia ’s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood’s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You’ II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 
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This is the best spot if you don’t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN��e�r�w�e  � �v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you’d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can’t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ�

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you’re having �d�i —b�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

• Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water’s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you’re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v„ �h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that’s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‘billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water’S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don’t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............…. of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ......................……………........... .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................…...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....……......… …… ………...... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It’s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

• boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

• items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............…...... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

• workers do not use 22 ….............. ..........................…··…...... to reach high objects 

• 23 .... .. .. ..….......….......….... ...….............. are fixed at corners 

• floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

• 25 ..........…………………..…........ ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

• objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

• office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

• 27 ………................... .. ....... .. .….......….... are provided for documents 

• the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q…�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ’Queen of Roads’. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers’ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today’s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....…… E … to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned …~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^•ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

• describe the problem you had with the tickets 

• say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a u—

• suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7’ 7’ 
E • 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

• How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
• What was the last thing you bought online? 
• Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
• Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ�

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................….......… Centre 

3 ........ ....…............... ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

• dealing with enquiries 

• making 4 .....……..... ....…··……........... . and reorganising them 

• maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

• general administration 

Requirements 

• 6 . ……………······… ( essential) 

• a calm and 7 .............. ........….... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

• good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• a 8 ....... ...…..... ..….............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

• hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

• 10 ………··….............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 
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Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

• It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

• We know more about its overall 31 ……........................ than about its author. 

His early career 

• In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

• He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............…·…………...... and education. 

• Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

• Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

• He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....…··…....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

• �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

• The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....………................. and tapestries that he 
valued. 

• He bought cheap 36 ..…….......…··…........… made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

• The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

• The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

• He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

• He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........…........….......…... in his house. 

• Victor Hugo’s 40 …………........ ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you’ re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn’t get better than this. It’s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it’s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q…�i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it’s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you’d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there’s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn’t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We’ re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn’t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We’d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

• Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night’s sleep and you’ II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

• Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

• The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

• Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you’re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....……··…·········…………................... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........….......….......….......……........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....….........................…...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............……..............…….......... ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........……········…........…….......……... when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

• Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

• Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

• Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people’s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

• Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

• Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

• Handrails should also be fitted. 

• The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

• lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

• �l�i N��i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

• Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

• Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

• bending in an awkward position 

• putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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• Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

• Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‘M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................…….........................…....... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................…..............….......…..... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don’t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can’t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring’S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today’s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..…....................…........... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the …………................…….........…...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...…........ ..... ... ..............…··…. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your employeκ In your letter 

• remind your employer what the course was about 

• explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

• suggest why the course may n。t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E • nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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SADIE: 
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�N

VÛ

AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 

07 

Test 2 

MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 

Test 4 

09 

010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 

Test 4 

uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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Listening 

PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 
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A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Test 1 

Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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Emmmll 

WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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Test 1 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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�6�:�D�i�m Vú

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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Test 2 

F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

• is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

• would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................…... .... ways of improving safety. 

• does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

• Satellites are now quite 32 ..........….......….......….......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

• At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

• There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........…........ satellites. 

• Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

• Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 …··……….... .......... or commercial reasons. 

• It may be hard to collect details of the object’s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

• Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

• Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

• The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

• A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia ’s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood’s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You’ II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 

64 

This is the best spot if you don’t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN��e�r�w�e  � �v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you’d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can’t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ�

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you’re having �d�i —b�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

• Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water’s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you’re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v„ �h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that’s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‘billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water’S standard procedures. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don’t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............…. of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ......................……………........... .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................…...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....……......… …… ………...... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It’s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

• boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

• items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............…...... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

• workers do not use 22 ….............. ..........................…··…...... to reach high objects 

• 23 .... .. .. ..….......….......….... ...….............. are fixed at corners 

• floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

• 25 ..........…………………..…........ ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

• objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

• office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

• 27 ………................... .. ....... .. .….......….... are provided for documents 

• the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q…�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ’Queen of Roads’. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers’ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today’s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Test 3 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....…… E … to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned …~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^•ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

• describe the problem you had with the tickets 

• say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a u—

• suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7’ 7’ 
E • 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

• How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
• What was the last thing you bought online? 
• Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
• Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ�

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................….......… Centre 

3 ........ ....…............... ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

• dealing with enquiries 

• making 4 .....……..... ....…··……........... . and reorganising them 

• maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

• general administration 

Requirements 

• 6 . ……………······… ( essential) 

• a calm and 7 .............. ........….... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

• good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• a 8 ....... ...…..... ..….............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

• hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

• 10 ………··….............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

• It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

• We know more about its overall 31 ……........................ than about its author. 

His early career 

• In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

• He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............…·…………...... and education. 

• Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

• Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

• He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....…··…....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

• �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

• The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....………................. and tapestries that he 
valued. 

• He bought cheap 36 ..…….......…··…........… made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

• The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

• The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

• He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

• He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........…........….......…... in his house. 

• Victor Hugo’s 40 …………........ ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you’ re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn’t get better than this. It’s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it’s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q…�i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it’s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you’d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there’s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn’t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We’ re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn’t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We’d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

• Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night’s sleep and you’ II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

• Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

• The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

• Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you’re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Test 4 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....……··…·········…………................... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........….......….......….......……........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....….........................…...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............……..............…….......... ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........……········…........…….......……... when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

• Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

• Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

• Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people’s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

• Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

• Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

• Handrails should also be fitted. 

• The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

• lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

• �l�i N��i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

• Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

• Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

• bending in an awkward position 

• putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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• Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

• Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‘M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................…….........................…....... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................…..............….......…..... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don’t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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Test 4 

SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can’t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring’S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today’s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..…....................…........... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the …………................…….........…...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...…........ ..... ... ..............…··…. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

• remind your employer what the course was about 

• explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

• suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E • nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples f「om your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

Ł How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
Ł Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
Ł What do you �d 0� �i�f you can™t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
Ł Do you ever remember the dreams you™ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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Aud ioscri pts 

PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We™re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that™s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It™s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that™s fine. It™s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it™s actually in Harborne - Wells isn™t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ˜

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn™t it? 
lsn™t it the 25th? No, actually, you™re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you™ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i „F�1�.
That™s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o Œ?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

•„

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That™s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That™s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it™s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it™s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W™�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that™s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m Łèÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W™eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|™ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 
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MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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PART 4 

In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 

Test 4 

uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 
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A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
E • 

Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Test 3 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

• is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

• would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................…... .... ways of improving safety. 

• does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

• Satellites are now quite 32 ..........….......….......….......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

• At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

• There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........…........ satellites. 

• Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

• Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 …··……….... .......... or commercial reasons. 

• It may be hard to collect details of the object’s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

• Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

• Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

• The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

• A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia ’s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood’s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You’ II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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Test 3 

E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 
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This is the best spot if you don’t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN��e�r�w�e  � �v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you’d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can’t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ�

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you’re having �d�i —b�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

• Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water’s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you’re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v„ �h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that’s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‘billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water’S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don’t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............…. of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ......................……………........... .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................…...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....……......… …… ………...... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It’s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

• boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

• items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............…...... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

• workers do not use 22 ….............. ..........................…··…...... to reach high objects 

• 23 .... .. .. ..….......….......….... ...….............. are fixed at corners 

• floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

• 25 ..........…………………..…........ ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

• objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

• office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

• 27 ………................... .. ....... .. .….......….... are provided for documents 

• the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q…�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ’Queen of Roads’. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers’ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today’s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Test 3 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....…… E … to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned …~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^•ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

• describe the problem you had with the tickets 

• say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a u—

• suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7’ 7’ 
E • 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

• How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
• What was the last thing you bought online? 
• Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
• Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ�

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................….......… Centre 

3 ........ ....…............... ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

• dealing with enquiries 

• making 4 .....……..... ....…··……........... . and reorganising them 

• maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

• general administration 

Requirements 

• 6 . ……………······… ( essential) 

• a calm and 7 .............. ........….... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

• good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• a 8 ....... ...…..... ..….............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

• hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

• 10 ………··….............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

• It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

• We know more about its overall 31 ……........................ than about its author. 

His early career 

• In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

• He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............…·…………...... and education. 

• Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

• Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

• He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....…··…....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

• �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

• The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....………................. and tapestries that he 
valued. 

• He bought cheap 36 ..…….......…··…........… made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

• The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

• The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

• He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

• He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........…........….......…... in his house. 

• Victor Hugo’s 40 …………........ ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you’ re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn’t get better than this. It’s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it’s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q…�i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it’s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you’d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there’s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn’t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We’ re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn’t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We’d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

• Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night’s sleep and you’ II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

• Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

• The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

• Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you’re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....……··…·········…………................... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........….......….......….......……........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....….........................…...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............……..............…….......... ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........……········…........…….......……... when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

• Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

• Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

• Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people’s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

• Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

• Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

• Handrails should also be fitted. 

• The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

• lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

• �l�i N��i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

• Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

• Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

• bending in an awkward position 

• putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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• Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

• Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‘M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................…….........................…....... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................…..............….......…..... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don’t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can’t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring’S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today’s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..…....................…........... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the …………................…….........…...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...…........ ..... ... ..............…··…. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

• remind your employer what the course was about 

• explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

• suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E • nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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因ilD:m固

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

• How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
• Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you d。 if you can’t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
• Do you ever remember the dreams you’ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when y。u met s。meone wh。 you

became g。。d friends with. 

y。u sh。uld say: 
wh。 y。u met 
when and where y。u met this pers。n
what y。u th。ughtab。ut this person when y。u
first met 

and explain why y。u think y。u became g。。d
friends with this pers。n.

PART 3 

Discussi。n t。pies:

Friends at sch。。l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We’re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that’s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It’s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that’s fine. It’s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 

muNmuN �A�H�A�H�A�m�A

•î

SMSM 
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SADIE: 
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�E
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�N�m

\q

�N

VÛ

AAAA MSMS 

No it’s actually in Harborne - Wells isn’t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ�

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn’t it? 
lsn’t it the 25th? No, actually, you’re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you’ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i ŒF�1�.
That’s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o –?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

€Œ

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That’s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That’s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it’s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it’s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W’�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that’s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m •èÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W’eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|’ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 

Test 1 

in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 

07 

Test 2 

MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 

Test 3 

nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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things out for himself. 
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uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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VÞ†ó�EVÞ

LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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Listening 

PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 

18 

A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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Test 1 

about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Test 1 

Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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Emmmll 

WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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Test 1 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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�6�:�D�i�m Vú

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

• is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

• would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................…... .... ways of improving safety. 

• does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

• Satellites are now quite 32 ..........….......….......….......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

• At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

• There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........…........ satellites. 

• Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

• Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 …··……….... .......... or commercial reasons. 

• It may be hard to collect details of the object’s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

• Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

• Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

• The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

• A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia ’s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood’s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You’ II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 

64 

This is the best spot if you don’t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN��e�r�w�e  � �v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you’d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can’t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ�

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you’re having �d�i —b�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

• Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water’s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you’re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v„ �h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that’s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‘billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water’S standard procedures. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don’t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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Test 3 

SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............…. of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ......................……………........... .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................…...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....……......… …… ………...... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It’s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

• boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

• items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............…...... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

• workers do not use 22 ….............. ..........................…··…...... to reach high objects 

• 23 .... .. .. ..….......….......….... ...….............. are fixed at corners 

• floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

• 25 ..........…………………..…........ ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

• objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

• office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

• 27 ………................... .. ....... .. .….......….... are provided for documents 

• the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q…�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ’Queen of Roads’. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers’ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today’s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....…… E … to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned …~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^•ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

• describe the problem you had with the tickets 

• say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a u—

• suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7’ 7’ 
E • 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

• How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
• What was the last thing you bought online? 
• Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
• Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ�

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................….......… Centre 

3 ........ ....…............... ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

• dealing with enquiries 

• making 4 .....……..... ....…··……........... . and reorganising them 

• maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

• general administration 

Requirements 

• 6 . ……………······… ( essential) 

• a calm and 7 .............. ........….... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

• good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• a 8 ....... ...…..... ..….............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

• hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

• 10 ………··….............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 
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Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

• It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

• We know more about its overall 31 ……........................ than about its author. 

His early career 

• In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

• He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............…·…………...... and education. 

• Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

• Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

• He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....…··…....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

• �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

• The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....………................. and tapestries that he 
valued. 

• He bought cheap 36 ..…….......…··…........… made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

• The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

• The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

• He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

• He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........…........….......…... in his house. 

• Victor Hugo’s 40 …………........ ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you’ re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn’t get better than this. It’s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it’s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q…�i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it’s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you’d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there’s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn’t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We’ re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn’t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We’d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

• Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night’s sleep and you’ II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

• Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

• The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

• Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you’re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....……··…·········…………................... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........….......….......….......……........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....….........................…...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............……..............…….......... ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........……········…........…….......……... when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

• Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

• Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

• Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people’s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

• Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

• Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

• Handrails should also be fitted. 

• The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

• lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

• �l�i N��i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

• Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

• Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

• bending in an awkward position 

• putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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• Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

• Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‘M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................…….........................…....... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................…..............….......…..... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don’t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can’t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring’S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today’s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..…....................…........... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the …………................…….........…...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...…........ ..... ... ..............…··…. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

• remind your employer what the course was about 

• explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

• suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

• How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
• Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you �d 0� �i�f you can’t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
• Do you ever remember the dreams you’ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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Aud ioscri pts 

PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We’re doing a 
SU「vey on transpo「t

Yes, that’s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It’s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks ve「y much. And could I have your date of bi时h - just the yea「 will do, 
actually. Is that all 「ight?

Yes, that’s fine. It’s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's 旦旦旦旦li.Z_. 01 

MAN : G「eat. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL
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No it’s actually in Harborne - Wells isn’t far f「om there though. 
I really like that area . My g「andmother lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public transp。同？
Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn’t it? 
lsn’t it the 25th? No, actually, you’re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you’ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did sοme shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
坐监i豆1.
That’s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you non丁，ally travel by bus into the city cent「e?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because Q主监国g was so difficult to find and it 
costs so 阿1uch .

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
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AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That’s good. So whe「e did you sta同 your journey? 
At the bus stop on 旦国主监X Street. 
Is that C晴L-A-X-B-Y?

05 

SADIE: That’s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with these「vice are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it’s ve「y convenient and quick when it’s on time, but this morning it 

was !fil垒. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that’s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any com门，ents about that? 
SADIE : Mm『n . I suppose I mainly use the bus du「ing the day, but any time I've been in 

town in the 垒旦旦旦旦g - for dinner O「 at the cinema -|’ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time fo「 a bus - there are『1 ' t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don™t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that™s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don™t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven™t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW™N� �s�o 010 

we™d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that™s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  ˇ 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you™re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We™H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that™s OK. 

One of the first questions we™re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn™t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there™s plenty of that and it™s all 
face-to-face. What™s �m0�[…ÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn™t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it™s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don™t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they™ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it™s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don™t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let™s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ŸÞ�N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 
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Test 2 

MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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PART 4 

In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 

Test 4 

uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 
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A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
E • 

Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Test 2 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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Reading 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

E • �A
e—

l�
�d

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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Test 2 

El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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Test 3 

VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Test 3 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

• is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

• would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................…... .... ways of improving safety. 

• does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

• Satellites are now quite 32 ..........….......….......….......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

• At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

• There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........…........ satellites. 

• Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

• Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 …··……….... .......... or commercial reasons. 

• It may be hard to collect details of the object’s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

• Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

• Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

• The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

• A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia ’s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood’s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You’ II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 

64 

This is the best spot if you don’t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN��e�r�w�e  � �v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you’d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can’t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ�

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you’re having �d�i —b�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

• Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water’s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you’re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v„ �h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that’s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‘billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water’S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don’t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............…. of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ......................……………........... .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................…...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....……......… …… ………...... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It’s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

• boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

• items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............…...... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

• workers do not use 22 ….............. ..........................…··…...... to reach high objects 

• 23 .... .. .. ..….......….......….... ...….............. are fixed at corners 

• floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

• 25 ..........…………………..…........ ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

• objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

• office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

• 27 ………................... .. ....... .. .….......….... are provided for documents 

• the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q…�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ’Queen of Roads’. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers’ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today’s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Test 3 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Test 3 

Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....…… E … to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned …~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^•ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

• describe the problem you had with the tickets 

• say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a u—

• suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7’ 7’ 
E • 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

• How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
• What was the last thing you bought online? 
• Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
• Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ�

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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Test 4 

VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................….......… Centre 

3 ........ ....…............... ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

• dealing with enquiries 

• making 4 .....……..... ....…··……........... . and reorganising them 

• maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

• general administration 

Requirements 

• 6 . ……………······… ( essential) 

• a calm and 7 .............. ........….... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

• good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• a 8 ....... ...…..... ..….............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

• hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

• 10 ………··….............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Test4 

Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

• It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

• We know more about its overall 31 ……........................ than about its author. 

His early career 

• In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

• He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............…·…………...... and education. 

• Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

• Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

• He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....…··…....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

• �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

• The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....………................. and tapestries that he 
valued. 

• He bought cheap 36 ..…….......…··…........… made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

• The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

• The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

• He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

• He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........…........….......…... in his house. 

• Victor Hugo’s 40 …………........ ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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Test4 

�1�1�1�1�:�E�f Sï�R—� �

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you’ re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn’t get better than this. It’s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it’s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q…�i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it’s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you’d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there’s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn’t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We’ re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn’t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We’d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Test4 

Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

• Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night’s sleep and you’ II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

• Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

• The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

• Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Test 4 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you’re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Test 4 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....……··…·········…………................... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........….......….......….......……........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....….........................…...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............……..............…….......... ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........……········…........…….......……... when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

• Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

• Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

• Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people’s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

• Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

• Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

• Handrails should also be fitted. 

• The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

• lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

• �l�i N��i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

• Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

• Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

• bending in an awkward position 

• putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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• Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

• Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‘M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................…….........................…....... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................…..............….......…..... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don’t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can’t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring’S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today’s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..…....................…........... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the …………................…….........…...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...…........ ..... ... ..............…··…. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

• remind your employer what the course was about 

• explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

• suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E • nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

• How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
• Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you �d 0� �i�f you can’t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
• Do you ever remember the dreams you’ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We’re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that’s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It’s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that’s fine. It’s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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SADIE: 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it’s actually in Harborne - Wells isn’t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ�

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn’t it? 
lsn’t it the 25th? No, actually, you’re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you’ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i ŒF�1�.
That’s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o –?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

€Œ

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That’s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That’s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it’s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it’s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W’�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that’s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m •èÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W’eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|’ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don’t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

suoe「market. But that’s about it 「eally. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don’t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the QQ.[坦旦旦旦 But I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven’t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have any 笠旦组垒一 so 010 

we’d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that’s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , eve「yone. Let me sta『t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary O「gan isation . ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local a「ea and we’「e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you’re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We’H only be here for about half an hou「 so , hopefully, that’s OK. 

One of the first questions we’re often asked is how old you need to be to vol t」ntee「.Well ,

vou can be as vouna as 忧 or vou can be 60 0「 over; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn’t 「elated to these, in ou「 experience .

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there’s plenty of that and it’s all 
face-to-face. What’s m。它， t「ainina doesn’t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and afte「 oe「iods of work. Often, it’s run by othe「 experienced volunteers as 
managers tend to prefe『 to get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to conside「 a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don’t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different reεsons that range from getting wo「k experience to just doing something they’ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we ag「ee is suitable for you - if bei 『1g a volunteer becomes stressful then it’s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is impo『tant, but we don’t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is ded icatio『， . Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let’s take a look at some of the work a「eas that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or novel 飞Nav of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can be 「ather bo「ing!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers fo「 is litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of ou「「egula「 collectors are quite elderly, 
but very active and kφen to protect the envi「onment.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ŸÞ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‚playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don™t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^fl�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  ˇ0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I™H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I™d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn™t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l™d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It™s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole™s heads isn™t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we™re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That™s right - and we know we can™t all have that ‚dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there™s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn™t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn™t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� ˇ �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ™and then 

she™d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it™s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  ˇ �r‡ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We™ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav™S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today™s talk influence your thoughts on what career you™d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |™d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it™s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 

Test 1 

in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 

07 

Test 2 

MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 

Test 3 

nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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09 

010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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things out for himself. 
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uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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VÞ†ó�EVÞ

LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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Listening 

PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 

18 

A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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Test 1 

about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Test 1 

Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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Emmmll 

WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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Test 1 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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�6�:�D�i�m Vú

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

• is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

• would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................…... .... ways of improving safety. 

• does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

• Satellites are now quite 32 ..........….......….......….......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

• At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

• There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........…........ satellites. 

• Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

• Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 …··……….... .......... or commercial reasons. 

• It may be hard to collect details of the object’s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

• Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

• Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

• The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

• A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia ’s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood’s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You’ II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 
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This is the best spot if you don’t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN��e�r�w�e  � �v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you’d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can’t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ�

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you’re having �d�i —b�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

• Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water’s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you’re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v„ �h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that’s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‘billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water’S standard procedures. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don’t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............…. of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ......................……………........... .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................…...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....……......… …… ………...... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It’s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

• boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

• items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............…...... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

• workers do not use 22 ….............. ..........................…··…...... to reach high objects 

• 23 .... .. .. ..….......….......….... ...….............. are fixed at corners 

• floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

• 25 ..........…………………..…........ ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

• objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

• office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

• 27 ………................... .. ....... .. .….......….... are provided for documents 

• the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q…�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ’Queen of Roads’. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers’ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today’s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....…… E … to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned …~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^•ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

• describe the problem you had with the tickets 

• say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a u—

• suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7’ 7’ 
E • 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

• How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
• What was the last thing you bought online? 
• Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
• Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ�

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................….......… Centre 

3 ........ ....…............... ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

• dealing with enquiries 

• making 4 .....……..... ....…··……........... . and reorganising them 

• maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

• general administration 

Requirements 

• 6 . ……………······… ( essential) 

• a calm and 7 .............. ........….... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

• good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• a 8 ....... ...…..... ..….............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

• hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

• 10 ………··….............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

• It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

• We know more about its overall 31 ……........................ than about its author. 

His early career 

• In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

• He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............…·…………...... and education. 

• Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

• Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

• He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....…··…....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

• �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

• The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....………................. and tapestries that he 
valued. 

• He bought cheap 36 ..…….......…··…........… made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

• The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

• The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

• He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

• He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........…........….......…... in his house. 

• Victor Hugo’s 40 …………........ ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you’ re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn’t get better than this. It’s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it’s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q…�i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it’s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you’d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there’s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn’t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We’ re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn’t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We’d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

• Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night’s sleep and you’ II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

• Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

• The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

• Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you’re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....……··…·········…………................... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........….......….......….......……........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....….........................…...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............……..............…….......... ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........……········…........…….......……... when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

• Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

• Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

• Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people’s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

• Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

• Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

• Handrails should also be fitted. 

• The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

• lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

• �l�i N��i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

• Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

• Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

• bending in an awkward position 

• putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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• Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

• Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‘M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................…….........................…....... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................…..............….......…..... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don’t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can’t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring’S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today’s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..…....................…........... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the …………................…….........…...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...…........ ..... ... ..............…··…. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

• remind your employer what the course was about 

• explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

• suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

• How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
• Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you �d 0� �i�f you can’t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
• Do you ever remember the dreams you’ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We’re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that’s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It’s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that’s fine. It’s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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No it’s actually in Harborne - Wells isn’t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ�

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn’t it? 
lsn’t it the 25th? No, actually, you’re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you’ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i ŒF�1�.
That’s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o –?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
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�E
0

�m�N

€Œ
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AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That’s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That’s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it’s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it’s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W’�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that’s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m •èÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W’eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|’ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don’t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that’s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don’t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven’t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW’N� �s�o 010 

we’d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that’s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  � 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you’re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We’H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that’s OK. 

One of the first questions we’re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn’t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there’s plenty of that and it’s all 
face-to-face. What’s �m0�[ƒÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn’t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it’s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don’t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they’ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it’s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don’t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let’s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ˜Þ �N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with childre 飞 we have three vacancies for what a「e called ‘playmates'. 
These volunteers help child「en learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 

Test 1 

activities. You don’t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
旦监且应n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in heloinαout at our storv club 019 
fa「 disabled child「en. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three perfo「mances

a year based on books they have read and we’「e always looking for suppo『t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I’H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable g「oups who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, you「 P「iority will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv imoo「tant steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I’d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn’t that. I went ea「ly so that l’d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv sat 「iaht in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It’s hard to see th「ouah oeoole’s heads isn’t it? 
CHANTAL: 1mJ;盟主旦国旦l Anyway, to answe「 your question, I thought it was really interesting, 

。specially what the speake「 said about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we’re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That’s right - and we know we can’t all have that ‘dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there’s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn’t 022 

。ven thouaht of 一 like fashion journalism ，口or instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn’t expecting so many ca「eer options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, did1「’t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ’ and then 

she’d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit na「row-minded about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it’s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and we’r芭 onlv first vea「s after all. We’ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

ca「eer-focused?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav’S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the expe『ts who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today’s talk influence your thoughts on what career you’d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |’d ao th 「ouah this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it’s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet bette「

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we™II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing™s for certain, though. From what she said, we™II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0��n�.

HUGO: I™m oreoared for that. aren™t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I™m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ŸÞ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it™s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿˆN� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  ˇ �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  ˇ �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� ˇ �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn™t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A Łè�d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o Œ@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a Łè�c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e Łè�t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn™t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you™d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that™s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NıWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there™s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one™s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don™t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  ˇ �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi™s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 

07 

Test 2 

MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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PART 4 

In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 
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uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 
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030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 
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A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
E • 

Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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�6�:�D�i�m Vú

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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Test 2 

F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Test 2 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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Reading 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

E • �A
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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Test 3 

VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

• is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

• would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................…... .... ways of improving safety. 

• does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

• Satellites are now quite 32 ..........….......….......….......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

• At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

• There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........…........ satellites. 

• Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

• Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 …··……….... .......... or commercial reasons. 

• It may be hard to collect details of the object’s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

• Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

• Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

• The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

• A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia ’s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood’s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You’ II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 

64 

This is the best spot if you don’t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN��e�r�w�e  � �v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you’d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can’t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ�

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you’re having �d�i —b�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

• Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water’s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you’re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v„ �h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that’s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‘billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water’S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don’t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............…. of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ......................……………........... .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................…...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....……......… …… ………...... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It’s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

• boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

• items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............…...... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

• workers do not use 22 ….............. ..........................…··…...... to reach high objects 

• 23 .... .. .. ..….......….......….... ...….............. are fixed at corners 

• floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

• 25 ..........…………………..…........ ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

• objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

• office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

• 27 ………................... .. ....... .. .….......….... are provided for documents 

• the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q…�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ’Queen of Roads’. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers’ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today’s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Test 3 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Test 3 

Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....…… E … to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned …~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^•ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

• describe the problem you had with the tickets 

• say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a u—

• suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7’ 7’ 
E • 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

• How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
• What was the last thing you bought online? 
• Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
• Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ�

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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Test 4 

VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................….......… Centre 

3 ........ ....…............... ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

• dealing with enquiries 

• making 4 .....……..... ....…··……........... . and reorganising them 

• maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

• general administration 

Requirements 

• 6 . ……………······… ( essential) 

• a calm and 7 .............. ........….... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

• good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• a 8 ....... ...…..... ..….............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

• hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

• 10 ………··….............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Test4 

Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

• It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

• We know more about its overall 31 ……........................ than about its author. 

His early career 

• In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

• He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............…·…………...... and education. 

• Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

• Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

• He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....…··…....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

• �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

• The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....………................. and tapestries that he 
valued. 

• He bought cheap 36 ..…….......…··…........… made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

• The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

• The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

• He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

• He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........…........….......…... in his house. 

• Victor Hugo’s 40 …………........ ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you’ re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn’t get better than this. It’s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it’s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q…�i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it’s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you’d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there’s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn’t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We’ re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn’t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We’d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Test4 

Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

• Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night’s sleep and you’ II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

• Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

• The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

• Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Test 4 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you’re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Test 4 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....……··…·········…………................... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........….......….......….......……........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....….........................…...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............……..............…….......... ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........……········…........…….......……... when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

• Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

• Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

• Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people’s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

• Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

• Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

• Handrails should also be fitted. 

• The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

• lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

• �l�i N��i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

• Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

• Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

• bending in an awkward position 

• putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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• Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

• Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‘M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................…….........................…....... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................…..............….......…..... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don’t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can’t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring’S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today’s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..…....................…........... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the …………................…….........…...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...…........ ..... ... ..............…··…. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

• remind your employer what the course was about 

• explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

• suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E • nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

• How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
• Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you �d 0� �i�f you can’t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
• Do you ever remember the dreams you’ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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Aud ioscri pts 

PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We’re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that’s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It’s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that’s fine. It’s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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SADIE: 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it’s actually in Harborne - Wells isn’t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ�

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn’t it? 
lsn’t it the 25th? No, actually, you’re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you’ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i ŒF�1�.
That’s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o –?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

€Œ

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That’s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That’s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it’s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it’s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W’�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that’s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m •èÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W’eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|’ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don’t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that’s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don’t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven’t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW’N� �s�o 010 

we’d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that’s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  � 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you’re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We’H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that’s OK. 

One of the first questions we’re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn’t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there’s plenty of that and it’s all 
face-to-face. What’s �m0�[ƒÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn’t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it’s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don’t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they’ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it’s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don’t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let’s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ˜Þ �N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ˜Þ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‘playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don’t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^”�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  �0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I’H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I’d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn’t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l’d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It’s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole’s heads isn’t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we’re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That’s right - and we know we can’t all have that ‘dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there’s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn’t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn’t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� � �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ’ and then 

she’d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it’s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  � �r ‚ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We’ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav’S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today’s talk influence your thoughts on what career you’d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |’d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it’s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we’II iust have to di仔e「 on that issue! 
HUGO: One thing’s for certain, though. From what she said, we’II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: Mm『n.

HUGO: I’m oreoared for that. aren’t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I’m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: F飞 eally? But she knows it’s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
CHANTAL：丁hatdoesn ’t mean it has to be t「ue fo「 me.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope you’re 「ight!

CHANTAL: I thought the speake「’s account of her fi 「st job was fasαnating. 
HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser fo「 a

musician. She didn’t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: Mmm.A门d then he was so mean, tellina he「 she was mo陀 interested in he「 own 027/28 
aooeara门ce than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
you「 clie门t!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative f四 linas about him. but 027/28 

she didn’t 
HUGO: It was 「eally brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at sοme point. I guess as a designe「

you’d get to find out some useful information, like how big orιmall the average 
shoppe「 is.

HUGO: I think that’s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, i1.亚坦坦且~ 029/30 
useful to know if there’s a aao in the market 一 vou know. a们 item that no one’s 
stockina but that consume「s are lookina fo「

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don’t giv们 up searching. They also take things back to the sto「e if 
they a「·en ’t 「ight.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were beina 『eturned because thev .. . fell aoa叫 in the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 「eason this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to hea「 about very often. In 
Malawi’s M句ete National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their ivo「y. But in 2003, the park was restocked and e仔ective law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. B「eeding went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could suppo时
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 

Test 1 

in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ŸÞ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R˙�e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r Łè�e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a Łè�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
„F„F�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‚L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e™s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota™s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o Łè�s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká ˇ �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 

07 
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MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 

Test 3 

nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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things out for himself. 
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uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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Listening 

PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 

18 

A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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�6�:�D�i�m Vú

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Test 2 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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Test 3 

VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

• is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

• would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................…... .... ways of improving safety. 

• does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

• Satellites are now quite 32 ..........….......….......….......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

• At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

• There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........…........ satellites. 

• Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

• Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 …··……….... .......... or commercial reasons. 

• It may be hard to collect details of the object’s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

• Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

• Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

• The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

• A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia ’s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood’s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You’ II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 
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This is the best spot if you don’t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN��e�r�w�e  � �v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you’d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can’t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ�

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you’re having �d�i —b�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

• Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water’s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you’re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v„ �h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that’s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‘billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water’S standard procedures. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don’t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............…. of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ......................……………........... .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................…...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....……......… …… ………...... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It’s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

• boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

• items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............…...... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

• workers do not use 22 ….............. ..........................…··…...... to reach high objects 

• 23 .... .. .. ..….......….......….... ...….............. are fixed at corners 

• floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

• 25 ..........…………………..…........ ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

• objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

• office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

• 27 ………................... .. ....... .. .….......….... are provided for documents 

• the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q…�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ’Queen of Roads’. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers’ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today’s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....…… E … to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned …~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^•ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

• describe the problem you had with the tickets 

• say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a u—

• suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7’ 7’ 
E • 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

• How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
• What was the last thing you bought online? 
• Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
• Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ�

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................….......… Centre 

3 ........ ....…............... ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

• dealing with enquiries 

• making 4 .....……..... ....…··……........... . and reorganising them 

• maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

• general administration 

Requirements 

• 6 . ……………······… ( essential) 

• a calm and 7 .............. ........….... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

• good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• a 8 ....... ...…..... ..….............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

• hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

• 10 ………··….............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

• It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

• We know more about its overall 31 ……........................ than about its author. 

His early career 

• In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

• He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............…·…………...... and education. 

• Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

• Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

• He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....…··…....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

• �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

• The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....………................. and tapestries that he 
valued. 

• He bought cheap 36 ..…….......…··…........… made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

• The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

• The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

• He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

• He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........…........….......…... in his house. 

• Victor Hugo’s 40 …………........ ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you’ re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn’t get better than this. It’s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it’s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q…�i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it’s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you’d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there’s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn’t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We’ re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn’t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We’d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

• Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night’s sleep and you’ II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

• Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

• The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

• Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you’re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....……··…·········…………................... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........….......….......….......……........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....….........................…...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............……..............…….......... ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........……········…........…….......……... when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

• Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

• Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

• Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people’s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

• Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

• Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

• Handrails should also be fitted. 

• The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

• lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

• �l�i N��i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

• Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

• Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

• bending in an awkward position 

• putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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• Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

• Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‘M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................…….........................…....... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................…..............….......…..... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don’t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can’t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring’S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today’s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..…....................…........... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the …………................…….........…...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...…........ ..... ... ..............…··…. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

• remind your employer what the course was about 

• explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

• suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

• How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
• Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you �d 0� �i�f you can’t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
• Do you ever remember the dreams you’ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We’re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that’s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It’s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that’s fine. It’s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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SADIE: 
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VÛ

AAAA MSMS 

No it’s actually in Harborne - Wells isn’t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ�

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn’t it? 
lsn’t it the 25th? No, actually, you’re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you’ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i ŒF�1�.
That’s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o –?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

€Œ

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That’s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That’s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it’s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it’s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W’�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that’s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m •èÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W’eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|’ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don’t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that’s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don’t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven’t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW’N� �s�o 010 

we’d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that’s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  � 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you’re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We’H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that’s OK. 

One of the first questions we’re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn’t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there’s plenty of that and it’s all 
face-to-face. What’s �m0�[ƒÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn’t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it’s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don’t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they’ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it’s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don’t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let’s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ˜Þ �N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ˜Þ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‘playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don’t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^”�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  �0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I’H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I’d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn’t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l’d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It’s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole’s heads isn’t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we’re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That’s right - and we know we can’t all have that ‘dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there’s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn’t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn’t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� � �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ’ and then 

she’d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it’s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  � �r ‚ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We’ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav’S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today’s talk influence your thoughts on what career you’d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |’d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it’s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we’II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing’s for certain, though. From what she said, we’II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0� �n�.

HUGO: I’m oreoared for that. aren’t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I’m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ˜Þ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it’s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿ�N� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  � �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  � �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� � �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn’t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A •è �d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o –@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a •è �c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e •è �t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn’t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you’d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that’s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NšWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there’s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one’s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don’t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  � �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi’s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a numbe「 of p「oblems . Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As the「e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national pa仪， some elephants began looking furthe「 afield. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this p「oblem, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants f「om Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, whe「e there we「e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in p「actice?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 「elationships are very impo「tant to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark ranae『s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a t「icky manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose of 飞ranquilise「 for different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart the 创ephants as they were running a『ound. This also had 丁o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take ca「B of the「凡

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be c「ushed in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv imoo「tant to keeo an eve on the l「 b「eathina - if there we「e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need urae「t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their mo旷ements could be tracked in their new 
home. Meast』rements were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at a「eate「『isk from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants we「e then taken to a 
「ecove「y a『ea before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to their 门ew home. 

The elepha门ts translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the p「oject has gene「ally

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
orosoects 「ave imoroved eno「mo叫slv co「 tributina to 「isina livina 呈tandards for the whole 
豆豆ill..!!]且旦fu!. Poaching is no longer a酌 issue, as fo「mer poachers a「e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo thei「 weaoons. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square kilomet「es , the-e’s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their p「esence is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota’s damaged 
ecosystem and p「oviding a sustainable co门servation model, which could be repl icated in 
other ρarks. All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times mo「e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. Ther毡’s also 
been a dramatic rise in inter毡st
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you™re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I™ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That™s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo™s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  ˇ 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They™ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That™s quite unusual , isn™t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you™H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  ˇ �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That™s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won™t need one. I think I™d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for. Milo™S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  ˇŒ@�r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I™ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That™s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo™s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That™s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that™s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let™s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo™s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 eŠ�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It™s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They™re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 
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Test 2 

MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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PART 4 

In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 
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uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 
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A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
E • 

Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Test 1 

Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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�6�:�D�i�m Vú

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Test 2 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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Reading 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

E • �A
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

• is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

• would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................…... .... ways of improving safety. 

• does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

• Satellites are now quite 32 ..........….......….......….......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

• At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

• There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........…........ satellites. 

• Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

• Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 …··……….... .......... or commercial reasons. 

• It may be hard to collect details of the object’s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

• Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

• Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

• The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

• A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia ’s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood’s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You’ II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 

64 

This is the best spot if you don’t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN��e�r�w�e  � �v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you’d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can’t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ�

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you’re having �d�i —b�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

• Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water’s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you’re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v„ �h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that’s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‘billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water’S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don’t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............…. of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ......................……………........... .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................…...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....……......… …… ………...... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It’s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

• boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

• items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............…...... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

• workers do not use 22 ….............. ..........................…··…...... to reach high objects 

• 23 .... .. .. ..….......….......….... ...….............. are fixed at corners 

• floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

• 25 ..........…………………..…........ ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

• objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

• office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

• 27 ………................... .. ....... .. .….......….... are provided for documents 

• the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q…�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ’Queen of Roads’. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers’ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today’s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Test 3 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Test 3 

Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....…… E … to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned …~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^•ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

• describe the problem you had with the tickets 

• say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a u—

• suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7’ 7’ 
E • 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

• How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
• What was the last thing you bought online? 
• Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
• Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ�

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................….......… Centre 

3 ........ ....…............... ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

• dealing with enquiries 

• making 4 .....……..... ....…··……........... . and reorganising them 

• maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

• general administration 

Requirements 

• 6 . ……………······… ( essential) 

• a calm and 7 .............. ........….... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

• good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• a 8 ....... ...…..... ..….............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

• hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

• 10 ………··….............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Test4 

Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

• It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

• We know more about its overall 31 ……........................ than about its author. 

His early career 

• In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

• He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............…·…………...... and education. 

• Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

• Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

• He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....…··…....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

• �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

• The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....………................. and tapestries that he 
valued. 

• He bought cheap 36 ..…….......…··…........… made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

• The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

• The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

• He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

• He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........…........….......…... in his house. 

• Victor Hugo’s 40 …………........ ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you’ re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn’t get better than this. It’s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it’s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q…�i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it’s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you’d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there’s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn’t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We’ re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn’t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We’d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Test4 

Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

• Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night’s sleep and you’ II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

• Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

• The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

• Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Test 4 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you’re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....……··…·········…………................... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........….......….......….......……........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....….........................…...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............……..............…….......... ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........……········…........…….......……... when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

• Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

• Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

• Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people’s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

• Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

• Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

• Handrails should also be fitted. 

• The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

• lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

• �l�i N��i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

• Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

• Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

• bending in an awkward position 

• putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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• Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

• Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‘M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................…….........................…....... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................…..............….......…..... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don’t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can’t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring’S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today’s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..…....................…........... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the …………................…….........…...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...…........ ..... ... ..............…··…. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

• remind your employer what the course was about 

• explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

• suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E • nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

• How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
• Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you �d 0� �i�f you can’t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
• Do you ever remember the dreams you’ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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Aud ioscri pts 

PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We’re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that’s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It’s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that’s fine. It’s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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SADIE: 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it’s actually in Harborne - Wells isn’t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ�

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn’t it? 
lsn’t it the 25th? No, actually, you’re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you’ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i ŒF�1�.
That’s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o –?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

€Œ

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That’s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That’s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it’s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it’s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W’�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that’s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m •èÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W’eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|’ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don’t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that’s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don’t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven’t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW’N� �s�o 010 

we’d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that’s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  � 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you’re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We’H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that’s OK. 

One of the first questions we’re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn’t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there’s plenty of that and it’s all 
face-to-face. What’s �m0�[ƒÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn’t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it’s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don’t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they’ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it’s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don’t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let’s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ˜Þ �N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ˜Þ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‘playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don’t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^”�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  �0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I’H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I’d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn’t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l’d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It’s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole’s heads isn’t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we’re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That’s right - and we know we can’t all have that ‘dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there’s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn’t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn’t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� � �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ’ and then 

she’d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it’s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  � �r ‚ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We’ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav’S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today’s talk influence your thoughts on what career you’d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |’d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it’s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we’II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing’s for certain, though. From what she said, we’II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0� �n�.

HUGO: I’m oreoared for that. aren’t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I’m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ˜Þ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it’s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿ�N� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  � �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  � �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� � �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn’t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A •è �d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o –@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a •è �c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e •è �t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn’t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you’d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that’s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NšWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there’s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one’s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don’t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  � �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi’s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 

Test 1 

in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ˜Þ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R� �e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r •è �e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a •è�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
ŒFŒF�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‘L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e’s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota’s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o •è �s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká � �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you’re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I’ve got a bit of expe「ience and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That’s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo’s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. They’「·ea 「eally good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: Oh 「ight.

WOMAN: Yes. They’ve got a very good reputation fo「 looking after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even temporaγsta忏. Q1 

MAN: Oh 「eally? That’s quite unusual , isn’t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free unifo「ms too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I guess 们 ot ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you’H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants a「e in the city centre, a「en’t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That’s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work afte「 midniaht 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won’t need one. I think I’d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite specifi号 requirements for the kind of person 

they’「e looking for. Milo’S is a young, dynamic company and they’陀 really keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I’ve got no problem with that. It sοunds good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of se「vice .

WOMAN : That’s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo’s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That’s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that’s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let’s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo’s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, whe「e?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. W-1斗E-N-H-0-E . It’s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They’re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So you『「e p「obably familiar with the kind of 「esponsibilities involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 
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MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou™d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That™s not too bad. And I suppose it™s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That™s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you™d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you™d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That™s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you™d be responsible for making sure there™s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I™ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it™s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q–�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you™d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|™m sure it wouldn™t be a problem. The salary™S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It™s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it™s likely you™H be promoted quite quickly. So that™s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I™m Mark 
Reynolds and |™m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |™m sure 
you™H want to know is why we™ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it™s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there™s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there™s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes™drive away, but 
although that™s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn™t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there™s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it™s 
on quite a steep slope, but we™ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn™t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We™ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it™s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 

Test 3 

nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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things out for himself. 
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uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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Listening 

PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 

18 

A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

24 

List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 

�2�8 !’ �I 0� p. 1241 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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Test 3 

VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

• is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

• would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................…... .... ways of improving safety. 

• does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

• Satellites are now quite 32 ..........….......….......….......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

• At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

• There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........…........ satellites. 

• Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

• Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 …··……….... .......... or commercial reasons. 

• It may be hard to collect details of the object’s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

• Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

• Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

• The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

• A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia ’s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood’s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You’ II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 
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This is the best spot if you don’t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN��e�r�w�e  � �v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you’d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can’t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ�

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you’re having �d�i —b�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

• Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water’s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you’re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v„ �h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that’s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‘billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water’S standard procedures. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don’t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............…. of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ......................……………........... .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................…...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....……......… …… ………...... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It’s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

• boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

• items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............…...... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

• workers do not use 22 ….............. ..........................…··…...... to reach high objects 

• 23 .... .. .. ..….......….......….... ...….............. are fixed at corners 

• floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

• 25 ..........…………………..…........ ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

• objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

• office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

• 27 ………................... .. ....... .. .….......….... are provided for documents 

• the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q…�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ’Queen of Roads’. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers’ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today’s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....…… E … to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned …~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^•ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

• describe the problem you had with the tickets 

• say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a u—

• suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7’ 7’ 
E • 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

• How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
• What was the last thing you bought online? 
• Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
• Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ�

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................….......… Centre 

3 ........ ....…............... ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

• dealing with enquiries 

• making 4 .....……..... ....…··……........... . and reorganising them 

• maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

• general administration 

Requirements 

• 6 . ……………······… ( essential) 

• a calm and 7 .............. ........….... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

• good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• a 8 ....... ...…..... ..….............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

• hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

• 10 ………··….............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

• It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

• We know more about its overall 31 ……........................ than about its author. 

His early career 

• In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

• He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............…·…………...... and education. 

• Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

• Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

• He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....…··…....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

• �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

• The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....………................. and tapestries that he 
valued. 

• He bought cheap 36 ..…….......…··…........… made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

• The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

• The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

• He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

• He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........…........….......…... in his house. 

• Victor Hugo’s 40 …………........ ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you’ re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn’t get better than this. It’s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it’s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q…�i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it’s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you’d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there’s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn’t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We’ re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn’t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We’d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

• Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night’s sleep and you’ II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

• Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

• The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

• Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you’re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....……··…·········…………................... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........….......….......….......……........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....….........................…...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............……..............…….......... ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........……········…........…….......……... when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

• Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

• Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

• Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people’s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

• Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

• Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

• Handrails should also be fitted. 

• The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

• lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

• �l�i N��i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

• Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

• Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

• bending in an awkward position 

• putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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• Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

• Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‘M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................…….........................…....... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................…..............….......…..... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don’t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can’t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring’S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today’s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..…....................…........... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the …………................…….........…...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...…........ ..... ... ..............…··…. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

• remind your employer what the course was about 

• explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

• suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

• How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
• Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you �d 0� �i�f you can’t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
• Do you ever remember the dreams you’ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We’re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that’s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It’s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that’s fine. It’s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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SADIE: 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it’s actually in Harborne - Wells isn’t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ�

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn’t it? 
lsn’t it the 25th? No, actually, you’re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you’ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i ŒF�1�.
That’s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o –?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

€Œ

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That’s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That’s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it’s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it’s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W’�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that’s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m •èÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W’eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|’ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don’t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that’s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don’t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven’t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW’N� �s�o 010 

we’d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that’s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  � 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you’re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We’H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that’s OK. 

One of the first questions we’re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn’t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there’s plenty of that and it’s all 
face-to-face. What’s �m0�[ƒÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn’t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it’s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don’t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they’ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it’s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don’t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let’s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ˜Þ �N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ˜Þ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‘playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don’t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^”�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  �0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I’H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I’d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn’t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l’d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It’s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole’s heads isn’t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we’re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That’s right - and we know we can’t all have that ‘dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there’s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn’t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn’t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� � �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ’ and then 

she’d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it’s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  � �r ‚ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We’ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav’S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today’s talk influence your thoughts on what career you’d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |’d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it’s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we’II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing’s for certain, though. From what she said, we’II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0� �n�.

HUGO: I’m oreoared for that. aren’t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I’m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ˜Þ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it’s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿ�N� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  � �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  � �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� � �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn’t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A •è �d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o –@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a •è �c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e •è �t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn’t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you’d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that’s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NšWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there’s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one’s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don’t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  � �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi’s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ˜Þ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R� �e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r •è �e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a •è�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
ŒFŒF�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‘L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e’s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota’s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o •è �s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká � �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you’re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I’ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That’s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo’s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  � 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They’ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That’s quite unusual , isn’t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you’H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  � �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That’s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won’t need one. I think I’d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  �0� �e looking for. Milo’S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  �–@ �r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I’ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That’s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo’s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That’s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that’s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let’s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo’s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 e—�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It’s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They’re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 

07 

Test 2 

MAN: OK. And what about the sala「y? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit mo「e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou’d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That’s not too bad. And I suppose it’s a very early sta「t?

WOMAN: Mmm. That’s the only unatt「active thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings f「ee . So the restaurant sta同s serving b「eakfast from 
7 a.m. And you’d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you’d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be inte「ested in the job at the City Road branch. That’s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 「esponsibility.

MAN: I might prefe「 that, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve suppo「ting the sous chef and other 

senior sta仔 And you’d be responsible for making sure there’s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I’ve neve「 done that before, but I imagine it’s fairly st「aightfo内va「d , once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you’d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|’m sure it wouldn’t be a problem. The salary’S slightly highe「 here. It’s an annual 
sala「y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it’s likely you’H be promoted quite quickly. So that’s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. The「e’s a lot of evening and weekend work, but they’「e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav o仔 everv four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send o仔 your ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I’m Mark 
Reynolds and |’m Communications Manage「 at the development. 

I'll start by giving you a b「ief overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |’m sure 
you’H want to know is why we’ve selected this pa「ticu la「 site fo「 a housing development. At 
present it’s being used for farmi『1g, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there’s a lot of demand fo「 housina fo「 emolovees in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of cou「se ,

there’s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes’ drive away, but 
although that’s ce「tainly convenient, it wasn’t one of our majo「 C「iteria for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there’s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. 011月2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One d「awback to the site is that it’s 
on quite a steep slope, but we’ve taken account of that in ou「 planning so it shouldn’t be a 
majo「 P「oblem .

We’ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it’s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were pa「ticu la「ly pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they™d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we™II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |™II put a map of the proposed development up �OŁè �t�h�e screen. You'll see it™s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t Łî �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there™II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  ˇ �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� ˇ �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There™II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
„FN�N�™t„F„Fÿ�

There™II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven™t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e Łè �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  ˇ 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven™t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we™ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That™s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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PART 4 

In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 

Test 4 

uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 
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A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Test 2 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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Reading 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Reading 

Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

E • �A
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

• is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

• would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................…... .... ways of improving safety. 

• does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

• Satellites are now quite 32 ..........….......….......….......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

• At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

• There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........…........ satellites. 

• Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

• Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 …··……….... .......... or commercial reasons. 

• It may be hard to collect details of the object’s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

• Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

• Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

• The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

• A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia ’s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood’s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You’ II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 

64 

This is the best spot if you don’t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN��e�r�w�e  � �v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you’d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can’t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ�

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you’re having �d�i —b�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

• Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water’s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you’re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v„ �h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that’s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‘billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water’S standard procedures. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don’t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............…. of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ......................……………........... .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................…...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....……......… …… ………...... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It’s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

• boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

• items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............…...... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

• workers do not use 22 ….............. ..........................…··…...... to reach high objects 

• 23 .... .. .. ..….......….......….... ...….............. are fixed at corners 

• floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

• 25 ..........…………………..…........ ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

• objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

• office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

• 27 ………................... .. ....... .. .….......….... are provided for documents 

• the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q…�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ’Queen of Roads’. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers’ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today’s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Test 3 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Test 3 

Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....…… E … to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned …~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^•ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

• describe the problem you had with the tickets 

• say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a u—

• suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7’ 7’ 
E • 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

• How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
• What was the last thing you bought online? 
• Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
• Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ�

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................….......… Centre 

3 ........ ....…............... ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

• dealing with enquiries 

• making 4 .....……..... ....…··……........... . and reorganising them 

• maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

• general administration 

Requirements 

• 6 . ……………······… ( essential) 

• a calm and 7 .............. ........….... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

• good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• a 8 ....... ...…..... ..….............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

• hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

• 10 ………··….............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

• It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

• We know more about its overall 31 ……........................ than about its author. 

His early career 

• In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

• He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............…·…………...... and education. 

• Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

• Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

• He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....…··…....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

• �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

• The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....………................. and tapestries that he 
valued. 

• He bought cheap 36 ..…….......…··…........… made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

• The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

• The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

• He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

• He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........…........….......…... in his house. 

• Victor Hugo’s 40 …………........ ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you’ re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn’t get better than this. It’s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it’s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q…�i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it’s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you’d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there’s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn’t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We’ re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn’t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We’d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

• Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night’s sleep and you’ II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

• Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

• The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

• Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Test 4 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you’re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....……··…·········…………................... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........….......….......….......……........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....….........................…...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............……..............…….......... ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........……········…........…….......……... when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

• Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

• Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

• Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people’s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

• Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

• Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

• Handrails should also be fitted. 

• The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

• lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

• �l�i N��i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

• Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

• Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

• bending in an awkward position 

• putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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• Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

• Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‘M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................…….........................…....... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................…..............….......…..... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don’t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can’t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring’S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today’s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..…....................…........... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the …………................…….........…...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...…........ ..... ... ..............…··…. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

• remind your employer what the course was about 

• explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

• suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E • nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

• How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
• Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you �d 0� �i�f you can’t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
• Do you ever remember the dreams you’ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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Aud ioscri pts 

PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We’re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that’s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It’s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that’s fine. It’s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it’s actually in Harborne - Wells isn’t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ�

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn’t it? 
lsn’t it the 25th? No, actually, you’re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you’ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i ŒF�1�.
That’s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o –?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

€Œ

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That’s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That’s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it’s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it’s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W’�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that’s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m •èÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W’eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|’ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don’t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that’s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don’t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven’t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW’N� �s�o 010 

we’d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that’s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  � 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you’re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We’H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that’s OK. 

One of the first questions we’re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn’t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there’s plenty of that and it’s all 
face-to-face. What’s �m0�[ƒÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn’t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it’s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don’t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they’ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it’s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don’t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let’s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ˜Þ �N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ˜Þ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‘playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don’t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^”�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  �0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I’H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I’d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn’t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l’d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It’s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole’s heads isn’t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we’re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That’s right - and we know we can’t all have that ‘dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there’s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn’t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn’t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� � �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ’ and then 

she’d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it’s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  � �r ‚ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We’ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav’S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today’s talk influence your thoughts on what career you’d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |’d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it’s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we’II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing’s for certain, though. From what she said, we’II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0� �n�.

HUGO: I’m oreoared for that. aren’t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I’m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ˜Þ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it’s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿ�N� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  � �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  � �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� � �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn’t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A •è �d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o –@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a •è �c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e •è �t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn’t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you’d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that’s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NšWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there’s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one’s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don’t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  � �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi’s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 

Test 1 

in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ˜Þ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R� �e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r •è �e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a •è�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
ŒFŒF�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‘L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e’s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota’s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o •è �s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká � �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you’re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I’ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That’s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo’s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  � 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They’ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That’s quite unusual , isn’t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you’H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  � �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That’s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won’t need one. I think I’d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  �0� �e looking for. Milo’S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  �–@ �r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I’ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That’s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo’s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That’s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that’s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let’s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo’s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 e—�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It’s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They’re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 
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MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou’d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That’s not too bad. And I suppose it’s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That’s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you’d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you’d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That’s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you’d be responsible for making sure there’s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I’ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it’s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q…�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you’d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|’m sure it wouldn’t be a problem. The salary’S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It’s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it’s likely you’H be promoted quite quickly. So that’s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  � �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  �0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I’m Mark 
Reynolds and |’m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |’m sure 
you’H want to know is why we’ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it’s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there’s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there’s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes’ drive away, but 
although that’s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn’t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there’s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it’s 
on quite a steep slope, but we’ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn’t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We’ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it’s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the majo「ity of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made fo「 D「otectina trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they’d like to see mo「e facilities for cyclists, and we’II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |’II put a map of the proposed development up O门 the screen. You'll see it’s bounded 
on the south side by the main 「oad , which then g。es on to Nunston. Anothe「 bounda「y is 
formed by London Road, on t 问e western side of the develop『nent. Inside the development 
there’II be about 400 houses and 3 apa『tment blocks . 

The「e ’ II also be a school for child「en up to 11 years old. If you look at the South Ent「ance at 
the bottom of the map, the币’s a road from the 「e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor an才 outdoo「 activities . This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 「oad that branches off from 
London Road . 

There’II be a clinic where residents can go if t「 ey have 巳ny health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 「iaht of a street Q17 
豆且且鉴豆豆．

There’II also be a community cent「e for people of all ages. On the no「theast side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be a 「ow of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 「esidents over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven’t fo「gotte门 about shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. We’「e olannina to leave the three larae t「ees near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the sοuth of these. 

It's planned to hεve a playg「ound for younge「 children . If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
f「om the South Entrance vou'II see it curves 「ound to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now doe巳 anyone .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven’t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we’ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me neithe「 I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was g「·eat there we「e so many prima「y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That’s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive sοcial and economic 
c。nseauences .
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren™t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn™t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn™t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn™t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that™s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It™s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He™s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can™t remember his name. I™d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You™d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
– but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There™s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn™t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l Łè�e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿˆ �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿˆQk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 

Test 3 

nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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things out for himself. 
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uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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Listening 

PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 

18 

A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Test 2 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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Test 3 

VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

• is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

• would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................…... .... ways of improving safety. 

• does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

• Satellites are now quite 32 ..........….......….......….......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

• At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

• There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........…........ satellites. 

• Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

• Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 …··……….... .......... or commercial reasons. 

• It may be hard to collect details of the object’s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

• Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

• Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

• The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

• A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia ’s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood’s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You’ II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 
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This is the best spot if you don’t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN��e�r�w�e  � �v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you’d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can’t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ�

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you’re having �d�i —b�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

• Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water’s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you’re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v„ �h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that’s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‘billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water’S standard procedures. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don’t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............…. of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ......................……………........... .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................…...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....……......… …… ………...... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It’s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

• boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

• items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............…...... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

• workers do not use 22 ….............. ..........................…··…...... to reach high objects 

• 23 .... .. .. ..….......….......….... ...….............. are fixed at corners 

• floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

• 25 ..........…………………..…........ ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

• objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

• office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

• 27 ………................... .. ....... .. .….......….... are provided for documents 

• the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q…�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ’Queen of Roads’. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers’ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today’s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....…… E … to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned …~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^•ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

• describe the problem you had with the tickets 

• say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a u—

• suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7’ 7’ 
E • 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

• How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
• What was the last thing you bought online? 
• Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
• Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ�

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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Test 4 

VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................….......… Centre 

3 ........ ....…............... ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

• dealing with enquiries 

• making 4 .....……..... ....…··……........... . and reorganising them 

• maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

• general administration 

Requirements 

• 6 . ……………······… ( essential) 

• a calm and 7 .............. ........….... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

• good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• a 8 ....... ...…..... ..….............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

• hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

• 10 ………··….............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

• It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

• We know more about its overall 31 ……........................ than about its author. 

His early career 

• In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

• He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............…·…………...... and education. 

• Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

• Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

• He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....…··…....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

• �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

• The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....………................. and tapestries that he 
valued. 

• He bought cheap 36 ..…….......…··…........… made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

• The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

• The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

• He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

• He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........…........….......…... in his house. 

• Victor Hugo’s 40 …………........ ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you’ re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn’t get better than this. It’s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it’s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q…�i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it’s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you’d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there’s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn’t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We’ re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn’t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We’d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

• Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night’s sleep and you’ II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

• Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

• The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

• Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you’re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....……··…·········…………................... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........….......….......….......……........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....….........................…...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............……..............…….......... ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........……········…........…….......……... when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

• Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

• Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

• Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people’s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

• Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

• Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

• Handrails should also be fitted. 

• The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

• lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

• �l�i N��i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

• Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

• Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

• bending in an awkward position 

• putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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• Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

• Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‘M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................…….........................…....... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................…..............….......…..... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don’t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can’t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring’S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today’s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..…....................…........... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the …………................…….........…...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...…........ ..... ... ..............…··…. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

• remind your employer what the course was about 

• explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

• suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

• How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
• Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you �d 0� �i�f you can’t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
• Do you ever remember the dreams you’ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We’re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that’s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It’s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that’s fine. It’s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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SADIE: 
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�N

VÛ

AAAA MSMS 

No it’s actually in Harborne - Wells isn’t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ�

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn’t it? 
lsn’t it the 25th? No, actually, you’re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you’ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i ŒF�1�.
That’s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o –?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

€Œ

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That’s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That’s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it’s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it’s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W’�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that’s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m •èÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W’eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|’ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don’t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that’s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don’t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven’t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW’N� �s�o 010 

we’d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that’s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  � 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you’re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We’H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that’s OK. 

One of the first questions we’re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn’t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there’s plenty of that and it’s all 
face-to-face. What’s �m0�[ƒÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn’t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it’s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don’t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they’ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it’s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don’t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let’s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ˜Þ �N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ˜Þ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‘playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don’t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^”�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  �0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I’H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I’d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn’t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l’d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It’s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole’s heads isn’t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we’re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That’s right - and we know we can’t all have that ‘dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there’s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn’t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn’t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� � �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ’ and then 

she’d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it’s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  � �r ‚ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We’ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav’S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today’s talk influence your thoughts on what career you’d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |’d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it’s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we’II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing’s for certain, though. From what she said, we’II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0� �n�.

HUGO: I’m oreoared for that. aren’t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I’m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ˜Þ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it’s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿ�N� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  � �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  � �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� � �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn’t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A •è �d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o –@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a •è �c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e •è �t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn’t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you’d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that’s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NšWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there’s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one’s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don’t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  � �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi’s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ˜Þ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R� �e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r •è �e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a •è�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
ŒFŒF�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‘L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e’s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota’s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o •è �s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká � �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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VÞViViVi

PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you’re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I’ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That’s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo’s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  � 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They’ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That’s quite unusual , isn’t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you’H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  � �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That’s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won’t need one. I think I’d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  �0� �e looking for. Milo’S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  �–@ �r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I’ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That’s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo’s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That’s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that’s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let’s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo’s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 e—�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It’s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They’re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 

07 

Test 2 

MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou’d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That’s not too bad. And I suppose it’s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That’s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you’d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you’d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That’s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you’d be responsible for making sure there’s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I’ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it’s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q…�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you’d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|’m sure it wouldn’t be a problem. The salary’S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It’s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it’s likely you’H be promoted quite quickly. So that’s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  � �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  �0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I’m Mark 
Reynolds and |’m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |’m sure 
you’H want to know is why we’ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it’s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there’s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there’s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes’ drive away, but 
although that’s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn’t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there’s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it’s 
on quite a steep slope, but we’ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn’t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We’ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it’s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they’d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we’II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |’II put a map of the proposed development up �O•è �t�h�e screen. You'll see it’s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t •î �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there’II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  � �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� � �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There’II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
ŒFN�N�’tŒFŒFÿ�

There’II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven’t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e •è �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  � 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven’t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we’ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That’s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren’t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn’t always use the same te「mino logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv weathe「 stations established bv that 022 
旦旦旦－ so, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that sp「ead ac「oss Europe. They all realised that this wasn’t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of c。urse this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn’t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that’s t「ue.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period bla「ned the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it loo气 a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It’s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the Ame「ican ambassado「 in Paris a1 the time. 
ADAM： γeah. At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He’s often c「edited with that. aooa「entlv. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can’t remember his name. I’d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously eno「mous - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You’d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
…but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years afte「 the 025/26 
0「uption, stranae weather events we「e beina 「·eoo「ted as fa「 aw白v as No「th 025/26 
America and North 八frica.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been te「「ible - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We shm』Id run through some of the ter「ible consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different count「ies. There’s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: Sta 「ting with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the e何ect on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre weathe「 patterns led to a severe drought 
and as a 「esult the Nile didn’t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so fa「 from where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
。eoole dvina than anv other c。untrv. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in t「 e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from respi「atory 029 
illnesses. According to one 「epo同 it was about double the usual number and 
l门eluded an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be surp「ised to hear that the weathe「 in the USA was 
badly a仔ected too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in M「ginia . That was before he became president. 

ADAM ： γes, and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
MICHELLE：八stonishing，「eally. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we™ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i Łè�g and that™s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don™t really think about pockets too much and they™re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It™s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c Łî �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‡z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‚breeches™, the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women™s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren™t nearlv 035 
„F„FWPvÑvÑ�l „F �o�r as easy to reach as men™s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e Łè �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That™s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman™S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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PART 4 

In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 
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uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 
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A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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�6�:�D�i�m Vú

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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Test 2 

F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Test 2 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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Reading 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

E • �A
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

• is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

• would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................…... .... ways of improving safety. 

• does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

• Satellites are now quite 32 ..........….......….......….......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

• At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

• There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........…........ satellites. 

• Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

• Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 …··……….... .......... or commercial reasons. 

• It may be hard to collect details of the object’s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

• Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

• Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

• The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

• A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia ’s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood’s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You’ II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 

64 

This is the best spot if you don’t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN��e�r�w�e  � �v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you’d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can’t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ�

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you’re having �d�i —b�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

• Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water’s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you’re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v„ �h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that’s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‘billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water’S standard procedures. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don’t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............…. of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ......................……………........... .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................…...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....……......… …… ………...... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It’s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

• boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

• items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............…...... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

• workers do not use 22 ….............. ..........................…··…...... to reach high objects 

• 23 .... .. .. ..….......….......….... ...….............. are fixed at corners 

• floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

• 25 ..........…………………..…........ ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

• objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

• office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

• 27 ………................... .. ....... .. .….......….... are provided for documents 

• the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q…�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ’Queen of Roads’. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers’ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today’s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Test 3 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Test 3 

Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....…… E … to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned …~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^•ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

• describe the problem you had with the tickets 

• say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a u—

• suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7’ 7’ 
E • 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

• How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
• What was the last thing you bought online? 
• Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
• Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ�

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................….......… Centre 

3 ........ ....…............... ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

• dealing with enquiries 

• making 4 .....……..... ....…··……........... . and reorganising them 

• maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

• general administration 

Requirements 

• 6 . ……………······… ( essential) 

• a calm and 7 .............. ........….... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

• good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• a 8 ....... ...…..... ..….............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

• hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

• 10 ………··….............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

• It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

• We know more about its overall 31 ……........................ than about its author. 

His early career 

• In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

• He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............…·…………...... and education. 

• Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

• Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

• He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....…··…....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

• �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

• The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....………................. and tapestries that he 
valued. 

• He bought cheap 36 ..…….......…··…........… made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

• The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

• The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

• He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

• He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........…........….......…... in his house. 

• Victor Hugo’s 40 …………........ ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you’ re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn’t get better than this. It’s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it’s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q…�i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it’s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you’d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there’s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn’t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We’ re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn’t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We’d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

• Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night’s sleep and you’ II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

• Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

• The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

• Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you’re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....……··…·········…………................... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........….......….......….......……........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....….........................…...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............……..............…….......... ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........……········…........…….......……... when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

• Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

• Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

• Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people’s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

• Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

• Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

• Handrails should also be fitted. 

• The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

• lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

• �l�i N��i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

• Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

• Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

• bending in an awkward position 

• putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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• Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

• Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‘M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................…….........................…....... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................…..............….......…..... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don’t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can’t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring’S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today’s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..…....................…........... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the …………................…….........…...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...…........ ..... ... ..............…··…. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

• remind your employer what the course was about 

• explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

• suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E • nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

• How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
• Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you �d 0� �i�f you can’t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
• Do you ever remember the dreams you’ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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Aud ioscri pts 

PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We’re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that’s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It’s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that’s fine. It’s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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SADIE: 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it’s actually in Harborne - Wells isn’t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ�

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn’t it? 
lsn’t it the 25th? No, actually, you’re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you’ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i ŒF�1�.
That’s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o –?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

€Œ

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That’s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That’s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it’s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it’s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W’�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that’s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m •èÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W’eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|’ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don’t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that’s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don’t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven’t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW’N� �s�o 010 

we’d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that’s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  � 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you’re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We’H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that’s OK. 

One of the first questions we’re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn’t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there’s plenty of that and it’s all 
face-to-face. What’s �m0�[ƒÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn’t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it’s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don’t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they’ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it’s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don’t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let’s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ˜Þ �N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ˜Þ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‘playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don’t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^”�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  �0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I’H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I’d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn’t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l’d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It’s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole’s heads isn’t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we’re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That’s right - and we know we can’t all have that ‘dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there’s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn’t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn’t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� � �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ’ and then 

she’d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it’s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  � �r ‚ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We’ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav’S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today’s talk influence your thoughts on what career you’d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |’d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it’s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we’II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing’s for certain, though. From what she said, we’II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0� �n�.

HUGO: I’m oreoared for that. aren’t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I’m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ˜Þ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it’s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿ�N� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  � �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  � �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� � �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn’t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A •è �d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o –@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a •è �c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e •è �t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn’t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you’d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that’s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NšWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there’s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one’s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don’t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  � �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi’s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 

Test 1 

in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ˜Þ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R� �e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r •è �e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a •è�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
ŒFŒF�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‘L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e’s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota’s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o •è �s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká � �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you’re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I’ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That’s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo’s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  � 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They’ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That’s quite unusual , isn’t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you’H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  � �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That’s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won’t need one. I think I’d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  �0� �e looking for. Milo’S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  �–@ �r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I’ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That’s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo’s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That’s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that’s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let’s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo’s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 e—�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It’s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They’re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 
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MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou’d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That’s not too bad. And I suppose it’s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That’s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you’d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you’d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That’s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you’d be responsible for making sure there’s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I’ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it’s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q…�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you’d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|’m sure it wouldn’t be a problem. The salary’S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It’s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it’s likely you’H be promoted quite quickly. So that’s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  � �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  �0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I’m Mark 
Reynolds and |’m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |’m sure 
you’H want to know is why we’ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it’s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there’s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there’s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes’ drive away, but 
although that’s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn’t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there’s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it’s 
on quite a steep slope, but we’ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn’t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We’ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it’s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they’d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we’II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |’II put a map of the proposed development up �O•è �t�h�e screen. You'll see it’s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t •î �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there’II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  � �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� � �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There’II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
ŒFN�N�’tŒFŒFÿ�

There’II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven’t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e •è �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  � 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven’t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we’ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That’s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren’t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn’t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn’t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn’t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that’s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It’s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿ� �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He’s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can’t remember his name. I’d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You’d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
…but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There’s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn’t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l •è �e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿ� �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿ�Qk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we’ve been asked to choose an aspect of Eu「opean clothing o「 fashion

and to talk about its development ove『 time .

I decided to focus on a rathe「 small area of clothi门g and that’s pockets . I chose pockets to「
two 「easοns ， 「eally. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often ca「ry bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 VOU「 ohone O「 credit card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, othe「 than that, people 
don’t really think about pockets too much and they’re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It’s certainly ve「y interesting to go bac问 in time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th centur、i fashions were quite different f「om the way they are now, and 032 
pockets we「e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
旦旦旦且主「 Trouser艺 we「e knee-length only and refe「red to as ‘breeches’ , the waistcoats we「e

short and the jackets were long, but all three aa「「nents were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the custome「 used . The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their pe 「son and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the weare「 was someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical instru 丁1ents - a doctor or physician, to「 example .

The development of women’s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren’t nearlv 035 
豆豆坐监监l豆 or as easy to reach as men’s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
nume「ous possessions on thιi「 person and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried c。nstantly

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of o。ckets made that were tied 036 
toaethe「 with strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. Wome门 tied the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath thei「 clothes . Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 「oom to hide 
a whole 「ange of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 「each 038 
whateve「 the 旷 needed . like th♀ir oe「fume . Working women, of c。urse, also needed to car「Y
around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got bigge「 or longer
sometimes reaching down to thei「 knees!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th centu「y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That’s when d「esses became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman’S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
pe「son . That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, pa「ticularly when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name™s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  ˇ �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what™s your family name? 
DAN: It™s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it™s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I™m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what™s the house number and street? 
It™s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That™s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that™S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he™d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That™s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It™s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you™re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |™II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That™s a good idea because you can™t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that™s interesting. So why don™t you tell me something about those? Let™s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‚Domestic Life™. 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 

Test 3 

nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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things out for himself. 
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uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 
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The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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Listening 

PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 

18 

A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

24 

List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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Test 3 

VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

• is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

• would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................…... .... ways of improving safety. 

• does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

• Satellites are now quite 32 ..........….......….......….......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

• At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

• There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........…........ satellites. 

• Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

• Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 …··……….... .......... or commercial reasons. 

• It may be hard to collect details of the object’s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

• Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

• Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

• The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

• A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia ’s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood’s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You’ II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 
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This is the best spot if you don’t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN��e�r�w�e  � �v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you’d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can’t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ�

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you’re having �d�i —b�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

• Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water’s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you’re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v„ �h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that’s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‘billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water’S standard procedures. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don’t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............…. of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ......................……………........... .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................…...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....……......… …… ………...... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It’s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

• boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

• items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............…...... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

• workers do not use 22 ….............. ..........................…··…...... to reach high objects 

• 23 .... .. .. ..….......….......….... ...….............. are fixed at corners 

• floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

• 25 ..........…………………..…........ ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

• objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

• office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

• 27 ………................... .. ....... .. .….......….... are provided for documents 

• the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q…�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ’Queen of Roads’. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers’ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today’s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....…… E … to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned …~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^•ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

• describe the problem you had with the tickets 

• say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a u—

• suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7’ 7’ 
E • 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

• How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
• What was the last thing you bought online? 
• Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
• Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ�

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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Test 4 

VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................….......… Centre 

3 ........ ....…............... ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

• dealing with enquiries 

• making 4 .....……..... ....…··……........... . and reorganising them 

• maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

• general administration 

Requirements 

• 6 . ……………······… ( essential) 

• a calm and 7 .............. ........….... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

• good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• a 8 ....... ...…..... ..….............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

• hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

• 10 ………··….............. ... .. is available onsite 
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PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 
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Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

• It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

• We know more about its overall 31 ……........................ than about its author. 

His early career 

• In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

• He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............…·…………...... and education. 

• Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

• Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

• He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....…··…....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

• �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

• The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....………................. and tapestries that he 
valued. 

• He bought cheap 36 ..…….......…··…........… made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

• The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

• The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

• He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

• He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........…........….......…... in his house. 

• Victor Hugo’s 40 …………........ ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you’ re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn’t get better than this. It’s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it’s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q…�i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it’s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you’d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there’s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn’t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We’ re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn’t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We’d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

• Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night’s sleep and you’ II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

• Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

• The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

• Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you’re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....……··…·········…………................... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........….......….......….......……........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....….........................…...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............……..............…….......... ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........……········…........…….......……... when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

• Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

• Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

• Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people’s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

• Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

• Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

• Handrails should also be fitted. 

• The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

• lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

• �l�i N��i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

• Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

• Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

• bending in an awkward position 

• putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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• Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

• Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‘M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................…….........................…....... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................…..............….......…..... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don’t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can’t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring’S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today’s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..…....................…........... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the …………................…….........…...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...…........ ..... ... ..............…··…. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

• remind your employer what the course was about 

• explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

• suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

• How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
• Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you �d 0� �i�f you can’t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
• Do you ever remember the dreams you’ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We’re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that’s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It’s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that’s fine. It’s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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SADIE: 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it’s actually in Harborne - Wells isn’t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ�

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn’t it? 
lsn’t it the 25th? No, actually, you’re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you’ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i ŒF�1�.
That’s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o –?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

€Œ

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That’s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That’s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it’s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it’s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W’�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that’s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m •èÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W’eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|’ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don’t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that’s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don’t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven’t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW’N� �s�o 010 

we’d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that’s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  � 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you’re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We’H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that’s OK. 

One of the first questions we’re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn’t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there’s plenty of that and it’s all 
face-to-face. What’s �m0�[ƒÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn’t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it’s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don’t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they’ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it’s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don’t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let’s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ˜Þ �N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ˜Þ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‘playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don’t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^”�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  �0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I’H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I’d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn’t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l’d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It’s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole’s heads isn’t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we’re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That’s right - and we know we can’t all have that ‘dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there’s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn’t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn’t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� � �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ’ and then 

she’d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it’s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  � �r ‚ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We’ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav’S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today’s talk influence your thoughts on what career you’d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |’d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it’s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we’II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing’s for certain, though. From what she said, we’II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0� �n�.

HUGO: I’m oreoared for that. aren’t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I’m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ˜Þ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it’s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿ�N� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  � �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  � �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� � �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn’t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A •è �d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o –@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a •è �c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e •è �t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn’t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you’d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that’s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NšWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there’s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one’s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don’t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  � �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi’s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ˜Þ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R� �e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r •è �e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a •è�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
ŒFŒF�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‘L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e’s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota’s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o •è �s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká � �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you’re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I’ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That’s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo’s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  � 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They’ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That’s quite unusual , isn’t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you’H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  � �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That’s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won’t need one. I think I’d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  �0� �e looking for. Milo’S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  �–@ �r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I’ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That’s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo’s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That’s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that’s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let’s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo’s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 e—�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It’s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They’re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 

07 

Test 2 

MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou’d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That’s not too bad. And I suppose it’s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That’s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you’d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you’d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That’s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you’d be responsible for making sure there’s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I’ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it’s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q…�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you’d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|’m sure it wouldn’t be a problem. The salary’S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It’s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it’s likely you’H be promoted quite quickly. So that’s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  � �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  �0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I’m Mark 
Reynolds and |’m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |’m sure 
you’H want to know is why we’ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it’s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there’s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there’s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes’ drive away, but 
although that’s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn’t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there’s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it’s 
on quite a steep slope, but we’ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn’t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We’ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it’s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they’d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we’II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |’II put a map of the proposed development up �O•è �t�h�e screen. You'll see it’s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t •î �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there’II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  � �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� � �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There’II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
ŒFN�N�’tŒFŒFÿ�

There’II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven’t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e •è �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  � 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven’t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we’ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That’s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren’t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn’t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn’t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn’t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that’s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It’s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿ� �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He’s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can’t remember his name. I’d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You’d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
…but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There’s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn’t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l •è �e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿ� �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿ�Qk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we’ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i •è �g and that’s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don’t really think about pockets too much and they’re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It’s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c •î �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‚z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‘breeches’ , the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women’s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren’t nearlv 035 
ŒFŒFWPvÑvÑ�l ŒF�o�r as easy to reach as men’s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e •è �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That’s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman’S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside Came「a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name’s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: That’sg「eat, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what’s your family name? 
DAN: It’s Green 一 Dan Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it’s da「11068@ma「ket.com.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I’m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

the「e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what’s the house number and street? 
It’s 52 Marrow们eld St「eet.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That’s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that’S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to a 「elative the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he’d heard good things about you「S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get f「om joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really inte「ests me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to sοcial ise with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That’s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It’s £30 a vear fo「 full membershio or £20 a year if you’re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |’II go for the full membe「ship , then. 
BREDA: That’s a good idea because you can’t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have ente「ed three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that’s interesting. So why don’t you tell me something about those? Let’s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‘Domestic Life’ . 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn™t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‚busy™as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That™s right - and once they™d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn™t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |™d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn™t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‚Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that™s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I™m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That™s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we™d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I™m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you™ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that™s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we™re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who™s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He™s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‚l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you™re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  ˇ �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can™t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that™s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it™s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don™t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it™s important to be aware 
of. Don™t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 Łî �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won™t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  ˇ �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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PART 4 

In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 
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uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 
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A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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�6�:�D�i�m Vú

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Test 2 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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Reading 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Reading 

Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

E • �A
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

• is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

• would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................…... .... ways of improving safety. 

• does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

• Satellites are now quite 32 ..........….......….......….......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

• At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

• There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........…........ satellites. 

• Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

• Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 …··……….... .......... or commercial reasons. 

• It may be hard to collect details of the object’s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

• Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

• Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

• The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

• A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia ’s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood’s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You’ II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 

64 

This is the best spot if you don’t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN��e�r�w�e  � �v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you’d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can’t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ�

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you’re having �d�i —b�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

• Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water’s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you’re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v„ �h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that’s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‘billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water’S standard procedures. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don’t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............…. of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ......................……………........... .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................…...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....……......… …… ………...... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It’s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

• boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

• items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............…...... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

• workers do not use 22 ….............. ..........................…··…...... to reach high objects 

• 23 .... .. .. ..….......….......….... ...….............. are fixed at corners 

• floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

• 25 ..........…………………..…........ ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

• objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

• office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

• 27 ………................... .. ....... .. .….......….... are provided for documents 

• the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q…�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ’Queen of Roads’. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers’ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today’s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Test 3 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Test 3 

Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....…… E … to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned …~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^•ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

• describe the problem you had with the tickets 

• say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a u—

• suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7’ 7’ 
E • 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

• How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
• What was the last thing you bought online? 
• Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
• Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ�

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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Test 4 

VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................….......… Centre 

3 ........ ....…............... ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

• dealing with enquiries 

• making 4 .....……..... ....…··……........... . and reorganising them 

• maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

• general administration 

Requirements 

• 6 . ……………······… ( essential) 

• a calm and 7 .............. ........….... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

• good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• a 8 ....... ...…..... ..….............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

• hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

• 10 ………··….............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

• It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

• We know more about its overall 31 ……........................ than about its author. 

His early career 

• In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

• He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............…·…………...... and education. 

• Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

• Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

• He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....…··…....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

• �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

• The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....………................. and tapestries that he 
valued. 

• He bought cheap 36 ..…….......…··…........… made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

• The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

• The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

• He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

• He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........…........….......…... in his house. 

• Victor Hugo’s 40 …………........ ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you’ re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn’t get better than this. It’s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it’s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q…�i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it’s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you’d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there’s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn’t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We’ re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn’t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We’d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

• Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night’s sleep and you’ II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

• Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

• The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

• Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Test 4 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you’re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....……··…·········…………................... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........….......….......….......……........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....….........................…...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............……..............…….......... ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........……········…........…….......……... when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

• Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

• Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

• Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people’s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

• Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

• Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

• Handrails should also be fitted. 

• The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

• lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

• �l�i N��i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

• Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

• Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

• bending in an awkward position 

• putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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• Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

• Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‘M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................…….........................…....... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................…..............….......…..... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don’t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can’t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring’S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today’s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..…....................…........... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the …………................…….........…...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...…........ ..... ... ..............…··…. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

• remind your employer what the course was about 

• explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

• suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E • nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

• How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
• Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you �d 0� �i�f you can’t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
• Do you ever remember the dreams you’ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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Aud ioscri pts 

PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We’re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that’s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It’s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that’s fine. It’s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it’s actually in Harborne - Wells isn’t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ�

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn’t it? 
lsn’t it the 25th? No, actually, you’re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you’ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i ŒF�1�.
That’s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o –?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

€Œ

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That’s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That’s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it’s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it’s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W’�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that’s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m •èÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W’eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|’ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don’t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that’s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don’t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven’t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW’N� �s�o 010 

we’d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that’s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  � 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you’re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We’H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that’s OK. 

One of the first questions we’re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn’t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there’s plenty of that and it’s all 
face-to-face. What’s �m0�[ƒÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn’t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it’s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don’t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they’ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it’s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don’t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let’s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ˜Þ �N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ˜Þ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‘playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don’t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^”�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  �0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I’H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I’d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn’t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l’d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It’s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole’s heads isn’t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we’re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That’s right - and we know we can’t all have that ‘dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there’s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn’t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn’t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� � �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ’ and then 

she’d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it’s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  � �r ‚ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We’ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav’S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today’s talk influence your thoughts on what career you’d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |’d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it’s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we’II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing’s for certain, though. From what she said, we’II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0� �n�.

HUGO: I’m oreoared for that. aren’t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I’m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ˜Þ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it’s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿ�N� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  � �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  � �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� � �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn’t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A •è �d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o –@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a •è �c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e •è �t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn’t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you’d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that’s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NšWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there’s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one’s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don’t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  � �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi’s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 

Test 1 

in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ˜Þ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R� �e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r •è �e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a •è�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
ŒFŒF�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‘L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e’s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota’s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o •è �s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká � �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you’re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I’ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That’s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo’s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  � 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They’ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That’s quite unusual , isn’t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you’H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  � �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That’s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won’t need one. I think I’d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  �0� �e looking for. Milo’S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  �–@ �r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I’ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That’s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo’s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That’s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that’s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let’s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo’s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 e—�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It’s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They’re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 
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MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou’d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That’s not too bad. And I suppose it’s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That’s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you’d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you’d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That’s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you’d be responsible for making sure there’s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I’ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it’s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q…�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you’d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|’m sure it wouldn’t be a problem. The salary’S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It’s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it’s likely you’H be promoted quite quickly. So that’s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  � �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  �0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I’m Mark 
Reynolds and |’m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |’m sure 
you’H want to know is why we’ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it’s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there’s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there’s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes’ drive away, but 
although that’s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn’t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there’s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it’s 
on quite a steep slope, but we’ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn’t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We’ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it’s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they’d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we’II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |’II put a map of the proposed development up �O•è �t�h�e screen. You'll see it’s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t •î �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there’II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  � �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� � �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There’II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
ŒFN�N�’tŒFŒFÿ�

There’II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven’t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e •è �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  � 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven’t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we’ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That’s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren’t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn’t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn’t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn’t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that’s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It’s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿ� �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He’s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can’t remember his name. I’d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You’d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
…but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There’s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn’t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l •è �e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿ� �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿ�Qk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we’ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i •è �g and that’s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don’t really think about pockets too much and they’re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It’s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c •î �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‚z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‘breeches’ , the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women’s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren’t nearlv 035 
ŒFŒFWPvÑvÑ�l ŒF�o�r as easy to reach as men’s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e •è �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That’s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman’S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name’s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  � �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what’s your family name? 
DAN: It’s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it’s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I’m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what’s the house number and street? 
It’s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That’s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that’S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he’d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That’s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It’s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you’re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |’II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That’s a good idea because you can’t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that’s interesting. So why don’t you tell me something about those? Let’s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‘Domestic Life’ . 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the dinne「 table having a 
meal, and, um, I didn’t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‘busy’ as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That’s right - and once they’d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn’t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks an才 purples .

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |’d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn’t 「iaht. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too sοon, basically. And then the thi「d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‘Animal Mεaic'. 

BREDA: Well, that’s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I’m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That’s what we h司d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a g「eat shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we’d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I’m SU「e we can help with all those areas that you’ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that’s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we’re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who’s just w「itten a book 

on looking to「 and finding food in the wild. He’s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild mush「ooms.

DAN: Thank you ve「y much. W酬， I need to sta『t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you’re doing because some 「nushrooms are extremely 
poisonous. 叶aving 乞aid that, once you know what to look fo「， it’s really wo「th

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can’t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that’s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always 011月2
remember that some poisοnous mushrooms look ve「y simila「 to edible ones 
and it’s easy for pea pie to get c。nfused. The othe「 thing to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads to「 obvim』S 「easons. But nothing beats the taste of 
f「eshly picked mushrooms - don’t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
seve「al days old and past thei「 best.

There are ce「tain ideas about wild 『叩shrooms that it’s important to be aware 
of. Don’t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that 013问4
are oale or dull - this is comoletelv 」ntrue . Some edible mushrooms are b时aht
旦Q, for example. Pe「sonally, I prefe「 mushrooms cooked but it won’t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in salads 一 it’s notnecessa「y to peel them. Anothe「
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thing you should remember is that you can™t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 

Test 3 

nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn™t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven™t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0��1�0 �, as there™s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you™re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý ˇ �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can™t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v⁄W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  ˇ �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö ˇ �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don™t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There™s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it™s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you™II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev™re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it™s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn™t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn™t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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things out for himself. 
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uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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Listening 

PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 

18 

A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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Test 3 

VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Test 3 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

• is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

• would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................…... .... ways of improving safety. 

• does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

• Satellites are now quite 32 ..........….......….......….......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

• At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

• There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........…........ satellites. 

• Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

• Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 …··……….... .......... or commercial reasons. 

• It may be hard to collect details of the object’s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

• Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

• Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

• The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

• A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia ’s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood’s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You’ II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 
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This is the best spot if you don’t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN��e�r�w�e  � �v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you’d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can’t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ�

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you’re having �d�i —b�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

• Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water’s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you’re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v„ �h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that’s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‘billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water’S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don’t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............…. of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ......................……………........... .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................…...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....……......… …… ………...... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It’s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

• boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

• items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............…...... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

• workers do not use 22 ….............. ..........................…··…...... to reach high objects 

• 23 .... .. .. ..….......….......….... ...….............. are fixed at corners 

• floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

• 25 ..........…………………..…........ ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

• objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

• office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

• 27 ………................... .. ....... .. .….......….... are provided for documents 

• the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q…�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ’Queen of Roads’. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers’ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today’s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....…… E … to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned …~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^•ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

• describe the problem you had with the tickets 

• say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a u—

• suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7’ 7’ 
E • 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

• How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
• What was the last thing you bought online? 
• Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
• Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ�

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................….......… Centre 

3 ........ ....…............... ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

• dealing with enquiries 

• making 4 .....……..... ....…··……........... . and reorganising them 

• maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

• general administration 

Requirements 

• 6 . ……………······… ( essential) 

• a calm and 7 .............. ........….... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

• good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• a 8 ....... ...…..... ..….............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

• hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

• 10 ………··….............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

• It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

• We know more about its overall 31 ……........................ than about its author. 

His early career 

• In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

• He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............…·…………...... and education. 

• Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

• Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

• He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....…··…....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

• �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

• The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....………................. and tapestries that he 
valued. 

• He bought cheap 36 ..…….......…··…........… made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

• The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

• The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

• He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

• He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........…........….......…... in his house. 

• Victor Hugo’s 40 …………........ ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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�1�1�1�1�:�E�f Sï�R—� �

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you’ re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn’t get better than this. It’s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it’s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q…�i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it’s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you’d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there’s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn’t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We’ re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn’t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We’d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

• Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night’s sleep and you’ II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

• Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

• The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

• Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you’re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....……··…·········…………................... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........….......….......….......……........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....….........................…...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............……..............…….......... ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........……········…........…….......……... when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

• Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

• Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

• Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people’s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

• Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

• Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

• Handrails should also be fitted. 

• The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

• lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

• �l�i N��i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

• Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

• Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

• bending in an awkward position 

• putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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• Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

• Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‘M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................…….........................…....... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................…..............….......…..... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don’t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can’t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring’S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today’s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..…....................…........... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the …………................…….........…...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...…........ ..... ... ..............…··…. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

• remind your employer what the course was about 

• explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

• suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E • nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

• How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
• Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you �d 0� �i�f you can’t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
• Do you ever remember the dreams you’ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We’re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that’s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It’s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that’s fine. It’s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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SADIE: 
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�N

VÛ

AAAA MSMS 

No it’s actually in Harborne - Wells isn’t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ�

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn’t it? 
lsn’t it the 25th? No, actually, you’re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you’ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i ŒF�1�.
That’s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o –?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

€Œ

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That’s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That’s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it’s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it’s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W’�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that’s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m •èÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W’eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|’ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don’t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that’s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don’t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven’t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW’N� �s�o 010 

we’d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that’s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  � 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you’re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We’H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that’s OK. 

One of the first questions we’re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn’t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there’s plenty of that and it’s all 
face-to-face. What’s �m0�[ƒÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn’t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it’s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don’t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they’ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it’s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don’t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let’s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ˜Þ �N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ˜Þ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‘playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don’t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^”�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  �0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I’H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I’d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn’t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l’d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It’s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole’s heads isn’t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we’re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That’s right - and we know we can’t all have that ‘dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there’s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn’t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn’t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� � �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ’ and then 

she’d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it’s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  � �r ‚ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We’ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav’S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today’s talk influence your thoughts on what career you’d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |’d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it’s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we’II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing’s for certain, though. From what she said, we’II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0� �n�.

HUGO: I’m oreoared for that. aren’t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I’m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ˜Þ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it’s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿ�N� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  � �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  � �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� � �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn’t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A •è �d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o –@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a •è �c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e •è �t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn’t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you’d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that’s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NšWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there’s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one’s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don’t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  � �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi’s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ˜Þ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R� �e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r •è �e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a •è�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
ŒFŒF�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‘L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e’s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota’s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o •è �s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká � �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you’re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I’ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That’s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo’s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  � 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They’ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That’s quite unusual , isn’t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you’H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  � �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That’s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won’t need one. I think I’d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  �0� �e looking for. Milo’S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  �–@ �r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I’ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That’s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo’s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That’s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that’s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let’s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo’s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 e—�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It’s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They’re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 

07 

Test 2 

MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou’d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That’s not too bad. And I suppose it’s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That’s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you’d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you’d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That’s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you’d be responsible for making sure there’s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I’ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it’s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q…�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you’d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|’m sure it wouldn’t be a problem. The salary’S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It’s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it’s likely you’H be promoted quite quickly. So that’s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  � �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  �0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I’m Mark 
Reynolds and |’m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |’m sure 
you’H want to know is why we’ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it’s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there’s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there’s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes’ drive away, but 
although that’s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn’t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there’s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it’s 
on quite a steep slope, but we’ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn’t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We’ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it’s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they’d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we’II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |’II put a map of the proposed development up �O•è �t�h�e screen. You'll see it’s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t •î �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there’II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  � �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� � �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There’II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
ŒFN�N�’tŒFŒFÿ�

There’II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven’t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e •è �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  � 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven’t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we’ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That’s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren’t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn’t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn’t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn’t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that’s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It’s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿ� �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He’s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can’t remember his name. I’d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You’d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
…but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There’s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn’t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l •è �e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿ� �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿ�Qk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we’ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i •è �g and that’s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don’t really think about pockets too much and they’re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It’s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c •î �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‚z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‘breeches’ , the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women’s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren’t nearlv 035 
ŒFŒFWPvÑvÑ�l ŒF�o�r as easy to reach as men’s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e •è �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That’s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman’S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name’s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  � �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what’s your family name? 
DAN: It’s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it’s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I’m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what’s the house number and street? 
It’s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That’s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that’S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he’d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That’s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It’s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you’re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |’II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That’s a good idea because you can’t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that’s interesting. So why don’t you tell me something about those? Let’s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‘Domestic Life’ . 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn’t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‘busy’ as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That’s right - and once they’d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn’t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |’d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn’t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‘Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that’s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I’m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That’s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we’d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I’m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you’ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that’s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we’re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who’s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He’s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‘l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you’re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  � �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can’t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that’s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it’s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don’t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it’s important to be aware 
of. Don’t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 •î �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won’t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  � �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can’t tell if a mush「oom is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer O「 sauirrels eat a oarticular mushroom 013.月4

doesn’t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the count「yside but if you haven’t 
got a ca「， your local park can be a g「eat place to start. There a「e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded a「eas.

But vou need to be the「e first thina in the morni「10 , as there’s likely be a lot of Q15 
c。mpetition - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you’ re a complete beginne「， I would川’t 「ecommend going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There a「e some really good phone 
apps fo「 identifying mushrooms, but you can’t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
皇圣旦旦且一 you’ II stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is a 「eally imp。「tant consideration and you must follow a few 
basic 「ules . You should neve「 oick all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you do叶’t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don’t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There’s been a decline in some varieties of wild mush「ooms in this pa「t of the 
count「y. Restaurants are becoming m。re interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest D「obiem is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten vears. 八nd more wate「 is being taken f「om rivers 
and reservoi「s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing mush「ooms. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine fo「 a 019 
couole of davs but it’s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes like， 「ight? Well, you’II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev’re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
can 「eact badly to ce「ta in varieties so it’s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 
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YOUNG MAN: That seminar yeste「day on automation and the future of work was 「eally good, 
wasn’t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn’t know that first started with worke「sin the 
textile indust「y.

YOUNG MAN: With those p「otesting wo「kers called the Luddites destroying thei「 knitting

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn™t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that™s true - but it orobablv didn™t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won™t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don™t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can™t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that™s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I™m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they™re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  ˇ �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That™s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they™re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev™re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I™d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d Œ@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole™s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn™t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they™ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don™t �d�e�p�e Łè�d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^��·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  ˇ0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I™d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I™d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people™s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it™s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They™ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 
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uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 
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A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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�6�:�D�i�m Vú

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Test 2 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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Reading 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Reading 

Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

E • �A
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Test 3 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

• is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

• would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................…... .... ways of improving safety. 

• does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

• Satellites are now quite 32 ..........….......….......….......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

• At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

• There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........…........ satellites. 

• Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

• Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 …··……….... .......... or commercial reasons. 

• It may be hard to collect details of the object’s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

• Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

• Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

• The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

• A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia ’s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood’s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You’ II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 

64 

This is the best spot if you don’t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN��e�r�w�e  � �v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you’d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can’t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ�

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you’re having �d�i —b�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

• Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water’s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you’re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v„ �h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that’s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‘billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water’S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don’t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............…. of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ......................……………........... .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................…...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....……......… …… ………...... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It’s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

• boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

• items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............…...... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

• workers do not use 22 ….............. ..........................…··…...... to reach high objects 

• 23 .... .. .. ..….......….......….... ...….............. are fixed at corners 

• floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

• 25 ..........…………………..…........ ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

• objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

• office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

• 27 ………................... .. ....... .. .….......….... are provided for documents 

• the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q…�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ’Queen of Roads’. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers’ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today’s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Test 3 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Test 3 

Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....…… E … to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned …~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^•ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

• describe the problem you had with the tickets 

• say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a u—

• suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7’ 7’ 
E • 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

• How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
• What was the last thing you bought online? 
• Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
• Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ�

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................….......… Centre 

3 ........ ....…............... ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

• dealing with enquiries 

• making 4 .....……..... ....…··……........... . and reorganising them 

• maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

• general administration 

Requirements 

• 6 . ……………······… ( essential) 

• a calm and 7 .............. ........….... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

• good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• a 8 ....... ...…..... ..….............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

• hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

• 10 ………··….............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

• It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

• We know more about its overall 31 ……........................ than about its author. 

His early career 

• In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

• He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............…·…………...... and education. 

• Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

• Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

• He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....…··…....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

• �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

• The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....………................. and tapestries that he 
valued. 

• He bought cheap 36 ..…….......…··…........… made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

• The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

• The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

• He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

• He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........…........….......…... in his house. 

• Victor Hugo’s 40 …………........ ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you’ re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn’t get better than this. It’s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it’s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q…�i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it’s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you’d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there’s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn’t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We’ re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn’t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We’d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

• Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night’s sleep and you’ II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

• Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

• The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

• Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Test 4 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you’re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....……··…·········…………................... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........….......….......….......……........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....….........................…...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............……..............…….......... ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........……········…........…….......……... when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

• Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

• Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

• Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people’s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

• Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

• Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

• Handrails should also be fitted. 

• The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

• lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

• �l�i N��i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

• Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

• Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

• bending in an awkward position 

• putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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• Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

• Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‘M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................…….........................…....... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................…..............….......…..... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don’t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can’t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring’S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today’s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..…....................…........... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the …………................…….........…...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...…........ ..... ... ..............…··…. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

• remind your employer what the course was about 

• explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

• suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E • nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

• How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
• Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you �d 0� �i�f you can’t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
• Do you ever remember the dreams you’ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We’re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that’s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It’s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that’s fine. It’s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it’s actually in Harborne - Wells isn’t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ�

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn’t it? 
lsn’t it the 25th? No, actually, you’re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you’ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i ŒF�1�.
That’s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o –?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

€Œ

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That’s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That’s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it’s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it’s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W’�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that’s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m •èÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W’eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|’ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don’t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that’s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don’t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven’t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW’N� �s�o 010 

we’d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that’s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  � 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you’re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We’H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that’s OK. 

One of the first questions we’re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn’t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there’s plenty of that and it’s all 
face-to-face. What’s �m0�[ƒÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn’t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it’s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don’t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they’ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it’s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don’t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let’s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ˜Þ �N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ˜Þ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‘playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don’t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^”�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  �0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I’H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I’d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn’t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l’d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It’s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole’s heads isn’t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we’re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That’s right - and we know we can’t all have that ‘dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there’s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn’t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn’t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� � �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ’ and then 

she’d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it’s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  � �r ‚ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We’ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav’S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today’s talk influence your thoughts on what career you’d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |’d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it’s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we’II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing’s for certain, though. From what she said, we’II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0� �n�.

HUGO: I’m oreoared for that. aren’t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I’m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ˜Þ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it’s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿ�N� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  � �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  � �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� � �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn’t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A •è �d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o –@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a •è �c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e •è �t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn’t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you’d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that’s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NšWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there’s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one’s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don’t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  � �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi’s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 

Test 1 

in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ˜Þ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R� �e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r •è �e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a •è�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
ŒFŒF�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‘L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e’s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota’s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o •è �s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká � �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you’re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I’ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That’s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo’s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  � 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They’ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That’s quite unusual , isn’t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you’H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  � �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That’s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won’t need one. I think I’d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  �0� �e looking for. Milo’S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  �–@ �r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I’ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That’s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo’s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That’s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that’s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let’s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo’s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 e—�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It’s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They’re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 
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MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou’d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That’s not too bad. And I suppose it’s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That’s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you’d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you’d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That’s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you’d be responsible for making sure there’s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I’ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it’s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q…�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you’d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|’m sure it wouldn’t be a problem. The salary’S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It’s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it’s likely you’H be promoted quite quickly. So that’s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  � �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  �0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I’m Mark 
Reynolds and |’m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |’m sure 
you’H want to know is why we’ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it’s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there’s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there’s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes’ drive away, but 
although that’s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn’t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there’s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it’s 
on quite a steep slope, but we’ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn’t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We’ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it’s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they’d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we’II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |’II put a map of the proposed development up �O•è �t�h�e screen. You'll see it’s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t •î �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there’II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  � �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� � �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There’II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
ŒFN�N�’tŒFŒFÿ�

There’II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven’t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e •è �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  � 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven’t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we’ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That’s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren’t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn’t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn’t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn’t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that’s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It’s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿ� �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He’s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can’t remember his name. I’d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You’d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
…but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There’s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn’t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l •è �e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿ� �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿ�Qk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we’ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i •è �g and that’s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don’t really think about pockets too much and they’re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It’s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c •î �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‚z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‘breeches’ , the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women’s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren’t nearlv 035 
ŒFŒFWPvÑvÑ�l ŒF�o�r as easy to reach as men’s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e •è �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That’s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman’S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name’s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  � �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what’s your family name? 
DAN: It’s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it’s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I’m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what’s the house number and street? 
It’s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That’s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that’S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he’d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That’s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It’s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you’re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |’II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That’s a good idea because you can’t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that’s interesting. So why don’t you tell me something about those? Let’s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‘Domestic Life’ . 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn’t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‘busy’ as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That’s right - and once they’d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn’t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |’d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn’t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‘Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that’s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I’m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That’s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we’d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I’m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you’ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that’s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we’re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who’s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He’s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‘l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you’re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  � �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can’t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that’s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it’s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don’t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it’s important to be aware 
of. Don’t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 •î �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won’t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  � �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can’t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 

Test 3 

nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn’t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven’t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0� �1�0 �, as there’s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you’ re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý � �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can’t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v‡W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  � �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö � �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don’t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There’s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it’s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you’II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev’re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it’s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn’t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn’t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn’t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that’s true - but it orobablv didn’t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can 021尼2

see whv the Luddites felt so th 「eatened.
YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm SU「e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 

of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won’t 
involve doing boring ，「epetitive tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative stu仔 about the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don’t you think? Fo「 example, I can’t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina lonae「 than eve「 at work. 

YOUNG WO仙 AN : No-that’s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I’m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable futu「e .

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they’re much 
older - as eve「yone’s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That’s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that stu仔 on how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they’re likely to change in the nea「 future.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev’re still reallv in demand and have become fa「 more efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times mo「e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th centu 「y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I’d never have thought that demand for haird陀ssing would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One hai「dresse「 for eve「y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole’s earnina oowe「 has aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn’t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they’ve got 1ai时「yers, etc. but it's one job where you don’t depe门d on 

a compute「 .. . The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago the广·e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv bo川na comoared to these davs whe『1thev’『e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv a「d hiαher status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go info 「 this kind of work now ... I’d expected there 
to be a much bigge「 change in the numbe「 of agricultu「al worke「S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I’d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care WO「kers?

YOUNG MAN: They ba「ely existed in the 19th century as people’s lifespan was so much 
sho「te「. But now of course this sector will see huae G「owth . 029 

YOUNG WO冽AN : Yeah - and it’s ha「d enough to meet cu「rent demand. The future looks quite 
bleak fo「 bank clerks. They’ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will ce 「tainlv make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's ve「y ha「d to p「edict what 
will happen. 
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PART 4 

In today™s astronomy lecture, I™m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i ’¸ ÿ� �w�e  ˇ �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we™d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  ˇ �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a Łè �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there™s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^� �e�n  ˇ�t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it™s out there, it doesn™t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don™t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn™t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� ˛ �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev™ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don™t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn™t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time – and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn™t very big, and it™s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don™t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b „FN��h„F 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we™re facing. Let™s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it™s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  ˇ �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it™s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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Listening 

PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 

18 

A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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Test 3 

VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Test 3 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

• is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

• would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................…... .... ways of improving safety. 

• does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

• Satellites are now quite 32 ..........….......….......….......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

• At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

• There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........…........ satellites. 

• Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

• Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 …··……….... .......... or commercial reasons. 

• It may be hard to collect details of the object’s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

• Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

• Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

• The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

• A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia ’s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood’s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You’ II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 
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This is the best spot if you don’t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN��e�r�w�e  � �v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you’d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can’t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ�

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you’re having �d�i —b�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

• Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water’s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you’re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v„ �h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that’s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‘billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water’S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don’t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............…. of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ......................……………........... .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................…...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....……......… …… ………...... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It’s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

• boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

• items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............…...... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

• workers do not use 22 ….............. ..........................…··…...... to reach high objects 

• 23 .... .. .. ..….......….......….... ...….............. are fixed at corners 

• floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

• 25 ..........…………………..…........ ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

• objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

• office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

• 27 ………................... .. ....... .. .….......….... are provided for documents 

• the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q…�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ’Queen of Roads’. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers’ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today’s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....…… E … to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned …~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^•ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

• describe the problem you had with the tickets 

• say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a u—

• suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7’ 7’ 
E • 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

• How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
• What was the last thing you bought online? 
• Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
• Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ�

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................….......… Centre 

3 ........ ....…............... ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

• dealing with enquiries 

• making 4 .....……..... ....…··……........... . and reorganising them 

• maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

• general administration 

Requirements 

• 6 . ……………······… ( essential) 

• a calm and 7 .............. ........….... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

• good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• a 8 ....... ...…..... ..….............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

• hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

• 10 ………··….............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

• It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

• We know more about its overall 31 ……........................ than about its author. 

His early career 

• In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

• He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............…·…………...... and education. 

• Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

• Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

• He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....…··…....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

• �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

• The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....………................. and tapestries that he 
valued. 

• He bought cheap 36 ..…….......…··…........… made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

• The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

• The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

• He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

• He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........…........….......…... in his house. 

• Victor Hugo’s 40 …………........ ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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�1�1�1�1�:�E�f Sï�R—� �

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you’ re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn’t get better than this. It’s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it’s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q…�i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it’s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you’d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there’s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn’t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We’ re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn’t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We’d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

• Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night’s sleep and you’ II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

• Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

• The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

• Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you’re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....……··…·········…………................... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........….......….......….......……........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....….........................…...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............……..............…….......... ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........……········…........…….......……... when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

• Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

• Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

• Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people’s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

• Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

• Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

• Handrails should also be fitted. 

• The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

• lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

• �l�i N��i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

• Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

• Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

• bending in an awkward position 

• putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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• Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

• Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‘M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................…….........................…....... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................…..............….......…..... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don’t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can’t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring’S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today’s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..…....................…........... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the …………................…….........…...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...…........ ..... ... ..............…··…. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

• remind your employer what the course was about 

• explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

• suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E • nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

• How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
• Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you �d 0� �i�f you can’t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
• Do you ever remember the dreams you’ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We’re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that’s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It’s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that’s fine. It’s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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SADIE: 
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�N

VÛ

AAAA MSMS 

No it’s actually in Harborne - Wells isn’t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ�

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn’t it? 
lsn’t it the 25th? No, actually, you’re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you’ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i ŒF�1�.
That’s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o –?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

€Œ

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That’s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That’s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it’s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it’s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W’�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that’s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m •èÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W’eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|’ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don’t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that’s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don’t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven’t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW’N� �s�o 010 

we’d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that’s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  � 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you’re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We’H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that’s OK. 

One of the first questions we’re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn’t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there’s plenty of that and it’s all 
face-to-face. What’s �m0�[ƒÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn’t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it’s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don’t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they’ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it’s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don’t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let’s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ˜Þ �N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ˜Þ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‘playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don’t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^”�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  �0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I’H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I’d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn’t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l’d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It’s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole’s heads isn’t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we’re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That’s right - and we know we can’t all have that ‘dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there’s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn’t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn’t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� � �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ’ and then 

she’d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it’s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  � �r ‚ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We’ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav’S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today’s talk influence your thoughts on what career you’d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |’d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it’s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we’II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing’s for certain, though. From what she said, we’II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0� �n�.

HUGO: I’m oreoared for that. aren’t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I’m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ˜Þ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it’s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿ�N� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  � �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  � �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� � �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn’t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A •è �d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o –@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a •è �c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e •è �t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn’t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you’d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that’s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NšWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there’s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one’s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don’t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  � �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi’s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ˜Þ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R� �e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r •è �e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a •è�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
ŒFŒF�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‘L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e’s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota’s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o •è �s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká � �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you’re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I’ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That’s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo’s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  � 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They’ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That’s quite unusual , isn’t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you’H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  � �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That’s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won’t need one. I think I’d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  �0� �e looking for. Milo’S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  �–@ �r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I’ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That’s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo’s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That’s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that’s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let’s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo’s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 e—�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It’s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They’re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 

07 

Test 2 

MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou’d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That’s not too bad. And I suppose it’s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That’s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you’d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you’d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That’s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you’d be responsible for making sure there’s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I’ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it’s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q…�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you’d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|’m sure it wouldn’t be a problem. The salary’S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It’s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it’s likely you’H be promoted quite quickly. So that’s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  � �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  �0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I’m Mark 
Reynolds and |’m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |’m sure 
you’H want to know is why we’ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it’s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there’s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there’s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes’ drive away, but 
although that’s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn’t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there’s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it’s 
on quite a steep slope, but we’ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn’t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We’ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it’s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they’d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we’II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |’II put a map of the proposed development up �O•è �t�h�e screen. You'll see it’s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t •î �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there’II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  � �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� � �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There’II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
ŒFN�N�’tŒFŒFÿ�

There’II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven’t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e •è �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  � 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven’t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we’ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That’s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren’t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn’t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn’t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn’t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that’s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It’s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿ� �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He’s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can’t remember his name. I’d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You’d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
…but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There’s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn’t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l •è �e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿ� �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿ�Qk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we’ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i •è �g and that’s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don’t really think about pockets too much and they’re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It’s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c •î �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‚z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‘breeches’ , the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women’s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren’t nearlv 035 
ŒFŒFWPvÑvÑ�l ŒF�o�r as easy to reach as men’s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e •è �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That’s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman’S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name’s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  � �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what’s your family name? 
DAN: It’s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it’s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I’m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what’s the house number and street? 
It’s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That’s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that’S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he’d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That’s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It’s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you’re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |’II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That’s a good idea because you can’t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that’s interesting. So why don’t you tell me something about those? Let’s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‘Domestic Life’ . 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn’t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‘busy’ as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That’s right - and once they’d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn’t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |’d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn’t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‘Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that’s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I’m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That’s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we’d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I’m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you’ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that’s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we’re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who’s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He’s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‘l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you’re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  � �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can’t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that’s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it’s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don’t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it’s important to be aware 
of. Don’t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 •î �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won’t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  � �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can’t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn’t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven’t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0� �1�0 �, as there’s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you’ re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý � �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can’t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v‡W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  � �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö � �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don’t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There’s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it’s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you’II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev’re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it’s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn’t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn’t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn’t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that’s true - but it orobablv didn’t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won’t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don’t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can’t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that’s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I’m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they’re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  � �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That’s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they’re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev’re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I’d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d –@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole’s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn’t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they’ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don’t �d�e�p�e •è �d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^•�·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  �0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I’d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I’d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people’s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it’s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They’ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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In today’s astronomy lecture, I’m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit a「ound the Earth. In othe「 WO「ds , a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
a「e used internationally to ensu「e that planes navi归te our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a simila「 concept, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to p「event the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in O「bit a「ound the Earth. In order to do thi邸， we’d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we’d also have to develoo the tech「ical svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But unfo「lunately, at p『esent we d。n’t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, fo「 one thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these davτ， compared with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people ca门 afford to put them into space. So there’s a lot mo「e of them 
out the「e, and people a广en’t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting mo「e C「owded e旷ery day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it’s out there, it doesn’t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have internati。nalsys丁ems for ensuring we know where 
the planes in ou「 skies are, and to p「event them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at D「esent we don’t have anvthina like enouah orooe「 wavs 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn’t just entire satellites that we need to conside「.Ag「eater th「eat is t「e huge amo吐nt
of space deb「is in 。”bit a「ound the Ea「th - broken bits of satellite and junk f「om space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be ve「y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev’ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the ope「ators don’t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to p「ovide it, the info「『nation isn’t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well a巴 about its location at a pa「ticular time … and remerr be「

that a satellite isn’t very big, and it’s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don’t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so fast， 回到lJb豆且h豆 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a D「ediction concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the p「oblems that we’re facing. Let’s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which info「『nation is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We al「eady do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it’s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this infor『nation’s collected, it needs to be put togethe「 so
it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new developmen怡， congestion of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it’s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that establis同es trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  ˇ �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we™ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you™ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job™s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it™s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It™s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that™s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you™d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn™t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  ˇ �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæ‹@Wf„F 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  ˇ0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it™s quite a high-pressure environment, they™re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  ˇ vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they™re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you™d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ˜

GREG: Well , they™re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn™t a oermanent iob. it™s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 
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uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 
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A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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�6�:�D�i�m Vú

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Test 2 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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Reading 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

E • �A
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

• is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

• would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................…... .... ways of improving safety. 

• does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

• Satellites are now quite 32 ..........….......….......….......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

• At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

• There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........…........ satellites. 

• Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

• Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 …··……….... .......... or commercial reasons. 

• It may be hard to collect details of the object’s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

• Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

• Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

• The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

• A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia ’s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood’s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You’ II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 

64 

This is the best spot if you don’t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN��e�r�w�e  � �v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you’d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can’t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ�

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you’re having �d�i —b�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

• Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water’s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you’re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v„ �h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that’s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‘billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water’S standard procedures. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don’t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............…. of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ......................……………........... .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................…...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....……......… …… ………...... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It’s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

• boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

• items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............…...... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

• workers do not use 22 ….............. ..........................…··…...... to reach high objects 

• 23 .... .. .. ..….......….......….... ...….............. are fixed at corners 

• floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

• 25 ..........…………………..…........ ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

• objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

• office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

• 27 ………................... .. ....... .. .….......….... are provided for documents 

• the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q…�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ’Queen of Roads’. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers’ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today’s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Test 3 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Test 3 

Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....…… E … to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned …~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^•ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

• describe the problem you had with the tickets 

• say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a u—

• suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7’ 7’ 
E • 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

• How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
• What was the last thing you bought online? 
• Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
• Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ�

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................….......… Centre 

3 ........ ....…............... ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

• dealing with enquiries 

• making 4 .....……..... ....…··……........... . and reorganising them 

• maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

• general administration 

Requirements 

• 6 . ……………······… ( essential) 

• a calm and 7 .............. ........….... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

• good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• a 8 ....... ...…..... ..….............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

• hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

• 10 ………··….............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

• It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

• We know more about its overall 31 ……........................ than about its author. 

His early career 

• In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

• He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............…·…………...... and education. 

• Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

• Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

• He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....…··…....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

• �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

• The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....………................. and tapestries that he 
valued. 

• He bought cheap 36 ..…….......…··…........… made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

• The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

• The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

• He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

• He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........…........….......…... in his house. 

• Victor Hugo’s 40 …………........ ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you’ re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn’t get better than this. It’s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it’s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q…�i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it’s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you’d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there’s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn’t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We’ re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn’t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We’d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

• Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night’s sleep and you’ II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

• Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

• The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

• Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you’re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....……··…·········…………................... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........….......….......….......……........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....….........................…...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............……..............…….......... ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........……········…........…….......……... when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

• Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

• Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

• Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people’s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

• Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

• Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

• Handrails should also be fitted. 

• The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

• lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

• �l�i N��i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

• Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

• Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

• bending in an awkward position 

• putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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• Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

• Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‘M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................…….........................…....... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................…..............….......…..... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don’t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can’t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring’S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today’s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..…....................…........... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the …………................…….........…...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...…........ ..... ... ..............…··…. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

• remind your employer what the course was about 

• explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

• suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E • nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

• How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
• Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you �d 0� �i�f you can’t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
• Do you ever remember the dreams you’ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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Aud ioscri pts 

PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We’re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that’s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It’s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that’s fine. It’s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it’s actually in Harborne - Wells isn’t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ�

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn’t it? 
lsn’t it the 25th? No, actually, you’re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you’ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i ŒF�1�.
That’s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o –?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

€Œ

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That’s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That’s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it’s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it’s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W’�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that’s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m •èÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W’eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|’ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don’t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that’s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don’t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven’t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW’N� �s�o 010 

we’d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that’s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  � 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you’re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We’H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that’s OK. 

One of the first questions we’re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn’t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there’s plenty of that and it’s all 
face-to-face. What’s �m0�[ƒÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn’t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it’s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don’t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they’ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it’s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don’t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let’s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ˜Þ �N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ˜Þ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‘playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don’t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^”�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  �0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I’H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I’d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn’t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l’d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It’s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole’s heads isn’t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we’re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That’s right - and we know we can’t all have that ‘dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there’s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn’t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn’t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� � �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ’ and then 

she’d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it’s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  � �r ‚ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We’ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav’S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today’s talk influence your thoughts on what career you’d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |’d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it’s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we’II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing’s for certain, though. From what she said, we’II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0� �n�.

HUGO: I’m oreoared for that. aren’t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I’m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ˜Þ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it’s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿ�N� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  � �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  � �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� � �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn’t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A •è �d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o –@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a •è �c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e •è �t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn’t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you’d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that’s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NšWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there’s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one’s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don’t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  � �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi’s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 

Test 1 

in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ˜Þ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R� �e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r •è �e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a •è�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
ŒFŒF�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‘L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e’s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota’s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o •è �s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká � �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you’re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I’ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That’s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo’s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  � 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They’ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That’s quite unusual , isn’t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you’H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  � �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That’s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won’t need one. I think I’d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  �0� �e looking for. Milo’S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  �–@ �r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I’ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That’s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo’s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That’s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that’s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let’s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo’s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 e—�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It’s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They’re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 
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MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou’d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That’s not too bad. And I suppose it’s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That’s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you’d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you’d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That’s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you’d be responsible for making sure there’s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I’ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it’s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q…�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you’d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|’m sure it wouldn’t be a problem. The salary’S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It’s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it’s likely you’H be promoted quite quickly. So that’s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  � �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  �0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I’m Mark 
Reynolds and |’m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |’m sure 
you’H want to know is why we’ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it’s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there’s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there’s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes’ drive away, but 
although that’s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn’t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there’s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it’s 
on quite a steep slope, but we’ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn’t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We’ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it’s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they’d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we’II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |’II put a map of the proposed development up �O•è �t�h�e screen. You'll see it’s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t •î �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there’II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  � �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� � �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There’II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
ŒFN�N�’tŒFŒFÿ�

There’II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven’t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e •è �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  � 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven’t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we’ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That’s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren’t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn’t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn’t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn’t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that’s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It’s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿ� �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He’s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can’t remember his name. I’d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You’d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
…but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There’s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn’t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l •è �e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿ� �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿ�Qk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we’ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i •è �g and that’s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don’t really think about pockets too much and they’re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It’s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c •î �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‚z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‘breeches’ , the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women’s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren’t nearlv 035 
ŒFŒFWPvÑvÑ�l ŒF�o�r as easy to reach as men’s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e •è �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That’s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman’S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name’s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  � �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what’s your family name? 
DAN: It’s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it’s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I’m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what’s the house number and street? 
It’s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That’s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that’S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he’d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That’s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It’s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you’re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |’II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That’s a good idea because you can’t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that’s interesting. So why don’t you tell me something about those? Let’s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‘Domestic Life’ . 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn’t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‘busy’ as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That’s right - and once they’d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn’t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |’d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn’t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‘Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that’s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I’m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That’s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we’d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I’m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you’ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that’s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we’re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who’s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He’s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‘l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you’re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  � �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can’t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that’s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it’s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don’t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it’s important to be aware 
of. Don’t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 •î �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won’t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  � �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can’t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 

Test 3 

nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn’t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven’t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0� �1�0 �, as there’s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you’ re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý � �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can’t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v‡W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  � �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö � �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don’t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There’s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it’s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you’II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev’re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it’s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn’t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn’t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn’t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that’s true - but it orobablv didn’t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won’t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don’t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can’t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that’s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I’m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they’re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  � �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That’s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they’re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev’re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I’d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d –@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole’s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn’t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they’ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don’t �d�e�p�e •è �d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^•�·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  �0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I’d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I’d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people’s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it’s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They’ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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In today’s astronomy lecture, I’m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i •¸ ÿ� �w�e  � �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we’d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  � �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a •è �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there’s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^•�e�n  � �t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it’s out there, it doesn’t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don’t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn’t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� � �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev’ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don’t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn’t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time … and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn’t very big, and it’s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don’t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b ŒFN��hŒF 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we’re facing. Let’s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it’s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  � �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it’s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is G「eg Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, that’S 「ight.

GREG: Now we’ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for a 「eceotionist - I believe you’ve done that sort of work 

befo「e?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the child「·en .

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job’s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it’s at the 02 
盯1edical centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It’s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that’s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries f「om

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you’d also be involved in makina aooointments , whethe「 face to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if necessa「Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn’t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of you「 duties would be keeoina the cent「e’s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general ad『「1inistrative duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because Q旦旦血坦豆 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the spo「ts centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else they’「e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it’s quite a high-pressure environment, they’re always very busy, 

and patients are often under st「ess , so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be confide们t when inte「acting with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: I ’盯1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they’re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you’d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it sta同？
GREG: Well , they’re looking fo「 someone from the beginning of next month, but I should 

tell you that this isn’t a oermanent iob. it’s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of Septembe「. But they do say that there c。uld be further 
opportunities afte「 that.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother™s-she™s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l™II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it™s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it™s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  ˇ0� �e happy for me to do so, I™II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You™re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it™s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum™s collections. 

The museum™s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W™„F„F„Feæ„Fÿ��b�u�t it™s not open to museum visitors, I™m afraid. It™s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we™ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  ˇ �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou™d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it™s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|™d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it™s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S– ˇ �s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 
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uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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Listening 

PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 

18 

A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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Test 3 

VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

• is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

• would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................…... .... ways of improving safety. 

• does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

• Satellites are now quite 32 ..........….......….......….......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

• At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

• There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........…........ satellites. 

• Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

• Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 …··……….... .......... or commercial reasons. 

• It may be hard to collect details of the object’s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

• Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

• Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

• The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

• A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia ’s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood’s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You’ II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 
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This is the best spot if you don’t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN��e�r�w�e  � �v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you’d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can’t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ�

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you’re having �d�i —b�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

• Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water’s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you’re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v„ �h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that’s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‘billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water’S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don’t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............…. of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ......................……………........... .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................…...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....……......… …… ………...... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It’s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

• boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

• items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............…...... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

• workers do not use 22 ….............. ..........................…··…...... to reach high objects 

• 23 .... .. .. ..….......….......….... ...….............. are fixed at corners 

• floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

• 25 ..........…………………..…........ ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

• objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

• office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

• 27 ………................... .. ....... .. .….......….... are provided for documents 

• the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q…�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ’Queen of Roads’. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers’ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today’s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....…… E … to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned …~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^•ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

• describe the problem you had with the tickets 

• say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a u—

• suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7’ 7’ 
E • 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

• How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
• What was the last thing you bought online? 
• Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
• Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ�

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................….......… Centre 

3 ........ ....…............... ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

• dealing with enquiries 

• making 4 .....……..... ....…··……........... . and reorganising them 

• maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

• general administration 

Requirements 

• 6 . ……………······… ( essential) 

• a calm and 7 .............. ........….... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

• good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• a 8 ....... ...…..... ..….............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

• hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

• 10 ………··….............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

• It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

• We know more about its overall 31 ……........................ than about its author. 

His early career 

• In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

• He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............…·…………...... and education. 

• Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

• Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

• He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....…··…....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

• �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

• The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....………................. and tapestries that he 
valued. 

• He bought cheap 36 ..…….......…··…........… made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

• The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

• The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

• He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

• He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........…........….......…... in his house. 

• Victor Hugo’s 40 …………........ ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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�1�1�1�1�:�E�f Sï�R—� �

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you’ re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn’t get better than this. It’s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it’s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q…�i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it’s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you’d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there’s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn’t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We’ re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn’t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We’d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

• Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night’s sleep and you’ II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

• Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

• The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

• Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you’re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....……··…·········…………................... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........….......….......….......……........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....….........................…...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............……..............…….......... ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........……········…........…….......……... when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

• Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

• Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

• Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people’s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

• Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

• Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

• Handrails should also be fitted. 

• The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

• lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

• �l�i N��i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

• Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

• Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

• bending in an awkward position 

• putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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• Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

• Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‘M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................…….........................…....... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................…..............….......…..... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don’t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can’t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring’S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today’s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..…....................…........... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the …………................…….........…...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...…........ ..... ... ..............…··…. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

• remind your employer what the course was about 

• explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

• suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E • nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

• How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
• Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you �d 0� �i�f you can’t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
• Do you ever remember the dreams you’ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We’re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that’s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It’s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that’s fine. It’s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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SADIE: 
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�N

VÛ

AAAA MSMS 

No it’s actually in Harborne - Wells isn’t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ�

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn’t it? 
lsn’t it the 25th? No, actually, you’re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you’ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i ŒF�1�.
That’s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o –?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

€Œ

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That’s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That’s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it’s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it’s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W’�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that’s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m •èÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W’eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|’ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don’t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that’s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don’t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven’t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW’N� �s�o 010 

we’d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that’s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  � 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you’re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We’H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that’s OK. 

One of the first questions we’re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn’t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there’s plenty of that and it’s all 
face-to-face. What’s �m0�[ƒÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn’t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it’s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don’t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they’ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it’s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don’t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let’s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ˜Þ �N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ˜Þ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‘playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don’t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^”�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  �0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I’H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I’d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn’t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l’d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It’s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole’s heads isn’t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we’re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That’s right - and we know we can’t all have that ‘dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there’s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn’t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn’t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� � �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ’ and then 

she’d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it’s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  � �r ‚ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We’ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav’S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today’s talk influence your thoughts on what career you’d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |’d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it’s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we’II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing’s for certain, though. From what she said, we’II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0� �n�.

HUGO: I’m oreoared for that. aren’t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I’m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ˜Þ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it’s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿ�N� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  � �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  � �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� � �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn’t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A •è �d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o –@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a •è �c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e •è �t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn’t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you’d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that’s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NšWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there’s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one’s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don’t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  � �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi’s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ˜Þ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R� �e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r •è �e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a •è�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
ŒFŒF�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‘L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e’s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota’s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o •è �s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká � �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you’re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I’ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That’s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo’s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  � 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They’ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That’s quite unusual , isn’t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you’H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  � �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That’s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won’t need one. I think I’d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  �0� �e looking for. Milo’S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  �–@ �r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I’ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That’s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo’s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That’s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that’s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let’s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo’s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 e—�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It’s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They’re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 

07 

Test 2 

MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou’d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That’s not too bad. And I suppose it’s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That’s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you’d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you’d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That’s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you’d be responsible for making sure there’s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I’ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it’s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q…�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you’d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|’m sure it wouldn’t be a problem. The salary’S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It’s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it’s likely you’H be promoted quite quickly. So that’s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  � �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  �0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I’m Mark 
Reynolds and |’m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |’m sure 
you’H want to know is why we’ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it’s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there’s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there’s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes’ drive away, but 
although that’s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn’t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there’s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it’s 
on quite a steep slope, but we’ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn’t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We’ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it’s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they’d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we’II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |’II put a map of the proposed development up �O•è �t�h�e screen. You'll see it’s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t •î �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there’II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  � �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� � �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There’II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
ŒFN�N�’tŒFŒFÿ�

There’II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven’t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e •è �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  � 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven’t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we’ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That’s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren’t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn’t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn’t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn’t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that’s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It’s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿ� �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He’s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can’t remember his name. I’d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You’d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
…but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There’s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn’t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l •è �e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿ� �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿ�Qk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we’ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i •è �g and that’s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don’t really think about pockets too much and they’re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It’s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c •î �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‚z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‘breeches’ , the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women’s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren’t nearlv 035 
ŒFŒFWPvÑvÑ�l ŒF�o�r as easy to reach as men’s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e •è �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That’s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman’S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name’s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  � �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what’s your family name? 
DAN: It’s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it’s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I’m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what’s the house number and street? 
It’s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That’s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that’S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he’d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That’s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It’s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you’re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |’II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That’s a good idea because you can’t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that’s interesting. So why don’t you tell me something about those? Let’s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‘Domestic Life’ . 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn’t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‘busy’ as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That’s right - and once they’d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn’t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |’d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn’t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‘Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that’s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I’m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That’s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we’d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I’m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you’ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that’s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we’re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who’s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He’s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‘l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you’re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  � �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can’t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that’s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it’s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don’t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it’s important to be aware 
of. Don’t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 •î �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won’t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  � �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can’t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn’t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven’t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0� �1�0 �, as there’s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you’ re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý � �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can’t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v‡W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  � �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö � �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don’t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There’s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it’s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you’II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev’re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it’s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn’t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn’t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn’t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that’s true - but it orobablv didn’t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won’t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don’t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can’t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that’s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I’m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they’re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  � �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That’s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they’re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev’re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I’d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d –@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole’s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn’t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they’ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don’t �d�e�p�e •è �d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^•�·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  �0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I’d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I’d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people’s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it’s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They’ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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PART 4 

In today’s astronomy lecture, I’m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i •¸ ÿ� �w�e  � �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we’d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  � �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a •è �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there’s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^•�e�n  � �t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it’s out there, it doesn’t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don’t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn’t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� � �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev’ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don’t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn’t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time … and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn’t very big, and it’s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don’t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b ŒFN��hŒF 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we’re facing. Let’s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it’s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  � �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it’s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  � �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we’ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you’ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job’s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it’s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It’s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that’s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you’d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn’t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  � �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæˆ@WfŒF 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  �0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it’s quite a high-pressure environment, they’re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  � vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they’re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you’d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ�

GREG: Well , they’re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn’t a oermanent iob. it’s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and o仔 to my mother’s-she’s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l’II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it’s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it’s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if you’「e happy for me to do so, I’ II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be fo「 you to phone them so they can arrange 
for an inte「view.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You’re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it’s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some backg「ound information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see du「ing your visit. 

So, where we丁e standi『1g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 

Test 4 

09 

010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman Alf「ed Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence 1o「 students in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum’s collections. 

The museum’s owned by the university, and apart f「om two 「ooms that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
坠d垒豆豆豆旦豆， but it’s not open to museum visitors, I’m afraid. It’s a shame because the inte「io「
architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we’ve managed to keep ent「y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, outdoo「 areas a『1d the 「ooms for special exhibitions. We 「un activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which there’ιno charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over the「e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou’d like to leave vou「 coat~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might be 响ore comfortable not carrying a「ound heavy 「ucksacks , thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it’s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|’d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called Fou「 Seasons . Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it’s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g 311e厅’s called Town and Count「y. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and shephe「ds. Leaving Town and Country, you enter Fa「mhouse Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it™s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it™s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou™re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  ˇ �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  ˇ �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e Łè�s�u�r�e thev don™t �c�l�i�n Q–�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we™re redevelooina this area so vou can™t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there™s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn™t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  ˇ �s a 
fence around it, so it™s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we™ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg˙eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That™s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let™s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 

Test 4 

uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 
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A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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�6�:�D�i�m Vú

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r

40 

This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Test 2 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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Reading 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Reading 

Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

E • �A
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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Test 3 

VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Test 3 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

• is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

• would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................…... .... ways of improving safety. 

• does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

• Satellites are now quite 32 ..........….......….......….......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

• At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

• There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........…........ satellites. 

• Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

• Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 …··……….... .......... or commercial reasons. 

• It may be hard to collect details of the object’s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

• Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

• Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

• The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

• A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia ’s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood’s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You’ II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 

64 

This is the best spot if you don’t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN��e�r�w�e  � �v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you’d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can’t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ�

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you’re having �d�i —b�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

• Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water’s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you’re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v„ �h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that’s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‘billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water’S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don’t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............…. of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ......................……………........... .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................…...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....……......… …… ………...... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It’s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

• boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

• items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............…...... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

• workers do not use 22 ….............. ..........................…··…...... to reach high objects 

• 23 .... .. .. ..….......….......….... ...….............. are fixed at corners 

• floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

• 25 ..........…………………..…........ ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

• objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

• office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

• 27 ………................... .. ....... .. .….......….... are provided for documents 

• the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q…�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ’Queen of Roads’. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers’ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today’s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Test 3 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Test 3 

Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....…… E … to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned …~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^•ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

• describe the problem you had with the tickets 

• say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a u—

• suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7’ 7’ 
E • 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

• How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
• What was the last thing you bought online? 
• Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
• Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ�

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................….......… Centre 

3 ........ ....…............... ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

• dealing with enquiries 

• making 4 .....……..... ....…··……........... . and reorganising them 

• maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

• general administration 

Requirements 

• 6 . ……………······… ( essential) 

• a calm and 7 .............. ........….... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

• good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• a 8 ....... ...…..... ..….............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

• hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

• 10 ………··….............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

• It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

• We know more about its overall 31 ……........................ than about its author. 

His early career 

• In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

• He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............…·…………...... and education. 

• Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

• Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

• He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....…··…....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

• �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

• The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....………................. and tapestries that he 
valued. 

• He bought cheap 36 ..…….......…··…........… made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

• The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

• The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

• He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

• He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........…........….......…... in his house. 

• Victor Hugo’s 40 …………........ ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you’ re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn’t get better than this. It’s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it’s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q…�i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it’s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you’d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there’s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn’t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We’ re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn’t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We’d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

• Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night’s sleep and you’ II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

• Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

• The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

• Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you’re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....……··…·········…………................... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........….......….......….......……........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....….........................…...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............……..............…….......... ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........……········…........…….......……... when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

• Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

• Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

• Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people’s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

• Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

• Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

• Handrails should also be fitted. 

• The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

• lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

• �l�i N��i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

• Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

• Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

• bending in an awkward position 

• putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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• Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

• Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‘M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................…….........................…....... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................…..............….......…..... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don’t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can’t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring’S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today’s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..…....................…........... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the …………................…….........…...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...…........ ..... ... ..............…··…. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

• remind your employer what the course was about 

• explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

• suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E • nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

• How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
• Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you �d 0� �i�f you can’t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
• Do you ever remember the dreams you’ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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Aud ioscri pts 

PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We’re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that’s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It’s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that’s fine. It’s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it’s actually in Harborne - Wells isn’t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ�

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn’t it? 
lsn’t it the 25th? No, actually, you’re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you’ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i ŒF�1�.
That’s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o –?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

€Œ

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That’s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That’s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it’s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it’s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W’�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that’s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m •èÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W’eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|’ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don’t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that’s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don’t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven’t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW’N� �s�o 010 

we’d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that’s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  � 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you’re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We’H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that’s OK. 

One of the first questions we’re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn’t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there’s plenty of that and it’s all 
face-to-face. What’s �m0�[ƒÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn’t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it’s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don’t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they’ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it’s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don’t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let’s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ˜Þ �N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ˜Þ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‘playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don’t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^”�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  �0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I’H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I’d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn’t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l’d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It’s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole’s heads isn’t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we’re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That’s right - and we know we can’t all have that ‘dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there’s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn’t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn’t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� � �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ’ and then 

she’d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it’s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  � �r ‚ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We’ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav’S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today’s talk influence your thoughts on what career you’d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |’d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it’s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we’II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing’s for certain, though. From what she said, we’II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0� �n�.

HUGO: I’m oreoared for that. aren’t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I’m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ˜Þ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it’s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿ�N� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  � �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  � �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� � �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn’t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A •è �d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o –@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a •è �c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e •è �t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn’t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you’d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that’s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NšWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there’s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one’s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don’t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  � �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi’s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ˜Þ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R� �e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r •è �e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a •è�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
ŒFŒF�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‘L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e’s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota’s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o •è �s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká � �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you’re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I’ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That’s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo’s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  � 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They’ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That’s quite unusual , isn’t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you’H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  � �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That’s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won’t need one. I think I’d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  �0� �e looking for. Milo’S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  �–@ �r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I’ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That’s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo’s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That’s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that’s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let’s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo’s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 e—�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It’s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They’re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 
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MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou’d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That’s not too bad. And I suppose it’s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That’s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you’d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you’d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That’s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you’d be responsible for making sure there’s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I’ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it’s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q…�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you’d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|’m sure it wouldn’t be a problem. The salary’S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It’s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it’s likely you’H be promoted quite quickly. So that’s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  � �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  �0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I’m Mark 
Reynolds and |’m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |’m sure 
you’H want to know is why we’ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it’s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there’s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there’s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes’ drive away, but 
although that’s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn’t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there’s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it’s 
on quite a steep slope, but we’ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn’t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We’ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it’s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they’d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we’II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |’II put a map of the proposed development up �O•è �t�h�e screen. You'll see it’s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t •î �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there’II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  � �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� � �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There’II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
ŒFN�N�’tŒFŒFÿ�

There’II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven’t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e •è �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  � 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven’t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we’ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That’s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren’t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn’t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn’t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn’t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that’s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It’s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿ� �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He’s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can’t remember his name. I’d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You’d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
…but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There’s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn’t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l •è �e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿ� �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿ�Qk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we’ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i •è �g and that’s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don’t really think about pockets too much and they’re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It’s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c •î �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‚z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‘breeches’ , the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women’s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren’t nearlv 035 
ŒFŒFWPvÑvÑ�l ŒF�o�r as easy to reach as men’s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e •è �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That’s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman’S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name’s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  � �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what’s your family name? 
DAN: It’s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it’s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I’m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what’s the house number and street? 
It’s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That’s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that’S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he’d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That’s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It’s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you’re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |’II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That’s a good idea because you can’t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that’s interesting. So why don’t you tell me something about those? Let’s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‘Domestic Life’ . 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn’t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‘busy’ as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That’s right - and once they’d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn’t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |’d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn’t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‘Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that’s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I’m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That’s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we’d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I’m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you’ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that’s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we’re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who’s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He’s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‘l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you’re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  � �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can’t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that’s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it’s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don’t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it’s important to be aware 
of. Don’t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 •î �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won’t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  � �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can’t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 

Test 3 

nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn’t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven’t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0� �1�0 �, as there’s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you’ re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý � �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can’t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v‡W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  � �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö � �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don’t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There’s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it’s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you’II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev’re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it’s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn’t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn’t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn’t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that’s true - but it orobablv didn’t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won’t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don’t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can’t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that’s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I’m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they’re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  � �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That’s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they’re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev’re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I’d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d –@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole’s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn’t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they’ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don’t �d�e�p�e •è �d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^•�·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  �0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I’d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I’d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people’s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it’s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They’ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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PART 4 

In today’s astronomy lecture, I’m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i •¸ ÿ� �w�e  � �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we’d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  � �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a •è �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there’s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^•�e�n  � �t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it’s out there, it doesn’t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don’t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn’t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� � �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev’ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don’t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn’t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time … and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn’t very big, and it’s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don’t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b ŒFN��hŒF 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we’re facing. Let’s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it’s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  � �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it’s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  � �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we’ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you’ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job’s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it’s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It’s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that’s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you’d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn’t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  � �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæˆ@WfŒF 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  �0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it’s quite a high-pressure environment, they’re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  � vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they’re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you’d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ�

GREG: Well , they’re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn’t a oermanent iob. it’s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother’s-she’s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l’II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it’s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it’s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  �0� �e happy for me to do so, I’ II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You’re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it’s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum’s collections. 

The museum’s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W’ŒFŒFŒFeæŒFÿ��b�u�t it’s not open to museum visitors, I’m afraid. It’s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we’ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  � �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou’d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it’s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|’d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it’s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S… ��s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the count「y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it’s produced. You may even get to try sοme . 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is a 「oom called A Year on 
the Farm. The「e ’s lots of seating he「e as sometimes we use the room fo「 school visits , so it’s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou’re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about thinas 旷OU ’ve seen in the museum. 

The next a「ea’s called Wagon Walk. This contains fa「m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's surp「ising how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The ca「ts are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and e门sure thev don’t clin内 b on the ca「ts .

F「om Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the fa 「 C。rner of the ga「·den is Bees 
are Magic, but we’re redevelooina this area so vou can’t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there’s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . The「e are babv 020 
ducks that are O「 Iv a few davs old. as wel as tinv f口as . The Pond isn’t deep and the「e’s a 
fence around it, so it’s perfectly safe for child「·en .

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we’ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which o「igami can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
O「igami in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing O「igami . On the video you could see t叫em real l y 监望旦旦g_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 「iaht order to make the bird . 

sEB: That’s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the pape「， with younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let’s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they sta 「ted doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 「eally benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and sta「t con cent「atina.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 
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uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h „F�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn™t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  ˇ �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I™m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It™s strange that origami is n™t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it™s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they™re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don™t know. It™s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it™s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That™s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  ˇ 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�X„F„F�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children™s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that™s something most of the kids in that class might �s u˘ �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I™m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I™m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|™m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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Listening 

PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 

18 

A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
E • 

Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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Test 1 

about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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Test 3 

VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Test 3 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

• is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

• would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................…... .... ways of improving safety. 

• does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

• Satellites are now quite 32 ..........….......….......….......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

• At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

• There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........…........ satellites. 

• Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

• Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 …··……….... .......... or commercial reasons. 

• It may be hard to collect details of the object’s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

• Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

• Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

• The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

• A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia ’s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood’s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You’ II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 
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This is the best spot if you don’t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN��e�r�w�e  � �v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you’d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can’t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ�

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you’re having �d�i —b�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

• Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water’s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you’re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v„ �h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that’s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‘billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water’S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don’t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............…. of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ......................……………........... .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................…...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....……......… …… ………...... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It’s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

• boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

• items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............…...... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

• workers do not use 22 ….............. ..........................…··…...... to reach high objects 

• 23 .... .. .. ..….......….......….... ...….............. are fixed at corners 

• floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

• 25 ..........…………………..…........ ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

• objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

• office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

• 27 ………................... .. ....... .. .….......….... are provided for documents 

• the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q…�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ’Queen of Roads’. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers’ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today’s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....…… E … to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned …~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^•ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

• describe the problem you had with the tickets 

• say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a u—

• suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7’ 7’ 
E • 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

• How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
• What was the last thing you bought online? 
• Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
• Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ�

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................….......… Centre 

3 ........ ....…............... ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

• dealing with enquiries 

• making 4 .....……..... ....…··……........... . and reorganising them 

• maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

• general administration 

Requirements 

• 6 . ……………······… ( essential) 

• a calm and 7 .............. ........….... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

• good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• a 8 ....... ...…..... ..….............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

• hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

• 10 ………··….............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 
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Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

• It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

• We know more about its overall 31 ……........................ than about its author. 

His early career 

• In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

• He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............…·…………...... and education. 

• Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

• Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

• He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....…··…....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

• �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

• The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....………................. and tapestries that he 
valued. 

• He bought cheap 36 ..…….......…··…........… made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

• The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

• The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

• He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

• He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........…........….......…... in his house. 

• Victor Hugo’s 40 …………........ ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you’ re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn’t get better than this. It’s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it’s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q…�i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it’s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you’d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there’s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn’t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We’ re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn’t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We’d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

• Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night’s sleep and you’ II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

• Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

• The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

• Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you’re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....……··…·········…………................... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........….......….......….......……........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....….........................…...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............……..............…….......... ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........……········…........…….......……... when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

• Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

• Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

• Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people’s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

• Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

• Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

• Handrails should also be fitted. 

• The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

• lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

• �l�i N��i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

• Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

• Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

• bending in an awkward position 

• putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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• Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

• Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‘M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................…….........................…....... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................…..............….......…..... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don’t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can’t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring’S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today’s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..…....................…........... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the …………................…….........…...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...…........ ..... ... ..............…··…. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

• remind your employer what the course was about 

• explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

• suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E • nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Test 4 

Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

• How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
• Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you �d 0� �i�f you can’t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
• Do you ever remember the dreams you’ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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Aud ioscri pts 

PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We’re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that’s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It’s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that’s fine. It’s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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SADIE: 
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�N

VÛ

AAAA MSMS 

No it’s actually in Harborne - Wells isn’t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ�

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn’t it? 
lsn’t it the 25th? No, actually, you’re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you’ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i ŒF�1�.
That’s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o –?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

€Œ

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That’s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That’s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it’s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it’s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W’�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that’s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m •èÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W’eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|’ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don’t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that’s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don’t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven’t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW’N� �s�o 010 

we’d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that’s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  � 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you’re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We’H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that’s OK. 

One of the first questions we’re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn’t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there’s plenty of that and it’s all 
face-to-face. What’s �m0�[ƒÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn’t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it’s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don’t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they’ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it’s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don’t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let’s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ˜Þ �N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ˜Þ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‘playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don’t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^”�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  �0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I’H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I’d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn’t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l’d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It’s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole’s heads isn’t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we’re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That’s right - and we know we can’t all have that ‘dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there’s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn’t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn’t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� � �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ’ and then 

she’d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it’s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  � �r ‚ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We’ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav’S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today’s talk influence your thoughts on what career you’d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |’d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it’s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we’II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing’s for certain, though. From what she said, we’II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0� �n�.

HUGO: I’m oreoared for that. aren’t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I’m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ˜Þ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it’s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿ�N� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  � �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  � �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� � �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn’t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A •è �d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o –@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a •è �c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e •è �t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn’t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you’d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that’s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NšWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there’s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one’s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don’t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  � �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi’s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ˜Þ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R� �e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r •è �e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a •è�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
ŒFŒF�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‘L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e’s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota’s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o •è �s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká � �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you’re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I’ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That’s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo’s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  � 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They’ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That’s quite unusual , isn’t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you’H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  � �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That’s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won’t need one. I think I’d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  �0� �e looking for. Milo’S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  �–@ �r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I’ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That’s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo’s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That’s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that’s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let’s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo’s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 e—�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It’s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They’re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 

07 

Test 2 

MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou’d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That’s not too bad. And I suppose it’s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That’s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you’d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you’d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That’s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you’d be responsible for making sure there’s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I’ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it’s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q…�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you’d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|’m sure it wouldn’t be a problem. The salary’S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It’s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it’s likely you’H be promoted quite quickly. So that’s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  � �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  �0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I’m Mark 
Reynolds and |’m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |’m sure 
you’H want to know is why we’ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it’s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there’s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there’s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes’ drive away, but 
although that’s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn’t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there’s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it’s 
on quite a steep slope, but we’ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn’t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We’ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it’s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they’d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we’II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |’II put a map of the proposed development up �O•è �t�h�e screen. You'll see it’s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t •î �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there’II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  � �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� � �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There’II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
ŒFN�N�’tŒFŒFÿ�

There’II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven’t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e •è �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  � 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven’t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we’ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That’s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren’t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn’t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn’t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn’t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that’s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It’s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿ� �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He’s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can’t remember his name. I’d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You’d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
…but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There’s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn’t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l •è �e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿ� �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿ�Qk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we’ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i •è �g and that’s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don’t really think about pockets too much and they’re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It’s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c •î �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‚z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‘breeches’ , the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women’s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren’t nearlv 035 
ŒFŒFWPvÑvÑ�l ŒF�o�r as easy to reach as men’s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e •è �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That’s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman’S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name’s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  � �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what’s your family name? 
DAN: It’s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it’s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I’m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what’s the house number and street? 
It’s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That’s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that’S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he’d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That’s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It’s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you’re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |’II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That’s a good idea because you can’t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that’s interesting. So why don’t you tell me something about those? Let’s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‘Domestic Life’ . 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn’t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‘busy’ as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That’s right - and once they’d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn’t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |’d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn’t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‘Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that’s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I’m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That’s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we’d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I’m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you’ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that’s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we’re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who’s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He’s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‘l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you’re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  � �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can’t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that’s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it’s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don’t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it’s important to be aware 
of. Don’t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 •î �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won’t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  � �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can’t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn’t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven’t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0� �1�0 �, as there’s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you’ re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý � �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can’t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v‡W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  � �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö � �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don’t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There’s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it’s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you’II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev’re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it’s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn’t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn’t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn’t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that’s true - but it orobablv didn’t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won’t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don’t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can’t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that’s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I’m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they’re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  � �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That’s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they’re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev’re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I’d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d –@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole’s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn’t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they’ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don’t �d�e�p�e •è �d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^•�·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  �0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I’d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I’d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people’s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it’s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They’ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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PART 4 

In today’s astronomy lecture, I’m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i •¸ ÿ� �w�e  � �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we’d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  � �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a •è �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there’s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^•�e�n  � �t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it’s out there, it doesn’t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don’t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn’t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� � �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev’ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don’t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn’t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time … and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn’t very big, and it’s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don’t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b ŒFN��hŒF 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we’re facing. Let’s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it’s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  � �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it’s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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Ii~ 

PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  � �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we’ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you’ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job’s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it’s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It’s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that’s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you’d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn’t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  � �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæˆ@WfŒF 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  �0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it’s quite a high-pressure environment, they’re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  � vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they’re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you’d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ�

GREG: Well , they’re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn’t a oermanent iob. it’s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother’s-she’s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l’II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it’s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it’s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  �0� �e happy for me to do so, I’ II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You’re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it’s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 

Test 4 

09 

010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum’s collections. 

The museum’s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W’ŒFŒFŒFeæŒFÿ��b�u�t it’s not open to museum visitors, I’m afraid. It’s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we’ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  � �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou’d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it’s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|’d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it’s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S… ��s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it’s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  � �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it’s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou’re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  � �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  � �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e •è �s�u�r�e thev don’t �c�l�i�n Q…�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we’re redevelooina this area so vou can’t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there’s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn’t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  � �s a 
fence around it, so it’s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we’ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg�eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That’s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let’s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 
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uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the teache「 024

坠r..h豆)Q. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv ha「·der.

uA: She didn’t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the oe「fect 026 

bird with ve「v little effo凡
SEB: M『nm - I think the teacher could have inc「eased the level of difficulty fo「 her.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed unsu「·e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

did川’t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I’m sure it was a positive learning experience fo「 he「．

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think one 「eason why the origami activity wo「ked so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well p「epared.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
child「en could see what they were aiming fo「－ and much better fo「 them to be 
able to hold something ， 「c1ther than just looking at pictu「es .

Mmm - those physical examples supported he「 ve「bal explanations really well. 
It’s strange that origami is n’t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it’s not that appealing to child「en who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they’re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don’t know. It’s no diffe「ent to any othe「 craft activity. I bet it’s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That’s true - too much effo 「t reauired if vou ’「e not aood with vou「 hands.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina D「actice with 
X豆豆Q. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children’s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that’s something most of the kids in that class might s甘uggle with. 
O「igami would also be good practice fo「 using symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the F「ench write「 Victo「 Hugo - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the WO「Id . It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, so响e of us. I’m sure have a o「ettv aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I’m going to p「ovide a little more insight into this talented man and 
|’m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the B「itish

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I™ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he™d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon™s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‚work 
of art'. Today it™s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There™s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e Œj �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there™s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW™‹@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What™s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;„F„F�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 
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A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
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Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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Test 1 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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Test 2 

VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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Test 2 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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�6�:�D�i�m Vú

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Reading 

Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Reading 

Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Reading 

Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Test 2 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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Reading 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Reading 

Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

E • �A
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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Test 2 

El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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Test 3 

VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Test 3 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

• is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

• would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................…... .... ways of improving safety. 

• does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

• Satellites are now quite 32 ..........….......….......….......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

• At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

• There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........…........ satellites. 

• Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

• Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 …··……….... .......... or commercial reasons. 

• It may be hard to collect details of the object’s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

• Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

• Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

• The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

• A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia ’s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood’s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You’ II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 

64 

This is the best spot if you don’t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN��e�r�w�e  � �v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you’d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can’t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ�

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you’re having �d�i —b�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

• Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water’s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you’re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v„ �h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that’s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‘billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water’S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don’t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............…. of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ......................……………........... .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................…...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....……......… …… ………...... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It’s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Reading 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

• boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

• items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............…...... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

• workers do not use 22 ….............. ..........................…··…...... to reach high objects 

• 23 .... .. .. ..….......….......….... ...….............. are fixed at corners 

• floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

• 25 ..........…………………..…........ ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

• objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

• office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

• 27 ………................... .. ....... .. .….......….... are provided for documents 

• the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q…�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ’Queen of Roads’. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers’ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today’s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Test 3 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Test 3 

Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....…… E … to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned …~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^•ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

• describe the problem you had with the tickets 

• say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a u—

• suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7’ 7’ 
E • 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

• How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
• What was the last thing you bought online? 
• Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
• Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ�

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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VÛVâ�m�m�: Vâ

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................….......… Centre 

3 ........ ....…............... ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

• dealing with enquiries 

• making 4 .....……..... ....…··……........... . and reorganising them 

• maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

• general administration 

Requirements 

• 6 . ……………······… ( essential) 

• a calm and 7 .............. ........….... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

• good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• a 8 ....... ...…..... ..….............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

• hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

• 10 ………··….............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 

Test4 

Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

• It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

• We know more about its overall 31 ……........................ than about its author. 

His early career 

• In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

• He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............…·…………...... and education. 

• Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

• Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

• He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....…··…....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

• �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

• The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....………................. and tapestries that he 
valued. 

• He bought cheap 36 ..…….......…··…........… made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

• The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

• The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

• He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

• He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........…........….......…... in his house. 

• Victor Hugo’s 40 …………........ ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you’ re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn’t get better than this. It’s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it’s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q…�i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it’s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you’d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there’s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn’t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We’ re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn’t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We’d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

• Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night’s sleep and you’ II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

• Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

• The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

• Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you’re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....……··…·········…………................... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........….......….......….......……........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....….........................…...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............……..............…….......... ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........……········…........…….......……... when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

• Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

• Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

• Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people’s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

• Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

• Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

• Handrails should also be fitted. 

• The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

• lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

• �l�i N��i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

• Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

• Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

• bending in an awkward position 

• putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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• Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

• Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‘M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................…….........................…....... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................…..............….......…..... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don’t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can’t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring’S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today’s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..…....................…........... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the …………................…….........…...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...…........ ..... ... ..............…··…. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

• remind your employer what the course was about 

• explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

• suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

• How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
• Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you �d 0� �i�f you can’t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
• Do you ever remember the dreams you’ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We’re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that’s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It’s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that’s fine. It’s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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AAAA MSMS 

No it’s actually in Harborne - Wells isn’t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ�

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn’t it? 
lsn’t it the 25th? No, actually, you’re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you’ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i ŒF�1�.
That’s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o –?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

€Œ

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That’s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That’s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it’s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it’s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W’�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that’s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m •èÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W’eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|’ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don’t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that’s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don’t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven’t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW’N� �s�o 010 

we’d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that’s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  � 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you’re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We’H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that’s OK. 

One of the first questions we’re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn’t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there’s plenty of that and it’s all 
face-to-face. What’s �m0�[ƒÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn’t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it’s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don’t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they’ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it’s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don’t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let’s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ˜Þ �N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ˜Þ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‘playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don’t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^”�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  �0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I’H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I’d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn’t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l’d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It’s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole’s heads isn’t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we’re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That’s right - and we know we can’t all have that ‘dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there’s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn’t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn’t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� � �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ’ and then 

she’d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it’s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  � �r ‚ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We’ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav’S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today’s talk influence your thoughts on what career you’d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |’d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it’s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we’II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing’s for certain, though. From what she said, we’II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0� �n�.

HUGO: I’m oreoared for that. aren’t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I’m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ˜Þ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it’s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿ�N� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  � �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  � �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� � �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn’t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A •è �d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o –@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a •è �c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e •è �t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn’t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you’d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that’s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NšWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there’s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one’s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don’t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  � �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi’s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ˜Þ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R� �e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r •è �e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a •è�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
ŒFŒF�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‘L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e’s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota’s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o •è �s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká � �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you’re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I’ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That’s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo’s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  � 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They’ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That’s quite unusual , isn’t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you’H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  � �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That’s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won’t need one. I think I’d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  �0� �e looking for. Milo’S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  �–@ �r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I’ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That’s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo’s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That’s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that’s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let’s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo’s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 e—�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It’s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They’re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 
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MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou’d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That’s not too bad. And I suppose it’s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That’s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you’d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you’d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That’s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you’d be responsible for making sure there’s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I’ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it’s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q…�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you’d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|’m sure it wouldn’t be a problem. The salary’S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It’s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it’s likely you’H be promoted quite quickly. So that’s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  � �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  �0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I’m Mark 
Reynolds and |’m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |’m sure 
you’H want to know is why we’ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it’s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there’s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there’s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes’ drive away, but 
although that’s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn’t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there’s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it’s 
on quite a steep slope, but we’ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn’t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We’ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it’s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they’d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we’II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |’II put a map of the proposed development up �O•è �t�h�e screen. You'll see it’s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t •î �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there’II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  � �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� � �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There’II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
ŒFN�N�’tŒFŒFÿ�

There’II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven’t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e •è �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  � 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven’t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we’ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That’s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren’t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn’t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn’t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn’t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that’s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It’s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿ� �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He’s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can’t remember his name. I’d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You’d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
…but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There’s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn’t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l •è �e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿ� �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿ�Qk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we’ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i •è �g and that’s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don’t really think about pockets too much and they’re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It’s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c •î �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‚z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‘breeches’ , the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women’s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren’t nearlv 035 
ŒFŒFWPvÑvÑ�l ŒF�o�r as easy to reach as men’s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e •è �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That’s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman’S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name’s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  � �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what’s your family name? 
DAN: It’s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it’s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I’m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what’s the house number and street? 
It’s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That’s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that’S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he’d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That’s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It’s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you’re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |’II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That’s a good idea because you can’t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that’s interesting. So why don’t you tell me something about those? Let’s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‘Domestic Life’ . 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn’t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‘busy’ as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That’s right - and once they’d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn’t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |’d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn’t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‘Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that’s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I’m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That’s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we’d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I’m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you’ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that’s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we’re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who’s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He’s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‘l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you’re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  � �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can’t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that’s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it’s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don’t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it’s important to be aware 
of. Don’t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 •î �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won’t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  � �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can’t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 

Test 3 

nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn’t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven’t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0� �1�0 �, as there’s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you’ re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý � �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can’t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v‡W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  � �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö � �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don’t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There’s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it’s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you’II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev’re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it’s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn’t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn’t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn’t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that’s true - but it orobablv didn’t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won’t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don’t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can’t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that’s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I’m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they’re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  � �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That’s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they’re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev’re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I’d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d –@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole’s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn’t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they’ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don’t �d�e�p�e •è �d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^•�·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  �0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I’d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I’d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people’s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it’s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They’ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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PART 4 

In today’s astronomy lecture, I’m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i •¸ ÿ� �w�e  � �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we’d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  � �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a •è �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there’s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^•�e�n  � �t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it’s out there, it doesn’t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don’t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn’t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� � �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev’ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don’t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn’t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time … and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn’t very big, and it’s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don’t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b ŒFN��hŒF 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we’re facing. Let’s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it’s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  � �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it’s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  � �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we’ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you’ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job’s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it’s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It’s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that’s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you’d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn’t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  � �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæˆ@WfŒF 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  �0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it’s quite a high-pressure environment, they’re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  � vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they’re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you’d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ�

GREG: Well , they’re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn’t a oermanent iob. it’s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother’s-she’s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l’II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it’s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it’s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  �0� �e happy for me to do so, I’ II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You’re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it’s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 
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constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum’s collections. 

The museum’s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W’ŒFŒFŒFeæŒFÿ��b�u�t it’s not open to museum visitors, I’m afraid. It’s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we’ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  � �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou’d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it’s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|’d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it’s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S… ��s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it’s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  � �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it’s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou’re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  � �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  � �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e •è �s�u�r�e thev don’t �c�l�i�n Q…�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we’re redevelooina this area so vou can’t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there’s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn’t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  � �s a 
fence around it, so it’s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we’ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg�eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That’s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let’s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 

Test 4 

uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h ŒF�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn’t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  � �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I’m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It’s strange that origami is n’t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it’s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they’re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don’t know. It’s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it’s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That’s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  � 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�XŒFŒF�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children’s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that’s something most of the kids in that class might �s u� �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I’m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I’m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|’m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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Audioscripts 

But fi 「st, his early career .. . as I’ve said, he was a write「， he was at the height of his ca「eer in 
Paris and he was very highly 「egarded by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. Howeve「， as well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt ve「y strongly about this and about othe「 areas where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 。f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told Victo「 Hugo to leave Pa「is and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in othe「 oarts of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his thi 「d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he’d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
ve「y proud of it. 

The property Victo「 Hugo bought on Guernsey was a large, five-sto「ey house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived the「e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon’s Empire collapsed. He deco「ated and furnished each level ，。「 floor, of the house in 
unique and wonderft』 I ways, and many people conside「 the inside of the house to be a ‘work 
of art'. Today it’s a museum that att「acts 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and oc 「traits of its members stil hana in 「ooms on the 035 
around floo「. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there a「e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that Victo「 Huao created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the lo响e『 level that was 
shadowy and 「ather solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
othe「 blue . There’s a strc川q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
oa忧ern and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third floo「 and
was a comfortable area whe陪 he could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the ve「Y

top of the house, there’s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
h垒血旦旦 In contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would w「ite until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on Guernsey，「 e ente「tained many othe「 famous writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to dinne「 O叫ce a week. What’s 
mo「e, he served them their food, which waιan extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
E主豆豆. It has since been mstored using photographs from the pe「iod and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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Listening and Reading answer keys 

VÞ†ó�EVÞ

LISTENING 

Ł Answer key with �e�x�t�r�a SëSë�o�n�s

�~� in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you �S�C 0� �r�e ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
�b�e�f�o 0� �e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 �h�e�l�i�c�o�p�t�e 0� �S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score �u�n�d�e 0�

conditions but �w�e 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that �d •š �e 0� �e�n�t

more practice �O0� �l�e�s�s�o�n�s before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Test 1 

Questions 16-20 

What does the speaker suggest would be helpful for each of the following areas of 
voluntary work? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 16-20. 

Helpful things volunteers �m�i�g�h�t 0�NÔ�e�r

A experience on stage 

B original, new ideas 

C parenting skills 

D an �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d�i�n�g of food and diet 

E retail experience 

F a good memory 

G a good level of fitness 

Area of voluntary �w0� �r�k

16 Fundraising 

17 Litter collection 

18 ‘Playmates’ 

19 Story club 

20 �F�i 0� �s�t aid 
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Listening 

PART 3 Questions 21-30 

Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�6

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Talk 0� �n �j 0� �b�s in �f�a�s�h�i 0� �n design 
21 What problem did Chantal have at the start of the talk? 

A Her view of the speaker was blocked. 
B She was unable to find an empty seat. 
C The students next to her were talking. 

22 What were Hugo and Chantal �s�u 0� �p�r�i�s�e�d to hear about the job market? 

A It has become more competitive than it used to be. 
B There is more variety in it than they had 0� �e�a�l�i�s�e�d�.

C Some areas of it are more exciting than others. 

23 Hugo and Chantal agree that the speaker’s message was 

A unfair to them at times. 
B hard for them to follow. 
C critical of the �i�n�d�u�s�t 0� �y�.

24 What do Hugo and Chantal �c 0� �i�t�i�c�i�s�e about their school careers advice? 

A when they received the advice 
B how much advice was given 
C who gave the advice 

25 When discussing their future, Hugo and Chantal disagree on 

A which is the best career in fashion. 
B when to choose a career in fashion. 
C why they would like a career in fashion. 

26 How does Hugo feel about being an unpaid assistant? 

A He is realistic about the practice. 
B He feels the �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e is dishonest. 
C He thinks others want to change the practice. 
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Test 1 

Questions 27 and 28 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO mistakes did the speaker admit she made in her first job? 

being dishonest to her �e�m�p�l�o�y�e 0�

paying too much attention to how she looked 
expecting to become well known 
trying to earn a lot of money 
openly disliking her client 

ABCDE 

Questions 29 and 30 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO pieces of retail information do Hugo and Chantal agree would be useful? 

the reasons people return fashion items 
how much time people have to shop for clothes 
fashion designs people want but can’t find 
the best time of year for fashion buying 
the most popular fashion sizes 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Elephant translocation 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n�s �f 0� �r �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n at Majete �N�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l Park 

• strict enforcement of anti-poaching laws 

• successful breeding 

Problems caused by elephant �o�v�e�r�p 0� �p�u�l�a�t�i 0� �n

• greater competition, causing hunger for elephants 

• damage to 31 ..... .......... ...................... .. in the park 

The �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �p�r 0� �c�e�s�s

• a suitable group of elephants from the same 32 ..... .......... ...............… was 
selected 

• vets and park staff made use of 33 ...............…………….........…. to help guide the 
elephants into an open plain 

• elephants were immobilised with tranquilisers 

- this process had to be completed quickly to reduce 34 .. .... . 

- elephants had to be turned on their 35 ……·” ………………..... to avoid damage 
to their lungs 

- elephants’ 36 ...............…………................ had to be �m�o�n�i�t�o 0� �e�d constantly 

- tracking devices were fitted to the matriarchs 

N� �d�a�t�a including the size of their tusks and 37 ........................................ ... was taken 

• elephants were taken by truck to their new reserve 

Advantages 0� �f �t�r�a�n�s�l 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n at �N�k�h 0� �t�a�k 0� �t�a Wildlife Park 

• 38 .. ……·- … -…… opportunities 

• a reduction in the number of �p�o�a�c�h�e 0� �s and 39 .......……·· 

• an example of conservation that other �p�a 0� �k�s can follow 

• an increase in 40 ....… ……······……….... as a contributor to GDP 
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Test 1 

G~ 

SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

What to do if your clothes have been lost or 
damaged by a dry cleaner 

Dry cleaners are legally required to take 0� �e�a�s�o�n�a�b�l�e care of anything left with them. 
You can claim compensation if your belongings are damaged or lost while in their care. 

Even if the �d 0� �y cleaning company has a sign saying they aren’t responsible for items 
left with them, this isn’t necessarily true. They can’t opt out of this responsibility just by 
putting up a sign. 

As soon as you realise there’s a problem, contact them and explain the situation. They 
might offer you compensation straight away. If they don’t, you should ask them to 
either �c�o�v�e 0� �t�h�e cost of repairing the item or to pay for a replacement (if it can’t be 
repaired). 

If they have to pay the cost of replacing a damaged or lost item, the maximum they’ re 
obliged �t�o�o _Ï �e�r you is the value of the item when it was left with them, not what it 
would cost to replace as new. You’ II probably be asked to provide evidence of how 
much it originally cost - for example, a receipt. The dry cleaner can then offer you a 
reduced amount depending on the condition of the item - you’ II have to negotiate the 
cost with them. 

If the dry cleaner is part of a national chain, you could get in touch with the customer 
services department of their head office and make the complaint to them directly. 

If the dry cleaner refuses to compensate you or they offer you too little, try the 
following steps: 

• If the dry cleaner is a member of a trade association such as the UK Fashion and 
Textile Association, you can pass your complaint to them and they may be able to 
help you. 

• You could get an independent organisation to look at your issue and produce a 
report, but this could be expensive (often around £100). 

If you ’ve tried the options above and are still unhappy with the outcome, you could 
take �y�o�u 0� �c�a�s�e to court. There’s a time limit for going to �c�o�u 0� �t - from when you took 
the item to the dry cleaner, you have up to six �y�e�a 0� �s �.
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Reading 

Questions 1-7 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 16? 

In boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

1 Dry cleaners are generally responsible for items left with them, even if �t�h�e 0��e  � �s a 
sign saying the opposite. 

2 If the dry cleaner loses an item belonging to you, they �s�h�m 0� �I�d give you enough 
money to buy a completely new one. 

3 If you have the receipt for a damaged item, the company should refund the amount 
you originally paid for it. 

4 It may be possible to get support for your complaint from a dry cleaners’ trade 
association. 

5 If you’re offered too little compensation, you can request a free �r�e�p�o eö �f�r�o�m an 
independent �O0��g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�.

6 Most people who take a case about a dry-cleaning company to court are satisfied 
with the outcome. 

7 If an item was lost �O0� �d�a�m�a�g�e�d nine months ago, you can still take the dry cleaner 
to court. 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Groups for readers and writers 

A �T�e�e�n�v�i�s�i 0� �n

This is a reading group for teens aged 12-16 which meets on the last Thursday 
of the month. We are a friendly group, with everybody keen to talk about 
what we’ve enjoyed 0� �e�a�d�i�n�g recently and make suggestions on what we 
should read next. We are massive fans of action, fantasy and adventure but we 
try to include a mix of genres in our choices. 

B Creative writing �w�o�r�k�s�h 0� �p�s

Would you like to share your writing with others and hear their constructive 
suggestions for how to improve it? Have you got a book inside you but need 
the inspiration to get started? Build �y�o�u 0� �c�o�n�f�i�d�e�n�c�e to begin �f�o 0� �m�u�l�a�t�i�n�g

ideas for �s�t�o 0� �y�l�i�n�e�s and characters at our regular workshops. Open to all -
�b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� �s and established �w 0� �i�t�e�r�s�.

C �B 0�0� �k�s for now 

We meet on the second and fourth Mondays of each month in members' 
homes. The group is open to men and women who enjoy discussing the 
themes and issues found in science fiction novels. Our books �a 0� �e usually 
those written from the 1960s onwards and include feminist science fiction, 
cyberpunk and scientific 0� �o�m�a�n�c�e�.

D Readers' book group 

This is an open group for parents at the library, and toddlers are welcome to 
come along and play in the children’s library while the meeting is taking place. 
The group reads mainly fiction of different genres. Books are supplied by the 
library. Anyone is welcome - have a look at �o�u 0� �w�e�b�s�i�t�e to see what the book 
is for the next meeting. 

E The �b 0�0� �k club 

�E�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h members of this group read a fabulous business book which is then 
discussed when we meet. At our meetings you’H have the chance to network with 
other members - all like-minded businesswomen - in a relaxed environment. 
There will be lots of ideas to discuss, as well as refreshments and lots of fun! 

F Poetry writing group 
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A writing group �f�o 0� �y�o�u�n�g poets aged between 12 and 18 at the library. You 
will �e�x�p�l�o 0� �e how to power up your imagination, and your poems will be 
displayed in the library and online. The group meets fortnightly on Saturdays 
from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The group is currently full but anyone interested is 
welcome to join the membership waiting list. 

Questions 8-14 

The text on page 18 has six paragraphs, A-F. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �J�e�t�t�e ]ç �A�-�F�. ÿ� v„ �b�o�x�e�s 8-14 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any Jetter more than once. 

8 Members of this group share ideas �f�o 0� �t�h�e books they would like to read. 

9 It isn’t possible for any new members to join this group at present. 

10 You can get feedback on your own work from other members of this group. 

R
 �T�h�i�s group focuses on stories belonging to just one genre. 

12 Work produced by members of this group will be available to the public. 

13 This group doesn’t read or write either �p�o�e�t Sé �o�r fiction. 

14 This group would suit someone who thinks they could write a book. 

Reading 
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Test 1 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-22. 

Mechanical lifting equipment 

If some simple precautions are taken, lifting equipment that is essential for construction 
and engineering projects can be used safely. Forklift trucks, lifting trolleys, mobile and 
fixed cranes and all their parts are classed as lifting equipment. 

All equipment used for lifting or moving heavy loads should be �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�y constructed. 
For example, equipment bearing a CE mark has been constructed to international 
standards. In addition, equipment that meets these standards will have documented 
instructions for tests that should be adhered to �p 0� �i�o�r to using the equipment. Certain 
types of �m�a�c�h�i�n�e 0��y�, such as cranes, must be inspected by a qualified engineer on a 
six-monthly basis. 

For operations that use �c 0� �a�n�e�s�, a formal lift plan must be prepared. Lift plans are a 
type of 0� �i�s�k assessment, whereby the possible dangers of the operation are carefully 
calculated, and control measures are identified and put in place. Before any lift 
proceeds, the plan should be talked over with the lifting crew during what is often 
�r�e�f�e�r 0� �e�d to as a 'Tool Box Talk’(TBT). This is an important �o�p�p�o T� �u�n�i�t�y for them to ask 
questions about their 0� �o�l�e in the operation. 

When heavy loads �a 0��e being moved around, there are some �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�a�l things that should 
be done to prevent accidents. Firstly, if a load needs to be moved where workers or 
members of the public are present, the area must have barriers or other means to 
ensure no one is allowed to walk �u�n�d�e 0� �t�h�e load while it is moving. Secondly, someone 
called a banksman should always be used when moving heavy loads by crane. As a 
crane driver often cannot see the load, especially during touch-down, this person tells 
him or her which way to move it. 

It is �v�e Sé �u�n�u�s�u�a�l for machinery such as cranes to fail. However, it is all too easy to 
ignore the importance of the �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �e�q�u�i�p�m�e�n�t�. This refers to those items that 
are attached between the mechanical lifting machine and the load that is being lifted. 
Chains, slings, shackles and rigging are all examples of �s�e�c�o�n�d�a Sé �l�i�f�t�i�n�g equipment, 
and it is perhaps surprising to note that most �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s occur due to faults or weaknesses 
in these items. It is essential that a six-monthly visual inspection is carried out to ensure 
there are no signs of wear or damage to the slings and shackles. 
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Reading 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�2� 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-22 on your answer sheet. 

�L�i O��i�n�g equipment 

• must be manufactured well, e.g. , have a 15 ......................…...............…............. on it 

• may need to undergo 16 ................... ..........…………................ before use 

• may need a regular check by an 17 … 

Lift plans 

�·0� �e�l�e�v�a�n�t to cranes 

• used to establish and �c�a�r Sé �o�u�t 18 ...................................................... ... for any risks 

• a 19 ........ ..…··……·…... ........... .......... . can be consulted during a 'Tool Box Talk’ 

Preventing accidents with heavy loads 

• use objects such as 20 ........……………··……·….... to make sure the load doesn’t 
pass over anyone’s head 

• appoint a 21 ................................... ... ........... ........ to give verbal �d�i 0� �e�c�t�i�o�n�s to the crane driver 

�S�e�c 0� �n�d�a�r�y lifting equipment (chains, slings, etc.) 

• more likely to cause 22 ..... . 
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Test 1 

Read the text below and answer Questions 23-27. 

Dealing with customer complaints 

When a customer complains, it is usually for a good reason. Here are some strategies 
that will help you handle a customer complaint in a smooth and professional manner. 

When a customer presents you with a complaint, keep in mind that the issue is not 
personal. Aiming to win the �c�o�n�f 0� �o�n�t�a�t�i�o�n accomplishes nothing. He or she has usually 
made a purchase that did not meet their expectations - a product, service, or maybe a 
combination of the two. A worker who remains in �c�o�n�t 0� �o�l of �t�h�e�i 0� �e�m�o�t�i�o�n�s deals from a 
position of strength . 

Let the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �s�a�y what they need to. Respond with phrases such as,‘Hmm’,' I see’, 

and 'Tell me �m�o 0� �e�'�. Then be quiet. As the customer expresses their annoyance yet sees 
you are not reacting, he or she will begin to relax. The customer needs to do this before 
being able to hear your solution. 

When the customer has calmed down and feels you have heard his or her side, start 
asking questions. Be careful not to give scripted replies but use this as an opportunity to 
start a genuine conversation, building �a 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p of trust with your customer. To help 
you �u�n�d�e 0� �s�t�a�n�d the situation, get as many details as possible. 

Take charge of the situation and let the customer know what you are going to do to 
solve the �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�. One thing to keep in mind is that you �s�h�m 0� �I�d know what you can and 
cannot do within the policy of the business you work �f�o 0��. The cost could be �m�i�n�i�m�a�l N�

maybe a simple upgrade on the customer’s next purchase or a small gift certificate. A 
simple gesture like this could �r�e�s�l 0� �I�t in a word-of-mouth recommendation to others, while 
making a promise you cannot commit to will only set you back. 
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Reading 

Questions 23-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 23-27 on your answer sheet. 

Strategies for dealing with �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r �c 0� �m�p�l�a�i�n�t�s

Strategy �y0� �u�r �a�p�p�r 0� �a�c�h The �c�u�s�t 0� �m�e�r ... 

Stay calm . Remember it is not a direct . usually had 
attack on you. 24 ..... … …·…… ..... that . Do not �t Sé �t�o were not fulfilled. 
23 ·······…·· 

the argument. 

Listen well . Use short phrases in reply. . cannot recognise a 
25 ……… … ……….... until 
calm. 

Get the facts . Ask questions and begin a . will start to trust you. 
proper conversation. 

Suggest action . Be sure of your company’s . may well make a verbal 
26 ..........….............................. on 27 ............... 
complaints. in future. 

qu Së�J�¹
E • 

Test 1 

SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text on pages 25 and 26 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 25 and 26 has six sections, A-F. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number.,• viii, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
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List of Headings 

An �e�n�t�e�r�p 0� �i�s�e arising from success in other countries 

ii The hope that �s�t�o 0� �k�s will inspire a range of emotions and actions 

iii �S�u�p�p�o T� �f�r�o�m some �O0� �g�a�n�i�s�a�t�i�o�n�s but not from others 

iv Finding new types of habitat 

v Opposition from the general public 

vi A sign of hope in difficult times 

vii Creatures which represent both joy and opposition 

viii �S�t�o 0� �k�s causing delight and the revival of public events 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Reading 

White storks back in Britain after hundreds of years 

These beautiful birds could be about to become a feature 
of the British landscape again 

A The last definitive record of a pair of white storks successfully breeding in Britain 
was in 1416, from a nest on St Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh. No one knows why 
storks disappeared from our shores. They often featured on the menus of medieval 
banquets so we might, quite simply, have consumed them all. But there could be a 
more ominous reason. �S�t�o 0� �k�s are migrants �a 0� �r�i�v�i�n�g after the end of winter, nesting 
on rooftops and happily associating with humans, and because of this they have 
long been a symbol of hope and new life. Yet their association with �r�e�b�i 0� �t�h also 
meant they became a symbol of rebellion. Shortly after the restoration of King 
�C�h�a 0� �l�e�s II in 1660, while storks were rare but surviving, parliament debated putting 
greater effort into destroying them entirely for fear they might inspire republicanism. 
Today, �f�o 0� �t�u�n�a�t�e�l�y�, that notion has disappeared and the stork 0� �e�t�a�i�n�s its association 
with new life, appearing on �c�a 0� �d�s given to celebrate the �a 0� �r�i�v�a�l of a new child, as a 
bird �c�a�r Sé�i�n�g a baby in a sling held in its beak. 

B So, after such a long absence, there was great excitement when in April of this year 
a pair of white �s�t�o 0� �k�s built an untidy nest of sticks in the top branches of a huge 
oak in the middle of our rewilding project at Knepp Estate in West Sussex. Drone 
footage, taken before the pair started sitting on them, showed three large eggs. The 
fact that they were �i�n�f�e 0��t�i�l�e and did not hatch was not too disappointing. The pair 
are only �f�o�u 0� �y�e�a�r�s old, and storks can live to �o�v�e 0� �t�h�i�r�t�y�, with their first attempts to 
breed often failing. Prospects for next year are encouraging. These young storks 
are part of a project to return the species to Britain, inspired by reintroductions in 
European �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s that more than reached their target. Imported from Poland, 
they have spent the best �p�a eö �o�f three years in a six-acre pen with a group of other 
juveniles and several injured, non-flying adults, also from Poland. Other birds have 
already shown �s�t 0� �o�n�g loyalty to the site. Two years ago, a young bird from Knepp 
flew across the Channel to France and, this �s�u�m�m�e�r ÿ�0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d to its companions. 

C In the face of reports of unrelenting ecological loss (the UN estimates a million 
species are on the brink of extinction globally), the white stork’s return is refreshing 
news. As tens of thousands of people demonstrate about the growing climate crisis 
and eco-anxiety besets us, these glimpses of restoration are important. Featuring 
the storks in BBC television’s Springwatch in June, the ecologist Chris Packham 
described the project as ‘ imaginative, intelligent, progressive and practical'. 

D And yet its path to restoration in the UK has not been smooth. Support from 
conservation bodies has been surprisingly difficult to obtain; some were hard
pressed with their own initiatives, while others were simply reluctant to stick their 
necks out. In addition the committee of the Sussex Wildlife Trust raised doubts 
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about the stork ever having been a British bird. They also had concerns that 
English-bred birds would migrate across the Channel, and feared that their messy 
nests and closeness to humans would cause a hazard - rubbish falling down 
people’s chimneys. 

So how has the reintroduction project managed to get going? What makes it in 
some ways special is that it has had to rely on private individuals actually building 
the introduction pens themselves and feeding the birds at their own expense. The 
�e�x�p�e 0� �t�i�s�e of tiny yet determined conservation charities such as the Roy Dennis 
Wildlife �F�o�u�n�d�a�t�i�o�n N� �r�e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�l�e for the successful reintroductions of ospreys 
and white-tailed eagles to Britain - has been �v�e 0��y welcome. And the support of 
Cotswold Wildlife Park, which quarantined the original Polish birds and continues to 
manage and cover the costs of the captive-breeding programme using its own well
trained staff and excellent facilities, has proved invaluable. 

E Across Europe, as �s�t�o 0� �k populations have suffered from the draining of wetlands 
and disappearance of insect-rich pastures and meadows, their loss has been felt 
deeply. A few years ago, a �t�e�a 0� �f�u�l old woman in a village in Belarus showed me the 
nest on her roof, empty of �s�t�o 0� �k�s for the first time in living �m�e�m�o Sé�. Where storks 
have been reintroduced, they are greeted with great happiness and some historical 
stork festivals have been restored . The Spanish erect poles for nests along their 
�m�o�t�o 0��w�a�y�s�, and in Alsace householders install cartwheels for �s�t�o 0� �k�s to build nests 
on their roofs . During a cold snap in Bulgaria last March, villagers even gave white 
storks access to their homes. 

F A driving motivation behind the project in the UK is the aspiration that the �s�t�o 0� �k�s  �

return will spark feelings of empathy and affection from townspeople who see their 
nests on rooftops. They might also encourage the public to feel worried about 
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the wider area where they fly �o _Ï �t�o feed on earthworms, grasshoppers and frogs. 
White storks could be that charismatic species that connects urban communities 
directly with landscape restoration. Certainly, people once loved them here. The 
name of our local village, �S�t�o 0� �r�i�n�g�t�o�n �, was originally ‘Estorcheton’ or ‘home of the 
�s�t�o 0� �k�s�'�. The public response has been overwhelming, with crowds coming to see 
white storks flying free in England for the first time in hundreds of years, and private 
landowners queueing up to �o NÔ�e�r more introduction sites. 

The flight of the white stork over Britain is the triumph of practical action �o�v�e 0�

bureaucracy, self-interest and negativity. 

Reading 

Questions 34-37 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

Project to reintroduce white storks at Knepp Estate 

Last �s�p 0� �i�n�g�, two white storks were observed nesting at Knepp Estate, putting 

34 ........………··…………·… together high up in a large oak tree. The female laid three 

eggs, which unfortunately proved to be 35 … ………·…………............ . However, this 

was not surprising �f�o 0� �s�u�c�h young storks. Naturalists believe they are likely to breed 

successfully in the future. 

These two storks were bred in 36 ..... ............... .... ........................... and, after arriving in the UK, 

were kept for several years together with a few fully mature storks and some fellow 

juveniles before being released at Knepp. It appears that other storks are developing a 

sense of 37 ....................….......….....................… to their new home. One left Knepp for a year, only 

to fly back to be with the group again. 
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Questions 38-40 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

38 In Section A, we learn that in the past people thought white storks 

A represented the deep snow and cold days of winter. 
B had the power to ensure that babies were born safely. 
C were a speciality that only the �v�e 0��y rich were allowed to eat. 
D might be used to encourage people to get rid of the monarchy. 

39 The Sussex Wildlife Trust committee was unwilling to support the storks because 

A it thought there might not be any safe breeding places locally. 
B it worried whether they would survive in �B 0� �i�t�a�i�n long enough. 
C it was unsure that they were actually a native species. 
D it had too many other worthy �p�r Së�e�c�t�s to �s�u�p�p�o T�ÿ�

40 What has been one effect of stork reintroductions in Europe? 

A A variety of measures have been taken to create nesting sites. 
B Changes have been made to the routes of some �m�a�j�o 0� �r�o�a�d�s �.

C Special shelters have been made to protect the birds in bad weather. 
D Some people have strengthened their roofs to �s�u�p�p�o eö �t�h�e birds' weight. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

Your English-speaking friend has asked for your help with a college project 
he/she is doing about celebrating New Year in different countries. 

Write a letter to your friend. In your letter 

• say how important New Year is to people in your country 

• describe how New Year is celebrated in your country 

• explain what you like about New Year celebrations in your country 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any �a�d�d 0� �e�s�s�e�s�.

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear. 
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WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

�S�o�m�e�p�e 0� �p�i�e say that it is better to work for a large company than a small one. 

Do you agree or disagree? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 

VÞ• nu qJV 

�E�l�D�.�M�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Paying bills 

• What kinds of bills do you have to pay? 
• How do you usually pay your �b�i�l�l�s N� �i�n cash or by another method? [Why?] 
• Have you ever forgotten to pay a bill? [Why/Why not?] 
• Is there anything you could do to make your bills cheaper? [Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe some �f 0� �o�d or drink that �y 0� �u learned �t 0�

prepare. 

You �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what �f 0�0� �d or drink �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e

when and where �y 0� �u learned �t 0� �p�r�e�p�a�r�e this 
how you learned to prepare this 

and explain �h 0� �w �y 0� �u felt about learning to prepare 
this �f 0�0� �d 0� �r drink. 

PART 3 

Discussion topics: 

�y0� �u�n�g people and �c 0�0� �k�i�n�g

Example questions: 
What kinds of things can children learn to cook? 
Do you think it is important for children to learn to cook? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
�a 0��e going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

Do you think young people should learn to cook at home or at school? 

�w0� �r�k�i�n�g as a chef 

Example questions: 
How enjoyable do you think it would be to work as a professional chef? 
What skills does a person need to be a great chef? 
How much influence do celebrity/TV chefs have on what ordinary people cook? 
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VÞVÞ�o�m�n t�

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-5 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer. 

Working at Milo’s Restaurants 
Benefits 

• 1 ......... ........……............ provided for all staff 

• 2 .............. .……......………...... during weekdays at all Milo’S Restaurants 

• 3 .......…................................. provided �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�g�h�t

�P�e�r�s 0� �n �s�p�e�c�i�f�i�c�a�t�i 0� �n

• must be prepared to work well in a team 

• must care about maintaining a high standard of 4 

• must have a qualification in 5 ....... . 
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Listening 

Questions 6-10 

Complete the table below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n �J 0� �b title 
�R�e�s�p 0� �n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s

Pay and �c�o�n�d�i�t�i 0� �n�s
include 

6 ....... ... .... Street Breakfast �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�o�r Checking portions, Starting �s�a�l�a 0��y

etc. �a 0��e �c�o�r 0� �e�c�t 8 £ ... ......... ... �p�e 0�

hour 
Making sure 
7 ............... is Start work at 
clean 5.30 a.m. 

City Road Junior chef Supporting senior Annual �s�a�l�a 0��y £23,000 
chefs 

No work on a 
Maintaining stock 10 .... ..... ...... once a 
and organising month 
9 ... 
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Test 2 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

What are the TWO main reasons why this site has been chosen for the housing 
development? 

It has suitable geographical features. 
There is easy access to local facilities. 
It has good connections with the �a�i�r�p�o 0� �t

The land is of little agricultural value. 
It will be convenient for workers. 

�A�H�R�M

N§
�u�w�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO aspects of the planned housing development have people given positive 
feedback about? 

the facilities for cyclists 
the impact on the environment 
the encouragement of good relations between residents 
the low cost of all the accommodation 
the rural location 

�A�M�R�M

Oè
�u�w�n�u�E

0�
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Listening 

Questions �1 �¹ �2�0� 

Label the map below. 

Write the correct letter, �A�-e—ÿ� �n�e�x�t to Questions 15-20. 

West 
Entrance 

!�
�É�o�z� 

�wN*�E

�~�i�~�1�~ ÿ��~�~� 
N�N�ÿVú

10 Nunston U>N�N� Main Road 

Key �s 0� �u�t�h

I I I I I I I I Housing Entrance 

15 School 

16 Sports centre 

17 Clinic 

18 Community centre 

19 Supermarket 

20 Playground 
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Test 2 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21-24 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

Why do the students think the Laki eruption of 1783 is so important? 

It was the most severe eruption in modern times. 
It led to the formal study of volcanoes. 
It had a profound effect on society. 

ABC 
21 

What surprised Adam about observations made at the time? 

the number of places producing them 
the contradictions in them 
the lack of scientific data to support them 

ABC 
22 

According to Michelle, what did the �c�o�n�t�e�m�p�o�r�a 0��y sources say about the Laki haze? 

People thought it was similar to �o�r�d�i�n�a Sé �f�o�g�.

It was associated with health issues. 
It completely blocked out the sun for weeks. 

ABC 
23 

Adam corrects Michelle when she claims that Benjamin Franklin 

came to the wrong conclusion about the cause of the haze. 
was the first to identify the reason �f�o 0� �t�h�e haze. 
supported the opinions of other observers about the haze. 

ABC 
24 

Questions 25 and 26 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO issues following the Laki eruption surprised the students? 

how widespread the effects were 
how long-lasting the effects were 
the number of deaths it caused 
the speed at which the volcanic ash cloud spread 
how people ignored the warning signs 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 27-30 

What comment do the students make about the impact of the Laki eruption on the 
following countries? 

Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-F, next to 
Questions 27-30. 

�c 0� �u�n�t�r�i�e�s

27 Iceland 

28 Egypt 

29 UK 

30 USA 

�c 0�0� �n�m�e�n�t�s

A This �c�o�u�n�t Sé �s�u�f�f�e�r�e�d the most severe loss of life. 

B The impact on agriculture was predictable. 

C There was a significant increase in deaths of 
young people. 

D Animals suffered from a sickness. 

E This country saw the highest rise in food prices 
in the world . 

F It caused a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y harsh winter. 
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PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Pockets 

�R�e�a�s 0� �n �f 0� �r �c�h 0� �i�c�e 0� �f subject 

• They are 31 .....…............................... but can be overlooked by consumers and designers. 

�p0� �c�k�e�t�s in men’s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Men started to wear 32 ..........….......…........ ........ in the 18th �c�e�n�t�u Sé�·

• A33 ..........….......................... sewed pockets into the lining of the garments. 

• The �w�e�a 0� �e�r could use the pockets for small items. 

• Bigger pockets might be made for men who belonged to a certain type of 
34 ............ . 

�p 0� �c�k�e�t�s in �w0� �m�e�n  � �s �c�l 0� �t�h�e�s

• Women’s pockets were less 35 ............…........................ than men’s. 

• Women were �v�e Sé �c�o�n�c�e�r�n�e�d about pickpockets. 

• Pockets were produced in pairs using 36 ………·……··… ··… to link them together. 

• Pockets hung from the women’s 37 ...............…··….......…...... under skirts and petticoats. 

• Items such as 38 ....................................... could be reached through a gap in the 
material. 

• Pockets, of various sizes, stayed inside clothing for many decades. 

• When dresses changed shape, hidden pockets had a negative effect on the 
39 ……......... ....………··”....... of women. 

• Bags called ‘pouches’ became popular, before women carried a 
40 ..…·· 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-8. 

Choosing the best sleeping bag 
When choosing a sleeping bag, check what seasons it’s for, as well as how heavy it is 
if you’re backpacking. Also think about the filling. Natural duck down is �v�e Sé�w�a�r�m �, has 
�a�l�o�n�g�e 0� �l�i�f�e�s�p�a�n and is easier to pack up, while synthetic materials are easier to clean, 
and they �d Sé �q�u�i�c�k�e�r and are cheaper. 

A Vango Fuse -12 

This �a�l�l�-�y�e�a�r ÿ0� �o�u�n�d sleeping bag combines natural duck down and a new 
synthetic fibre. The result is a bag that’s warm and weighs 1.5kg. There’s a 
water-resistant finish to protect it from moisture. 

B Outwell �C�a�m�p�i 0� �n Lux �D0� �u�b�l�e Sleeping Bag 

This double sleeping bag - which is suitable for all seasons except winter - is 
soft and cosy, and there’s a handy pocket �f�o 0� �e�s�s�e�n�t�i�a�l�s�, located inside near the 
top. It also folds up remarkably small, given its size. 

C Nordisk Oscar +10 

At just 350g, this sleeping bag is remarkably light, and as it’s synthetic, it’s 
very easy to maintain. The pack size is just 13× 20cm, which makes it ideal �f�o 0�

backpacking. It will work perfectly for summer trekking. 

D The Big Sleep 250GSM Single Cowl Sleeping 

If you want a no-frills, budget sleeping bag that will last more than one 
summer, opt for this. It’s soft, comfy and simple to wash. Give yourself a bit of 
time to fit it back in the bag, though. Use it for spring, summer and autumn. 

E Jack Wolfskin �S�m0�0� �z�i�p +3 

We like the extra insulation in this sleeping bag around the areas that tend 
to feel the cold (head, chest and feet). And the hood is cosy enough to use as 
a pillow. 
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F �V�a�n�g 0� �S�t�a�r�w�a�l�k�e�r �D�r�a�g 0� �n

This �i�n�n 0� �v�a�t�i�v�e�, high-quality kids' sleeping bag enables you to undo some 
zips and turn it into a fun, animal-themed coat. Once your youngster is ready 
for bed, simply zip the bottom back on and zip up the shoulders. Suitable for 
between 8 and 20 degrees Celsius. 

G Outwell �c0� �n�q�u�e�r�o�r
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This sleeping bag has an integrated down duvet and lots of space. What’s 
more, it packs up �c 0� �m�p�a�c�t�l�y and is easy to get back in the bag. It’s light but �t�o 0�

big for a rucksack. 

Reading 

Questions 1-8 

Look at the seven reviews of sleeping bags, A-G, on pages 39 and 40. 

For which sleeping bag are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 This sleeping bag is not very easy to pack up. 

2 People can use this sleeping bag in any season. 

3 This sleeping bag has been designed to ensure �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n parts of the body are warm. 

4 This sleeping bag contains a useful �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e area. 

5 People who do not want to spend much on a sleeping bag will find this one suits 
their needs. 

6 This sleeping bag can also keep the user �w�a 0� �m during the daytime. 

7 People who wish to avoid carrying heavy weights should try this sleeping bag. 

8 This sleeping bag contains two different types of material. 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 9-14. 

The Spread the Word Life Writing Prize 

We are delighted to announce The Spread the �W�o 0��d Life Writing Prize in 
association with Goldsmiths Writers’ Centre. 

Comoetition Rules 

Entries should be original works of life writing of no more than 5,000 words. 
The word count will be checked and entries �l�o�n�g�e 0� �t�h�a�n 5,000 words will be 
disqualified. There is no minimum word count. 

For the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s of the �P 0� �i�z�e�, Life Writing is defined as non-fiction and should 
be based on a significant portion from the author’s own experience. Traditional 
biographies, where the piece is only about the �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e of someone else, 
are excluded. 

Writers only submit one �e�n�t 0� �y each. Multiple �e�n�t 0� �i�e�s by the same author will result 
in only the first entry being considered for the Prize and any additional entries 
disqualified. Writers who have previously won or been highly commended in 
the Life Writing Prize are excluded from entering; otherwise, previous entrants 
may submit. 

Entries must be the original, previously unpublished work of the entrant. Graphic 
novel-style entries, where drawings or photographs accompany text, are 
welcome. Entries can be self-contained pieces of life writing, or the first 5,000 
words of a longer piece of work. 

The Life Writing Prize is open to writers aged over 18 and resident in the UK who 
are emerging writers, which means they have not previously published in print a 
full-length work. We define a full-length work as, for example, a complete work of 
fiction �O0� �n�o�n�-�f�i�c�t�i�o�n over 30 000 words. 

Entries that are simultaneously submitted elsewhere are welcome - but please 
let us know as soon as possible if a piece is to be published elsewhere or has 
won another prize so we can disqualify it from the Life Writing Prize. 

The winner will receive _�ÿ� �5�0�0 �, publication on Spread the Word’s website, 
two years’ membership of the Royal Society of �L�i�t�e�r�a�t�u –@ÿ� �a�n�d a development 
meeting with an editor and an agent. Two highly commended entries will receive 
£500 and two mentoring sessions, a development meeting with an �e�d�i�t�o 0� �a�n�d an 
agent, and be published on the Spread the Word website. 
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Questions 9-14 

Do the following statements agree with the �i�n�f�o 0� �m�a�t�i�o�n given in the text on page 42? 

In boxes 9-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

9 Writers can submit an �e�n�t Sé �o�f fewer than 5,000 words for the Life Writing Prize. 

10 Writers can choose to �w0� �i�t�e about the life of a person they know. 

11 People who have entered an �e�a 0� �l�i�e�r Life Writing competition without achieving any 
success may enter again. 

12 Writers who are between 19 and 25 years old and in full-time education have won 
the prize in previous years. 

13 Only one prize is awarded at the end of the Life Writing competition. 

14 Previous winners of the Life Writing Prize have gone on to become successful 
published writers. 
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Test 2 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-21. 

Benefits 

Encouraging employees to be healthy: 
a guide for employers 

Putting effort into employee wellness �c�a�n 0� �e�d�u�c�e absenteeism and encourage better 
teamwork in the workplace, as well as increased productivity. Once you’ve devised 
a program, continue to assess the outcomes and regularly survey your team to 
gather feedback. 

�F 0� �c�u�s 0� �n general �p�r�e�v�e�n�t�i 0� �n

Consider �o OU�e�r�i�n�g flu vaccinations on site and look at offering employees incentives 
on health insurance. Some companies arrange for someone who specialises in health 
issues, such as a doctor, to visit the workplace and speak to employees. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e a healthier diet 

Most of us know that eating healthily can help �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t future diseases, but many are not 
aware that unhealthy eating is linked to a 66 percent increased risk of loss of productivity. 
It may be necessary to consciously develop a healthy food and drink workplace policy, 
including a healthy catering policy. A simple thing to do is substitute soda in any on-site 
vending machines with water or juice. Also investigate the nutritional value of food supplied 
for team meetings and work events. �C�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �p�u�t�t�i�n�g a bowl of fruit out in the staff room 
and urge �e�v�e Sé�o�n�e to help themselves for �f0� �e�e�. You can encourage employees to bring in 
healthy lunches �f 0��o�m home by making sure that there is a fridge in the break room. 

�E�n�c 0� �u�r�a�g�e �m0� �r�e exercise 

Encouraging employees to exercise needn’t be expensive as there are plenty of low-cost 
methods available. These might include: installing racks for bikes in your staff car park; 
encouraging employees to take �p�a 0� �t in fun runs and charity events; suggesting 'walking 
meetings’ where people discuss business as they get fresh air and exercise; and putting 
in showers to assist those who 0� �i�d�e or run to the workplace. Some companies negotiate 
�g 0� �o�u�p rates for their employees at a nearby gym. 

Improve mental health 

Recent 0� �e�p�o�r�t�s have shown that ignoring mental health costs Australian companies 
at least $11 billion a year. We all have a responsibility to look out �f�o 0� �o�n�e another. 
Some ways you can do this in the workplace include: running employee surveys to get 
valuable information on morale in the workplace; training managers on mental health 
strategies; �o NÔ�e 0� �i�n�g rebates so employees are compensated for counselling if required; 
and refusing to accept any bullying and unprofessional �b�e�h�a�v�i�o�u 0� �i�n your workplace. 
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Questions 15-21 

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Write your answers in boxes 15-21 on your answer sheet. 

Encouraging �e�m�p�l 0� �y�e�e health 

Benefits 

• improved efficiency 

• less 15 ..... 

Preventing problems 

• invite guests, e.g., a doctor, to give information 

• �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e vaccinations 

Diet 

• make healthier options available �t�o 0� �e�p�l�a�c�e 16 ..... . 

• have healthy food at meetings 

• �0 NÔ�e�r 17 .. .... .... ............... ......... .................. at no cost 

• provide a 18 .. .......... ......... ... ” ... ...................... for staff use 

Exercise 

• provide �s�o�m�e�w�h�e 0��e for employees to leave their 19 .................……..............…·· 

• provide 20 .....……...……..……….......................... for �W�O0� �k�e�r�s who exercise 

Mental health 

• give managers appropriate training 

• find out how employees feel at �w�o 0� �k by using 21 ................. . 

• do not tolerate bullying or other inappropriate behaviour 
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Test 2 

Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Marama Beach Hotel and Bistro: 
guidelines for working in the kitchen 

The health and well-being of customers and staff is our first priority, and we expect all 
staff to take every step possible to maintain food safety and work in a hygienic manner. 

Hygiene 

• Long hair must be tied back and no rings may be worn if touching food . 

• The regulation chefs' �s�h�i 0� �t�s and trousers are to be freshly laundered before starting a 
new shift, along with aprons if they are worn. 

• Cross-contamination between raw and cooked food must be avoided. To this end, 
staff must use a clean board each time they cut different types of food. 

• Staff should not touch money and then food without washing their hands in between. 

• In the case of illness or a skin problem, the staff member should inform the manager. 
Cuts on hands and arms must be properly wrapped or bandaged. 

Safety rules 

• All �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s must be reported to management immediately. 

• Safety guards must not be altered in any way, and staff must always wear protective 
clothing and gloves when working with sharp, hot, cold or corrosive items or 
materials. 

• Loose clothing or �j�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé �m�u�s�t not be worn . 

• Defective appliances must be turned off and not used - staff must not �t Sé �t�o fix them 
themselves. 

• Heavy boxes �s�h�m 0� �I�d be lifted carefully with bent knees and a straight back, holding 
the box close to the body. 

• Work areas should be clean and free of hazards. 

• Spills on the �f�l�o�o 0� �m�u�s�t be dealt with immediately. 

• Flammable liquids must be stored away from flames. 

• If storing containers of chemicals in the kitchen, they must have �c�l�e�a 0� �l�a�b�e�l�s �, so as to 
avoid any confusion about the contents. 
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Breaks 

Staff have 20 minutes of paid break time �p�e 0� �3 hours of work, during which time they 
may not leave the premises. �E�v�e 0��y staff member who works a shift exceeding 5 hours 
is entitled to a 30-minute unpaid break and free meals. However, please be aware that 
the kitchen may not always be able to provide this �s�e 0� �v�i�c�e�, especially in peak times. 
Beverages kept in the �s�t�o 0� �e�r�o�o�m may not be consumed by staff, but filtered water is 
provided free of charge in the staff room. 
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Questions 22-27 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

22 Chefs' uniforms and . .. . .… … ..........…………….......... must be washed for every shift. 

23 Kitchen staff need to change the .“……….......….......................…….... when they start chopping 
another kind of food. 

24 All staff must make sure their hands are clean after handling 

25 Workers in the kitchen should not attempt to repair ..... 

26 ........... ........…........ ................... are required to identify any chemicals kept in the kitchen. 

27 It is forbidden for kitchen staff to have drinks from the ..... 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

A home-sewing revival: the return of Clothkits 

In the 1970s, Clothkits revolutionised home sewing. Later, a woman from Sussex, 
England, revived the nostalgic brand and brought it up to date 

A ’ I can’t remember many of the clothes I wore before I was six, but I have a vivid 
memory of a certain skirt whose patterns I can still trace in my mind. It was 
wraparound, with a belt that threaded through itself, decorated with cats in two 
shades of green. I wore it with a knitted red jersey my mum bought in a jumble 
sale, and brown sandals with flowers cut into the toes. It was 1979, and I was not 
yet five. I forgot about that skirt �f�o 0� �a long time, but when a girlfriend mentioned 
the name Clothkits while we were chatting, it was as if a door suddenly opened 
on a moment in the past that resonated with vivid significance for me.’ The brand, 
founded in 1968, had by the late 1980s mostly vanished from people’s lives, but 
by a combination of determination and luck Kay Mawer brought it back. 

B Clothkits was created by the designer Anne Kennedy, who came up with the 
ingenious idea of printing a pattern straight on to coloured fabric so that a 
paper pattern was not needed. It was accompanied by instructions that almost 
anyone could follow on how to cut the pieces out and sew them together. ’ I was 
0� �e�b�e�l�l�i�n�g against the formulaic lines of textile design at that time,’ Kennedy says. 
’My interest was in folk art and clothes that were simple to make as I had lots of 
unfinished sewing disasters in my cupboard.’ Clothkits has always embodied the 
spirit of the late 1960s and 1970s. Its initial design was a dress in a �g�e�o�m�e�t 0� �i�c

stripe in orange, pink, �t�u 0� �q�u�o�i�s�e and purple. It cost 25 shillings (£1 .25), and after 
it was featured in the Observer newspaper, Kennedy received more than 
N”�2�,�0�0�0 worth of orders. She ran the company from Lewes in Sussex, where at 
its peak it employed more than 400 people, selling to 44 countries worldwide. 
Sew-your-own kits formed the core of the business, supplemented by knitwear. 
Kennedy’s children demonstrated the patterns by wearing them in photographs. 

C Kennedy sold the company in the late 1980s. There had been a few administrative 
problems with postal strikes and a new computer system, which back then took 
up an entire room,’but the times were changing as well,’ she says.’ More women 
were going out to work and sewing less for �t�h�e�i 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. �' She sold the company 
to one of her suppliers, who then sold it on to Freeman’s, which ran Clothkits 
alongside its own �b 0� �a�n�d for a while, using Kennedy’s impressive database, but its 
ethos as a big, corporate company did not sit well alongside the alternative and 
artistic values of Clothkits. In 1991, Clothkits was made dormant, and there the 
story might have ended, were it not �f�o 0� �M�a�w�e�r  � �s fascination with discovering what 
happened to Clothkits. 
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D Mawer’s mother bought her a sewing machine when she was ten and taught her 
basic pattern-cutting and garment construction, encouraging her �t 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�m�e�n�t
with colour and design by trial and �e�r�r�o 0��. The first �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Mawer made was a 
pair of trousers, which she made by tracing around an existing pair of trousers. 
In her late twenties, she spent five years �w�o 0� �k�i�n�g on digital and sculptural 
installations. ’ It was an amazing, mind-expanding experience, but I knew it 
was unlikely I could make a living as a practising artist. I was definitely looking 
for a way that I could work in a creative industry with a commercial edge.’ The 
experience inspired Mawer to return to education, studying for a degree in 
fine art at the University of Chichester. Her passion for vintage fabric, which her 
mother had encouraged her to start collecting, led her back �t 0� �C�l 0� �t�h�k�i�t�s�, and from 
there to a journey into the heart of Freeman’s. Negotiations with the company 
took 18 months, but in October 2007 Clothkits was hers. 

E The ethos of Clothkits remains the same, and Mawer is proud that her �f�a�b 0��i�c is 
printed either in London or the north of England, and that packaging is kept �t 0�
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an absolute minimum. ’ l wanted to feel that everyone involved in the brand, from 
design to production, was part of a process I could witness. I couldn’t see the 
point of manufacturing on the other side of the world, as that’s not what Clothkits 
has ever been about. ’ The revival of Clothkits has also, of course, coincided with 
a growing sense of dissatisfaction at our disposable society, and the resulting 
resurgence of interest in skills such as sewing and knitting. ’Making your own 
clothes gives you a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship in the construction 
of a garment,’ Mawer says. ’When you know the process involved in making 
a skirt, �y 0� �u treasure it in a way you wouldn’t if you'd bought it from a mass-
producing manufacturer.’ 

Questions 28-31 

The text on pages 49 and 50 has five paragraphs, A-E. 

Which paragraph mentions the following? 

Write the correct �l�e OMu:ÿ� �A�-�E�, in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 mention of Mawer’s desire to oversee all the stages of her business 

29 reference to changing employment patterns among the general population 

30 the date when Clothkits was originally established as a product 

31 the benefits of sewing a garment and then �w�e�a 0� �i�n�g it 

Reading 
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Test 2 

Questions 32-35 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 32-35 on your answer sheet. 

32 In �P�a 0� �a�g�r�a�p�h A, the writer says that Kay Mawer �w�a�s 0� �e�m�i�n�d�e�d about Clothkits by 

A a shop she visited. 
B a purchase she made. 
C an outfit someone was wearing. 
D a conversation with someone she knew. 

33 What does the reader learn about Clothkits in the 1960s and 1970s? 

A Its designs 0��e�p�r�e�s�e�n�t�e�d the attitudes of the time. 
B Its products were only affordable for the wealthy. 
C Its creator tried many times to launch �h�e 0� �c�o�m�p�a�n�y�.

D Its management was spread across numerous countries. 

34 Why did Cloth kits close in 1991? 

A There were unexpected staffing problems. 
B The funding for sewing activities was inadequate. 
C Freeman’s was an unsuitable partner. 
D Records on Kennedy’s database were lost. 

35 What point does the writer make in Paragraph E? 

A Clothkits will reach more markets than in the past. 
B Clothkits will need bigger premises than in the past. 
C People are more concerned about throwing away items than in the past. 
D People do less sewing now than in the past. 
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Questions 36-40 

Complete the summary below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet. 

The early days of Clothkits 

Clothkits was started by a designer named Anne Kennedy. Her clothing company 

specialised in selling 36 .................…….................................. with a pattern printed on it. This 

came with 37 .....................……........………··…….. , which meant that buyers were able to make 

their own garments. 

The �v�e Sé �f�i�r�s�t �g�a 0� �m�e�n�t Anne Kennedy made was a multi-coloured striped dress 

with a 38 .....……........................ .. ..... ............... pattern. A 39 ...... .. .. .. ...….... ...…........ ......... ............ article led to 

many orders �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s from around the �w�o 0� �I�d�. As the company grew, she increased 

her workforce, and also sold 40 ..................………··…….............. as �p�a 0� �t of her business. She 

exhibited her designs using her children as models. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

�³ 0� �u are soon going to spend three months doing work experience in an 
organisation. 

Write a letter to the manager of the organisation where you are going to do 
work experience. In your letter 

• thank the manager for the opportunity to do work experience 

• explain what you hope to learn from the work experience 

• ask some questions about the work experience you are going to do 

Write at least 150 �w�o 0� �d�s�.

You do NOT need to �w0� �i�t�e any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
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Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

When we meet someone for the first time, we generally decide very quickly 
what kind of person we think they are and if we like them or not. 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge �O0� �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e �.

Write at least 250 words. 
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El D.i.13lmll 

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other �f�a�m�i �l �i�a 0�

topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Science 

• Did you like studying science when you were at school? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you remember about your science teachers at school? 
• How interested are you in science now? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you think has been an �i�m�p�o _R�n�t recent scientific development? [Why?] 

PART 2 

Describe a tourist attraction in your �c 0� �u�n�t Sé �t�h�a�t

�y 0� �u would recommend. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
what the �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
where in �y0� �u�r �c 0� �u�n�t�r�y this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t attraction is 
what �v�i�s�i�t 0� �r�s can see and �d 0� �a�t this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

�a�t�t�r�a�c�t�i 0� �n

and explain why �y 0� �u �w0� �u�l�d �r�e�c 0� �m�m�e�n�d this �t 0� �u�r�i�s�t

attraction. 

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n topics: 

Museums and art galleries 

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

What are the most popular museums and art galleries in ... I where you live? 
Do you believe that all museums and art galleries should be free? 
What kinds of things make a museum or art �g�a�l�l�e Sé �a�n interesting place to visit? 

The holiday �i�n�d�u�s�t Sé

Example questions: 
Why, do you think, do some people book package holidays rather than travelling 
independently? 
Would you say that large numbers of tourists cause problems for local people? 
What �s�o 0� �t of impact can large holiday �r�e�s�o 0��t�s have on the environment? 
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Test 3 

VÞVÞ�D�m�m�l�l

PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Questions 1-4 

Complete the form below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer. 

Name: 

Email address: 

Home address: 

Heard about us: 

Reasons for joining: 

Type of membership: 

Questions 5-10 

Complete the table below. 

Wayside Camera Club 
membership form 

Dan Green 

dan 1068@market.com 

52 1 ...............……….......…......... Street, Peacetown 

from a 2 .......………·· 

to enter competitions 
to 3 

4 ... ...... ...... membership (£30) 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS for each answer. 

�P�h 0� �t 0� �g�r�a�p�h�y �c 0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n�s

Title of �c�o�m�p�e�t�i�t�i 0� �n �l�n�s�t�r�u�c�t�i 0� �n�s Feedback �t 0� �D�a�n

5 ' .. ’ A scene in the home The picture’s composition was 
not good. 

'Beautiful Sunsets' Scene must show The 7 ..........……...... ..... ...... was wrong. 
some 6 ......... 

8 ' .. ’ Scene must show The photograph was too 
9 .................... . ... . 10 ............ ........….......…. 
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Test 3 

Questions 11-20 PART 2 

Questions 11 and 12 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO warnings does Dan give about picking mushrooms? 

Don’t pick more than one variety of mushroom at a time. 
Don’t pick mushrooms near busy roads. 
Don’t eat mushrooms given to you. 
Don’t eat mushrooms while picking them. 
Don’t pick old mushrooms. 

�A�M�R�M

N§
�u�v�n�u�E

0�

Questions 13 and 14 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO ideas about wild mushrooms does Dan say are correct? 

Mushrooms should always be peeled before eating. 
Mushrooms eaten by animals may be unsafe. 
Cooking destroys toxins in mushrooms. 
�B 0� �i�g�h�t�l�y coloured mushrooms can be edible. 
All poisonous mushrooms have a bad smell. 

ABCDE 
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Listening 

Questions 15-20 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

15 What advice does Dan give about picking mushrooms in parks? 

A Choose wooded areas. 
B Don’t disturb wildlife. 
C Get there early. 

16 Dan says it is a good idea for beginners to 

A use a mushroom app. 
B join a group. 
C take a reference book. 

17 What does Dan say is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for conservation? 

A selecting only fully grown mushrooms 
B picking a limited amount of mushrooms 
C avoiding areas where rare mushroom species grow 

18 According to Dan, some varieties of wild mushrooms are in decline because there is 

A a huge demand for them �f 0� �o�m restaurants. 
B a lack of rain in this part of the country. 
C a rise in building developments locally. 

19 Dan says that when storing mushrooms, people should 

A keep them in the fridge for no more than two days. 
B keep them in a brown bag in a dark room. 
C leave them for a period after washing them. 

20 What does Dan say about �t 0��y�i�n�g new varieties of mushrooms? 

A Experiment with different recipes. 
B Expect some to have a strong taste. 
C Cook them for a long time. 
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Test 3 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO opinions about the Luddites do the students express? 

Their actions were ineffective. 
They are still influential today. 
They have received �u�n�f�a�i 0� �c�r�i�t�i�c�i�s�m�.

They were �p�r�o�v�e�d 0� �i�g�h�t�.

�T�h�e�i 0� �a�t�t�i�t�u�d�e is understandable. 

ABCDE 

Questions 23 and 24 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO predictions about the future of work are the students doubtful about? 

Work will be more rewarding. 
Unemployment will fall. 
People will want to delay �r�e�t�i 0� �i�n�g�.

Working hours will be shorter. 
People will change jobs more �f 0� �e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�.

ABCDE 
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Questions �2�¹ �3�0� 

What comment do the students make about each of the following jobs? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 25-30. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

�J 0� �b�s

�c 0� �m�m�e�n�t�s

A These jobs are likely to be at risk. 

B Their role has become �m�o 0��e interesting in 
recent years. 

C The number of people working in this sector has 
fallen dramatically. 

D This job will require more qualifications. 

E �H�i�g�h�e 0� �d�i�s�p�o�s�a�b�l�e income has led to a huge increase 
in jobs. 

F There is likely to be a significant rise in demand for 
this service. 

G Both employment and productivity have risen. 

Accountants 

Hairdressers 

Administrative staff 

Agricultural workers 

Care workers 

Bank clerks 

Listening 
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Test 3 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Space Traffic Management 

A Space Traffic Management system 

• is a concept similar to Air Traffic Control, but for satellites rather than planes. 

• would aim to set up legal and 31 .......... ................…... .... ways of improving safety. 

• does not actually exist at present. 

Problems in �d�e�v�e�l 0� �p�i�n�g effective Space Traffic Management 

• Satellites are now quite 32 ..........….......….......….......... and therefore more widespread 
(e.g. there are constellations made up of 33 ........................................... of satellites). 

• At present, satellites are not required to transmit information to help with �t�h�e�i 0�

34 ..... . 

• There are few systems for 35 ............ ...... . .........…........ satellites. 

• Small pieces of debris may be difficult to identify. 

• Operators may be unwilling to share details of satellites used for 
36 …··……….... .......... or commercial reasons. 

• It may be hard to collect details of the object’s 37 ....................................... at a given 
time. 

• Scientists can only make a 38 ......... .. ........ .. ...... .......... about where the satellite will go. 

�s 0� �l �u�t�i 0� �n�s

• Common standards should be agreed on �f�o 0� �t�h�e presentation of information. 

• The information �s�h�m 0� �I�d be combined in one 39 ..... 

• A �c�o�o 0� �d�i�n�a�t�e�d system must be designed to create 40 �.�. �. �. �.Së �. �. �.�.�.�. �. �. �.�. �.�. �.�. �.�.�.�.�.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �.�.�. �. �. �. �.�. �. �. in 
its users. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

Manly Beaches 

Next time you visit Manly, 30 minutes by ferry from the centre of Australia ’s 
biggest city, Sydney, �t Sé�s�o�m�e of these less famous beaches 

A Fairy �B0� �w�e�r

Located in a marine protection �a 0� �e�a�, the water is perfect for paddling, 
snorkelling or even scuba diving. There is a small gift shop for unusual 
souvenirs, and a kiosk that rents stand-up paddleboards. Buses do not stop 
nearby so a walk is necessary. 

B �N0� �r�t�h Steyne 

This popular beach is a little �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �f�r�o�m the ferry than the main beach and 
it always feels less crowded. North Steyne has professional lifeguards on duty, 
but the surf can be hazardous so check conditions if swimming with young 
ones. If you want to try surfing for the first time, Manly Surf School operates 
out of the surf club located on the beach. Please note that boards �a 0� �e reserved 
for students and are not available for rent. 

C �D�e�l�w 0�0� �d

Del wood’s secluded cove is a scenic walk from the ferry along the harbour 
walkway. There are no shops, so bring a picnic and have a peaceful swim off 
the rocks. You’ II �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y have the beach to yourself. 

D Little Manly 

This popular harbour beach has a net that encloses the swimming area. It is a 
good option for families as the �p 0� �o�t�e�c�t�e�d area makes it easy to keep an eye on 
kids playing in the water. �T�h�e 0� �e is also a large playground, a public barbecue 
that anyone can use and toilet facilities, which make this a �g 0� �e�a�t spot for a 
family day out. 
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E East Esplanade 

Located next to Manly Wharf, East Esplanade is a popular spot all day. There is 
no beach closer to the �f�e 0� �r�y �O0� �b�u�s�e�s than this 0� �n�e�. Kayakers meet for a paddle 
here as the sun rises, and daytrippers sit on the sand during the day. People get 
together on the grass after work, and bring drinks, snacks and music to watch 
the sun go down. 

F Shelly Beach 
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This is the best spot if you don’t like big waves. Rent a beach chair or head 
straight to the Boathouse Cafe, the perfect place �f�o 0� �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t �o 0� �l�u�n�c�h �. Please 
note that Shelly Beach gets overly crowded at times, so avoid it on a sunny 
weekend afternoon. 

Questions 1-7 

Look at the six beach descriptions, A-F, on pages 63 and 64. 

For which beaches are the following statements true? 

Write the correct letter, �A�· bKÿ� �i�n boxes �1 N��7 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

1 You can buy food at this beach. 

2 You can learn to do a sport at this beach. 

3 This beach can be �u�n�c�o�m�f�o 0� �t�a�b�l�y busy. 

4 Adults can supervise their children without much difficulty at this beach. 

5 This beach is nearest to public �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t�.

6 People are employed to �s�u�p�e 0��v�i�s�e swimmers at this beach. 

7 You can hire sports equipment at this beach. 

Reading 
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Test 3 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Sydney Water: advice for customers paying a bill 

About your bill 

Sydney Water services over five million people in greater Sydney, and if you own a 
property, you'll get a bill from us. Generally, this is just for your water and wastewater 
services, but there could be other charges. We send most bills quarterly, �aN��e�r�w�e  � �v�e read 
the meter. If your property has no meter, we send the bill at the start of each quarter. 

When do we send the bill? 

If you’d like monthly bills, simply ask us to read your meter monthly. It costs $32.52 
a quarter to be billed this way and this additional fee will appear on the first bill each 
quarter. To arrange it, just call us on 13 20 92. 

What if you can’t �p�a�y u1�e �b \qÿ�

We understand that it might be hard to pay your bill. If you’re having �d�i —b�c�u�l�t�i�e�s�, we 
have a range of options to help. If you receive a pension, we may give you a reduction 
on your bill, but you must own and live in your home to qualify for this. 

How can you get your billing history? 

• Register for eBill. When you register for Sydney Water’s online billing facility, 
eBill, you'll be able to see your past bills at any time. Once you’re registered, 
you'll stop getting paper bills and start getting electronic ones. 

Still want paper bills? Simply cancel your registration after you have saved the 
electronic bills you need. Then you'll go back to paper bills, but you �w�o v„ �h�a�v�e

access to the online bills after you cancel. 

Contact us. Simply contact us and we'll give you a statement that shows the 
amounts we charged you and the payments we received on your last fi ve bills. 

Need more history? If you need information that’s older than your �l�a�s�t N��v�e bills, 
you need to pay $28.04 for a ‘billing record search statement'. 

How do you stop a charge on a bill? 

We'll stop �a N��x�e�d charge on your bill if a licensed plumber cuts off your water or 
wastewater service. Your plumber must apply for this disconnection and follow 
Sydney Water’S standard procedures. 
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Reading 

Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 66? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 All property owners receive Sydney Water bills. 

9 Customers who don’t have a water meter must pay an extra charge. 

10 Customers who choose to receive a bill �e�v�e Sé �m�o�n�t�h pay extra. 

11 Pensioners who live in rented accommodation might get a discount. 

12 Customers registered for eBill receive both paper and electronic bills. 

13 Customers who request �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n �f0� �o�m the period before their last five bills must 
pay a fee. 

14 A fixed charge can be avoided when the water supply is disconnected by a 
licensed plumber. 
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SECTION 2 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0� �n�s 15-27 

Read the text below and answer Questions 15-20. 

Company car parking policy 

DG Contracts recognises that many people working in the organisation require a vehicle 
for business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s and aims to provide parking facilities for as many individuals 
as possible. However, car parking provision is limited. DG Contracts therefore actively 
�e�n�c�o�u 0� �a�g�e�s staff to reduce �t�h�e�i 0� �c�a 0� �b�o�n footprint by using public �t 0� �a�n�s�p�o�r�t�, walking or 
cycling, or by organising ways of sharing the use of cars. 

The car parking policy aims to allocate parking on a fair and equitable basis with spaces 
being given first to those employees who claim above a certain mileage of travel �f�o 0�

business �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e�s�. Individuals who are allocated a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g space will be issued with a 
parking permit and a number which �c�o 0� �r�e�s�p�o�n�d�s to a car parking space. If there are any 
non-allocated car �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces, these can be utilised by employees on a first-come, 
first-served basis. In some cases, designated �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g areas are required for company 
vehicles, which must be parked securely at night. However, employees may �p�a 0� �k in 
these areas in the daytime. 

If any individual leaves the company prior to the expiry of their �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit, this will 
be handed on to the member of staff who acts as their replacement, assuming that 
this person requires it. If any individual who has been issued a �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g permit takes 
maternity leave or is signed off �w�o 0� �k for a lengthy period, their parking permit will be re
allocated to the staff member appointed as cover �f�o 0� �t�h�i�s individual during their absence. 

Employees who park their cars in a DG company car park do so at their own risk 
and must follow the rules laid down in the �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g policy. If you have any complaints 
concerning any aspect of car parking at DG company �c�a 0� �p�a�r�k�s�, please address them to 
the HR Manager. 
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Questions 15-20 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 15-20 on your answer sheet. 

15 �P�a 0� �k�i�n�g is limited, so the use of alternative methods of �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0� �t and the 
..............…. of cars is encouraged. 

16 Staff with the highest ......................……………........... .... are given �p�a 0� �k�i�n�g spaces first. 

17 Some parking spaces are reserved for company vehicles �d�u 0� �i �n�g the 
... but may be used by staff at other times. 

18 If an employee leaves the company permanently, their parking space will normally 
be given to their ..... 

19 If an employee takes extended leave, their parking space will be given to the 
person who provides .... ........ ....................................…...... for the absent employee. 

20 All .....……......… …… ………...... ..... about car parking should be sent to the HR Manager. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 21-27. 

Ensuring safety in the office 

It’s fairly obvious that safety and health hazards can exist on worksites filled with heavy 
�m�a�c�h�i�n�e Sé �a�n�d equipment. However, a surprising number of hazards can also be 
present in the office. 

The most common types of injuries �a 0��e slips, trips and falls. Boxes, files and other items 
piled in walkways can create a tripping hazard. Be certain that all materials are safely 
stored in their �p�r�o�p�e 0� �l�o�c�a�t�i�o�n to prevent build-up of clutter. Further, in addition to posing 
an electrical �h�a�z�a eöÿ� �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g wires across walkways �C0� �e�a�t�e�s a tripping hazard, so 
ensure they are �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y �s�e�c�u 0� �e�d and covered. 

Standing on rolling office chairs is a significant fall �h�a�z�a 0� �d�. Workers who need to 0��e�a�c�h

something at an elevated height should use a stepladder, which must be fully opened 
and placed on level ground. 

Workers can collide when making turns in the hallways and around blind corners. 
This can be �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t�e�d by installing mirrors in these places so workers can see who is 
coming. Floors may also present a hazard. Marble �O0� �t�i�l�e can become �v�e Sé �s�l�i�p�p�e Séÿ�

�p�a�r�t�i�c�u�l�a 0� �l�y when wet. The use of carpets can help to reduce falls and can be especially 
helpful at main doors, where workers are likely to be coming in with wet shoes. 

Another type of �i eö�USé �c�o�m�e�s from �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s being struck by an �o T� �e�c�t�. Filing cabinets 
may be in danger of tipping over if drawers are left open, and filing cabinets and desks 
may also create a tripping hazard if they are not �p 0� �o�p�e�r�l�y closed. High piles of materials 
and equipment can cause major injuries if they are knocked over. Heavy objects should 
always be stored close to the ground, and the load capacity of shelves �s�h�m 0� �I�d never 
be exceeded. 

Because office workers spend most of their day seated at a desk, they are �p 0� �o�n�e to 
�s�t 0� �a�i�n�s and other �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s related to �p�o�s�t�u 0��e and repetitive movement. Desks, seating, 
monitor stands, etc. should all be adjustable in order to accommodate the widest 
possible range of employees. Typing from hard copy can lead to neck strain if a worker 
is forced to look down repeatedly to the desk at the document being copied and back to 
the computer screen. This can be prevented by providing holders, which help to prevent 
muscle imbalance by positioning the document at the same level as the screen. Another 
cause of neck �i�n�j�u 0� �i�e�s is incorrect placement of the computer mouse - this should 
always be kept beside the keyboard, and at the same level. 
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Questions �2 N� ÿ �2�7

Complete the notes below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 21-27 on your answer sheet. 

Making sure offices are safe 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t slips, trips, falls and �c 0� �l�l�i�s�i 0� �n�s�, ensure that 

• boxes, files, etc. �a 0� �e correctly stored 

• items such as 21 .. .... .. ...... ...... .............…...... .. ... .......... do not create a tripping hazard 

• workers do not use 22 ….............. ..........................…··…...... to reach high objects 

• 23 .... .. .. ..….......….......….... ...….............. are fixed at corners 

• floors are covered by 24 ........ .......... ........... .......... ........... , especially at entrances 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries caused by objects, ensure that 

• 25 ..........…………………..…........ ............. in office furniture are kept closed 

• objects which are heavy are kept near the floor 

�T0� �p�r�e�v�e�n�t injuries due �t 0� �p 0� �s�t�u�r�e and repetitive �m0� �v�e�m�e�n�t�, ensure that 

• office furniture is 26 ......... ....... . 

• 27 ………................... .. ....... .. .….......….... are provided for documents 

• the mouse is placed next to the computer keyboard 
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SECTION 3 Questions �2�¹ �4�0� 

Read the text below and answer Questions 28-40. 

Roman Roads 

A The long straight roads built by the Romans have, in many cases, become 
just as famous in �h�i�s�t�o 0� �y as their greatest emperors and �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�s�. Building 
upon �m�o 0� �e ancient routes and creating a huge number of new ones, Roman 
engineers were fearless in their plans to join one point to another in as 
straight a line as possible, whatever the difficulties in geography and the 
costs in �m�a�n�p�o�w�e NÁ �C�o�n�s�e�q�u�e�n�t�l�y�, roads required bridges, tunnels, viaducts 
and many other architectural and engineering features to create a series of 
breathtaking but highly useful monuments, which spread from Europe to 
eastern �p�a Q…�s of the Roman empire. 

B The Romans did not invent roads, but, as in so many other areas, they took an 
idea which went back as far as the Bronze Age and extended that concept, 
daring to squeeze from it the fullest possible potential. The first and most 
�f�a�m 0� �u�s great Roman road was the Via Appia, or Appian Way. Constructed from 
312 BCE, and covering 196 kilometres, it linked Rome to ancient Capua in Italy 
in as straight a line as possible and was appropriately known to the Romans 
as the Regina Viarum or ’Queen of Roads’. Much like a modern highway, it 
bypassed small towns along the way, and it largely ignored geographical 
obstacles. The road would later be extended to 569 kilometres in length. 

C The network of public �R 0� �m�a�n roads covered over 120,000 kilometres. Besides 
permitting the rapid deployment of troops and, more importantly, the 
wheeled vehicles which supplied them with food and equipment, Roman roads 
allowed for an �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e in trade and cultural exchange. Roads were also one 
of the ways Rome could demonstrate its authority. For this reason, many roads 
began and ended in a triumphal arch, and the �i�m�p�e 0� �i�a�l prestige associated 
with a road project was demonstrated in the fact that roads were very often 
named after the officials who funded them; for example, the Via Appia takes 
its name from the Roman �m�a�g�i�s�t 0� �a�t�e Appius Claudius Caecus. 

D To achieve the objective of constructing the shortest routes possible between 
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two points, all manner of �e�n�g�i�n�e�e 0� �i�n�g difficulties had to be overcome. Once 
extensive surveying had been �c�a 0�0� �i�e�d out, to �e�n�s�u 0� �e the proposed route was 
actually straight and to determine what various engineering methods were 
needed, marshes had to be drained, forests cut through, creeks diverted, 
bedrock channelled, mountainsides cut into, rivers crossed with bridges, valleys 
traversed with viaducts and tunnels built through mountains. When all that 
was done, roads had to be levelled, reinforced with support walls or terracing 
and then, of course, maintained, which they were for over 800 years. 

Reading 

E Major roads were around a standard 4.2 metres wide, which was enough space 
for two vehicles to pass each other. First a trench was dug in the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and a 
layer of large stones was used to form the foundation. This was followed by 
a substantial deposit of smaller broken materials - often crushed brick was 
used for this purpose, and on top of this, a layer of fine gravel was added. This 
upper section of the road was referred to as the nucleus and was then surfaced 
with blocks or slabs. Mountain roads might also have 0� �i�d�g�e�s running �k 0� �o�s�s

the surface of the slabs, to give animals better grip, and have ruts cut into the 
stone to guide wheeled vehicles. 

Roads were purposely inclined slightly from the centre down to the �k�e 0� �b to 
allow rainwater to run off along the sides. Many also had parallel ditches that 
collected the runoff and �f�o 0� �m�e�d a drainage canal on each side of the road. A 
path of packed gravel �f�o 0� �p�e�d�e�s�t�r�i�a�n�s typically ran along each side of the road, 
varying in width from 1 to 3 metres. Separating the path from the road were 
the kerb stones, which were �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �u�p�r�i�g�h�t slabs. Busier stretches of main 
roads had areas where vehicles could pull over, and some of these had services 
for travellers and their animals. Milestones were also set up at �r�e�g�u�l�a 0� �i�n�t�e�r�v�a�l�s

along the road and these often �r�e�¶�o�r�d�e�d� who was responsible for the upkeep 
of that stretch of the road and what repairs had been made. 

F Lasting symbols of the imagination of Roman engineers are the many arched 
bridges and viaducts still standing today that helped achieve the engineers’ 
�s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�-�l�i�n�e goal. The Romans built to last, and the piers of bridges which 
crossed rivers, for example, were often built with a resistant prow-shape and 
used massive durable blocks of stone, while the upper �p�a T� �s might be built 
of stone blocks strengthened with iron clamps. Perhaps the most impressive 
bridge was at Narni; 180 metres long, 8 metres wide and as high as 33 metres, 
it had 4 massive semicircular arches, one of which, �s�t 0� �e�t�c�h�i�n�g 32.1 �m�e�t 0� �e�s�,

ranks as one of the longest block-arch spans in the ancient world. Recently 
hit by earthquakes, it is now having to undergo restoration work to repair 
the effects. 

Such was the engineering and surveying skill of the Romans that many of their 
roads have provided the basis for hundreds of today’s routes �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe 
and the Middle East. Many roads in Italy still use the original Roman name for 
certain stretches, and some bridges, such as at Tre Ponti in Venice, still carry 
road �t 0� �a�t�t�i�c today. 
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Questions 28-33 

The text on pages 72 and 73 has six sections, A-F. 

Which section mentions the following? 

Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet. 

NB You may use any letter more than once. 

28 the various functions of Roman roads 

�2�9 0� �e�f�e�r�e�n�c�e to some current remains of Roman road building 

30 a description of preparations for building a road 

31 the �p�e 0� �i�o�d in history when road building began 

32 the consequence of damage caused by a natural disaster 

33 the total distance once �c 0� �o�s�s�e�d by Roman roads 
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Questions 34-37 

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D. 

Write the correct letter in boxes 34-37 on your answer sheet. 

34 Which aspect of Roman road building does the writer mention in Section A? 

A the strength and permanence of the roads 
B the magnificence and practicality of the roads 
C the number of people involved in building 
D the �p�o�w�e e¤�u�l people who financed the roads 

35 The writer compares the Appian Way to a modern highway because 

A it was lengthened over time. 
B it took a long time to construct. 
C It was used by a large number of travellers. 
D it was designed to avoid certain areas. 

36 According to the writer, the �p�u 0� �p�o�s�e of the triumphal arches was to 

A display the power of Rome. 
B celebrate the opening of a road. 
C show the name of important roads. 
D provide access for important officials. 

37 What common use of a milestone is mentioned in Section E? 

A indicating to travellers the total length of the road 
B highlighting areas of the road that needed repair 
C noting details regarding the maintenance of the road 
D marking rest places along the road for travellers and their animals 
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Questions 38-40 

Label the diagram below. 

Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet. 

Cross-section of a Roman road 

Nucleus made Stone slabs - may be ridged �S�t�o Sã�e slabs 
of 38 .... ... .. ... .....…… E … to help 39 ...... ........ .. .... .. .... using positioned …~ ;~;~"! kerb 

1 I I I I I I I �I ÿ�ÿ^•ÿ0� ... 0�0�0� ÿ�

�D�i eö �o�r �/
drainage canal 

Large stones Layer of materials such Pedestrian pathway 
as 40 .. .. ... 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently bought some train tickets for a journey a week in advance. When 
you went to the station to catch the train, you were told you could not use the 
tickets and the staff were very unhelpful to you. 

Write a letter to the train company. In your letter 

• describe the problem you had with the tickets 

• say why you were unhappy with the �s�t�a u—

• suggest what action the train company should take 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

7’ 7’ 
E • 

Test 3 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

In the past, most working people had only one job. However, nowadays, more 
and more people have more than one job at the same time. 

What are the reasons for this development? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having more than one job? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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PART 1 

The �e�x�a�m�i�n�e 0� �a�s�k�s you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other familiar 
topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Online �s�h 0� �p�p�i�n�g

• How often do you buy things online? [Why?] 
• What was the last thing you bought online? 
• Do you ever see things in shops and then buy them online? [Why/Why not?] 
• Do you think the popularity of online shopping is changing your town or city centre? 

[Why/Why not?] 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d visiting a 
member 0� �f �y0� �u�r family in their �h 0�0� �n�e�.

�y 0� �u should say: 
�w�h 0� �y 0� �u visited and where they lived 
why �y 0� �u made this visit 
what happened during this visit 

and explain what �y 0� �u �e�n�j 0� �y�e�d �a�b 0� �u�t this visit. 

PART 3 

Discussion �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

�F�a�m�i�l�y 0� �c�c�a�s�i 0� �n�s

Example questions: 
When do families �c�e�l�e�b 0� �a�t�e together in your country? 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How often do all the generations in a family come together in your �c�o�u�n�t Séÿ�

Why is it that some people might not enjoy attending family occasions? 

Everyday life in families 

Example questions: 
Do you think it is a good thing for parents to help their children with schoolwork? 
How important do you think it is for families to eat together at least once a day? 
Do you believe that �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e in a family should share household tasks? 
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PART 1 Questions 1-10 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each �a�n�s�w�e �º� 

Job details from employment agency 

�R0� �l�e

�L 0� �c�a�t�i 0� �n Fordham 2 ..............................….......… Centre 

3 ........ ....…............... ....... Road, Fordham 

�w0� �r�k involves 

• dealing with enquiries 

• making 4 .....……..... ....…··……........... . and reorganising them 

• maintaining the internal 5 ........... .. . . 

• general administration 

Requirements 

• 6 . ……………······… ( essential) 

• a calm and 7 .............. ........….... ..... ... . �m�a�n�n�e 0�

• good IT skills 

Other i �n�f�o�r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• a 8 ....... ...…..... ..….............. .. .... job - further �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�i�e�s may be available 

• hours: 7.45 a.m. to 9 ........................... ........... p.m. Monday to Friday 

• 10 ………··….............. ... .. is available onsite 
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Listening 

PART 2 Questions 11-20 

Questions 11-14 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

R
 �T�h�e museum building was originally 

A a factory. 
B a private home. 
C a hall of residence. 

12 The university uses �p�a T� �o�f the museum building as 

A teaching 0��o�o�m�s�.

B a research �l�i�b�r�a Séÿ�

C administration offices. 

13 What does the guide say about the entrance fee? 

A Visitors decide whether or not they wish to pay. 
B Only children and students receive a discount. 
C The museum �c�h�a 0� �g�e�s extra for special exhibitions. 

14 What are visitors advised to leave in the cloakroom? 

A cameras 
B coats 
C bags 
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Questions 15-20 

What �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n does the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �g�i�v�e about each of the following areas of the 
museum? 

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-H, next to 
Questions 15-20. 

Information 

A Parents must supervise their children . 

B There are new things to see. 

C It is closed today. 

D This is only for school groups. 

E There is a quiz for visitors. 

F It features something created by students. 

G An expert is here today. 

H There is a one-way system. 

Areas 0� �f museum 

15 Four Seasons 

16 Farmhouse Kitchen 

17 A �Y�e�a 0� �o�n the Farm 

18 Wagon Walk 

19 Bees are Magic 

20 The Pond 
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Listening 

Questions 21-30 PART 3 

Questions 21 and 22 

Choose TWO letters, A-E. 

Which TWO educational skills were shown in the video of children doing origami? 

solving problems 
following instructions 
working cooperatively 
learning through play 
developing hand-eye coordination 

ABCDE 

Questions 23-27 

Which comment do the students make about each of the following children in the video? 

Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to 
Questions 23-27. 

�c 0� �mmen ts 

demonstrated independence A 

asked for teacher �s�u�p�p�o 0� �tB 

developed a competitive attitude C 

seemed to find the activity calming D 

seemed pleased with the results E 

seemed confused F 

seemed to find the activity easy G 

Children 

Sid 23 

Jack 24 
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Naomi 

Anya 

Zara 

25 

26 

27 
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Questions 28-30 

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C. 

28 Before starting an origami activity in class, the students think it is �i�m�p�o 0� �t�a�n�t for the 
�t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �t�o

A make models that demonstrate the different stages. 
B check children understand the terminology involved. 
C tell children not to worry if they find the activity difficult. 

29 The students agree that some teachers might be unwilling to use origami in 
class because 

A they may not think that �c 0� �a�f�t�s are important. 
B they may not have the �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y skills. 
C they may �w�o 0�Sé �t�h�a�t it will take up too much time. 

30 Why do the students decide to use origami in their maths teaching practice? 

A to correct a �p�a eö�i�c�u�l�a�r misunderstanding 
B to set a challenge 
C to introduce a new concept 
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Listening 

PART 4 Questions 31-40 

Complete the notes below. 

Write ONE WORD ONLY for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Victor Hugo 

His �n 0� �v�e�l�, Les Miserables 

• It has been adapted for theatre and cinema. 

• We know more about its overall 31 ……........................ than about its author. 

His early career 

• In Paris, his career was successful and he led the Romantic movement. 

• He spoke publicly about social issues, such as 32 ..............…·…………...... and education. 

• Napoleon Ill disliked his views and exiled him. 

His exile from France 

• Victor Hugo had to live elsewhere in 33 .................................... . 

• He used his income from the sale of some 34 ............... .....…··…....... he had written to 
buy a house on Guernsey. 

His �h 0� �u�s�e 0� �n Guernsey 

• �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o lived in this house until the end of the Empire in France. 

• The ground floor contains portraits, 35 ....………................. and tapestries that he 
valued. 

• He bought cheap 36 ..…….......…··…........… made of wood and turned this into beautiful 
wall carvings. 

• The first floor consists of furnished areas with wallpaper and 37 ............ . 
that have a Chinese design. 

• The library still contains many of his favourite books. 

• He wrote in a room at the top of the house that had a view of the 
38 ............ . 

• He entertained other writers as well as poor 39 .........…........….......…... in his house. 

• Victor Hugo’s 40 …………........ ....... gave ownership of the house to the city of Paris 
in 1927. 
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SECTION 1 Questions 1-14 

Read the text below and answer Questions 1-7. 

The best ice cream makers 

Have you ever considered making ice cream at home but thought it would be too 
complicated? Here is a selection of machines that could change your mind 

A Magimix Gelato �E�x�p�e T�

If you’ re an ice cream fanatic, it doesn’t get better than this. It’s quick, taking 
as �I�i _ç�l�e as 20 minutes, and consistent in its results, while the three automated 
programmes are �v�e Sé�e�a�s�y to use and it has an unusually generous two-litre 
capacity. On the other hand, we found it noisier than many, and the ice cream is 
softer than we might have liked. 

B Shake n Make Ice Cream Maker 

If you want to make some basic soft ice cream, this is a fun little gadget that gets 
decent results. You add a little ice and salt to the base, then your ingredients to 
the stainless-steel tub, pop the lid on and give it a good shake for at least three 
minutes. Provided you measure everything exactly and shake back and �f�o 0� �t�h

consistently, it’s surprisingly efficient. 

C Sage Smart �S�c 0�0� �p

This is a seriously �s�m�a eö �m�a�c�h�i�n�e�. Our favourite feature is the built-in sensor that 
works out whether the consistency of your ice cream or frozen �y�o�g�h�u Q…�i�s right 
for you (from the 12 hardness settings) so that it can stop mixing when it’s ready, 
alerting you with a fun tune. As you’d expect from the considerable �p 0� �i�c�e tag, 
there’s a built-in freezer and it feels beautifully engineered. 

D Lakeland Digital Ice Cream Maker 
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You simply pop on the lid and pour in the �i�n�g 0� �e�d�i�e�n�t�s�, then set the timer 
using the nice, clear digital display. Some customers reportedly struggled to 
disassemble it in order to wash the bowl and paddle, but we didn’t have that 
�p�r 0� �b�l�e�m�. We’ re also giving it extra points for the recipe book, which has some 
really tasty ideas. 

Reading 

E Judge Ice Cream Maker 

We had a few criticisms, perhaps not surprisingly when you consider this is one 
of the cheapest models in our selection - notably the fact that the paddle isn’t as 
robust as the ones in other models. We’d have liked more recipes, too. But, for a 
budget machine, this is a bargain. 

F KitchenAid Artisan Ice Cream Maker 

If you own a KitchenAid food mixer, this attachment (one of 15 that fits this 
machine) is a good way to start ice cream making. You simply freeze the bowl 
before use and attach it to the mixer (a quick and easy job) and �p 0� �u�r in your 
favourite fresh ingredients, with some recipes taking just 20 minutes. 
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Questions �1 N��7

Look at the six advertisements �f�o 0� �i�c�e cream makers, A-F, on pages 86 and 87. 

For which ice cream maker are the following statements true? 

Write the correct �l�e _ç�e�r�, A-F, in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet. 

�N�B �³ �o�u� may use any letter more than once. 

1 Users of this machine will need to put some physical effort into making ice cream. 

2 Users of this machine can decide how soft they want their ice cream to be. 

3 This ice cream �m�a�k�e 0� �c�a�n be fixed onto an existing kitchen appliance. 

4 It is possible to make a larger amount of ice cream at one time than in most 
other machines. 

5 This machine has features that make it �w�o 0� �t�h the high price. 

6 People might find it difficult to take this machine apart. 

7 This machine makes an enjoyable sound when the ice cream is prepared. 
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Reading 

Read the text below and answer Questions 8-14. 

Photography weekend course on the 
coast of Cornwall 

Our three-night photography weekend is designed to appeal to all levels. Participants 
will be able to enjoy some of the fantastic locations on this beautiful coastline, with 
its �e�v�e 0�ÿ �c�h�a�n�g�i�n�g light, while staying in a comfortable hotel and enjoying some typical 
dishes of this south-western region of Britain. 

Price includes: Personal daily tuition, discussions, welcome reception, and dinner, bed 
and breakfast for three nights in a twin or double room. 

Price does not include: Insurance and photographic equipment plus transport to 
photographic venues. Participants are required to arrange this. Car share during the 
weekend is a popular option. 

�c 0� �u�r�s�e �i�n�f 0� �r�m�a�t�i 0� �n

• �O�u 0� �c�o�u�r�s�e�s are relaxed but comprehensive, and the content is largely dictated by 
those attending. Included within the sessions are editing workshops at the hotel 
and photo shoots down by the sea. Visits further away are also �u�n�d�e 0� �t�a�k�e�n to 
experiment with different landscapes. 

• Arrival by mid-afternoon on the first day will allow you to check into the hotel and 
enjoy some Cornish refreshments before heading out into the �f 0� �e�s�h �a�i 0� �f�o�r our first 
shoot together at sunset. Dinner and a good night’s sleep and you’ II be ready �t 0�

start at sunrise the next day. In the evenings you will have a chance to unwind at 
the hotel, share your thoughts on the day and spend time looking at images and 
sharing editing techniques. 

• Maximum numbers: Four photographers per course. 

• The following equipment is essential: A digital SLR or bridge camera with its 
instruction manual, batteries and charger; memory cards; comfortable walking 
footwear with good grip; warm outdoor clothing and waterproofs. 

• Recommended equipment: A tripod, filters, a laptop with editing software 
and charger. 
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Questions 8-14 

Do the following statements agree with the information given in the text on page 89? 

In boxes 8-14 on your answer sheet, write 

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information 
FALSE if the statement contradicts the information 
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this 

8 The course is aimed at people who �a 0��e already skilled photographers. 

9 Three meals a day are included in the course fee. 

10 The only way to reach the hotel is by car. 

11 The topics covered on the course depend mainly on the wishes of the participants. 

12 Participants are expected to get up early on �t�h�e�i 0� �f�i�r�s�t morning to take photographs. 

13 The tutor will show participants examples of her work after dinner. 

14 Participants should be prepared for bad weather. 
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Reading 

SECTION 2 Questions �1 �¹ �2�7� 

Read the text below and answer Questions �1�¹ �2�1�.� 

Respiratory Protective Equipment - advice 
for factory employees 

You need to wear �R�e�s�p�i�r�a�t�o Sé �P�r�o�t�e�c�t�i�v�e Equipment (RPE) when you’re doing work 
where you could breathe in hazardous substances in the air such as dust, vapour or 
gas. Common health effects from breathing hazardous substances include sore eyes 
and headaches. Make sure you are using the right RPE for the task. For example, 
negative pressure respirators should not be used in low oxygen environments. 

Some types of RPE must have a tight seal around the facial area to be effective. Your 
employer will arrange a yearly facial fit test to ensure that you are given RPE that fits 
properly. This checks that the seal between the respirator and the facial area is secure, 
by releasing a substance that you can smell or taste if the RPE is not working properly. 
RPE will only provide �e _Ï�e�c�t�i�v�e protection if you are clean shaven. Facial �h�a�i 0� �g�r�o�w�t�h

makes it almost impossible to get a good seal so, if you have a beard, you should talk 
to your employer about other forms of RPE that do not rely on a tight facial fit. �J�e�w�e�l�l�e Sé

and long hair can also compromise an effective fit. 

Using �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

You should complete a visual check of your RPE for signs of damage before you use 
it. If you are using RPE that requires a tight fit, you must check it fits properly before 
entering a hazardous area. 

Cleaning �y 0� �u�r�R�P�E

Wash and �d Sé �y�o�u�r RPE after using it. Use a mild detergent, as harsh products such as 
solvents can cause damage. Use a brush and warm water and rinse with clean water. 
This will remove excess detergent that can cause skin irritation. Dry your RPE on a solid 
wooden rack or suspend from a clothes line. 

Maintaining �y0� �u�r�R�P�E

Inspect your RPE after each use and during cleaning. Make sure you check the straps 
for breaks, tears, fraying edges and deterioration of elasticity. Check the inhalation and 
exhalation valves are working and not damaged. 

�S�t 0� �r�i�n�g your RPE 

Improper �s�t�o 0� �a�g�e can cause �d�i�s�t�o 0� �t�i�o�n to your RPE. Store your RPE in a clean, dry 
place, away from dust, oil and sunlight. RPE should be stored so that it doesn't 
get crushed. 
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Questions �1 �¹ �2�1� 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD from the text for each �a�n�s�w�e NÁ

Write your answers in boxes �1�5 N��2�1 on your answer sheet. 

15 Some respirators are unsuitable for use in �a 0� �e�a�s with limited levels of 

16 Facial fit tests should be conducted on a ....……··…·········…………................... basis. 

17 For workers who have a ..........….......….......….......……........... , an alternative to tight-fitting RPE 
may be required. 

18 �W�o0� �k�e�r�s should avoid cleaning their RPE with ..... 

19 RPE can either be hung up or placed on a timber ....….........................…...................... in �o�r�d�e 0�

to �d Sé �i�t�.

20 It is important to ensure that the RPE ............……..............…….......... ......... are not ripped and 
can still stretch. 

21 RPE should not be exposed to �d�i 0� �e�c�t .........……········…........…….......……... when it is 
being stored. 
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Read the text below and answer Questions 22-27. 

Slips and trips 

Working with cows in a dairy 
Guidelines for employers 

Reading 

Slips and trips are one of the most common accidents when working in farm dairies. They 
often happen when working with cows in a dairy during milking, and during maintenance 
and cleaning. 

The following three hazards make it more likely that employees will slip or trip: 

1. Surfaces which are wet or dirty 

• Have a system for cleaning up milk, oil, cleaning fluid and grain spills as soon as they 
happen, and make sure it is followed. 

• Install non-slip mats in wet work areas and make sure that footwear is slip-resistant. 

2. Obstacles such as pipes or cables in the farm dairy 

• Reduce tripping accidents by hanging hoses and pipes along walls out of people’s way 
and remove unused fittings, like bolt fasteners in floors. 

• Move obstacles from walkways and entrances where possible. Tripping hazards which 
cannot be removed should be clearly indicated with yellow tape. If there are obstacles 
overhead, these should be wrapped in padding to avoid risk of injury. 

3. Steps which are too high or not deep enough, or steps in poorly lit areas 

• Build steps properly and use non-slip surfaces. 

• Handrails should also be fitted. 

• The provision of good lighting can also help to reduce the risk of injury. 

Lifting and �c�a�r�·�r�i�n�g� 

The following tasks pose risks to dairy workers: 

• lifting buckets of grain, water and milk 

• �l�i N��i�n�g �c W@�v�e�s�.
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Managing the hazards 

• Balance the load by using two buckets, one in each hand. 

• Where possible, use trolleys and other mechanical aids to replace manual tasks. 

Milking by hand 

Specific tasks in milking which cause injury are: 

• bending in an awkward position 

• putting on and removing milking equipment from cows. 

Managing the hazards 
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• Think about designing or changing the milking area so workers can change the 
height they are working at to suit them. Ensure that all equipment needed is close by 
to avoid workers having to overreach or adopt a bending position. 

• Alternate between jobs to reduce repetitious manual handling tasks, including a 
rotation between putting on and removing milking equipment. 

Reading 

Questions 22-27 

Complete the table below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each �a�n�s�w �1‘M

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet. 

Hazard Managing the hazard 

Slips and trips 

Slippery floor surfaces Remove solid spills such as grain 
immediately. 
Ensure all items of 

22 ................…….........................…....... have good grip. 

Hoses and pipes Ensure they are fitted to walls where 
possible. 
Highlight obstructions with brightly 
coloured tape. 

Overhead obstacles �E�n�s�u 0��e they are covered with 

23 .... 

Unsuitable steps Provide good lighting and install 

24 .... 

Lifting and carrying 

Transporting containers and calves Spread the weight evenly between 
both hands. 
Try to avoid moving containers by hand, 
and use equipment such as 

25 ....................…..............….......…..... .. instead. 

Milking by hand 

Repetitive handling of milking Keep �e�v�e 0��y�t�h�i�n�g accessible so that 
equipment employees don’t need to bend or 

26 .... 
�I�n�t 0� �o�d�u�c�e a system of 

27 .... 
to increase variety. 
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SECTION 3 �Q�u�e�s�t�i 0��n�s 28-40 

Read the text on pages 97 and 98 and answer Questions 28-40. 

Questions 28-34 

The text on pages 97 and 98 has seven sections, A-G. 

Choose the correct heading for each section from the list of headings below. 

Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 
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List 0� �f Headings 

How chance contributes to conditions �b�e�i�n�g 0� �i�g�h�t

ii Concern about the changing environment 

iii The process of photographing animals at night is getting easier 

iv How human developments are �a NÔ�e�c�t�i�n�g wildlife 

v Photographing �o T� �e�c�t�s that can’t be seen in detail 

vi A season that may seem unsuitable for photographers 

vii No longer too expensive 

viii A less ambitious approach 

Section A 

Section B 

Section C 

Section D 

Section E 

Section F 

Section G 

Reading 

Night photography in autumn 

A November in the northern hemisphere is not the most inspiring of months �f�o 0� �t�h�e

photographer. The days shorten appreciably as winter approaches and the last 
autumn leaves are blown free by high winds and frequent 0� �a�i�n�. Nature seems 
dormant, as many birds have long since flown to warmer climates, fungi break 
through the �e�a 0� �t�h�, and many animal species sleep until spring’S warm awakening. 

It would seem a good time also to put the camera to bed and forget about 
photography until the first snowfall. Well, not quite. With the days being �s�h�o 0� �t�e�r and 
daylight less bright, November is an excellent month to turn your attention to what 
can be found in the long darkness from dusk to dawn. In the nocturnal hours a vast 
number of life forms still thrive, and provide a completely different set of subjects to 
those the daylight �h�o�u 0� �s present. 

B As the most noticeable �o T� �e�c�t in the night sky, the moon is an obvious subject 
when making your initial attempts at night photography. The timing of an evening 
moonrise is important to know because, not only does it �v�a 0��y according to the time 
of year, but the moon always appears largest at this point, when it is closest to the 
horizon. To capture the moon at its brilliant best, you need a bit of luck too: a time 
when its brightest phase - a full moon - coincides with the ideal weather forecast of 
a cloudless night sky. The moon is not a direct light source such as the sun or the 
stars; instead it is reflecting the light of the sun hitting its surface. On such a night, a 
full moon will reflect only about ten percent of the sunlight, but that is still enough to 
illuminate buildings, trees, bridges and other landscape features. 

C With today’s cameras, far greater detail can be rendered. Whole constellations 
consisting of thousands of points of starlight filling the frame and even galaxies 
such as our own Milky Way can be captured. This is a type of night photography 
for which few of us had suitable equipment a decade ago, but now it has become 
accessible to all photographers, thanks to the much improved, �a _Ï�o�r�d�a�b�l�e

technology. 

However, photographers choosing to shoot the moon may be less concerned by 
this, as they tend to prefer to use telephoto lenses to magnify the size of the moon, 
�p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when it is low in the sky and can be shown in relation to a landmark or 
recognisable �s�t�r�u�c�t�u 0��e within the frame. 

D Of course, the nocturnal world offers other subjects closer to the ground, some that 
are even familiar to us by day. As cities and towns spread further into our �g 0� �e�e�n

spaces, some wild animals move further afield to escape our intrusions, while 
others adapt to their new urbanised surroundings. 
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In European cities, sightings of foxes at night are increasingly common, as they 
thrive thanks to the cover of darkness and a ready supply of residents' waste bins, 
which they use as feeding stations. Deer and wild boar are �l�a 0� �g�e�r mammals that 
have also adapted to the urban �f 0� �i�n�g�e�s in recent years, emerging from the cover of 
�p�a 0� �k�s and nearby forests to forage in residential gardens by night. 

E Such is the proliferation of urban wildlife that some �p�h�o�t�o�g 0� �a�p�h�e�r�s now specialise 
in documenting the nocturnal animals that have developed a taste for city nightlife. 
The improvement in camera technology that has made night sky images more 
accessible has also extended the �c�r�e�a�t�i�v�e 0� �e�p�e�r�t�o�i�r�e of the wildlife photographer. 
It is now possible to photograph some wild species at night, or soon after dusk, 
without having to always �r�e�s�o 0� �t to the use of specialist equipment. 

More exciting still is how the techniques of astro-photography and the wildlife 
camera-trap have combined in recent years, to produce images of nocturnal 
animals against a background of a star-studded night sky. This marriage of two 
photographic genres has created an innovative style of night photography. 

F If that all sounds a bit too complex and time-consuming, with too many variables 
to spoil the hoped-for result, then consider using the fading light of the night sky 
in the brief time after dusk in a more �o�p�p�o 0� �t�u�n�i�s�t�i�c manner. Dusk is the �p�a 0� �t of the 
nocturnal phase when the light of the sun is still visible, though the sun itself has 
disappeared completely. During the earliest phase of dusk there is enough ambient 
light remaining to enable features in our surroundings to be seen without the aid of 
artificial light sources such as floodlights or street lamps. 

G While many of us shoot sunsets, the period of dusk also provides an �o�p�p�o eö�u�n�i�t�y
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to use the ambient light low in the sky as a �b�a�c�k�d 0� �o�p to photographing foreground 
subjects in varying stages of illumination, or even as shadowy outlines against 
the fading sky. The variety of possible subjects includes ships at sea, flocks 
of low-flying birds, trees, windmills, �s�k�y�s�c�r�a�p�e 0� �s and high bridges. These are 
all well known by day, but against a night sky at dusk they lack colour, so any 
compositional strength is determined by the graphic appeal of their distinct and 
recognisable shapes. 

Reading 

Questions 35-40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the text for each answer. 

Write your answers in boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet. 

35 November is a time when ................ .. ..…....................…........... �g 0� �o�w�.

36 The apparent size of the moon depends on its position in relation to the 

37 Sunlight �i�s 0� �e�f�l�e�c�t�e�d by the …………................…….........…...... . of the moon. 

38 When the night sky is �c�l�e�a 0�ÿ� �m�a�n�y objects in the ..... . 
e.g ., buildings, are visible. 

39 With modern cameras, it is possible to photograph not only constellations but also 

40 Deer and wild boar may search for food in .. .. ...…........ ..... ... ..............…··…. ... ..... in towns. 
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WRITING TASK 1 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

You recently attended a training course for your work. Your employer has 
asked you for your feedback on the training course. 

Write a letter to your �e�m�p�l�o�y�e �º �I�n� your letter 

• remind your employer what the course was about 

• explain why the course was useful to you in your work 

• suggest why the course may �n 0� �t be suitable for some of your other 
colleagues 

Write at least 150 words. 

You do NOT need to write any addresses. 

Begin your letter as follows: 

Dear . .., 

E • nu nu 

Writing 

WRITING TASK 2 

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. 

Write about the following topic: 

Some people dislike changes in their society and in their own lives, and want 
things to stay the same. 

Why do some people want things to stay the same? 

Why should change be regarded as something positive? 

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples �f 0� �o�m your own 
knowledge or experience. 

Write at least 250 words. 
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Test 4 

Và�i�l�D�:�m Vú

PART 1 

The examiner asks you about yourself, your home, work or studies and other 
familiar topics. 

EXAMPLE 

Sleep 

• How many hours do you usually sleep at night? 
• Do you sometimes sleep during the day? [Why/Why not?] 
• What do you �d 0� �i�f you can’t get to sleep at night? [Why?] 
• Do you ever remember the dreams you’ve had while you were asleep? 

PART 2 

Describe a time when �y 0� �u met �s 0� �m�e�o�n�e �w�h 0� �y�o�u

became �g 0�0� �d friends with. 

�y0� �u �s�h 0� �u�l�d say: 
�w�h 0� �y0� �u met 
when and where �y 0� �u met this �p�e�r�s 0� �n

what �y 0� �u �t�h 0� �u�g�h�t�a�b 0� �u�t this person when �y 0� �u

first met 

and explain why �y 0� �u think �y 0� �u became �g 0�0� �d

friends with this �p�e�r�s 0� �n�.

PART 3 

�D�i�s�c�u�s�s�i 0� �n �t 0� �p�i�e�s�:

Friends at �s�c�h 0�0� �l

Example questions: 

You will have to talk 
about the topic for one 
to two minutes. You 
have one minute to 
think about what you 
are going to say. You 
can make some notes 
to help you if you wish. 

How important is it for children to have lots of friends at school? 
Do you think it is wrong for parents to influence which friends their children have? 
Why do you think children often choose different friends as they get older? 

Making new friends 

Example questions: 
If a person is moving to a new town, what is a good way for them to make friends? 
Can you think of any disadvantages of making new friends online? 
Would you say it is harder for people to make new friends as they get older? 
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Aud ioscri pts 

PART 1 
MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN: 

SADIE : 

MAN: 

SADIE: 

MAN : 

SADIE : 

IUBIUI 

Excuse me. Would you mind if I asked you some questions? We’re doing a 
�S�U 0��v�e�y on �t�r�a�n�s�p�o 0��t

Yes, that’s OK. 
First of all, can I take your name? 
Yes. It’s Sadie Jones. 
Thanks �v�e 0��y much. And could I have your date of �b�i eö�h - just the �y�e�a 0� �w�i�l�l do, 
actually. Is that �a�l�l 0� �i�g�h�t�?

Yes, that’s fine. It’s 1991. 
So next your postcode, please. 
It's eæeæeæeæ�l�i�.�Z�_�. 01 

MAN : �G 0� �e�a�t�. Thanks. Is that in Wells? 
EL

--

EL 
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SADIE: 
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�N

VÛ

AAAA MSMS 

No it’s actually in Harborne - Wells isn’t far �f 0� �o�m there though. 
I really like that area . My �g 0� �a�n�d�m�o�t�h�e�r lived there when I was a kid. 
Yes, it is nice. 
Right so now I want to ask you some questions about how you travelled here 
today. Did you use public �t�r�a�n�s�p 0�T�ÿ�

Yes. I came by bus. 
OK. And that was today. It's the 24th of Aoril, isn’t it? 
lsn’t it the 25th? No, actually, you’re right. 
Ha ha. And what was the reason for your trip today? I can see you’ve got some 
shopping with you. 
Yes. I did �s�¿�m�e� shopping but the main reason I came here was to go to the 
WPvÑ�i ŒF�1�.
That’s not much fun . Hope it was nothing serious. 
No, it was just a check-up. It's fine. 
Good. Do you �n�o�n N�ÿ� �a�l�l�y travel by bus into the city �c�e�n�t 0� �e�?

Yes. I stopped driving in ages ago because �QN;vÑVý�g was so difficult to find and it 
costs �s�o –?�1�u�c�h �.

02 

03 

04 

MAN: I see. 
�E�L

ÿ
ÿ

�E
0

�m�N

€Œ

�N

AAAA SMSM The bus is much more convenient too. It only takes about 30 minutes. 
That’s good. So �w�h�e 0��e did you �s�t�a T� �y�o�u�r journey? 
At the bus stop �o�n eæVýN;vÑ�X Street. 
Is that �Cft �L�-�A�-�X�-�B�-�Y�?

05 

SADIE: That’s right. 

MAN: And how satisfied with �t�h�e�s�e 0��v�i�c�e are you? Do you have any complaints? 
SADIE : Well, as I said, it’s �v�e 0��y convenient and quick when it’s on time, but this morning it 

was �!�f�i�l W’�. Only about 10 minutes, but still. 06 
MAN : Yes, I understand that’s annoying. And what about the timetable? Do you have 

any �c�o�m •èÿ� �e�n�t�s about that? 
SADIE : �M�m0��n �. I suppose I mainly use the bus �d�u 0� �i�n�g the day, but any time I've been in 

town in �t�h�e W’eæeæeæeæ�g - for dinner �O0� �a�t the cinema -|’ve noticed you have to wait a 07 
long time �f�o 0� �a bus - there �a�r�e 0� �1 �' �t that many. 
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MAN: OK, thanks. So now I'd like to ask you about your car use. 
SADIE: Well , I have got a car but I don’t use it that often. Mainly just to go to the 

�s�u�o�e 0� �m�a�r�k�e�t�. But that’s about �i�t 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. My husband uses it at the weekends to go QB 
to the golf club. 

MAN: And what about a bicycle? 
SADIE: I don’t actually have one at the moment. 
MAN: What about the city bikes you can rent? Do you ever use those? 
SADIE: No - I'm not keen on cycling there because of all the �Q�Q�.�[ Wfeæeæeæ�B�u�t I would like to 09 

get a bike - it would be good to use it to get to work. 
MAN: So why haven’t you got one now? 
SADIE: Well, I live in a flat - on the second floor and it doesn't have �a�n�y { eæ~ÄW’N� �s�o 010 

we’d have to leave it in the hall outside the flat. 
MAN: I see. OK. Well , I think that’s all .. . 

PART 2 

Good evening , �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e�. Let me �s�t�a 0��t by welcoming you all to this talk and thanking you for 
taking the time to consider joining ACE voluntary �O0��g�a�n �i �s�a�t�i�o�n �. ACE offers support to people 
and services in the local �a 0��e�a and �w�e  � 0� �e now looking for more volunteers to help us do this. 

By the way, I hope you’re all comfortable - we have brouaht in extra seats so that no one has 011 
to stand. but it does mean that the oeoDle at the back of the room mav be a bit sauashed. 
We’H only be here for about half an �h�o�u 0� �s�o �, hopefully, that’s OK. 

One of the first questions we’re often asked is how old you need to be to �v�o�l �t 0 �n�t�e�e 0� �.�W�e�l�l �,

vou can be as vouna �a�s _ç �o�r vou can be 60 �0 0� �o�v�e�r�; it all depends on what type of voluntary 012 
work you want to do. Other considerations such as reliabilitv. are crucial in voluntary work 
and age isn’t 0� �e�l�a�t�e�d to these, in �o�u 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e �.

Another question we get asked relates to training. Wei , there’s plenty of that and it’s all 
face-to-face. What’s �m0�[ƒÿ� �t 0� �a�i�n�i�n�a doesn’t end when vou start workina for us - it takes olace 013 
before. durina and �a�f�t�e 0� �o�e 0� �i�o�d�s of work. Often, it’s run by �o�t�h�e 0� �e�x�p�e�r�i�e�n�c�e�d volunteers as 
managers tend to �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�o get on with other things. 

Now, I would ask you to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �a couple of important issues before you decide to apply for 
voluntary work. We don’t worry about why you want to be a volunteer - people have many 
different �r�e�µ�s�o�n�s� that range from getting �w�o 0� �k experience to just doing something they’ve 
always wanted to do. But it is critical that vou have enouah hours in the dav for whatever role 014/15 
we �a�g 0� �e�e is suitable for you - if �b�e�i 0��1�g a volunteer becomes stressful then it’s best not to do it 
at all. You may think that your income is �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t �, but we don’t ask about that. It's up to you 
to decide if you can work without earning money. What we value is �d�e�d �i �c�a �t�i �o 0�ÿ� �. Some of our 014/15 
most loyal volunteers earn very little themselves but still give their full energy to the work they 
do with us. 

OK, so let’s take a look at some of the work �a 0��e�a�s that we need volunteers for and the sort of 
things that would help you in those. 

You may wish simply to help us raise money. If vou have the creativitv to come uo with an 016 
imaainative or �n�o�v�e�l ˜Þ �N�a�v of fundraisina. we'd be deliahted, as standing in the local streets or 
shops with a collection box can �b�e 0� �a �t �h�e�r �b�o 0� �i�n�g�!

One outdoor activity that we need volunteers �f�o 0� �i�s litter collection and for this it's useful if vou 017 
can walk for Iona oeriods. sometimes uohill. Some of �o�u 0�0� �e�g�u�l�a 0� �c�o�l�l�e�c�t�o�r�s are quite elderly, 
but very active and �k�Æ�e�n� to protect the �e�n�v�i 0� �o�n�m�e�n�t�.
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If you enjoy working with �c�h�i�l�d�r�e ˜Þ �w�e have three vacancies for what �a 0� �e called ‘playmates'. 
These volunteers help �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n learn about staying healthy through a range of out-of-school 
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activities. You don’t need to have children yourself, but it's aood if vou know somethina about 018 
eævÑN�^”�n and can give clear instructions. 

If that doesn't appeal to you, maybe you would be interested in �h�e�l�o�i�n�±�o�u�t� at our storv club 019 
�f�a 0� �d�i�s�a�b�l�e�d �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n�. esoeciallv if vou have done some actina. We put on three �p�e�r�f�o 0� �m�a�n�c�e�s

a year based on books they have read and �w�e  �0� �e always looking for �s�u�p�p�o 0��t with the 
theatrical side of this. 

The last area I’H mention today is first aid . Volunteers who join this group can end up teaching 
others in vulnerable �g 0� �o�u�p�s who may be at risk of injury. Initially, though, �y�o�u 0� �P 0� �i�o�r�i�t�y will be 
to take in a lot of information and not foraet anv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t steos or details. 020 

Right, so does anyone have any questions ... 

PART 3 

HUGO: Hi Chantal. What did you think of the talk, then? 
CHANTAL: Hi Hugo. I thought it was good once I’d moved seats. 
HUGO: Oh - were the people beside you chatting or something? 
CHANTAL: It wasn’t that. I went �e�a 0� �l�y so that l’d get a seat and not have to stand, but then 

this auv �s�a�t 0� �i�a�h�t in front of me and he was so tall! 021 
HUGO: It’s hard to see �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h oeoole’s heads isn’t it? 
CHANTAL: �1�m�J�; vßN;eæVýeæ�l Anyway, to �a�n�s�w�e 0� �y�o�u�r question, I thought it was really interesting, 

0� �s�p�e�c�i�a�l�l�y what the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� �s�a�i�d about the job market. 
HUGO: Me too. I mean we know we’re going into a really competitive field so it's ot:vious 

that we may struggle to get work. 
CHANTAL: That’s right - and we know we can’t all have that ‘dream job'. 
HUGO: Yeah, but it looks like there’s a whole ranae of ... areas of work that we hadn’t 022 

0� �v�e�n thouaht �o�f N� �l�i�k�e fashion �j�o�u�r�n�a�l�i�s�m ÿ�Sã�o�r instance. 
CHANTAL: Yeah - I wasn’t expecting so many �c�a 0� �e�e�r options. 
HUGO: Mmm. Overall, she had quite a strong message, �d�i�d�1 0� � �t she? 
CHANTAL: She did . She kept saying things like 'I know you all think this, but . ’ and then 

she’d tell us how it really is. 
HUGo: Perhaps she thinks students are a bit �n�a 0� �r�o�w�-�m�i�n�d�e�d about the industry. 
CHANTAL: It was a bit harsh. thouah! We know it’s a touah industrv. 023 
HUGo: Yeah - and �w�e  � �r ‚ �o�n�l�v first �v�e�a 0��s after all. We’ve aot a lot to learn. 
CHANTAL: Exactly. Do you think our secondary-school education should have been more 

�c�a 0� �e�e�r�-�f�o�c�u�s�e�d�?

HUGO: Well , we had numerous talks on careers, which was good, but none of them were 024 
verv insoirina. Thev could have asked more oeoole like todav’S sneaker to talk to us. 

CHANTAL: I agree. We were told about lots of different careers - just when we needed to 
be, but not by the �e�x�p�e 0��t�s who really know stuff. 

HUGO: So did today’s talk influence your thoughts on what career you’d like to take up in 
the future? 

CHANTAL: Well. I oromised mvself that |’d ao �t�h 0� �o�u�a�h this course and keeo an ooen mind till 025 
the end. 

HUGo: But I think it’s better to oick an area of the industrv now and then aim to aet �b�e�t�t�e 0�

and better at it. 
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CHANTAL: Well. I think we’II iust have to �d�i NÔ�e 0� �o�n that issue! 
HUGO: One thing’s for certain, though. From what she said, we’II be unpaid assistants in 

the industry for quite a long time. 
CHANTAL: �M�m0� �n�.

HUGO: I’m oreoared for that. aren’t vou? 026 
CHANTAL: Actually, I’m not going to accept that view. 
HUGO: �F ˜Þ �e�a�l�l�y�? But she knows it’s the case - and everyone else says the same. 
�C�H�A�N�T�A�L ÿ�N� �h�a�t�d�o�e�s�n  � �t mean it has to be �t0� �u�e �f�o 0� �m�e�.

HUGO: OK. Well - I hope �y�o�u  � �r�e 0� �i�g�h�t�!

CHANTAL: I thought the �s�p�e�a�k�e 0� � �s account of her �f�i 0� �s�t job was �f�a�s�±�n�a�t�i�n�g�.� 

HUGO: Yeah - she admitted she was lucky to get work being a personal dresser �f�o 0� �a

musician. She didn’t even apply for the job and there she was getting paid to 
choose all his clothes. 

CHANTAL: It must have felt amazing - though she said all she was looking for back then 
was expeirience, not financial reward. 

HUGO: �M�m�m�.�A •è �d then he was so mean, tellina �h�e 0� �s�h�e was �m�o –@�i�n�t�e�r�e�s�t�e�d in �h�e 0� �o�w�n 027/28 
�a�o�o�e�a�r�a •è �c�e than his! 

CHANTAL: But - she did realise he was riaht about that, which really made me think. I'm 
always considering my own clothes but now I can see you should be focusing on 
�y�o�u 0� �c�l�i�e •è �t�!

HUGo: She obviously regretted losing the job. 
CHANTAL: Well , as she said, she should have hidden her neaative �f VÛ�l�i�n�a�s about him. but 027/28 

she didn’t 
HUGO: It �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y brave the way she picked herself up and took that job in retail. Fancy 

working in a shop after that! 
CHANTAL: Yeah - well she recommended we all do it at �s�¿�m�e� point. I guess as a �d�e�s�i�g�n�e 0�

you’d get to find out some useful information, like how big �o�r�¹�m�a�l�l� the average 
�s�h�o�p�p�e 0� �i�s�.

HUGO: I think that’s an issue for manufacturers, not designers. However, �i�1�. NšWfWfN��~ 029/30 
useful to know if there’s a aao in the �m�a�r�k�e�t N� �v�o�u know. �a Nì �i�t�e�m that no one’s 
stockina but that �c�o�n�s�u�m�e 0� �s are lookina �f�o 0�

CHANTAL: Yeah, people don’t �g�i�v Nì �u�p searching. They also take things back to the �s�t�o 0� �e if 
they �a 0��·�e�n  � �t 0� �i�g�h�t�.

HUGO: Yeah. Imagine you worked in an expensive shop and vou found out the aarments 029/30 
sold there were �b�e�i�n�a 0� �e�t�u�r�n�e�d because thev .. . fell �a�o�a Së �i�n the wash! 

CHANTAL: Yeah. it would be aood to know that kind of thina. 
HUGO: Yeah. 

PART 4 
For my presentation today I want to tell you about how groups of elephants have been moved 
and settled in new reserves. This is known as translocation and has been carried out in 
Malawi in Africa in recent years. The 0� �e�a�s�o�n this is being done is because of overpopulation 
of elephants in some areas. 

Overpopulation is a good problem to have and not one we tend to �h�e�a 0� �a�b�o�u�t very often. In 
Malawi’s �MSå�e�t�e National Park the elephant population had been wiped out by poachers, 
who killed the elephants for their �i�v�o 0��y �. But in 2003, the park was restocked and �e NÔ�e�c�t�i�v�e law 
enforcement was introduced. Since then, not a single elephant has been poached. In this 
safe environment, the elephant population boomed. �B 0� �e�e�d�i�n�g went so well that there were 
more elephants than the park could �s�u�p�p�o eö
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This led to a �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s �. Firstly, there was more competition for food, which meant 
that some elephants were suffering from hunger. As �t�h�e 0��e was a limit to the amount of food 
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in the national �p�a Nêÿ� �s�o�m�e elephants began looking �f�u�r�t�h�e 0� �a�f�i�e�l�d�. Eleohants were routinelv 031 
knockina down fences around the oark, which then had to be repaired at a significant cost. 

To solve this �p 0� �o�b�l�e�m�, the decision was made to move dozens of elephants �f 0� �o�m Majete 
National Park to Nkhotakota Wildlife Park, �w�h�e 0��e there �w�e 0��e no elephants. But, obviously, 
attempting to move significant numbers of elephants to a new home 300 kilometres away is 
quite a challenge. 

So how did this translocation process work in �p 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e�?

Elephants were moved in arouos of ::>etween eiaht and twentv. all belonaina to one familv. 032 
Because 0� �e�l�a�t�i�o�n�s�h�i�p�s are very �i�m�p�o 0��t�a�n�t to elephants, they all had to be moved at the same 
time. A team of vets and oark �r�a�n�a�e 0� �s flew over the oark in helicooters and taraeted a arouo 033 
which were rounded uo and directed to a desianated ooen olain. 

The vets then used darts to immobilise the elephants - this was a �t0� �i�c�k�y manoeuvre, as they 
not only had to select the right dose �o�f ˜Þ�r�a�n�q�u�i�l�i�s�e 0� �f�o�r different-sized elephants but they had 
to dart �t�h�e R� �e�p�h�a�n�t�s as they were running �a 0� �o�u�n�d�. This also �h�a�d N��o be done as auicklv as 034 
oossible so as to minimise the stress caused. As soo1 as the elephants began to flop onto 
the ground, the team moved in to take �c�a 0� �B of �t�h�e 0�Qá

To avoid the risk of suffocation the team rad to make sure none of the eleohants were lvina 035 
on their chests because their lunas could be �c 0� �u�s�h�e�d in this oosition. So all the eleohants 
had to be olaced on their sides. One person stayed with each elephant while they waited for 
the vets to do checks. It was verv �i�m�o�o 0��t�a�n�t to keeo an eve on the �l 0� �b 0� �e�a�t�h�i�n�a - if there �w�e 0��e 036 
fewer than six breaths oer ninute the eleohant would need �u�r�a�e 0� �t medical attention. Col ars 
were fitted to the matriarch in eac1 group so their �m�o e÷�e�m�e�n�t�s could be tracked in their new 
home. �M�e�a�s�t 0� �r�e�m�e�n�t�s were taken of each eleohant's tusks - eleohants with larae tusks would 037 
be at �a 0� �e�a�t�e 0�0� �i�s�k from ooachers - and also of their feet. The elephants �w�e 0��e then taken to a 
0� �e�c�o�v�e 0��y �a 0� �e�a before being loaded 01to trucks and transported to �t�h�e�i�r •è �e�w home. 

The �e�l�e�p�h�a •è�t�s translocated to Nkhotakota settled in very well and the �p 0� �o�j�e�c�t has �g�e�n�e 0� �a�l�l�y

been accer:;tecl to have been a huge success - and not just for the elephants. Emolovment 038 
�o�r�o�s�o�e�c�t�s 0� �a�v�e imoroved �e�n�o 0� �m�o Së�s�l�v �c�o 0� �t�r�i�b�u�t�i�n�a to 0� �i�s�i�n�a �l�i�v�i�n�a TH�t�a�n�d�a�r�d�s for the whole 
ŒFŒF�i�l�l�.�.�!�!�] N�eæ�f�u�! �. Poaching is no longer �a ‘L �i�s�s�u�e�, as �f�o 0� �m�e�r poachers �a 0��e able to find more reliable 
sources of income. In fact, manv of them volunteered to aive uo �t�h�e�i 0� �w�e�a�o�o�n�s�. as thev were 039 
no lonaer of anv use to them. 

More than two dozen elephants have been born at Nkhotakota since relocation. With an area 
of more than 1,800 square �k�i�l�o�m�e�t 0� �e�s �, the-e’s plenty of space for the elephant population 
to continue to grow. Their �p 0� �e�s�e�n�c�e is alsc helping to rebalance Nkhotakota’s damaged 
ecosystem and �p 0��o�v�i�d�i�n�g a sustainable �c�o •è �s�e�r�v�a�t�i�o�n model, which could be repl icated in 
other �Á�a�r�k�s�.� All this has been a bia draw for tourism. which contributes five times �m�o 0��e than 040 
the illeaal wildlife trade to GDP. and this is mainlv because of the eleohants. �T�h�e�r ká � �s also 
been a dramatic rise in �i�n�t�e�r ká�s�t
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PART 1 

WOMAN: So, I understand you’re interested in restaurant work? 
MAN: Yes. I’ve got a bit of �e�x�p�e 0� �i�e�n�c�e and I can provide references. 
WOMAN: That’s good. I can check all that later. Now, Milo’s Restaurants have some 

vacancies at the moment. �T�h�e�y  � 0��·�e�a 0� �e�a�l�l�y good company to work for. Lots of 
benefits. 

MAN: �O�h 0� �i�g�h�t�.

WOMAN: Yes. They’ve got a very good reputation �f�o 0� �l�o�o�k�i�n�g after staff. For example, 
all emolovees aet trainina - even �t�e�m�p�o�r�a�³�s�t�a _Ï �. Q1 

MAN: �O�h 0� �e�a�l�l�y�? That’s quite unusual , isn’t it? 
WOMAN: Certainly is. 
MAN: And do staff get free �u�n�i�f�o 0� �m�s too? 
WOMAN : Um ... you just need to wear a white T-shirt and black trousers , it says here. So 

I �g�u�e�s�s Nì �o�t ... But another benefit of working for a big company like this is that 
vou can aet a discount at anv of their restaurants. 02 

MAN: Even at weekends? 
WOMAN: No, but you’H be working then anyway. 
MAN: Oh yes. I suppose so. Most of their restaurants �a 0� �e in the city centre, �a 0� �e�n  � �t they? 

So, easy to get to by bus? 
WOMAN: Yes. That’s right. But if you have to do a late shift and finish work �a�f�t�e 0� �m�i�d�n�i�a�h�t 03 

the comoanv will oav for vou to aet a taxi home. 
MAN: I probably won’t need one. I think I’d use my bike. 
WOMAN: OK. Now, they do have some quite �s�p�e�c�i�f�i S÷ �r�e�q�u�i�r�e�m�e�n�t�s for the kind of person 

�t�h�e�y  �0� �e looking for. Milo’S is a young, dynamic company and �t�h�e�y  �–@ �r�e�a�l�l�y keen 
on creating a strong team. It's really important that you can fit in and get on well 
with everyone. 

MAN: Yeah. I’ve got no problem with that. It �s�¿�u�n�d�s� good, actually. The last place I 
worked for was quite demanding too. We had to make sure we gave a reallv hiah 04 
level of �s�e 0��v�i�c�e �.

WOMAN : That’s good to hear because that will be eauallv imoortant at Milo’s. I know they 
want people who have an eye for detail. 

MAN: That’s fine. I'm very used to working in that kind of environment. 
WOMAN: Perfect. So the only other thing that’s required is good communication skills, so 

vou'II need to have a certificate in Enalish. 05 
MAN: Sure . 

WOMAN: OK. Let’s have a look at the current job vacancies at Milo’s The first one is in 
Wivenhoe Street. 

MAN: Sorry, �w�h�e 0� �e�?

WOMAN: Wivenhoe. �W�-�1 e—�E�-�N�-�H�-�0�-�E �. It’s quite central, just off Cork Street. 
MAN: Oh right. 
WOMAN: They’re looking for a breakfast supervisor. 
MAN: That would be OK. 
WOMAN: 
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So �y�o�u 0�0� �e �p 0� �o�b�a�b�l�y familiar with the kind of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�i�e�s involved. Obviously 
checking that all the portions are correct, etc. , and then things like checkina all 
the orocedures for cleanina the eauioment are beina followed. 

06 

07 

Test 2 

MAN: OK. And what about the �s�a�l�a 0��y�? In my last job I was getting £9.50 per hour. I was 
hoping to get a bit �m�o 0� �e than that. 

WOMAN: Well , to beain with. vou’d be aettina £9. 75 but that goes up to £11.25 after three QB 
months. 

MAN: That’s not too bad. And I suppose it’s a very early �s�t�a 0��t�?

WOMAN: Mmm. That’s the only �u�n�a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�i�v�e thing about this job. But then you have the 
afternoons and evenings �f0� �e�e �. So the restaurant �s�t�a T� �s serving �b 0� �e�a�k�f�a�s�t from 
7 a.m. And you’d have to be there at 5.30 to set everything up. But you’d be 
finished at 12.30. 

MAN: Mmm. Well, as you say, there are advantages to that. 
WOMAN: Now, you might also be �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�e�d in the job at the City Road branch. That’s for a 

junior chef, so again a position of 0� �e�s�p�o�n�s�i�b�i�l�i�t�y �.

MAN: I might �p�r�e�f�e 0� �t�h�a�t�, actually. 
WOMAN: Right, well obviously this role would involve �s�u�p�p�o 0��t�i�n�g the sous chef and other 

senior �s�t�a NÔ�A�n�d you’d be responsible for making sure there’s enough stock each 
week - and sortina out all the deliveries. 09 

MAN: I’ve �n�e�v�e 0� �d�o�n�e that before, but I imagine it’s fairly �s�t 0� �a�i�g�h�t�f�o Q…�v�a 0� �d �, once you get 
the hang of it. 

WOMAN: Yes, and you’d be working alongside more experienced staff to begin with, so 
|’m sure it wouldn’t be a problem. The salary’S slightly �h�i�g�h�e 0� �h�e�r�e�. It’s an annual 
�s�a�l�a 0��y of £23,000. 

MAN: Right. 
WOMAN: I know that if they like you, it’s likely you’H be promoted quite quickly. So that’s 

worth thinking about. 
MAN: Yes. It does sound interesting. What are the hours like? 
WOMAN : The usual, I think. �T�h�e 0��e  � �s a lot of evening and weekend work, but �t�h�e�y  �0� �e closed 

on Mondays. But vou do aet one Sundav �o NÔ�e�v�e�r�v four weeks. So would you like 010 
me to send �oNÔ�y�o�u�r ... 

PART 2 
Hello everyone. It's good to see that so many members of the public have shown up for our 
presentation on the new housing development planned on the outskirts of Nunston. I’m Mark 
Reynolds and |’m Communications �M�a�n�a�g�e 0� �a�t the development. 

I'll start by giving you a �b 0� �i�e�f overview of our plans for the development. So one thing |’m sure 
you’H want to know is why we’ve selected this �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �s�i�t�e �f�o 0� �a housing development. At 
present it’s being used for �f�a�r�m�i 0��1�g�, like much of the land around Nunston. But because of 
the new industrial centre in Nunston, there’s a lot of demand �f�o 0� �h�o�u�s�i�n�a �f�o 0� �e�m�o�l�o�v�e�e�s in 011/12 
the reaion. as manv emolovees are havina to commute Iona distances at oresent. Of �c�o�u 0� �s�e �,

there’s also the fact that we have an international airport just 20 minutes’ drive away, but 
although that’s �c�e 0��t�a�i�n�l�y convenient, it wasn’t one of our �m�a�j�o 0� �C0� �i�t�e�r�i�a for choosing the site. 
We were more interested in the fact that there’s an excellent hosoital iust 15 kilometres awav. �0�1�1 g� �2

and a larae secondarv school even closer than that. One �d 0��a�w�b�a�c�k to the site is that it’s 
on quite a steep slope, but we’ve taken account of that in �o�u 0� �p�l�a�n�n�i�n�g so it shouldn’t be a 
�m�a�j�o 0� �P 0� �o�b�l�e�m �.

We’ve had a lot of positive feedback about the plans. People like the wide variety of 
accommodation types and prices, and the fact that it’s only a short drive to get out into the 
countryside from the development. We were �p�a 0��t�i cu �l�a 0� �l�y pleased that so many people liked 
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the designs for the layout of the development, with the �m�a�j�o 0� �i�t�y of people saying it generally 
made a good impression and blended in well with the natural features of the landscaoe. with Q 13/14 
orovision made �f�o 0� �D 0��o�t�e�c�t�i�n�a trees and wildlife on the site. Some people have mentioned that 
they’d like to see �m�o 0��e facilities for cyclists, and we’II look at that, but the overall feedback 
has been that the desian and facilities of the develooment make it seem a olace where 013/14 
oeoole of all aaes can live toaether haooilv. 

OK. So |’II put a map of the proposed development up �O•è �t�h�e screen. You'll see it’s bounded 
on the south side by the �m�a�i�n 0� �o�a�d �, which then �g 0� �e�s on to Nunston. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0� �b�o�u�n�d�a 0��y is 
formed by London Road, on �t •î �e western side of the �d�e�v�e�l�o�p 0� �n�e�n�t�. Inside the development 
there’II be about 400 houses and 3 �a�p�a 0��t�m�e�n�t blocks . 

�T�h�e 0��e  � �I�I also be a school for �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n up to 11 years old. If you look at the South �E�n�t 0� �a�n�c�e at 
the bottom of the map, �t�h�e ^� � �s a road from �t�h�e 0� �e that aoes riaht uo throuah the develooment. 015 
The school will be an that road. at the corner of the second turnina to the left. 

A larae soorts centre is planned with facilities for indoor �a�n bM �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�c�t�i�v�i�t�i�e�s �. This will 016 
be on the western side of the develooment iust below the 0� �o�a�d that branches off from 
London Road . 

There’II be a clinic where residents can go if �t 0� �e�y �h�a�v�e ]ó �n�y health problems. Can you see 
the lake towards the top of the map? The clinic will be iLst below 1his. to the 0� �i�a�h�t of a street Q17 
ŒFN�N�’tŒFŒFÿ�

There’II also be a community �c�e�n�t 0� �e for people of all ages. On the �n�o 0� �t�h east side of the Q 18 
develooment. there'll be �a 0� �o�w of soeciallv desianed houses soecificallv for 0� �e�s�i�d�e�n�t�s over 65. 
and the communitv centre will be adioinina this. 

We haven’t �f�o 0� �g�o�t�t�e •è �a�b�o�u�t shopping . There'll be a suoermarket l::etween the two entrances 019 
to the develooment. �W�e  � 0� �e olannina to leave the three larae �t0� �e�e�s near London Road. and it'll 
be iust to the �s�¿�u�t�h� of these. 

It's planned to �h�µ�v�e� a �p�l�a�y�g 0� �o�u�n�d for �y�o�u�n�g�e 0� �c�h�i�l�d�r�e�n �. If you look at the road that aoes uo 020 
�f 0� �o�m the South Entrance vou'II see it �c�u�r�v�e�s 0��o�u�n�d to the left at the too. and the olavaround 
will be in that curve. with nice views of the lake. 

OK, so now �d�o�e ]ó �a�n�y�o�n�e .. 

PART 3 
ADAM: So, Michelle, shall we make a start on our presentation? We haven’t got that 

much time left. 
MICHELLE: No, Adam. But at least we’ve done all the background reading . I found it really 

interesting - I'd never even heard of the Laki eruption before this . 
ADAM: Me �n�e�i�t�h�e 0� �I suppose 1783 is a long time ago. 
MICHELLE: But it was a huge eruption and it had such devastating consequences. 
ADAM: I know. It was �g 0��·�e�a�t there �w�e 0� �e so many �p�r�i�m�a 0��y sources to look at. It really gives 

you a sense of how catastrophic the volcano was. People were really trying to 
make sense of the science for the first time. 

MICHELLE: That’s right. But what I found more sianificant was how it imoacted directlv and 021 
indirectlv on oolitical events. as well as havina massive �s�¿�c�i�a�l� and economic 
�c0� �n�s�e�a�u�e�n�c�e�s �.
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ADAM: I know. That should be the main focus of our presentation. 
MICHELLE: The observations made by people at the time were interesting, weren’t they? I 

mean, they all gave a pretty consistent account of what happened, even if they 
didn’t always use the same �t�e 0� �m�i no logy. 

Test 2 

ADAM: Yeah. I was surorised there were so manv �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �s�t�a�t�i�o�n�s established bv that 022 
eæeæeæÿso, you know, you can see how the weather changed, often by the hour. 

MICHELLE: Right. Writers at the time talked about the Laki haze to describe the volcanic fog 
that �s�p 0� �e�a�d �a�c 0� �o�s�s Europe. They all realised that this wasn’t the sort of fog they 
were used to - and of �c0� �u�r�s�e this was in pre-industrial times - so they hadn’t 
experienced sulphur-smelling fog before. 

ADAM: No, that’s �t0� �u�e �.

MICHELLE: Reports from the period �b�l�a 0��n�e�d the haze for an increase in headaches. 023 
resoiratorv issues and asthma attacks. And they all describe how it covered the 
sun and made it �l�o�o l� �a strange red colour. 

ADAM: Must have been very weird. 
MICHELLE: It’s interesting that Benjamin Franklin wrote about the haze. Did you read that? 

He was the �A�m�e 0� �i�c�a�n �a�m�b�a�s�s�a�d�o 0� �i�n Paris a1 the time. 
�A�D�A�M ÿ� �³�e�a�h�.� At first no one realised that the haze was caused by the volcanic eruption 

in Iceland. 
MICHELLE: It was Beniamin Franklin who realised that before anvone else. 024 
ADAM: He’s often �c 0� �e�d�i�t�e�d with that. �a�o�o�a 0� �e�n�t�l�v�. But a French naturalist beat him to it -

I can’t remember his name. I’d have to look it up. Then other natJralists had the 
same idea - all independently of each other. 

MICHELLE: Oh right. We should talk about the immediate impact of the eruption, which was 
obviously �e�n�o 0� �m�o�u�s - especially in Iceland, where so many people died. 

ADAM: Mmm. You’d expect that - and the fact that the volcanic ash drifted so swiftly 
…but not that the effects would ao on for so Iona. Or that two years �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�e 025/26 
�0 0� �u�p�t�i�o�n�, stranae weather events �w�e 0��e �b�e�i�n�a 0��· �e�o�o 0��t�e�d as �f�a 0� �a�w v}�v as �N�o 0��t�h 025/26 
America and �N�o�r�t�h Qk�f�r�i�c�a�.

MICHELLE: No. I found all that hard to believe too. It must have been �t�e 0�0� �i�b�l�e - and there was 
nothing anyone could do about it, even if they knew the ash cloud was coming in 
their direction. 

MICHELLE: We �s�h�m 0� �I�d run through some of the �t�e�r 0� �i�b�l�e consequences of the eruption 
experienced in different �c�o�u�n�t 0� �i�e�s�. There’s quite a varied range. 

ADAM: �S�t�a 0��t�i�n�g with Iceland, where the impact on farming was devastating. 
MICHELLE: Mmm. One of the most dramatic things there was the �eOU�e�c�t on livestock as thev 027 

arazed in the fields. Thev were ooisoned because they ate vegetation that had 
been contaminated with fluorine as a result of the volcanic fallout. 

ADAM: That was horrible. In Egypt, the bizarre �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �p�a�t�t�e�r�n�s led to a severe drought 
and as �a 0� �e�s�u�l�t the Nile didn’t flood, which meant the crops all failed. 

MICHELLE: li's so �f�a 0� �f�r�o�m where the eruption happened and yet the famine there led to more 028 
0� �e�o�o�l�e dvina than anv other �c0� �u�n�t�r�v�. It was worse than the plague. 

ADAM: OK. Then in �t 0� �e UK the mortalitv rate went up a lot - presumably from �r�e�s�p�i 0� �a�t�o�r�y 029 
illnesses. According to �o�n�e 0��e�p�o T� �i�t was about double the usual number and 
�l •è �e�l�u�d�e�d an unusuallv 1iah oercentaae of oeoole under the aae of 25. 

MICHELLE: lv1mm. I think people will be �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�e�d to hear that the �w�e�a�t�h�e 0� �i�n the USA was 
badly �aNÔ�e�c�t�e�d too. George Washington even makes a note in his diary that they 
were snowbound until March in �M0��g�i�n�i�a �. That was before he became president. 

�A�D�A�M ÿ� �³�e�s�,� and there was ice floatina down the Mississiooi. which was unorecedented. 030 
�M�I�C�H�E�L�L�E ÿ�Qk�s�t�o�n�i�s�h�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�a�l�l�y�. Anyway, what do you think 
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PART 4 

Good morning. Now, we’ve been asked to choose an aspect of �E�u 0� �o�p�e�a�n clothing �o 0� �f�a�s�h�i�o�n

and to talk about its development �o�v�e 0� �t�i�m�e �.

I decided to focus on a �r�a�t�h�e 0� �s�m�a�l�l area of �c�l�o�t�h�i •è �g and that’s pockets . I chose pockets �t�o 0�

two 0� �e�a�s�¿�n�s ÿ� 0� �e�a�l�l�y �. We all have them - in jeans, jackets, coats, for example - and even 
though we often �c�a 0� �r�y bags or briefcases as well , nothina is auite as convenient as beina able 031 
to 000 �V�O�U 0� �o�h one �O0� �c�r�e�d�i�t card into vour oocket. Yet, I suspect that, �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�a�n that, people 
don’t really think about pockets too much and they’re rather overlooked as a fashion item. 

It’s certainly �v�e 0��y interesting to go �b�a�c •î �i�n time and see how pockets developed for men and 
women. In the 18th �c�e�n�t�u�r 0� �i fashions were quite different �f 0� �o�m the way they are now, and 032 
pockets �w�e 0��e too. If we think about male fashion first ... that was the time when suits became 
eæeæeæN�N;0��T�r�o�u�s�e�r ‚z �w�e 0��e knee-length only and �r�e�f�e 0� �r�e�d to as ‘breeches’ , the waistcoats �w�e 0� �e

short and the jackets were long, but all three �a�a 0�0� �n�e�n�t�s were lined with material and oockets 033 
were sewn into this cloth bv whichever tailor the �c�u�s�t�o�m�e 0� �u�s�e�d �. The wearer could then carry 
small objects such as pencils or coins on their �p�e 0� �s�o�n and reach them through a gap in the 
lining. Coat pockets became increasingly decorative on the outside for men who wanted 
to look stylish, but thev were often laraer but o ainer if the �w�e�a�r�e 0� �w�a�s someone with a 034 
orofession who needed to carrv medical �i�n�s�t�r�u N��1�e�n�t�s - a doctor or physician, �t�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e �.

The development of women’s pockets was a little different. For one thing, thev weren’t nearlv 035 
ŒFŒFWPvÑvÑ�l ŒF�o�r as easy to reach as men’s. In the 18th and 19th centuries, women carried 
�n�u�m�e 0� �o�u�s possessions on �t�h�¹�i 0� �p�e�r�s�o�n and some of these could be worth a lot of money. 
Women were more vulnerable to theft and wealthy women , in particular, worried �c0� �n�s�t�a�n�t�l�y

about pickpockets. So - what thev did was to have a oair of �o0� �c�k�e�t�s made that were tied 036 
�t�o�a�e�t�h�e 0� �w�i�t�h strina . The pockets were made of fabric , which might be recycled cloth if the 
wearer had little money or something more expensive, such as linen, sometimes featuring 
very delicate embroidery. �W�o�m�e •è �t�i�e�d the oockets around their waist so that they hung 037 
beneath �t�h�e�i 0� �c�l�o�t�h�e�s �. Remember, skirts were long then and there was plenty of 0� �o�o�m to hide 
a �w�h�o�l�e 0� �a�n�g�e of small possessions between the layers of petticoats that were commonly 
worn . Thev would have an ooenina in the folds of their skirts throuah which thev could 0� �e�a�c�h 038 
�w�h�a�t�e�v�e 0� �t�h�e e÷ �n�e�e�d�e�d �. like �t�h &@�i�r� �o�e 0� �f�u�m�e �. Working women, of �c0� �u�r�s�e�, also needed to �c�a�r 0��Y

around items that they might use for whatever job or trade they were involved in, but their 
pairs of pockets still remained on the inside of their clothing , they just got �b�i�g�g�e 0� �o�r longer
sometimes reaching down to �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�e�e�s�!

So the tie-on pockets went well into the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0��y and only changed when fashion altered 
towards the end of that period. That’s when �d 0� �e�s�s�e�s became tiahter and less bulkv. and 039 
the oairs of pockets became verv noticeable - thev stood out too much and detracted from 
the woman’S imaae. Women who had been used to carrying around a range of personal 
possessions - and still wanted to - needed somewhere to carry these items about their 
�p�e 0� �s�o�n �. That was when small bags, or pouches as they were known , came into fashion and , 
of course, thev inevitablv led on to the handbaa of more modern times, �p�a 0� �t�i�c�u�l�a�r�l�y when 040 
fashion removed pockets altogether. 
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PART 1 

BREDA: Hello, Wayside �C�a�m�e 0��a Club, Breda speaking. 
DAN: Oh, hello, um, my name’s Dan and I'd like to join your club. 
BREDA: �T�h�a�t  � �s�g 0� �e�a�t�, Dan. We have an application form - would you like to complete it 

over the phone, then you can ask any questions you might have? 
DAN: Oh, yes, thanks. 
BREDA: OK, so what’s your family name? 
DAN: It’s �G�r�e�e�n N� �D�a�n Green. 
BREDA: So - can I take your email address? 
DAN: Yes, it’s �d�a 0��1�1�0�6�8�@�m�a 0� �k�e�t�.�c�o�m�.

BREDA: Thanks. And what about your home address? 
DAN: Well, I’m about ten miles away from your club in Peacetown. I live in a house 

�t�h�e 0��e

BREDA: 

DAN: 

BREDA: 

OK, so what’s the house number and street? 
It’s 52 �M�a�r�r�o�w Nì �e�l�d �S�t 0� �e�e�t�.

Is that M-A double R-0-W-F-I-E-L-O? 
DAN: That’s right. 
BREDA: .. . and that’S Peacetown, you said? 
DAN: Uhuh. 

BREDA: So how did you hear about our club? Did you look on the internet? 

Q1 

DAN: I usually do that, but this time, well, I was talkina to �a 0��e�l�a�t�i�v�e the other day and 02 
he suggested it. 

BREDA: Oh, is he a member too? 
DAN: He belongs to another club - but he’d heard good things about �y�o�u 0��S

BREDA: OK. So what do you hope to get �f 0��o�m joining? 
DAN: Well, one thing that really �i�n�t�e 0� �e�s�t�s me is the competitions that you have. I enjoy 

entering those. 
BREDA: Right. Anything else? 
DAN: Well, I also like to �s�¿�c�i�a�l �i �s�e� with other photographers. 03 
BREDA: That’s great. So what type of membership would you like? 
DAN: What are the options? 
BREDA: It’s £30 a vear �f�o 0� �f�u�l�l membershio or £20 a year if you’re an associate. 04 
DAN: I think |’II go for the full �m�e�m�b�e 0��s�h�i�p �, then. 
BREDA: That’s a good idea because you can’t vote in meetings with an associate 

membership. 

BREDA: If I could just find out a bit more about you .. 
DAN: OK. 
BREDA: So you said you wanted to compete - have you ever won any photography 

competitions? 
DAN : Not yet, but I have �e�n�t�e 0� �e�d three in the past. 
BREDA: Oh, that’s interesting. So why don’t you tell me something about those? Let’s 

start with the first one. 
DAN: Well, the theme was entitled ‘Domestic Life’ . 

BREDA: I see - so it had to be something related to the home? 
05 
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DAN: Yeah. I chose to take a photo of a family sitting round the �d�i�n�n�e 0� �t�a�b�l�e having a 
meal, and, um, I didn’t win, but I did get some feedback. 

BREDA: Oh, what did the judges say? 
DAN: That it was too ‘busy’ as a picture. 
BREDA: Aha - so it was the composition of the picture that they criticised? 
DAN: That’s right - and once they’d told me that, I could see my mistake. 
BREDA: So what was the theme of the second competition? 
DAN: Well, my university was on the coast and that area gets a lot of beautiful sunsets, 

so that was the theme. 
BREDA: Oh, sunsets, that's a great theme 
DAN: Yes. The instructions were to caoture the clouds as well - it couldn’t just be blue 06 

sky and a setting sun. 
BREDA: Sure, cause they give you all those amazing pinks �a�n bM �p�u�r�p�l�e�s �.

DAN: Yeah - and I thought |’d done that well, but the feedback was that I should have 
waited a bit longer to get the shot. 

BREDA: I see. So the timina wasn’t 0� �i�a�h�t�. 07 
DAN: Yes - I took it too �s�¿�o�n �,� basically. And then the �t�h�i 0� �d comoetition I entered was QB 

called ‘Animal �M�µ�a�i�c �'�.� 

BREDA: Well, that’s a difficult subject! 
DAN: I know! I had to take hundreds of shots. 
BREDA: I’m sure - because animals move all the time. 
DAN: That’s what we �h Sø�d to show - there had to be some movement in the scene. I 09 

got a �g 0� �e�a�t shot of a fox in the enc, but I took it at night and, well , I susoected 010 
that it was a bit dark which is what I was told. 

BREDA: Well Dan - you seem to be really ~een and we’d be delighted to have you in our 
club. I’m �S�U 0��e we can help with all those areas that you’ve outlined. 

DAN: Thanks, that’s great. 

PART 2 
PRESENTER: This evening we’re delighted to welcome Dan Beagle, who’s just �w0� �i�t�t�e�n a book 

on looking �t�o 0� �a�n�d finding food in the wild. He’s going to tell us everything we 
need to know about picking wild �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m�s �.

DAN: Thank you �v�e 0��y much. �W‘l ÿ� �I need to �s�t�a 0��t by talking about safety. You really 
need to know what you’re doing because �s�o�m�e 0��n�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s are extremely 
�p�o�i�s�o�n�o�u�s�. Sö�a�v�i�n�g N �̂a�i�d that, once you know what to look �f�o 0�ÿ� �i�t  � �s really �w�o 0��t�h

doing for the amazing variety of mushrooms available - which you can’t get in 
the shops. But of course, you have to be very careful and that’s why I always say 
vou should never consume mushrooms oicked bv friends or neiahbours - always �0�1�1 g� �2

remember that some �p�o�i�s�¿�n�o�u�s� mushrooms look �v�e 0��y �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �t�o edible ones 
and it’s easy for pea pie to get �c0� �n�f�u�s�e�d�. The �o�t�h�e 0� �t�h�i�n�g to avoid is mushrooms Q11! 12 
arowina beside busv roads �t�o 0� �o�b�v�i�m 0� �S 0� �e�a�s�o�n�s�. But nothing beats the taste of 
�f 0� �e�s�h�l�y picked mushrooms - don’t forget that the ones in the shops are often 
�s�e�v�e 0��a�l days old and past �t�h�e�i 0� �b�e�s�t�.

There are �c�e 0��t�a�i�n ideas about �w�i�l�d 0�Sé �s�h�r�o�o�m�s that it’s important to be aware 
of. Don’t listen to people who tell you that it's onlv OK to eat mushrooms that �0�1�3 •î �4

are oale or dull - this is �c�o�m�o�l�e�t�e�l�v 0 �n�t�r�u�e �. Some edible mushrooms are �beö �a�h�t

eæ�Q�, for example. �P�e 0��s�o�n�a�l�l�y �, I �p�r�e�f�e 0� �m�u�s�h�r�o�o�m�s cooked but it won’t do you any 
harm to eat them uncooked in �s�a�l�a�d�s N� �i�t  � �s �n�o�t�n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��y to peel them. �A�n�o�t�h�e 0�
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thing you should remember is that you can’t tell if a �m�u�s�h 0� �o�o�m is safe to eat by 
its smell - some of the most deadly mushrooms have no smell and taste quite 
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nice, apparently. Finally, iust because deer �O0� �s�a�u�i�r�r�e�l�s eat a oarticular mushroom �0�1�3�. g� �4

doesn’t mean that vou can. 

Of course, mushroom picking is associated with the �c�o�u�n�t 0� �y�s�i�d�e but if you haven’t 
got a �c�a 0�ÿ� �y�o�u�r local park can be a �g 0��e�a�t place to start. There �a 0��e usually a range 
of habitati; where mushrooms grow, such as playing fields and wooded �a 0��e�a�s�.

But vou need to be �t�h�e 0��e first thina in the �m�o�r�n�i 0� �1�0 �, as there’s likely be a lot of Q15 
�c0� �m�p�e�t�i�t�i�o�n - not just from people but wildlife too. The deer often get the best 
mushrooms in my local park. 

If you’ re a complete �b�e�g�i�n�n�e 0� ÿ� �I �w�o�u�l�d ]Ý � �t 0� �e�c�o�m�m�e�n�d going alone or relying on 
photos in a book, even the one I've written! There �a 0��e some really good phone 
apps �f�o 0� �i�d�e�n�t�i�f�y�i�n�g mushrooms, but you can’t always rely on getting a good 
signal in the middle of a wood. If oossible. vou should ao with a arouo led bv an 016 
v‡W#eæeæN�N��y�o�u  � �I�I stay safe and learn a lot that way. 

Conservation is �a 0� �e�a�l�l�y �i�m�p 0�0� �t�a�n�t consideration and you must follow a few 
�b�a�s �i �c 0� �u�l�e�s �. You should �n�e�v�e 0� �o�i�c�k all the mushrooms in one area - collect onlv 017 
enouah for vour own needs. Be very careful that you �d�o Sö � �t trample on young 
mushrooms or other plants. And make sure you don’t pick any mushrooms that 
are endangered and protected by law. 

There’s been a decline in some varieties of wild �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s in this �p�a 0��t of the 
�c�o�u�n�t 0��y �. Restaurants are becoming �m0� �r�e interested in lccally sourced food like 
wild mushrooms, but the biaaest �D0��o�b�i em is that so manv new houses have been 018 
built in this area in the last ten �v�e�a�r�s�. Qk�n�d more �w�a�t�e 0� �i�s being taken �f 0� �o�m rivers 
and �r�e�s�e�r�v�o�i 0� �s because of this, and mushroom habitats have been destroyed. 

Anyway, a word of advice on storing �m�u�s�h 0��o�o�m�s �. Collect them in a brown paper 
bag and as soon as you get home, put them in the fridge. Thev'II be fine �f�o 0� �a 019 
couole of davs but it’s best to cook them as soon as oossible - after washing 
them really carefully first, of course. 

So everybody knows what a mushroom tastes �l�i�k�e ÿ� 0� �i�g�h�t�? Well, you’II be surprised 
by the huge variety of wild mushrooms there are. Be adventurous! Thev’re areat 020 
in so manv dishes - stir fries risottos. oasta. But just be aware that some people 
�c�a�n 0� �e�a�c�t badly to �c�e 0��t�a �i �n varieties so it’s a good idea not to eat huge quantities 
to begin with. 

OK, so now I'm going to show you .. 

PART 3 

YOUNG MAN: That seminar �y�e�s�t�e 0��d�a�y on automation and the future of work �w�a�s 0� �e�a�l�l�y good, 
wasn’t it? Looking at the first industrial revolution in Britain in the 19th century 
and seeing how people reacted to massive change was a real eye-opener. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Yes. It was interesting to hear how people felt about automation then and 
what challenges they faced. I didn’t know that first started with �w�o�r�k�e 0��s�i�n the 
textile �i�n�d�u�s�t 0��y �.

YOUNG MAN: With those �p 0��o�t�e�s�t�i�n�g �w�o 0� �k�e�r�s called the Luddites destroying �t�h�e�i 0� �k�n�i�t�t�i�n�g

machines because they were so worried about losing their jobs. 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Yes, and ultimatelv thev didn’t achieve anvthina. And anyway, 021/22 
industrialisation created more jobs than it destroyed. 

YOUNG MAN: Yes, that’s true - but it orobablv didn’t seem a oositive thina at the time. I can �0�2�1 \< �2

see whv the Luddites felt so �t�h 0� �e�a�t�e�n�e�d�.

YOUNG WOMAN: I know. I'm �S�U 0� �e I would have felt the same. The discussion about the future 
of work was really optimistic for a change. I like the idea that work won’t 
involve doing �b�o�r�i�n�g ÿ�0� �e�p�e�t�i�t�i�v�e tasks, as robots will do all that. Normally, you 
only hear negative �s�t�u NÔ�a�b�o�u�t the future. 

YOUNG MAN : Bit too optimistic, don’t you think? �F�o 0� �e�x�a�m�p�l�e�, I can’t see how people are 
about to have more leisure time, when all the evidence shows oeoole are 023/24 
soendina �l�o�n�a�e 0� �t�h�a�n �e�v�e 0� �a�t work. 

YOUNG �W�ONÙ�A�N �: No-that’s true. And what about lower unemolovment? I’m not so sure about that. 023/24 
YOUNG MAN: Perhaps in the long term - but not in the foreseeable �f�u�t�u 0� �e �.

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. And I expect most people will be expected to work until they’re much 
older - as �e�v�e 0��y�o�n�e  � �s living much longer. 

YOUNG MAN: That’s already happening. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I enjoyed all that �s�t�u NÔ�o�n how technology has changed some jobs and how 
they’re likely to change in the �n�e�a 0� �f�u�t�u�r�e�.

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, incredible. Like accountants. You might think all the technological 
innovations would have put them out of a job, but in fact there are more of them 025 
than ever. Thev’re still reallv in demand and have become �f�a 0� �m�o�r�e efficient. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Right. That was amazing . Twenty times �m�o 0� �e accountants in this country 
compared to the 19th �c�e�n�t�u 0� �y

YOUNG MAN : I know. I’d never have thought that demand for �h�a�i�r�d –@�s�s�i�n�g would have gone 
up so much in the last hundred years. One �h�a�i 0� �d�r�e�s�s�e 0� �f�o�r �e�v�e 0��y 287 people 
now, compared to one for over 1,500. 

YOUNG WOMAN : Yeah because oeoole’s earnina �o�o�w�e 0� �h�a�s aone uo so thev can afford to 026 
soend more on :>ersonal services like that. 

YOUNG MAN: But technology hasn’t changed the actual job that much. 
YOUNG WOMAN : No, they’ve got �1�a�i eö0��y�e�r�s�, etc. but it's one job where you don’t �d�e�p�e •è �d on 

a �c�o�m�p�u�t�e 0� �.�. �. The kind of work that administrative staff do has changed 
enormously, thanks to technology. Even 20 years ago �t�h�e ^•�·�e were secretaries 
doing dictation and typing . 

YOUNG MAN: Yes. Reallv �b�o ]Ý �n�a comoared to these davs �w�h�e 0� �1�t�h�e�v  �0� �e aiven much more 027 
resoonsibilitv �a 0� �d �h�i�±�h�e�r� status. 

YOUNG WOMAN: Mmm. A lot of graduates go �i�n�f�o 0� �t�h�i�s kind of work now ... I’d expected there 
to be a much �b�i�g�g�e 0� �c�h�a�n�g�e in the �n�u�m�b�e 0� �o�f �a�g�r�i�c�u�l�t�u 0� �a�l �w�o�r�k�e 0��S in the 
19th century. But the 1871 census showed that roughly 25% of the population 
worked on the land. 

YOUNG MAN: Yeah, I’d have assumed it would be more than 50%. Now it's less than 0.2%. 028 
YOUNG WOMAN : What about care �W�O0� �k�e�r�s�?

YOUNG MAN: They �b�a 0� �e�l�y existed in the 19th century as people’s lifespan was so much 
�s�h�o 0� �t�e 0��. But now of course this sector will see huae �G 0� �o�w�t�h �. 029 

YOUNG �W�OQ½�A�N �: Yeah - and it’s �h�a 0��d enough to meet �c�u 0� �r�e�n�t demand. The future looks quite 
bleak �f�o 0� �b�a�n�k clerks. They’ve been in decline since ATMs were introduced in 
the eighties. 

YOUNG MAN: And technoloav will �c�e 0� �t�a�i�n�l�v make most of the iobs thev do now redundant, 030 
I think. 

YOUNG WOMAN: I agree, although the situation may change. It's �v�e 0��y �h�a 0� �d to �p 0� �e�d�i�c�t what 
will happen. 
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PART 4 

In today’s astronomy lecture, I’m going to talk about the need for a system to manage the 
movement of satellites and other objects in orbit �a 0� �o�u�n�d the Earth. In �o�t�h�e 0� �W�O0��d�s �, a Space 
Traffic Management s>stem. We already have effective Air Traffic Control systems that 
�a 0��e used internationally to �e�n�s�u 0��e that planes �n�a�v�i _R�t�e our skies safely. Well, Space Traffic 
Management is a �s�i�m�i�l�a 0� �c�o�n�c�e�p�t�, but focusing on the control of satellites. 

The aim of such a system would be to �p 0��e�v�e�n�t the danger of collisions in space between the 
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objects in �O0� �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the Earth. In order to do �t�h�i •¸ ÿ� �w�e  � �d need to have a set of leaal measures. 031 
and we’d also have to develoo the �t�e�c�h 0� �i�c�a�l svstems to enable us to prevent such accidents. 

But �u�n�f�o 0� �l�u�n�a�t�e�l�y �, at �p 0� �e�s�e�n�t we �d 0� �n  � �t actually have a Space Traffic Management system that 
works. So why not? What are the problems in developing such a system? 

Well, �f�o 0� �o�n�e thing, satellites are relativelv cheao these �d�a�v�Ä ÿ� �c�o�m�p�a�r�e�d� with how they were in the 032 
past, meaning that more people �c�a •è �a�f�f�o�r�d to put them into space. So there’s a lot �m�o 0��e of them 
out �t�h�e 0� �e�, and people �a ^•�e�n  � �t iust launchina sinale satellites but whole constellations consistina of 033 
thousands of them designed to work together. So space is getting �m�o 0��e �C0��o�w�d�e�d �e e÷�e�r�y day. 

But in spite of this, one thing you may be surprised to learn is that you can launch a satellite 
into space and, once it’s out there, it doesn’t have to send back anv information to Earth to 034 
allow its identification. So while we have �i�n�t�e�r�n�a�t�i 0� �n�a�l�s�y�s N��e�m�s for ensuring we know where 
the planes in �o�u 0� �s�k�i�e�s are, and to �p 0� �e�v�e�n�t them from colliding with one another, when it 
comes to the safety of satellites, at �D0� �e�s�e�n�t we don’t have anvthina like enouah �o�r�o�o�e 0� �w�a�v�s 035 
of trackina them. 

And it isn’t just entire satellites that we need to �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �.�A�g 0� �e�a�t�e�r �t�h 0� �e�a�t is �t 0� �e huge �a�m�o T� �n�t

of space �d�e�b 0� �i�s in 0� � �b�i�t �a 0��o�u�n�d the �E�a 0��t�h - broken bits of satellite and junk �f 0� �o�m space 
stations and so on. And some of these are so small that they can be �v�e 0��y hard to identify, but 
they can still be very dangerous. 

In addition, some ooerators mav be unwillina to share information about the satellites thev’ve 036 
launched. For examole. a satellite mav be desianed for militarv ouroose~. or it may have 
been launched for commercial reasons, and the �o�p�e 0� �a�t�o�r�s don’t want competitors to have 
information about it. 

And even if the operators are willing to �p 0��o�v�i�d�e it, the �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n isn’t easv to collect. Details are 037 
needed about the obiect itself. as well �a ]ô �a�b�o�u�t its location at a �p�a 0��t�i�c�u�l�a�r time … and remerr �b�e 0�

that a satellite isn’t very big, and it’s likely to be moving at thousands of kilometres an hour. 
We don’t have any sensors that can constantly follow something moving so �f�a�s�t ÿ� VÞR0�l�J�b ŒFN��hŒF 038 
scientists can do is to out forward a �D0��e�d�i�c�t�i�o�n concernina where the satellite is headina next. 

So those are some of the �p 0��o�b�l�e�m�s that we’re facing. Let’s consider now some of the solutions 
that have been suggested. One key issue is the way in which �i�n�f�o 0�0� �n�a�t�i�o�n is dealt with. We 
need more information, but it also needs to be accessible at a global level, so we need to 
establish shared standards that we can all agree on for the way in which this information is 
presented. We �a�l 0� �e�a�d�y do this in other areas of science, so although this is a challenge, it’s 
not an impossible task. Then, as all this �i�n�f�o�r 0��n�a�t�i�o�n  � �s collected, it needs to be put �t�o�g�e�t�h�e 0� �s�o

it can be used, and that will involve creatina a sinale database on which it can be entered. 039 

As we continue to push forward new �d�e�v�e�l�o�p�m�e�n `!ÿ� �c�o�n�g�e�s�t�i�o�n of the space environment is only 
going to increase. To cope with this, we need to develop a system like the one I've described to 
coordinate the work of the numerous spacecraft operators, but it’s also essential that this svstem 040 
is one that �e�s�t�a�b�l�i�s T� �e�s trust in the people that use it, both nationally and at a global level. 

One interesting development 
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Ii~ 

PART 1 

JULIE: Hello? 
GREG: Oh, hello. Is that Julie Davison? 
JULIE: Yes. 
GREG : This is �G0� �e�g Preston from the Employment Agency. We met last week when you 

came in to enquire about office work. 
JULIE: Oh, �t�h�a�t  � �S 0� �i�g�h�t�.

GREG: Now we’ve just had some details come in of a job which might interest you. 
JULIE: OK. 
GREG : So this is a oosition for �a 0� �e�c�e�o�t�i�o�n�i�s�t - I believe you’ve done that sort of work 

�b�e�f�o 0� �e�?

JULIE: Yes, I have, I worked in a sports centre for a couple of years before I got married 
and had the �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

Q1 

GREG: Right. Well, this job’s in Fordham so not too far awav for vou. and it’s at the 02 
vï �1�e�d�i�c�a�l centre there. 

JULIE : OK. So where exactly is that? 
GREG: It’s quite near the station, on Chastons Road . 03 
JULIE : Sorry? 
GREG: Chastons Road - that’s C-H-A-S-T-0-N-S. 
JULIE: OK, thanks. So what would the work involve? Dealing with enquiries �f 0� �o�m

patients? 
GREG: Yes, and you’d also be involved in makina aooointments , �w�h�e�t�h�e 0� �f�a�c�e to face or 04 

on the phone. And rescheduling them if �n�e�c�e�s�s�a 0��Y

JULIE : Fine, that shouldn’t be a problem. 
GREG: And another of �y�o�u 0� �d�u�t�i�e�s would be keeoina the �c�e�n�t 0��e  � �s database uo-to-date. 05 

Then you might have other general �a�d 0�0� �1�i�n�i�s�t�r�a�t�i�v�e duties as well , but those would 
be the main ones. 

JULIE: OK. 
GREG: Now when the details came in, I immediately thought of you because �Qeæeæˆ@WfŒF 06 

thev do reauire is someone with exoerience, and you did mention your work at 
the �s�p�o 0� �t�s centre when you came in to see us. 

JULIE : Yes, in fact I enjoyed that job. Is there anything else �t�h�e�y  �0� �e looking for? 
GREG: Well , they say it’s quite a high-pressure environment, they’re always very busy, 

and patients are often under �s�t 0� �e�s�s �, so they want someone who can cope with 
that and stav calm and at the same time be �c�o�n�f�i�d�e Nì�t when �i�n�t�e 0� �a�c�t�i�n�g with the 07 
public. 

JULIE : Well, after dealing with three children all under five , I reckon I can cope with that. 
GREG: �I  � vï �1 sure you can. 
GREG : And then another thing they mention is that they’re looking for someone with 

good IT skills 
JULIE: Not a problem. 
GREG: So you’d be interested in following this up? 
JULIE : Sure. When would it �s�t�a T�ÿ�

GREG: Well , they’re looking �f�o 0� �s�o�m�e�o�n�e from the beginning of next month, but I should 
tell you that this isn’t a oermanent iob. it’s temoorarv, so the contract would 08 
be just to the end of �S�e�p�t�e�m�b�e 0��. But they do say that there �c0� �u�l�d be further 
opportunities �a�f�t�e 0� �t�h�a�t�.

JULIE : OK. And what would the hours be? 
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GREG: 

JULIE: 

GREG: 

JULIE: 

Well , they want someone who can start at a quarter to eight in the morning -
could you manage that? 
Yes, my husband would have to get the kids up and �o NÔ�t�o my mother’s-she’s 
going to be looking after them while I'm at work. What time would I finish? 
One fifteen. 
That should work out all right. I can pick the kids up on my way home, and then 
l’II have the afternoon with them. Oh, one thing ... is there oarkina available for 
staff at the centre? 

GREG: Yes. there is, and it’s also on a bus route. 
JULIE: Right. Well, I expect I'll have the car but it’s good to know that. 

OK, so where do I go from here? 
GREG: Well, if �y�o�u  �0� �e happy for me to do so, I’ II forward your CV and references, and 

then the best thing would probably be �f�o 0� �y�o�u to phone them so they can arrange 
for an �i�n�t�e 0��v�i�e�w �.

JULIE: Great. Well thank you very much. 
GREG: You’re welcome. Bye now. 
JULIE: Bye. 

PART 2 

Good morning everyone, and welcome to the Museum of Farming Life. I understand it’s your 
first visit here, so I'd like to give you some �b�a�c�k�g 0��o�u�n�d information about the museum and 
then explain a little about what you can see �d�u 0� �i�n�g your visit. 

So, where �w�e N��e �s�t�a�n�d�i 0� �1�g at the moment is the entrance to a large building that was 

Test 4 

09 

010 

constructed in 1880 as the home of a local businessman �A�l�f 0� �e�d Palmer, of the Palmer biscuit 011 
factory. It was later sold and became a hall of residence �1�o 0� �s�t�u�d�e�n�t�s in 1911 , and a museum 
in 1951. In 2005, a modern extension was built to accom nodate the museum’s collections. 

The museum’s owned by the university, and apart �f 0��o�m �t�w�o 0��o�o�m�s that are our offices, the 
university uses the main oart of the buildina. You mav see students aoina into the buildina Q 12 
W�̀d W’ŒFŒFŒFeæŒFÿ��b�u�t it’s not open to museum visitors, I’m afraid. It’s a shame because the �i�n�t�e 0� �i�o 0�

architectural features are outstanding, especially the room that used to be the library. 

Luckily, we’ve managed to keep �e�n�t 0��y to the museum free. This includes access to all the 
galleries, �o�u�t�d�o�o 0� �a�r�e�a�s �a 0��1�d the 0� �o�o�m�s for special exhibitions. We 0� �u�n activities for children 
and students, such as the museum club, for which �t�h�e�r�e  � �¹�n�o� charge. We do have a donation 013 
box iust over �t�h�e 0��e so feel free to aive whatever amount vou consider aoorooriate. 

We do have a cloakroom. if vou’d like to leave �v�o�u 0� �c�o�a�t�~ and baas somewhere. Unlike other 014 
museums, photography is allowed here, so you might like to keep your cameras with you. 
You might �b�e TÍ �o�r�e comfortable not carrying �a 0��o�u�n�d �h�e�a�v�y 0� �u�c�k�s�a�c�k�s �, thouah keeo vour coats 
and iackets on as it’s auite cold in the museum aarden todav. 

|’d like to tell you about the different areas of the museum. 

Just inside, and outside the main gallery, we have an area called �F�o�u 0� �S�e�a�s�o�n�s �. Here you 
can watch a four-minute animation of a woodland scene. It was desianed esoeciallv for the 015 
museum bv a arouo of vouna oeoole on a film studies course, and it’s beautiful. Children 
absolutely love it, but then, so do adults. 

The main g �3�1�1�e S… ��s called Town and �C�o�u�n�t 0� �y �. It includes a photographic collection of prize-
winning sheep and �s�h�e�p�h�e 0� �d�s�. Leaving Town and Country, you enter �F�a 0� �m�h�o�u�s�e Kitchen, 
which is ... well , self-explanatory. Here we have the oldest collection of equipment for making 
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butter and cheese in the �c�o�u�n�t 0��y And this mornina. a soecialist cheesemaker will be aivina 016 
demonstrations of how it’s produced. You may even get to try �s�¿�m�e �.� 

After that, you can go in two directions. To the right is a staircase that takes you up to a 
landing from where you can look down on the galleries. To the left is �a 0� �o�o�m called A Year on 
the Farm. �T�h�e 0� �e  � �s lots of seating �h�e 0� �e as sometimes we use the room �f�o 0� �s�c�h�o�o�l visits , so it’s 
a good place to stop for a rest. If vou’re feelina comoetitive. vou can take our memorv test in 017 
which vou answer auestions about �t�h�i�n�a�s e÷�O�U  � �v�e seen in the museum. 

The next �a 0� �e�a  � �s called Wagon Walk. This contains �f�a 0� �m carts from nearly every part of the 
country. It's �s�u�r�p 0� �i�s�i�n�g how much regional variation there was. Beside the carts are display 
boards with information about each one. The �c�a 0� �t�s are old and fraaile. so we ask vou to keeo 018 
vour children close to vou and �e •è �s�u�r�e thev don’t �c�l�i�n Q…�b on the �c�a 0� �t�s �.

�F 0� �o�m Wagon Walk, you can either make your way back to reception or go out into the garden 
- or even go back to take another look in the galleries. In the �f�a 0� �C0� �r�n�e�r of the �g�a 0��·�d�e�n is Bees 
are Magic, but we’re redevelooina this area so vou can’t visit that at the moment. You can still 019 
buy our honey in the shop, though . 

Finally, there’s The Pond, which contains all kinds of interesting wildl ife . �T�h�e 0� �e are babv 020 
ducks that are �O0� �I�v a few davs old. as wel as tinv �f Sã�a�s �. The Pond isn’t deep and �t�h�e 0� �e  � �s a 
fence around it, so it’s perfectly safe for �c�h�i�l�d 0��·�e�n �.

PART 3 
TUTOR: So now I want you to discuss the lesson we’ve just been watching on the video 

and think about the ways in which �o 0� �i�g�a�m�i can be a useful educational tool. Can 
you all work with the person sitting next to you .. . 

SEB: I had no idea that such a simple thing like folding squares of paper to make the 
shape of something like a bird could be such an amazing tool. It's made me see 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i in a whole new light. 

LIA: I know. It was interesting to see the educational skills the children were 
developing by doing �O0� �i�g�a�m�i �. On the video you could see �t Së�e�m �r�e�a�l �l �y vÑg�eæeæ�g�_ 021/22 
hard to make sure thev did all the steos in the 0� �i�a�h�t order to make the bird . 

sEB: That’s right. In this lesson they were working individually but it would also be 
interesting to see if the children could work out how to make something simple 
without being given any direction. That would help with building teamwork as 
well. 

LIA: Yes, but much more of a challenge. One thing that really stood out for me was 
that the children were all havina fun while beina tauaht something new. 021/22 

SEB: Which is a key aim of any lesson with this age group. And although these kids 
had no problems with folding the �p�a�p�e 0� ÿ� �w�i�t�h younger children you could do 
origami to help practise fine motor skills. 

LIA: Absolutely. Shall we talk about the individual children we saw on the video? I 
wrote all thBir names down and took some notes. 

sEs: Yes, I did too. 
uA: OK, good. Let’s start with Sid . 
sEs: He was interesting because before they �s�t�a 0� �t�e�d doing the origami , he was being 

quite disruptive. 
uA: Yes. He 0� �e�a�l�l�y benefited from having to use his hands - it heloed him to settle 023 

down and �s�t�a 0��t con �c�e�n�t 0� �a�t�i�n�a�.
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sEs: Yes, I noticed that too. What about Jack? I noticed he seemed to want to work 
things out for himself. 

Test 4 

uA: Mmm. You could see him trvina out different thinas rather than askina the �t�e�a�c�h�e 0� �0�2�4

W�̀r�.�.�h ŒF�)�Q�. What did you make of Naomi? 
sEB: She seemed to be losing interest at one point but then she decided she wanted 025 

her mouse to be the best and that motivated her to trv �h�a 0��· �d�e�r�.

uA: She didn’t seem satisfied with hers in the end, though. 
sEs: No. 
uA: Anya was such a star. She listened so carefully and then oroduced the �o�e 0� �f�e�c�t 026 

bird with �v�e 0��v little �e�f�f�o Qá

SEB: �M0� �n�m - I think the teacher could have �i�n�c 0� �e�a�s�e�d the level of difficulty �f�o 0� �h�e�r �.

LIA: Maybe. I think it was the first time Zara had come across origami. 
SEB: She looked as if she didn't really get what was going on. 
uA: She seemed �u�n�s�u 0��·�e about what she was suooosed to do, but in the end hers 027 

�d�i�d ]Ý  � �t turn out too badly. 
sEB: Yeah. I’m sure it was a positive learning experience �f�o 0� �h�e 0�ÿ�

uA: Mmm. 

LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 
LIA: 

SEB: 

LIA: 
SEB: 

LIA: 

I think �o�n�e 0� �e�a�s�o�n why the origami activity �w�o 0� �k�e�d so well in this class was that 
the teacher was well �p 0� �e�p�a�r�e�d�.

Right. I think it would have taken me ages to oreoare examoles. showina each 
of the steos involved in makina the bird. But that was a reallv aood idea. The 
�c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n could see what they were aiming �f�o 0�ÿ and much better �f�o 0� �t�h�e�m to be 
able to hold �s�o�m�e�t�h�i�n�g ÿ� 0� �c�1�t�h�e�r than just looking at �p�i�c�t�u 0� �e�s �.

Mmm - those physical examples supported �h�e 0� �v�e 0� �b�a�l explanations really well. 
It’s strange that origami is n’t used more widely. Why do you think that is? 
Well , teachers may just feel it’s not that appealing to �c�h�i�l�d 0� �e�n who are used to 
doing everything on computers, especially boys. Even if they’re aware of the 
benefits. 
Oh, I don’t know. It’s no �d�i�f�f�e 0� �e�n�t to any �o�t�h�e 0� �c�r�a�f�t activity. I bet it’s because so 
manv teachers are clumsv like me. 
That’s true - too much �e�f�f�o 0� �t reauired if �v�o�u  � 0� �e not aood with �v�o�u 0� �h�a�n�d�s�.

Well , anyway, I think we should trv it out in our maths teachina �D 0� �a�c�t�i�c�e with 
�XŒFŒF�Q�. I can see using origami is a really engaging way of reinforcing children’s 
knowledge of geometric shapes, like they were doing in the video, but JJbin.!s..j1_ 
would also work reallv well for oresentina fractions. which is comina uo soon. 
Good idea - that’s something most of the kids in that class might �s u� �u�g�g�l�e with. 
�O0� �i�g�a�m�i would also be good practice �f�o 0� �u�s�i�n�g symmetry - but I think they did 
that last term. 

SEB: OK - well let's try and get scme ideas together and plan the lesson next week. 
TUTOR: OK, if you could all stop ... 

PART 4 

The person I've chosen to talk about is the �F 0� �e�n�c�h �w�r�i�t�e 0� �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o - many people have 
heard of him because his novel, Les Miserables, which he wrote in 1862, is famous around 
the �W�O0� �I�d �. It became a stage musical in the 1980s, and a film version was also released in 

028 

029 

030 

2012. So, �s�o TÍ �e of us. I’m sure have a �o 0��e�t�t�v aeneral idea of the olot. but we know much less 031 
about the author. Today, I’m going to �p 0� �o�v�i�d�e a little more insight into this talented man and 
|’m going to talk particularly about the home he had on the island of Guernsey in the �B 0� �i�t�i�s�h

Channel Islands. 
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But �f�i 0��s�t�, his early career .. . as I’ve said, he was a �w�r�i�t�e 0� ÿ� �h�e was at the height of his �c�a 0� �e�e�r in 
Paris and he was very �h�i�g�h�l�y 0� �e�g�a�r�d�e�d by his colleagues. As far as literature was concerned, 
he was the leading figure of the Romantic movement. �H�o�w�e�v�e 0�ÿ� �a�s well as being a literary 
genius, he also aave manv soeeches about issues like the level of oovertv in his society. He 032 
felt �v�e 0��y strongly about this and about �o�t�h�e 0� �a�r�e�a�s where change was needed, like education. 
This kind 0� �f outspoken criticism was not well liked by the rulers of France and, eventually, the 
emperor - Napoleon Ill - told �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o to leave �P�a 0� �i�s and not return; in other words, he 
sent him into exile. 

So Victor Huao was forced to reside in �o�t�h�e 0� �o�a�r�t�s of Eurooe. Guernsey was actually his �t�h�i 0��d 033 
place of exile and he landed there in 1855. He produced a lot while on Guernsey - including 
Les Miserables - and to do this, he had to spend a great deal of time in the home that he 
had there. This was a property that he bouaht usina the monev he’d made in France from the 034 
oublication of a collection of his ooetrv. It was the only property he ever owned, and he was 
�v�e 0��y proud of it. 

The property �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�g�o bought on Guernsey was a large, �f�i�v�e�-�s�t�o 0� �e�y house in the capital 
town of St Peter Port and he lived �t�h�e 0� �e for 15 years, returning to France in 1870 when 
Napoleon’s Empire collapsed. He �d�e�c�o 0� �a�t�e�d and furnished each �l�e�v�e�l ÿ�0�0� �f�l�o�o�r�, of the house in 
unique and �w�o�n�d�e�r�f�t 0� �I ways, and many people �c�o�n�s�i�d�e 0� �t�h�e inside of the house to be a ‘work 
of art'. Today it’s a museum that �a�t�t 0� �a�c�t�s 200,000 visitors a year. 

He lived in the house with his family ... and �o�c 0� �t�r�a�i�t�s of its members stil hana �i�n 0��o�o�m�s on the 035 
around �f�l�o�o 0��. alona with drawinas that he did during his travels that he felt were important to 
him. In other ground-floor rooms, there �a 0��e huge tapestries that he would have designed and 
loved. The walls are covered in dark wood oanellina that �V�i�c�t�o 0� �H�u�a�o created himself usina 036 
wooden furniture that he bouaht in the market. The items were relatively inexpensive, and he 
used them to create intricate carvings. They gave an atmosphere on the �l�o TÍ �e 0� �l�e�v�e�l that was 
shadowy �a�n�d 0� �a�t�h�e�r solemn. 

On the next level of the house there are two impressive lounges, where he entertained his 
guests. One lounge has entirely red furnishings, such as sofas and wal coverings, and the 
�o�t�h�e 0� �b�l�u�e �. There’s a �s�t�r�c ]Ý�q Chinese influence in these areas in thinas like the walloaoer 037 
�o�a _ç�e�r�n and the lamos - which he would have made himself by copying original versions. 

His library, wherE he left many of his favourite books, forms the hallway to the third �f�l�o�o 0� �a�n�d

was a comfortable area �w�h�e –j �h�e could relax and enjoy his afternoons. And then, at the �v�e 0��Y

top of the house, there’s a room called the Lookout - called that because it looks out over the 038 
�hW’ˆ@eæeæ�I�n contrast to the rather dark lower levels, it's full of light and was like a glass office 
where he would �w 0� �i�t�e until lunchtime - often at his desk. 

So, Victor Hugo was a man of many talents, but he was also true to his values. While living in 
his house on �G�u�e�r�n�s�e�y ÿ�0� �e �e�n�t�e 0� �t�a�i�n�e�d many �o�t�h�e 0� �f�a�m�o�u�s writers, but he also invited a larae 039 
arouo of local children from the deorived areas of the island to �d�i�n�n�e 0� �OSë�c�e a week. What’s 
�m�o 0� �e�, he served them their food, which �w�a�¹�a�n� extraordinary gesture for the time period. 

In 1927, the house was owned bv his relatives. and thev decided to donate it to the citv of Q40 
�EN;ŒFŒF�. It has since been mstored using photographs from the �p�e 0� �i�o�d and, as I mentioned 
earlier, is now a museum that is open to the public. 
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LISTENING 

• Answer key with extra叫叫ons

~ in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 DW30 7YZ 
2 24(th) April 
3 dentist 
4 parking 
5 Claxby 
6 late 
7 evening 
8 supermarket 
9 pollution 

10 storage 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11 C 
12 A 
13 A 
14&15 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

16 B 
17 G 
18 D 
19 A 
20 F 

If you SC。re ... 

0-19 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score unde「

examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
befo「e you take IELTS. 

20-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 A 
22 B 
23 A 
24 C 
25 B 
26 A 
27 &28 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
E 

29&30 IN EITHER ORDER 
A 
C 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 fences 
32 family 
33 helicopte「S
34 stress 
35 sides 
36 breathing 
37 feet 
38 employment 
39 weapons 
40 tourism 

29--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score unde「

conditions but we 「ecommend examination conditions but 
that you think about having remember that d肝e「ent

more practice O「 lessons before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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liDIIII 

READING 

E愚 Answ时ey with extra ex阳ations
~ in Resource Bank 

Reading Section 1, 
Questions 1-14 
1 TRUE 
2 FALSE 
3 FALSE 
4 TRUE 
5 FALSE 
6 NOTGIVEN 
7 TRUE 
8 A 
9 F 

10 B 
11 C 
12 F 
13 E 
14 B 

Reading Section 2, 
Questions 7ι27 

15 (CE) mark 
16 tests 
17 engineer 
18 control measures 
19 (lifting) crew 
20 ba「rie「S

If y。u SC。re ... 

。一26

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable score under 
examination conditions and we 
「ecommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
before you take IELTS. 
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21 banks man 
22 injuries 
23 win 
24 expectations 
25 solution 
26 policy 
27 recommendation 

Reading Section 3, 
Questions 2ι40 

28 vii 
29 
30 vi 
31 iii 
32 viii 
33 ii 
34 sticks 
35 infertile 
36 Poland 
37 loyalty 
38 D 
39 C 
40 A 

27-32 33--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
sco「e under examination acceptable score unde「
conditions but we recommend examination conditions but 
that you think about having 「emembe「 that different 
more practice O「 lessons befo「e institutions will find different 
you take IEL TS. scores acceptable. 
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Listening and Reading answer keys 

IU雀副回

LISTENING 

II Answ叫…叫anations
in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 training 
2 discount 
3 taxi 
4 service 
5 English 
6 Wivenhoe 
7 equipment 
8 9.75 
9 deliveries 

10 Sunday 
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fE R4D SR no OR -Eas
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e
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E
』

sw 
e

巾

UE QN 
,, 时

C
A
B
B
W
A
B
D
A
C
F

h
u
1
2
3
4

日

7
8
9
0

F
r

吨
，
－
肉
，
晶
吨
，
晶
吨
，
－
吨
，
－qL
句
，
－
呵
，
－
吨
。Part 2, Questions 11-20 

11 & 12 IN EITHER ORDER 
B 
E 

13& 14 IN EITHER ORDER 
B 
C 

15 G 
16 C 
17 D 
18 B 
19 H 
20 A 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 

31 convenient 
32 suits 
33 tailo 「
34 profession 
35 visible 
36 string(s) 
37 waist(s) 
38 pe斤ume
39 image 
40 handbag 

If y。u SC。re ... 

0-18 19-28 29-40 

you a「e unlikely to get an you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
acceptable score under score unde「 examination acceptable score under 
examination conditions and we conditions but we recommend examination conditions but 
recommend that you spend a lot that you think about having remember that different 
of time improving your English more practice or lessons before institutions will find different 
before you take IELTS. you take IELTS. sco「es acceptable. 
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Listening and Reading answer keys 

回噩噩回

READING 

E理’ Answer key with ext盯xpl叫ons
··函， in Resource Bank 

eu 

dg 

mM4 ·’’4饲aa

21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 

surveys 
ap「ons

boa「d

money 
appliances 
Labels 
sto「e「oom

RQ123456789叩刊但竹MM
制4俨刷刷vv ssll EGEG 

mwM出3旺TST－w－huR剧RO剧。dsDAEBDFCATFTNFN 
ae 

Reading Section 3, 

Reading Section 2, 
Questions fι27 

15 absenteeism 
16 soda 
17 fruit 
18 fridge 
19 bikes 
20 showers 

If y。u SC。re ... 

0-25 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable sco「e under 
examination conditions and we 
「ecommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving you「 English

befo「e you take IELTS. 

126 

Questions 2ι40 

28 E 
29 C 
30 A 
31 E 
32 D 
33 A 
34 C 
35 C 
36 fab「ic

37 instructions 
38 geometric 
39 newspaper 
40 knitwea「

26-32 33--40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
score under examination acceptable score unde「
conditions but we recommend examination conditions but 
that you think about having remembe「 that different 
more practice or lessons before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Listening and Reading answer keys 

Dmi回

LISTENING 

E冒’ An叫 key witt 盯xpla「.. 隘• in Resource Bank 

Part 1, Questions 1-10 
1 Marrowfield 
2 relative 
3 socialise I socialize 
4 full 
5 Domestic Life 
6 clouds 
7 timing 
8 Animal Magic 
9 (animal) movement 

10 dark 

Part 2, Questions 11-20 
11&12 IN EITHER ORDER 

B 
C 

13&14 IN EITHER ORDER 
B 
D 

15 C 
16 B 
17 B 
18 C 
19 A 
20 A 

If y。u SC。re ... 

0-18 

you are unlikely to get an 
acceptable sco「e under 
examination conditions and we 
recommend that you spend a lot 
of time improving your English 
before you take IELTS. 

19-28 

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21 &22 IN EITHER ORDER 

A 
E 

23&24 IN EITHER ORDER 
B 
D 

25 G 
26 E 
27 B 
28 C 
29 F 
30 A 

Part 4, Questions 31-40 
31 technical 
32 cheap 
33 thousands 
34 identification 
35 tracking 
36 military 
37 location 
38 prediction 
39 database 
40 trust 

29-40 

you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
sco「e unde「 examination acceptable score under 
conditions but we 「ecommend examination conditions but 
that you think about having 「emember that different 
more practice O「 lessons before institutions will find different 
you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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圄军DD

READING 

II Answ叫…叫叫S
in Resource Bank 
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21 wires 
22 chairs 
23 mirrors 
24 carpets 
25 drawers 
26 adjustable 
27 holders 

Reading Section 2, 
Questions 1 fr27 
15 sha「ing
16 mileage 
17 night 
18 replacement 
19 cover 
20 complaints 

Reading Section 3, 
Questions 2ι40 

28 C 
29 F 
30 D 
31 B 
32 F 
33 C 
34 B 
35 D 
36 A 
37 C 
38 (fine) g「aveI 
39 animals 
40 ( crushed) brick 

If you SC。re ... 

。－25 2ι32 33--40 

you a「e unlikely to get an you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
acceptable score under score under examination acceptable score unde「

examination conditions and we conditions but we recommend examination conditions but 
recommend that you spend a lot that you think about having remember that different 
of time improving your English more p「actice or lessons before institutions will find different 
before you take IELTS. you take IELTS. sco「es acceptable. 
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回i6i!I

LISTENING 

Answer key with extra explanations 
in Resource Bank 因

Part 3, Questions 21-30 
21&22 

B 
D 
D 
A 
C 
G 
F 
A 
B 
C 

IN EITHER ORDER 
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Part 1, Questions 1-10 
「eceptionist

Medical 
Chastons 
appointments 
database 
experience 
confident 
temporary 
1.15 
parking 
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Part 2, Questions 11-20 
Part 4, Questions 31-40 

plot 
poverty 
Europe 
poetry 
drawings 
furniture 
lamps 
harbour I ha「bor

children 
relatives 
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If y。u SC。re ... 

0-17 18-27 28-40 

you a「e unlikely to get an you may get an acceptable you a「e likely to get an 
acceptable score under sco「e unde「 examination acceptable score under 
examination conditions and we conditions but we recommend examination conditions but 
「ecommend that you spend a lot that you think about having 「emember that different 
of time improving your English more practice or lessons before institutions will find different 
before you take IELTS. you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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liDIDI 

READING 

II Answ叫…叫叫S
in Resource Bank 
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21 sunlight 
22 footwear 
23 padding 
24 handrails 
25 trolleys 
26 ove「reach
27 rotation 

Reading Section 2, 
Questions 7ι27 

15 oxygen 
16 yearly 
17 beard 
18 solvents 
19 「ack
20 straps 

Reading Section 3, 
Questions 2ι40 
28 vi 
29 
30 vii 
31 iv 
32 iii 
33 viii 
34 V 

35 fungi 
36 horizon 
37 SU「face
38 landscape 
39 galaxies 
40 gardens 

If y。u SC。re ... 

0-24 25-31 32-40 

you are unlikely to get an you may get an acceptable you are likely to get an 
acceptable sco「e unde「 sco「e under examination acceptable score under 
examination conditions and we conditions but we recommend examination conditions but 
recommend that you spend a lot that you think about having remember that different 
of time improving your English more practice or lessons before institutions will find diffe「ent
befo「e you take IELTS. you take IELTS. scores acceptable. 
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Sample Writing answers 

E想’ Additio「1
~罩 in Resource Bank 

TEST 1, WRITING TASK 1 

This model has been prepared by an examiner as an example of a very good answer. 

De.a「 Mi.a

It’ f, 9「e-.at to he-.ar f，「om iOLI; iour pr创ut wundf> re-.a\\i intιr附in9. I'd bιh.appi to tell iOLI .about Te-t 

in Vietnam. 

Tιt if> f>hort fo「 Tit N9uin f)an .and it’ f, OLI「 Nιw Ye.a「 aιι0「ding to the- lunar ι.ale-nd.ar . It’s the- firnt 

d.ai of 5prin9 and it’s Uf>u.alli in 布nu.a叫 or re-b「u.a叫 It’S 「e-.alli impo忖ant to Llf> .af> it’ f, .aιh.anιι 

for the- famili toιom巳 togιth巳「 .and w巳 Vif>it the, 9「.avιs of our .anιιf>tO「f>. It’ f> probabli the- bi99e-纣

fof>tiv.al in Vi时n.am .and it’s .a publiιholid.ai- 协lιf>i:li if 900d thin95 h.appιn on the- fi mt d.ai of the-

nιw ie-ar, thιwhole- ie-.a「 will bιfull of ble-f>f>in9f>. 

I .alw.aif> lovιd it ,:lf, .aιhild be-ιi:lLlf>ιl would gιt a 「e-d envelopιwith mon叫 inf>idιit from the- oldιr 
me-mbe-rf> of the- famili- Now I likιVif>itin9 f1「1巳ndf> .and th巴巴对ιndιd famili on th巳 week of T et .and 

ιnjoiin9 the loveliι.andi巳d fru itf> th.at wιh.ave on thif> oιι.af>ion. 

I hopιth.at h巳lpf>. Do .af>k if th巳「ι’s .anithin9 elf>e iOLI’d likιto know. 

/\II the bιf>t 

Here are comments from another examiner: 

This is a full response to the task. The candidate addresses the first two bullet 
points in the second paragraph, then covers the last bullet in the thi 「d, but could 
add more about how New Year is celebrated. They mention [the biggest festival ... 
public holiday] but give no details about how it is celebrated. 

However, the enthusiastic tone is just right for a letter to a friend, and p「ogression in 
the response is clear. There are some effective linking expressions [according to I 
because I Now], although in the second paragraph, most sentences sta时 with [It's] , 
so a wider range would improve the response. 

The range of vocabulary includes some less common items and some good 
collocation [ come together I good th的gs happen], but it could be wider. Similarly, 
there is a mix of grammatical structures, including conditionals [if], but generally, 
the range is limited with simple structures and short, compound sentences. Overall, 
this is an appropriate and engaging response. To improve it, the range of cohesive 
devices and grammatical structures could be widened . 
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Sample Writing answers 

TEST 1, WRITING TASK 2 

This model has been prepared by an examiner as an example of a ve「y good answer. 

Job r,ee,ke,rn o古巴n qu巳纣ion whe:甘1e,「 it jf, bι竹巳r to work fo「 a large o「 a r,ma\\ ιom pan~. I would pe,「切nall~

pref1ιr to work for a large「 ιompa叫， b川｜在 likιtoιonr,ider the advantager, and dir,advantager, of both. 

In gen巳「al, largerιompani臼 ιan r,uppo付 theirιmpl叫比s more e,ffodive.11 bιιaur,e, th叫 have aιιιr,r, to 
mor巳「巳切U「己伪. 1he,r,e,ιould inιludιnighιr r,ala「i饨， ιnd-of-1ear bonur,饨， and other pe,「问刨出 ar,

an 怀ιι\lent food r,erviιe and even r,po巾 faliliti伪. Largιιompaniιr, ma1 alr,oιont「ibute mo「e to 1our 
p「ofi巳r,r,ional dev巳lopment, o仔ering regula「 ιonf巳「巳nιιs and trainingιOU「f,e,f,,

\he f>iL巳 of a largeιompan1 ir, alr,o an indiιation of th巳i「 f,Uιι巳馅， meaning that itιan offo「 9「归化「
彻bil ，叫.1he「巳 ir, alw a b州时 ιnanιιfor promotion and 己矿部r development inιompaniιr, with ma叫
de归付ments and a larger managemιnt r,trudurιDfιourr,e, advanιement ma1 notιome ear,il1 bιιaur,ιit 
ir, hard to r,tand out when ma叫 emplo1巴巴s a「ιViing fo「 the r,amιrole. 

In r,ma\\ ιom归ni饵， 1ou ma1 f1饵i \er,r, likιa numbι「 and that 1ourι何o付r, aιtuall1 make a difforenα. You 
will alw n巴巴d to wea「 di忏巳「巳nt hatr,, whiιh hιlps 1ou develop a r,kill r,e,t that mig忖 not bιpor,r,i队已 in a large「
ιompa叫 1he downr,id巳 ir, a high巳「己hanαof r,trained 「ιlationr,hips b比au古巴 working in dor,e, proiimitt with 
the 臼mιr,mall group of 严ople ev巳叫 da1ιan bιGhallengi吨， 'Smallιompani臼 ιan alw be unr,tab\e. If th叫
lor,ιa largιauount O「 ιon创mιr tar,t-巳r, lhang仇 1our por,计，onιould wddιnl1 bιιomιpruariour,. 

Bar,e,d on th巳 above, I'd 5ai that the kind ofιompan1 1ou wo「k for dιpe,ndr, on pι「切nal preformιι， b时

1our futu「6ιaree「 pror,pe,dr, ma1 bιbι竹er in a largeιompan1, 

Here are comments from another examiner: 

132 

This 「esponse covers both aspects of the task, including the pros and cons of each 
type of workplace, with some useful detail and good suppo同ing ideas. Ideas are 
logically organised and cohesion is ve叩 well managed throughout. 

There are a range of linkers [Of course I Based on the above] and other cohesive 
devices [both I your I their I which], which means it is easy to read. Paragraphing 
is generally good, with the introduction and conclusion sitting separately. However, 
the second and third paragraphs would be better combined, as they both address 
'large’ companies. 

Vocabulary is strong and there are some natural and sophisticated examples [vying 
for I wear di疗erent hats I strained relationships]. Grammar is flexible and accurate, 
with a range of structures including modals [can I may I cou/c巧 and conditionals [If] 
as part of complex, multi-clause sentences. Errors are rare. 

This is a good example of a high-level response. 
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Sample Writing answers 

TEST 2, WRITING TASK 1 

This model has been prepared by an examiner as an example of a ve叩 good answer. 

Dιa「 ~i「 O「 Madam,

lam 怀ιite.c\ to bι 彻忖1n9 work eiperienαat tne \Z-\ZN Broadιafitin9ιorpo「ation on 10 un巳 and

I would lik巳 to tnank ~OU ve.叫 muιh for tnifi opportuni叫 ， l am 9「atefu\ to nav巳 tnιιnanιιto gain 

f>Omιinfii9nt into tnιindufit~ I wifin to work in onιdal 

问 l mιntion巳din mi int巳「viιw, I am efipιιia\\i int巳「巳fitιd in ιommuni叫 Mιvifiion and would \ovιto 

build on mi fikillfi in fiound en9in巴巴「in9. Befiidefi tnifi, I am l1opin9 to develop mi f>O行 fiki\\fi in a「ιafi

f>Uιh afi teamwork, problem f>Olvin9 andι忏ιdiveιommuniιation .

I Wafi wondering if it nafi b巴巴n d比id巳d wniιh team I wi\\ bιworking witn and wnetner I wi\\ nav巳 a

mento「 afifii9nιd to me. I would \ik巳 to p「巳parιanead of timιif pofifiib\e bi doing fiome 「巳fiea「ιh

I alw wantιd to dari句 wnetner I wi\\ bιat tnιfitudio in Nιwt own o「 tnιneadqua忖巳「f, in tne 

ιl叫 ι巳nt「巳

I am looking forward to nea「in9 from iOU. 

kind rι9ardfi 

Here are comments from another examiner: 

This is a strong response to the task; it addresses all three bullet points and uses a 
suitable tone to communicate with the manager of the organisation. The response 
is presented in the correct letter format, with an appropriate ending, and there is 
clear progression th 「oughout the letter. 

The range of vocabula叩 is wide and precise [ga的 some insight into I develop my 
soft skills I mentor assignedJ, without errors. The w「iting contains a wide range 
of st「uctures, including conditionals [if] and passives [it has been decidec巧， with

accurate multi-clause sentences. 

This is a good example of a highe「－level response. 
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Sample Writing answers 

TEST 2, WRITING TASK 2 

This model has been prepared by an examiner as an example of a very good answe「－

'Somιpιople fiai that wιform an opinion about a p巳「wn within thi忖i f:,C,ιone\$ of mι时1n9 th巳m . A 

P巳「f:>On’ fl c.lothin9, faιia＼怀P「巳%ion, and evιn th巳 wai ↑h叫 fiha＼：：巳 handfi ιan have a profoundι.ffιd 

on our judgem巳nt. But ifi thifi natural human tendenci good 0「 bad?

There ifi wmιthing unfair about ou「 inc.lination to juc\9ιp巳ople too quiι＼：：Ii . Ma叫严op＼ιhave had 

unfortunate \if巳怀perienι巳fl that ιan a忏ιι↑ th巳l「 ιonfidenιe when mι价1n9 new pιople. 'Shinιfifi mai 

ma\::e thιm app巳ar aloof and ιold, but thifi initia\\i i叫 pιrnona meltfi awai whιn wιallow thιma 

bit of timιto warm up. Othern do not have 计1e meanfi to drefifi in a wai that \eavιs an imprefifiion. 

Inιvitabli, if we w「ite pιoplιo忏 too quiι＼：：Ii, wιιould mififi out on potιntial frienafihi庐， bufiin巳f:,f:,

oppo忖uniti巳s and 巳V巳n 「omantic relationfihipfi. 

There ifi another fiidιto thifi that ifi alfio worthιonfiiaerin9. 协lιarιall aware of the effect firfit 

impr巳fifiiOnfiιan have . 1干1e「巳 jf:, 巳V巳n a fiaiin9: iOU don’t get a fl巳ιond chanιιto ma＼：：ιa fi 「fit

imprιfifiion . Awarenefifi of thifi 「巳aliti fihould motivatιufi to alwaifi ↑rιat peoplιin a f「iendli,

「巳fiP比tful mannιr . If wιfitrive to ma＼：：巳 a good imprefifiion on the pιopl巳 wιmι时， it inι「巳afi巳fl our 

overall happin巳fifi and f:>enfie of wι11-bιin 9. 

On balanι巴， th巳「巳 ifi no doubt that judging pιople too quiι＼：：Iiιan havιnιgativιιonfiequ巳nιefi. But 

Knowing thιpower of firfit imprιfifiiOnfiιan l::eep Ufi on our toefi, motivating Ufi to que纣10n how wι 

ιome aι「Ofifi to othe内问ide f1「om thifi, th巳 abiliti to r巳ad peopl巳 quiι＼：：Iiιould alw prιvent ufi 

f「om being eafiili ta\::en in bi fiomebodi with ulterior motivefi. 

Here are comments from another examiner: 

134 

This response presents both sides of the argument and the ending concludes that 
forming impressions early can be either positive or negative. The second paragraph 
presents the downsides of judging too rapidly: the impact of low confidence, 
being shy or not having smart clothes. It also notes that people could miss out on 
friendships, oppo时unities and 「omance if they judge too harshly. 

The third paragraph is not entirely relevant. The question asks about the evaluation 
people make about the ‘kind of person’ and whether ‘we like them' but this paragraph 
mainly gives advice on how to behave when meeting new people. It should be more 
aligned to the question and present the advantages of forming ea「ly impressions. 

There is ave叩 wide range of vocabulary with some higher-level items [affect 
their confidence I aloof I icy persona I strive to make I come across]. Overall, the 
response includes a variety of accurate complex grammatical structures, with many 
long sentences containing a number of clauses. 

Vocabulary and grammatical structures are ve「y strong , accurate and flexible 
throughout. To improve the response, the third paragraph could present more 
clearly the advantages of quick decisions about the people we meet. 
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Sample Writing answers 

TEST 3, WRITING TASK 1 

This model has been prepared by an examiner as an example of a ve叩 good answer. 

De..ar 'Sir o「 Mad.am

I .am writing toιompl.ain .about th巳 information on ~our wιbsitι.and the. se.rviιιIr巳ιe.ive.d .at 

ιιntr.al 'Station. Ye.st巳「d.ai miιId巳「Ii unιiι.and I a「「iv巳d .at C.e.ntr.a I intιnding to us巳 the. tiι问ts wι 
had purιh.ase.d onlin巳 to tr.avιi to Ne.wι.astl巳 .at 号．号。pm . Unfo忖un.ate.\i. wιwιrιto\d th.at OLI「 tiιkιts

w巳「ιfor off-pe..ak .and wιιou\dn’f LISιthιm . 

协！h巳n I bought thιtiιk巳怡， it was not de.a「 on the. we.bsit巳 that th叫 W巳「e. just fo「 ι巳忖ain tim伪

This n切ds to bιιlarifie.d on iour we.bsite. as Iιan’t bιthe. on\i onιwho has madιthis mistake.. 

1-\owe.v肘， what re.al Ii upse.t mιwas thιunhe.lpful manne.「 of the. sta忏协！he.n we. aske.d what to do, 

inste.ad of hιlpin9 us to pai the. diff巳「mιιand ιatιh our train, the. a竹e.ndant wav巳d LIS in the. 

dirution of a tiαιf maιhine. with a long 叫uwι． 协iιmissιd OU「 train and waitιd an hour for thι 

n巳it one.. 'Ple.ase. t「ain iOLlr p巳「sonne-1 to be. more. p「oaltive. in future.. 

I hope. iOLI find this foe.dbaιk use.fol and take. it on board. 

You「s faithfulli 

Here are comments f「om another examiner: 

This is ave叩 strong response to the task: all three bullet points are addressed 
with a good level of detail , and the tone is suitable for a letter of complaint. There is 
clear progression throughout the letter and a ve叩 natural style. 

The range of vocabula叩 is wide and includes many higher-level items [unhelpful 
manner of I pay the di厅erence I direction of I proactive]. There is only one slip 
[ofi巳peak I off-peak travel] . 

Overall, the response includes a va「iety of complex grammatical structures 
[intending to use], with numerous long sentences containing a number of clauses, 
including past perfect and modal forms [had purchased I couldn ’t use] . 

This is already a very high-level response. To improve it, the final bullet point could 
be developed further, perhaps with an example of how the staff could be ‘more 
proactive’ . 
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TEST 3, WRITING TASK 2 

This model has been prepared by an examiner as an example of a ve叩 good answer. 

It if> inιre-af>ingliιommon for pιople- to hold down morιthan onιjob. 白onιa「e, thιdaif> whιn 

pιople-ιould 「e-\i on onιf>OUrιιof inιome- to f>atif>fi all the-i「 financial n巴巴df> . I would li\::e- to 
ιOnf>id巳r the- 「e-af>onf> for thif> ιhange- and outline- itf> advantage-fl and dif>advantagιs 

？ιople- ta\::e- onι对「a wor\:: bιιauf>ιma\::ingιndf> me-巳f haf> bιιom巳 f>Oιhalle-n9in9. In 「eαnt ie-a「S

thιιof>t of living haf> rif>e-n e-r-ponιntia\li, ma\::ing it a rιalιhallιnge- to br巳a\:: e-vιn at th巴巴nd of the
month. Mditional\i, adve-rtif>ingιompanie-f> 「e-\e-ntle-f>f>li promote- the- idea that morιwealth m巳anf>

morιhappine-f>f>, aιonι咐 that mani pιop＼ιb巳Ii巳V巴， Toe-i mai take- on free-Ianαjobf> or w巴巴比nd
work in thιhopιof imp「oving their lot in lifo. 

A pe-rf>on with mo「e- than onιjob maiι叩6「｜巳nιe- f>e-ve-ral be-ne-fitf>. Div巳「f>ifiing iour f>Killf> and 
gaining mo「e, e-r-p巳「l巳nιιιan ma问 iOU mor巴巴mploiabl巳 when nιgotiating thιhigh Iiιompe-titive- job 
mark时队.voiding pu忖ing all iOUrιggf> in onιbaf>K时 if> alf>o a wif>e- movιaf> iOU havιf>Omιthing to 
fall baιK on if onιf>OUrιe- of inιome- 纣opf>.

Toe-re- are- alf>o mani downf>id伪 to thif> f>ituation. Working for mor巳 than onιιompaniιan quiι＼：：Ii 

iιave- a p巳「f>On foιling ov巳「worked and burnt out. It alw lιave-5 limit巳d time- for bιing with famili 
and friιndf> 0「 doing thingf> iOU e-njoi. What’s mor院 when iOU a「巳 5pre-ad too thin. iOU mai produα 
poor-quali叫 WO「忆，

Ov巳「all, I think it if> impo付ant to r巳main balanιιd Having an additional wu「ιιof inιome-ιan bι 

bιn巳.fiιial if iOU kιιp WO「K in itf> plaα， but it if> not worth damaging iOU「 health and 「巳lationf>hipf>
for the- flakιof a 色lightli large-「 bank balanιι． 

Here are comments from another examiner: 

136 

This is a strong response. The candidate has addressed both questions and provided 
a range of extended ideas. 

The reasons given for having more than one job include the need to earn more to 
keep up with the [cost of living] and the idea, sold to people by adve叫ising , that we 
should earn as much as possible [more wealth means more happ的ess].

The pros and cons of having more than one job are well covered. Advantages include 
increasing your skills and experience to make you more employable and avoiding 
putting [a// your eggs 的 one baske巧 in case you lose one job. Disadvantages include 
feeling [overworked] o「 ［burnt ou可. and l伽ited time] to spend with family and friends 
and on hobbies, and producing [poor-quality work]. 
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The response is logically organised with well-managed cohesion. There are some 
ve叩 good linkers [Gone are the days when I Additionally I What's more] and accurate 
refe「ence and substitution. 

Vocabula叩 is accurate and wide ranging [satis命... financial needs I take on I risen 
exponentially I break even I improving their lo可 with some sophisticated resource 
[putting all your eggs 的 one basket I burnt out I spread too 的in]. Similarly, the range 
of grammatical structures is wide and flexible. 

This is ave「y good example of a higher-level response. 
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TEST 4, WRITING TASK 1 

This model has been prepared by an examiner as an example of a ve叩 good answer. 

De.a「 Mi karim, 

Toan\::. ~ou V叫 much again fo「 Sιndin9 mιon the. Wor\cplaιe. 'Safi内 ιouriι. It wai valuable. t「ainin9
and I now foe.I a lot morιιonfide.nt that I \::.now how to p「巳vent allide.nti in the. facto~. W巳 ιov巳「巳d

pointf> iuιh ai iafo 纣0「age., 1Ce.e.pin9 aιιιii waif> dιar and firιiafo叫·

lιan rιpo叶 that I hav巳 airιadi L』ie.d thιi\ci\\i I learnιd; when I notiι巳d f>Omιιablιi that w巳「巳 a

trip haz.ard and alio a lar9ιbin that wai pa忖1alli bloι\cin9 th巴巴在it, I wai able. to ide.nti句 and fry_ 
thoiιpro blιmi itrai9ht awai. 

I undιr甘and that e.mploie.e.i who itartιd wor\cin9 with ui thii ie.a「 havιalre.adi 「巳ιe.ivιd thif> 

f「ainin9 ai pa忖 of thιi「 oriιntation b川 fo「 thoie. who hav巳 b巴巴n h巳「巳 long肘， it would bιa good 

oppo忖uni叫 to 「e.f1「巳ih and add to their \cnowlιd9e.. 

It ii a we.II －「unιOUrf>巳 that ii w叫阿le.vant to our wor\cplaιe. and I am 9ratιful for 什1e. oppo叶uni叫

Mani than\ci 

Here are comments from another examiner: 
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This is a good response to the task: it addresses all three bullet points, uses a 
suitable tone to communicate with an employer and is presented in the correct 
letter format. There is clear progression throughout the letter, but there could be 
more evidence to justify why the course might not be suitable for colleagues (the 
final bullet point). There are some effective cohesive devices [that I those who], but 
a wider range of linking expressions than [and I but] would improve the final rating. 

Vocabula「y is used well, and there is some effective collocation [prevent accidents I 
tr,伊 hazard I partially blocking]. Grammatical structures include simple and complex 
examples [started working with us I have been here longer], but most of the letter is 
in the past simple and past simple tenses. 

To achieve the highest scores, the candidate would need to include a wider range 
of cohesive devices and grammatical structures. They could improve the response 
by providing further suggestions on why the course may not be suitable for other 
colleagues. Overall, it is a good response. 
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TEST 4, WRITING TASK 2 

This model has been prepared by an examiner as an example of a ve叩 good answer. 

It is truιthat nothing in life. is permanent 怀ιeptιhange. C..hang伪 in f>Dιl内 and our own \ivιs 

ar巳 in巳vitable. We all g时 old肘， f「ienas and famil1 movιaw叫， and ourιmplo1m巳nt situation ιan 

suaaenl1ιhang巴， Una巳「stanaabl1, man1 pιoplιwish e-v巳叫thingιoula sta1 thιsame. In this essa1, ! 

would likιto ιonsia巳「 thιrιasons fo「 this viιw and 怀plain wh1 it is b巳忖巳r to emb「aι6ιhangι．

协！ anting to foe\ inιontrol of our liv巳S is pιrfιdl1 no「ma\. W巳 0科ιn fe,e\ vulnerablιwhen events in 

soιi肉。ιιu「 whiιh are b叫ona ourιont「ol or when wιιannot be surιof the outιome of somι－thing. 

To巳 unι巳忖ain叫 ιausea 问 the C..OV!D-1q panaemiιis anιiampk of this. ιhanges in ou「 personal

ιirwmstanιesιan also bιhara to aιιιpt. fo「巳iamplιwhen a f1「iena or famil1 member movιsaw叫，

W巳 ma1 eipe「ienιe a d巴巴p sιns巳 of loss. I「oniιa\11， ιven goodιhangιsιan b「ing unι巳忖ain叫. If w巳

rιιιiv巳 a p「omotion, we ma1 stru99Iιwith impo纣巳「叫narome and wrest＼ιwith a fe,a「 of failure. 

Pιspitιthese p巳「fe.d\1 natural h巳lings, ! think it is good to embral巳 ιhange. '$inιιιhangιis 

unavoidable, it is muιh bι忖6「 to aιι巳pt r巳alit1 than to bιιomιιonsumea b1 nιgative thinking. 

When wι 「巳main positive，时 ma1 find that aιhangιadual\1 bιnefits us in the long run. Ma肘ing
toιhangιalso helps us develop 「伪ilienι巴， a qua Ii叫 that ιan help us faι巳 an obstade and s巴巴 an

oppo忖uni叫 in it. 

As highlighted above, soon巳「 O「 lat肘， wιwill all faιιιhange. Whileιhange is unsettling, it is vital 

to keep foιusιd on th巳 positiv巳 asp巳ds of ou「 ιi「ιumstanιιs Doing f>D ιan help us unloιk nιw 

oppo忖uniti巳S we aian’t know wιre availablιto US. 

Here a「e comments from another examiner: 

This essay is a high-level response that covers all aspects of the question. In the 
second paragraph, reasons are presented on why people in society as a whole and 
individuals might resist change. Then, the third paragraph gives clear reasons to 
suggest that, overall, this is a positive process. The position is consistent and the 
conclusion ties both areas together for a strong finish. 

Ideas are logically organised. Cohesive devices (Ironically I Despite these I 
As highlighted above I Doing so can] are used highly e忏ectively and paragraphing 
is helpful. 

Vocabulary is natural and sophisticated [embrace change I deep sense of 
loss I consumed by negative thinking I develop resilience]. Sentence structure 
demonstrates full flexibility, with a wide range of complex examples within a range 
of largely error-free multi-clause sentences. 

Little needs to be added to improve the rating other than possibly an example to 
illustrate why changes should be seen as positive, in the thi 「d paragraph. However, 
this is ave「y good high-level response. 
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text adapted from 'Recognizing hidden dangers:’ 25 steps to a safer office’ by Lauretta Claussen, 01 .06.2011 . 
Copyright© 2011 National Safety Council. Reproduced with kind permission; Wo「Id Histo「y Encyclopedia by Wo「Id
History Publishing for the text adapted f「om 'Roman Roads' by Mark Cartwright, 17.09.2014, available at https:// 
www.worldhistory.org/article/758/roman-roads/#ci_author_and_copyright. Copyright © Wo「Id History Publishing. 
Reproduced with pe「mission; R4: The Independent for the text adapted from '7 best ice c「eam makers for f「ozen
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with permission. 
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